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SUMVARY 

This work attempts to report the present conditions of some of the 
physical-chemical characteristics of the Ahuachapan geothermal field 
after a year of intensive operationi also presented are some hypotheses 
about the changes that are taking place in the production characteristics 
and in the chemical composition of the discharged fluids. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

The Ahuachapan geothermal field presently being worked covers 
an area of approximately 3 km2 and is found located to the west of El 
Salvador on the north limb of the quatenary volcanic range that crosses 
the whole country almost without interruption following the direction 
of the main graven. This graven is full of volcasnic materials dis
charged by the quatenary volcanic centers. 

The area being worked seems to be only one part of a more complex 
hydrothermal system that probably extends towards the East for a 
distance of about 10 kms. Currently exploratory drilling is being 
conducted with the purpose of investigating this area; temperatures 
greater than 200°C at 400 meters depth having been found. 

The surface manifestations of the Ahuachapan hydrothermal system 
are characterized by having a fumarolic character in the limbs of 
the volcanic system, accompanied by extensive areas of hydrothermal 
alternation and springs of an acidic character, and in the areas 
below the voleranic mass by hot springs of a CI-HCO3 type, that drop 
off in T and salinity in a northerly direction; see Figure 1, 

Presently 24 deep wells have been drilled in the area of which 11 
are producers, 4 are reinjection and 9 exploratory with some type 
of production in some of them. The producing wells discharge a 
mixture of water-steam in proportions of 11 to 46?5. The producing 
stratum that has been found hasathicknesses up to 300 M, the maximum 
measured temperature is 239*̂  C, The production rate is from 102 
to 550 ton/hour of mix. 

On the basis of the good results in the drill holes 2 units ^Bgi 
an average pressureof 5*5 with a generating capacity of 30 MW 

'•̂•'""̂y'̂'each, which are fed"7l(̂ Bj a steam separator from 9 holes with an 
average of 8.8 MW per hole, have been installed. The operation 
of the first unit began in June 1975 and the second in June of I976. 
Presently the studies for the i-mplantat-ion of the 3̂'̂  programmed 
generating unit |^; planned'- for 1979 with*'a capacity of 35 MW, 

,.s .̂ on,**..̂ .̂  s^rin-^u^-rioi^-
In view of the need to study the conditions of the reservoir being 
worked, a programmed control of measurements and of fluid sampling 
has been established in order to detect and evaluate any changes in 
the physical-chemical conditions of the reservoir. This control 
basically consists of measurements of the pressure head, volume 
of water flow, volume of steam flow, input of fluid samples, measure
ments of production, and records of temperature and pressure. 



The vs i r i a t ions t h ^ t havft been d e t e c t e d have been* 
- i n c r e a s e i n t o t a l s f ?Uni ty 
-dec rese in t h e Na/K r a t i o 
-dec rease i n h y d r o s t a t i c l e v e l s 
- v a r i a t i o n in t h e p r o d u c t i o n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of some w e l l s 

A l l t h e s e v a r i a t i o n s have g r e a t e r i n c i d e n c e i n the major o p e r a t i o n 
a r e a . 

P r e s e n t l y s a i d changes a r e being e v a l u a t e d i n o rde r t o e s t a b l i s h 
p o s s i b l e causes and e f f e c t s . 

2 . GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 

The geology of t h e Ahuachapan geothermal f i e l d has been widely 
s t u d i e d . For t h e purposes of t h i s work a v e r t i c a l c u t of t he 
f i e l d has been worked in which i t i s p o s s i b l e t o s tudy t h e 
s t r a t o g r a p h i c s u c c e s s i o n t h a t b a s i c a l l y c o n s i s t s ofi 
- l a v a t i c t u f f aceous fo rmat ion 
-young agglomerate Quaternary 
-Ahuachapan a n d e s i t i c fo rmat ion 
-o ld agglomera tes T e r t i a r y 

2 -1 Lavat ic Tuffaceous Formation (F igure z) 

This b a s i c a l l y i s made up of two components ( t u f f a c e o u s fo rmat ion 
wi th l a v a t i c i n t e r c a l a t i o n s ) . I t does no t have importance from t h e 
p o i n t of view of t h e i n t e r n a l r e c o n s t r u c t i o n of the r e s e r v o i r . I t 
shows t h i c k n e s s e s up t o 500 m e t e r s . 

2-2 Young Agglomerate 

I t has t h i c k n e s s e s a long the o rde r jo f 200-400 M and i s a q u i t e 
impermeable v o l c a n i c fo rma t ion , ($^^^ by o v e r l a y i n g t h e Ahuachapan 
a n d e s i t i c form.ation, s e -ve s a s an e f f e c t i v e s e a l f o r t h e r e s e r v o i r . 

2-3 Ahuachapan A n d e s i t i c Formation 

A formation made up predominant ly of wash wi th i n t e r c a l a t i o n s of 
tu f faceous m a t e r i a l s . I t c o n s t i t u t e s t h e producing format ion of 
the f i e l d . I t i s q u i t e f r a c t u r e d a l t hough not un i fo rmly , showing 
an inc rease i n i t s secondary p e r m e a b i l i t y i n i t s c o n t a c t s wi th 

wmrft the_young_agglomerates and wi th t h e deep s u b s t r a t u m . The c o n d i t i o n 
'^^/f^/'i^-'^^A °^ the~orcL0f of t h e a n d e s i t i c fo rmat ion i s p r e s e n t e d x i n t h e r e p o r t 

prepared by E n g i n e e r s Jimenez and Campos (ST t h i s symposium". 

2-4 Old se-glomerate .^..^-^^^^J—, 

This forms t h e base of the a n d e s i t i c fo rmat ion . I t v*H"' "•niiLiniilil^ 
conta in) i n t e r c a l a t i o n s of b r e c c i a and j^tefeii. I n some ho l e s t h i s 
s t ra tum shows c e r t a i n secondary p e r m e a b i l i t y ^ 

Wil/i 



3 Hydrogeologic Condition 

lliW ''t'\ 

On the basis of the j>rtii i"mr in hydrology and geochemistry and with 
the verification of the results in the deep drill holes it was possible 
to j ^ B S T ^ the existence of 3 main aquifersi 

3-1 Shallow Aquifer 

This is located lfgj\ the surface in recent geological formations made 
up of tuff, pumice and" fluvials that lie on the wash of the Laguna 
Verde Volcanic Group. It is fed by surface percolation of meteoric 
water. The chemical composition of the waters of this aquifer show 
that they are predominantly carbonated, showing high concentrations 
of sulfates, when they are heated by underground steam. 

3-2 Saturated Aquifer 

This aquifer circulates in the ŵ sii and pyroclastics that make up 
the lavatic tuffaceous formation and has a bed the" highly impermeable 
young agglomerates. The water that circulates in this aquifer originates 
from the more or less deep infiltration of precipitation water. This 
aquifer feeds the domestic wells and gives certain thermality in some 
areas, produced by conduction by means of young agglomerates, showing;—v.̂ '--K. 
waters with high contents of calcium and sodium bicarbonates, or by 
mixing with the waters of the deep saline aquifer producing waters 
with a high content of sodium chloride and bicarbonates of Ca and Na. 

3-3 Saline Aquifer 

Located in the andesitic formation of Ahuachapan, it has an upper 
seal of the impermeable young agglomerate formation and as a base 
massive tertiary agglomerates. This aquifer circulates through 
the zones of secondary permeability which exist in the andesites. 

Its actual expanse is to the South and West of the field, its 
boundpries on the South and East')not known with exactitude, but 
apparently it stretches in an easterly direction towards the 
Chipilapa region. The chemical characteristics are ^ B high 
salinity that basically consists of sodium, potassium, and cal
cium chlorides, accompanied by a wide variety of .lesser constituents 
Li, Sr, Cs, Rb, I, Br, As, B. 

The piezometric data and the geological characteristics suggest that 
the recharging zone of this aquifer is found in the volcanic groups 
located to the south of the field, where the craters facilitate the 
deep infiltration of water, that has been shown to be of a predom
inantly meteoric origin. 

The natural outlet of this aquifer seems to be the series of springs 
located to the north of the field (El Salitre, La Ceiba, San Lorenzo) 
which show atomic ratios similar to those of this aquifer although 
the absolute concentrations are less than that of the water of the 
saturated aquifer. The massive extraction of fluids from this aquifer 
in the main part of the geothermal field area has produced a flow 
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inversion, in the direction of the major working area, producing 
a dip in the piezometric level, this is accompanied by an invasion 
of water than tends to replace what has been extracted; the charac
teristics of this water seems to have the greatest heat content 
and saline content. 

CHEMISTRY OF THE FLUIDS 

4-1 Generalities 
i-

The water discharged by the wells of the Ahuachapan geothermal/'-" 
field are characterized by being predominantly• sodium chloride's't̂ r 
also containing as major constituents potassium, silica, calcium, t. 
idoim. See table 1, 

The material discharged at atmosphericjpressure has a slightly 
alkaline pH between 7.10 and 7»80 .^^^s found atn-boiling point. 
The extension of the saline aquife'r that feeds the producing wells 
of the area is presently undefined, with only"\'!2''of its boundaries 
known to datei towards the West as indicated by the results of well 
Ah-15 which does not show salinity and the results of wells Ah-11 
and Ah-12 to the north of the field which show a substantially 
reduced salinity. This rapid decrease in salinity in those directions 
clearly tells us the limits of the saline aquifer in that direction 
a fact that has been verified by the low permeability and tempera
tures in the area of said wells. 

In the other directions where the extension of the high temperature 
aouifer cannot be determined we have a concentration effect in a 
S-SW direction as indicated in the map of the isocentration of 
chlorides (Figure 4), 

Everything se°ms to indicate that the saline water of the aquifer 
being worked has a common source although the possibility of mixes 
with high temperature water of lower salinity cannot be excluded. 
To date a salinity gradient in a vertical direction has not been 
detected since there are nearby wells drilled at the same depth 
with different concentrations, but the existence of a horizontal 
concentration gradient in a S-SW direction is evident. The exis
tence of this gradient tells us that the migration of fluids in 
the producing stratum is horizontal and that the wells with the 
highest concentrations (wells Ah-7» Ah-l6) would be closer to the 
reservoir feed. 

Apparently the fall of the piezometric.levels of the producing 
aquifer caused by the operation are causing a more rapid migration 
of the water with greatest salinity and temperature towards the 
center of the fi^ld. This fact is verified by the increment of 
concentrations that have been made in wells Ah-1, Ah-4, Ah-6 
as well as by a decrease in the Na/K ratio in some wells (Figure 4). 

The atomic ratios of Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/F, Cl/Br, Cl/I also indicate 
that the saline water has a common source. 
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4-2 NaA Ratio 

This ratio, whose importance due to its dependence on temperature 
is well known,ihas in the fluid discharged by the Ahuachapan wells 
a range between 12.5 and 8.76 which corresponds to a temperature 
range between 222 and 27̂ ^ C (White 1970) — that differs in its 
upper limit with the maximum temperature measured at the reservoir 
which is 239°C in well Ah-22. We can contend that the Na/K ratio 
hasn't reached its balance in the area of the field where there 
are great differences between the T measured and the T calculated 
by the Na/K ratio; these differences can be observed in the follow
ing table in which the values for the maximum temperature measured 
and the temperature calculated by the Na/K ratio are reportedi 

Ĉ Difference 

23 
-1 
-8 
26 
44 
31 
25 
-13 
9 

From the preceding table and the map of Na/K temperatures 
con'pared with the maximum temperatures, it can be seen that these 
values move away from the temperatures measured in a S-Sw direction 
culminating in well Ah-7 which shows the greatest difference. 
This indicates that the sodium potassium hasn*t reached its balance 
with the rocks of the reservoir in that direction and that it 
reaches the balance when it circulates in a N-NE direction. This 
fact is important for inferring the possible feedina zone of the 
reservoir. There is also the possibility that the "low ratios re
ported in that direction are an indication that the water that 
feeds the reservoir has been in contact with rocks of higher temp
erature in a deeper zone not necessarily near the reservoir being 
worked and that the balance in the feeding zone adjoining the 
reservoir hasn't managed to be established yet. Up to now tempera
tures greater than 239°C have not been detected in the drilling area. 

This ratio also confirms the possible extension of the reservoir 
in a S-SE direction and its N and NW boundaries coming from the 
working field. 

The map of Na/K temperatures seems to indicate, together with that 
of maximum temperatures, and with that of the isoconcentration of 
chlorides, and with that of the concentration of Si02 that the 
feedine: zone is found to the south of the working field and that 
the circulation of fluids has a lateral direction with a tendency 
towards the N-NE, 

Well 

Ah-1 
Ah-4 
Ah-5 
Ah-6 
Ah-7 
Ah-20 
Ah-21 
Ah-22 
Ah-26 

Max TOC 

232 
234 
230 
231 
230 
225 
233 
239 
232 

T Na/] 

255 
233 
222 
257 
27̂ + 
256 
258 
226 
241 
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4-3 Concentrations of SiOg 

The concentrations of SiOg correspond very accurately to those 
expected for balanced quartz water to those measured from the 
reservoir. The map of silica isoconcentrations shows an obvious 
tendency to increase towards the south of the field, and this 
correlates with the maximum measured temperatures and with the 
Na/K ratios. All the evidence indicates that the flow has a 
N-NE direction previously converging in the center of the 
area of greatest operation (Figure 5^ 

If we calculate the heat content of the water in the reser
voir using the Si62 concentrations in the discharged water, it 
will be seen that the values are much smaller than those calculated 
by means of measurements. This fact provides evidence that a 
certain quantity of steam generated in the reservoir is being 
expelled with the mix, 

4&4 Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/Br, Cl/I Ratios (Table 2) 

This series of ratios show themselves to be quite constant in 
the waters discharged by the producing wells, confirming only 
one source for the water that feeds the saline aquifer, ^t 
should be noted that the Cl/B ratio* stays within the average 
range even in the Ah-l4 and Ah-l6 wells, considered to be bordering 
the working area. This fact is important because it enlarges the 
extension of the saline aquifer to the S-SE at the same time that 
it suggests a possible communication with the saline aquifer existing 
in the Chilapa area. 

The Cl/Br, Cl/I ratios are quite low compared to those found in 
similar fields and the source of the high concentrations of Br 
(40 ppm) and I (8 ppm) has not yet been explained. 

The variation in the absolute concentrations of B, As, Br, and I 
seem to be related to a process of dilution of the feed water 
in the reservoir in a N-NE direction although to date it isn't 
possible to detect this process in ajû tksEjtfiBaan-. 

5. PHYSICAL STATE OF THE AHUACHAPAN FIELD ^ ' 

Beginning in 1975* an -IMI IJ. Pirn in3r ô ajSfeibl-̂ n aaa considerable pro
portions was started in the Ahuacha-oan geothermal field. To date 
the total Quantity of extracted mass is along the order of 26 x 10^ ?, 
This artificial extraction of mass has provoked changes in the 
physical conditions of the aquifer that supplies\ the Ahuachapan 
geothermal zone. <revir,.i 

The change in the original physical conditions has been detected 
by a program of routine measurements that include* records of 
pressure and temperature, measurements of production and control 
of discharged water. 

The original condition of the aquifer, before starting the extraction 
programs on a large scale for the purpose of generationJD^s expected 
was that determined by the saturation condition. The evidence that 
supports the saturation condition, tha-t is the existence of only 
one phase; it isj'^possible'f^o get it from the pressure ratios 
measured in the well together with the saturation pressures for 



the measured temperatures. Figures 6 and 7 show us these ratios 
for wells Ah-6, Ah»»7, and Ah-20 in 197'*'. These wells were selected 
because they are representative of two field sitesi Ah-6 and Ah-20 
are located in the main working area and Ah-7 because of its being 
a well quite removed from the area and it has demonstrated notto 
be sensitive to many of the observed variations. 

In said figures we see how the saturation condition was generalized 
for the 3 selected wells, with only one change in this condition 
occurring when the hydrostatic pressure surpassed the saturation 
pressure. The same ratios have been graphed for the current state 
of said wells, in which one can clearly observe how the saturation 
condition has been ruptured in the Ah-6 and Ah-20 wells while it 
has stayed î ĝ f̂ir̂ r̂Sŝ iifeT̂* in the Ah-7 well. 

The similarity of the ratios before the extraction process indicates 
to us a s turation condition in the original aquifer in 197^» while 
the variations observed for 1976 indicate that in the zone of influence 
notable changes have occurred in the condition of the aquifer and that 
these changes have not affected the wells located outside of the major 
extraction area. 

These pressure ratios together with the saturation pressure suggest 
the probability of a steam phase in the reservoir, that would be 
explainable on the basis of a decrease in the hydrostatic level. 

With the mass extractions, without yet making suppositions about 
the existence of a recharge mechanism, a decrease in the water 
level of the reservoir has been produced which necessarily implies 
a fall in pressure. This fall in pressure should be accompanied by 
a drop in temperature until the point where the water reaches a 
balance in the temperature of the rocky formation. The saturation 
condition will then cause a decrease in pressure until saturated 
steam pressure corresponding to these balanced temperatures is 
reached. Below the water level, the pressure will drop with depth 
until the point where the pressure is greater than the saturation 
pressure and will dispose of heat from this depth to the water 
level. This available heat will theoretically cause a steam phase 
that will fill the formation and will keep the pressure above the 
water level more or less equal to the pressure of sdid level. 

At this point changes in the heat content of the discharge of individual 
wells, since the steam produced by the 'flash' in the interior of 
the well will add to the existing steam in the reservoir; a fact 
that has already been detected for some wells. Basically, its from 
this point of view that the hypotheses about the present discharges 
of the Ah-4 and Ah-6 wells, that are wells located in the center 
of the working area, the production conditions that are listed in 
Table 2 have been observed and they have been compared with the 
characteristics of the discharge of well Ah-7 situated a little 
further away from the zone affected by the operation; these are 
characteristics which typify the discharge of a well in which 
the percentage of steam in the total discharge is only due to 
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the 'flash' process starting with water s-̂ turated at 222°C. 

A reasonable alternative to the hypothesis of the probability 
of a steam phase in the interior of the reservoir would be to 
consider an increase in the interior of the well, that is, 
a decrease in the 'flash* level. On the other hand, a quite 
considerable increase would be needed in order to explain the 
indicated ra t ios of liquid-steam, an increase that seems to us 
not to be justified on the basis of given thermodynamic variations. 

Some considerations about the hypothesis of a recharge system 
are left to be done but up to now the only evidence in this 
direction is qualitative and v/as obtained during the withdrawal 
of the first unit in the months of Dec/75 to Jan/76. This was 
a period in v/hich a recovery in the pressure of the same was 
observed which exceeded the errors in measurement. 

In another part of this report it will be seen that the chemical 
composition of the waters in the field also lead to establishing 
the existence of a recharge. Therefore, it remains established 
that the behavior of the Ahuachapan geothermal field is one 
corresponding to a field where the discharges of the individual 
wells are of the water-steam type, that originally it was set 
up by a liquid phase and has been changed by working to a state 
of 2 phases« water-steam. 

5-1 Temperatures 

On the.basis of the data obtained from the 24 presently drilled 
wells, it has been possible to draw a map of the maximum measured 
temperatures for the reservoir (Fig. 8). On said map one can 
observe an area of higher temperatures (220-239°^) found situated 
in an area of 1 km2 that includes all the wells presently in 
production. The boundaries of the hyperthermal zone are well 
defined in a northerly direction by the wells Ah-11 and Ah-12 
and to the West by weil Ah-15. In the South and S-SE the area 
seems to extend as f-r as the Chipilapa region, according to 
what has been shown by the results of the deep well CH-l and 
the exploratory wells currently being drilled. This fact would 
extend the hyperthermal srea to approximately 8-10 km2 which 
gives us an idea of the potentiality of the system. 

One fact that has been made clear is that the widening of the 
arfa of highest temperatures due to intensive working is probably 
due to a greater movement of high temper'ature fluid towards the 
extraction zone. 

Also, it should be noted that the wells located in the high part 
of the reservoir show the highest temperatures; this probably 
confirms that the primary feed of the reservoir occurs in a 
southerly direction. 



The vertical distribution of temperatures measured after the-
thermal stabilization, from the formations, is characterized 
bv a gradual increase in gradient until it reaches the roof 
of the reservoir, after which there is a notable tendency to 
maintain values that oscillate between 230-239°C. Generally 
an inversion occurs upon reaching the massive agglomerates. 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

The present production capacity of the field, considering only 
the 9 producing, wells connected to the Geothermal Station, is 
arouriiî l630 T/hr of mix which separated at an average pressure 

^^---of 5.^ kgr/cm2 results in 493 t/hr of steam and 2137 T/hr of 
^ ^ water, giving an average ratio of steam/water of 0.23. From 

the wells previously ccnsiddred, (Ah-4 and Ah-2l) these are 
found to be restricted due to the smaller capacity of the cyclonic 
separators. 

Later on the production characteristics of the producing wells 
are reported (Table 3) 

The curves of the production characteristics, measured by 
the critical pressure method, can be seen in graphs 9 and 12. 
In these v/e can observe the general production characteristics 
of each well. 

Because of the intensive working of the field, a certain general 
tendency to an increase in the steam/water ratio has bee noted, 
that in some wells has been more pronounced, as is the case of 
well Ah-6, which by its location and depth seems to be the most 
sensitive to^,^^^^^^^!g:-variations in production. 

From the table on production characteristics we can observe 2 
significant facts« 

1. The production rate of the wellsi-s^uite large, a fact that 
is intimately related to the distribution of secondary-permea
bility in the field which has been'shown to be totally'unpre'^ 
dictible. Be can see that the wells with greater capacity are 
those situated in a S-SE direction in the topographically 
elevated part of the field. 

2. A wide range of heat content in the mix that goes from values 
of 211 kcal/kgr for well Ah-5 to values of 395 kcal/kgr for 
well Ah-26. This fact seems to indicate - that with 
extensive operation a steam phase has been formed in the 
central part of the field. This subject was discussed in 
a previous chapter. 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF THE DISCHARGES OF WELLS Ah-4, Ah-6, and Ah-7 

-Separation Pressure (kg/cm ) 

-Total flow (T/hr) 

-Water flow (T/hr) 

-Steam flow (T/hr) 

-Heat content of the mix (Kgal/Kg) 

-Percentage of steam calculated by 
the separation pressure' 

-Percentage of separation expected for 
saturated water* 

Well 

6.2 

472 

385.92 

85.75 . 

251.1 

18.18 

1 

: 15.91 • 

Ah-

• 

-4 WellAh-6 

5.9 

224 

164.6 

59.4 , 

291.6 

26.55 

15.7 

Well Ah-7 

5.8 

228.6 

198 

30.6 

224.87 

13'.8 

• 

13.9 

-Difference (f) (g) 2.27 10 .85 0 . 1 

*In order to ca l cu la t e (g) the heat content 
of the water a t the temperature recorded in 
the well i s taken as a base. 



PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS 

Wells 

; • , • ...• - - 4 ' . , r , ».'• > .'.* ..,i:..y. .:.%•. , 

Aj^iAA^'Qm/AZ:A 

:-.-Ah-4**'-

Ah-6 

Ah-7 

.Ah-5 . 

Ah-20 < 

A h - 2 1 * ** * "••'•.. 

Ah-22 [ 

Ah-26 ^ r ' . 

S.P, 
Kgr/cm 

:r-5.8 A-^ ̂  

,' 6.2 • \ '•• 

,5.9 

5.8 ,.:.;.,: 

.5.6 

,5.5 

5.9 • 

5.9 

5.8" 

Total 
Flow 
T/hr 

y 

344 '•' 

472-

224 ,•. . 

229 

239 

226 

502 , 

.293 

102 

Water 
Flow 
T/hr 

298 

•386 , 

165 

198 , •, 

213 

1 8 3 ' :, 

42 3 ; •', 

221 

54 

Steam 
Flow 
T/hr 

•46 

,86 

59 

31 

26 

43 

82 > • 

72 

48 

Percent of 
separation 

13.37 224 

18.2 . 251 

26.6 291 

13.8 225 

10.8 211 

19.0. 251 

16.3 !220 

24.5 ;. • 281 

46.8 392 

Heat 
Content 

• 

7 

13 

9 

5.5 
• 
4 

6.5 

12.5 

10 

9 

Est. 
MW 

•Estimated computation 

• '^Restr icted well 
I 

s 
f 
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AHUACHAPAN GEOTHERMAL AREA 

CROSS SECTION 

4 

i / ••••: 

1. ' . ' , 
L E G E N D 

- . i * fc*...*^^ •». AH-2I(P) 
I ) 

AM-5(P) 

AH-I(P) A H - 2 5 ( r ) AH-l l 

i-v0^^7. ;iU^;/:|ix:xi$fei^:^f!pi^V]^ 

7,-.*, Lavatic tuffaceous 
'JAI3 formation 

, . c r ; ^ Young 
(E! 023Allomerates 
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RESUMEN ... . - - ' . • • • • 

El presente trabaje pretende establecer las condiciones -̂  

actuales de algunas de las caracterlsticas ffsico-qufmicas del -

campo geot^rmico de AhuachapSn despu^s de.un ano de explotacidn 

intensiva; presentSndose tambi^n algunas hipdtesis sobre los cam 

bios que estan ocurriendo en las caracterfsticas de producci6n y 

en la composici6n gufmica de los fluidos descargados. 

1. INTRODUCCION • • , , • • 

El campo geot^rmico de AhuachapSn actualmente ba jo e x p l o -
2 

taci6n cubre un Srea aproximada de 3 km y se encuentra situado 

al Oeste de El Salvador en el fiance Norte de la cadena volcSni-

ca del cuaternario que atravieza casi sin interrupciones todo el 

pals siguiendo la direcci6n del graven central. Dicho graven se 

encuentra relleno de materiales eruptives expulsados por los can 

tres velcSnicos cuaternarios. 

El Srea bajo expletaci6n parece ser selamente una parte -• 

de un sistema hidrotermal mas compleje que se extenderia hacia -

Este en una distancia aproximada de 10 kms. Actualmente se realî  

zan perforaciones expleratorias con el fin de investigar esta — 

5rea; encontr^ndose temperaturas mayores de 200''C a 400 mts de -

profundidad. 

Las manifestacienes superficiales del sistema hidrotermal 

de AhuachapSn se caracterizan por ser de carScter fumarfilico en 

los fiances del sistema velcSnico, acompanadas de extensas 

Sreas de alteracifin hidrotermal y manantiales de carScter 5cidp, 

y en las zonas bajas del macizo volcSnico por manantiales calien 

tes de tipo Cl-HCO.^, que disminuyen en T y salinidad en direc 

ci6n Norte, ver figura 1. , 

•̂ •. ;,, Actualmente se han perf orado 24 pozos prof undes en el 

fire a de les cuales 11 son produc tores, 4 de reinyecci6n y 9 ex— 

ploratorios cen algfin tipo de preducci6n alguno de elles. Les po 

20S de preducci6n descargan una mezcla agua-vaper en prepercio— 

^' 
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nes de 11% hasta 46%. El estrate productex se ha encentrade con 

espeseres hasta de 300 mts, las mSximas temperaturas medidas es 

de 239°C. El range de ,preducci6n es de 102 a 550 Ton/hr de mez— 

cla. ' . ", . • ,, • . . • 

En base a les buenes resultados de los pozos perferades -

se han instalade des unidades de media presi<5n 5.5 con una capa-

cidad de generacidn de 30MW cada una, las cuales son alimentadas 

con el vapor separade de 9 pozos cen un premedie de 8.BMW per po 

ze. La generacifin de la primera unidad comenzo en Junie 19 75 y -

la segunda en Junio de 1976. Actualmente se efectuan los estu 

dies para la implantacifin de la 3a. Unidad generadera pregramada 

para 19 79 con una capacidad de 35MW. 

En'vista de la necesidad de estudiar las condicienes del 

reserverie baje explotacidn intensiva , se ha establecido un cen̂  

trol"programade de mediclenes y de muestree de fluidos cen el — 

fin de detectar y evaluar cualquier cambie de condicienes flsico-

qufmicas del reserverie. Este control censiste basicamente en mê  

dicienes de presi6n de cabezal, caudales de agua, caudales de va 

por; teraa de muestras de fluidos, mediciones de produccidn y re-

gistres de temperatura y presi6n. 

Las variacienes que se han detectado han side: 

• - Aumente en la salinidad total 

Disminucidn del indice Na/K 

Disminucidn de les niveles hidrestStices 

- Variacienes en las caracterfsticas de preducci6n de al 

gunes pozos. 

Tedas estas variacienes tienen mayor incidencia en la zo

na de mayor expletaci6n. 

Actualmente se estan evaluande diches cambies con el fin 

establecer pesibles causas y efectes. 
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2. ASPECTOS GEOLOGICOS • .-, . ^ •.-.:.;, : • •. 

La geologia del campo geetSrmico de, AhuachapSn ha sido am 

pliamente estudiada. Para los fines del presente trabaje se ha -

elaberado un corte vertical del campo en el cual es pesible estu 

diar la sucesi6n estratigr^fica, que bSsicamente censiste en: 

Formaci6n teb^cea-lSvica 

Aglomerado joven Cuaternario 

Formaci6n andesftica de Ahuachapan 

Aglemerades. antiguos ' Terciarie 

2-1 Formaci6n Teb^cea-Lgvica (Ffgiira 2) 

Esta bSsicamente censtituida per 2 miembres (fermaci6n to 

bacea cen intercalacienes ISvicas). No tiene impertancia desde -

un punte de vista de recenstruccidn interna del reserverie. Pre-

senta espeseres hasta de 500 mts. ' ' 

2-2 Aglomerado Joven . : '• ,. - '• - -. r ' .- , 

Tiene espeseres del orden de 200 a 400 rats y es una form£ 

. ci6n velcSnica bastante impermeable, que poi" sebreyacer la formâ  

ci6n andesitica de Ahuachapan, sirve de selle efective al reser

verie. 

2—3 Formacl6n Andesitica de Ahuachapan 

• >. ^ .. Fermacifin predominantemente censtituida per lavas, cen in̂  

tercalaciones materiales tob^cebs. Constituye la formacifin pre— 

' V ductora del campo. Se presenta bastante fracturada aunque no en 

-... ...f®̂ ®̂ uniforme, mestrande un aumento de su permeabilidad secunda^ 

.:.-_. '̂ fi cn los contactos cen les aglemerades j6venes y con el subes-

7 •-. ,^*t9 prof unde. La situaciCn del teche de la fermaci6n andesfti-

:t .'-•; f̂ j**® presenta en el informe preparado por Ings. Jimenez y Cam— 

,̂̂  . ;. P°* ®n este simpesium. 

M ^"^ Aglorierado Ant̂ r̂ ,,̂  
.*. * . .• ' •- . — * — 
fe. .' ..'.iV'-.J-.j* 'it.-'.•'-'''• .̂ "̂ -̂  • ' • • . 

.^ .\. ;̂>v'f*xa7. j..t99"̂ *̂ ^̂ "ys el basamente de la fermaci6n andesitica. Con—. 

.#i •,-' :- '̂ Ĵ .̂v ̂ ^"^^"^Iniente intercalacienes de breccias y de lavas. En -
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algunos pozos este estrato muestra(^iert^. permeabilidad secunda

ria. 

3. SITUACION HIDROGEOLOGICA 

En base a lesCgrogram^ de hidrologfa y geequfmica y con 

la comprebaci6n de los resultados en los- pozos profundos perfera 

des se legre (individualizan la existencia de 3 acufferes princi-

pales: 

merg 3-1 Acuf fere /'Some 

Esta localizado. superficialmente en fermaciones geolSgi— 

cas recientes constituidas per tobas, pemez y fluviales que yacen 

sobre las lavas del grupo volc£nice Laguna Verde. Esta alimenta-

de per la infiQ.traci6n superficial de las aguas metedricas. La -

compesici6n quimica de las aguas de este aculfere muestran que -

sen aguas predominantemente carbonatadas, mestrande cencentracio 

nes altas de sulfates, cuande son calentadas per vapor subterra-

neo. 

3-2 Aculfere Saturado - " , -• 

Este aculfere circula en las lavas y pireclSsticos que — 

constituyen la fermaci6n tebScee-lSvica, y tiene como lecho los 

aglemerades j6venes altamente impermeables. El agua que circula 

de este aculfere proviene de la infiltraci6n m^s 6 menos profun

da del agua del precipitaci6n. Este aculfere alimenta les pozos -

dom^stices y se presenta con cierta termalidad en algunas regie-

nes, preducida por cenduccifin atrav^s del aglomerado joven mos— 

trando aguas cen altos contenidos de bicarbonates de calcie y sô  

dio, 6 per mezcla cen aguas del aculfere saline profundo produ— 

ciendo aguas con alto centenide de clorure de sodio y bicarbona

tes de Ca y Na. . 

3-3 Aculfere Saline 

Localizado en la fermaci6n andesitica de Ahuachapcin tiene 
•cono selle superior la formaciCn impermeable aglomerado joven 
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y come basamente aglomerados macivos terciarios.'Este aculfere -

circula atrav^s de las zonas de permeabilidad secundaria existen^ 

tes en las andesitas. . ., . ;. , . • • . , ' .,. ' 

Su extehsi6n actual esta definida hacia el Sui' del campo 

y hacia el Oeste, no conoci^ndose con exactitud sus llmites Sur 

y Este, ya que aparentemente para extenderse en direccifin Este -

hasta la regi6n de Chipilapa. Las caracterlsticas qulmicas sen -

su alta salinidad que censiste basicamente en cleruros de sodio, 

potasie y calcie, acempanados de una amplia gama de componentes 

ineneres Li, Sr, Cs, Rb, I, Br, As, B. 

Les dates piezom^tricos y las caracterlsticas geel6gicas 

sugieren que la zona de recarga de este aculfere se encuentra en 

los grupes volcSnicos lecalizados al Sur del campo, donde los — 

crfiteres facilitan la infiltracidn profunda del agua, que se ha 

demostrade ser de erigen predominantemente metefirica. 

'La descarga natural de este aculfero parece ser la serie 

" de manantiales lecalizada al Norte del campo (El Salitre, La Ceî  

ba, San Lorenzo) que muestran relacienes at6micas similares a — 

las de este aculfero, aunque sus concentraciones abselutas son -

. ••; menores que el. agua del aculfere saturado. La extracci6n masiva 

•3..L,A. de fluide de este aculfere en la zona central del ^rea del campo 

',;•-;• U geot^rmico ha producido una inversion de fluje, con direcci6n a 

"• ;• la zona de mayor explotaciCn, produci^ndose una depresifin de los 
. . : . : - i ^ ' ' * - • - ' - • 

:'.'.-. niveles piezomdtrices, este esta acompanado de una invasifin de -
./Xfgua que tiende a sustituir la extraida; las caracterlsticas de /•.;' 

... osta agua parecen ser su mayor termalidad y mayor centenide sa l i l f \ 
no. ..». • • VI 

i 
;.%k« 

.̂  • .«," POIMICA DE LOS FLUIDOS 

'ir 
m 

TIM. 

;. 4*1 Caneralldades 

\ - ^ : A A A j ' ? ^ A ^ - r > -• - . ... ' •', ' 
•̂  .7 ' r ^ r tA.^-.-'jJ^ ..^^^^ descargada per los pozos del campo geotSrmico de 

.-•V ->;>'rV̂ ,̂ *P*" esta caracterizada per ser de tipo predominantemente 
•'•' •\:^'r.-:^i-. ':?_7rA^Ar ° • , • 
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clorure de sodio presentSndose tambidn como componentes dominan-

tes potasie, sllice, calcie, bore. Ver tabla 1. 

Descargada a presi6n atmosfdrica tiene un pH ligeramente 

alcalino entre 7.10 y 7.80 y se encuentra en su punte de ebulli-

ci6n. La extensifin del aculfere saline que alimenta les pozos — 

producteres del 5rea se encuentra actualmente indefinido, cono— 

ci^ndese hasta la fecha selamente dos de sus llmites: hacia el -

Oeste come le indica los resultados del pozo Ah-15 que ne mues— 

tra salinidad y los resultados de los pozos Ah-11 y Ah-12 al Nor 

te del campo que muestran una salinidad bastante reducida. Esta 

rSpida disminucidn de la salinidad en esas direcciones nes indi-

can claramente las. limitaciones del-aculfere saline en esa dire£ 

ci6n heche que ha sido comprobado con la baja permeabilidad y — 

temperaturas en la zona de diches pozos. 

En las otras direcciones dohde he se ha podide delimitar 

la extensifin del" aculfere de alta temperatura tenemos un efecte 

de concentraci6n en direccidn S-SO como se nota en el- mapa de — 

isoconcentraci6n de cleruros. (Flgura 4). 

Todo parece indicar que el agua salina del aculfero bajo 

explotaciCn tiene un origen cemtin aunque ne se pesible excluir -

la posibilidad de mezclas cen agua de mener salinidad de alta — 

temperatura. Hasta la fecha ne se ha podide detectar un gradien-

te de salinidad en sentide vertical, ya que existen pozos cerca-

nes perferados a la misma profundidad con concentraciones dife— 

rentes, pere es evidente la existencia de un gradiente horizon— 

tal de cencentraci<5n en direccidn S-SW. La' existencia de este — 

gradiente nes indica que la emigracifih de fluidos en el estrato 

producter es horizontal y que los pozos cen concentraciones mSs 

altas (pozos Ah-7, Ah-16) estarlan m5s cercanos a la alimenta 

ci6n del reserverie. 

Aparentemente la caida de les niveles piez6metrices del -

aculfere producter causades per la explotaci.6n estan ocasionando 

una migracidn mSs rSpida del agua de mayor salinidad y temperatu 

ra hacia el centro del campo. Este hecho esta comprobado con el' 
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. incremento de concentraciones que se ha hacho en los pozos Ah-1, 

Ah-4, Ah,-6, lo mismo que con una disminuci6n del indice Na/K en 

algunos pozos. (Flgura 4 ) . .-••..-, .-,. . • •: :.-i-; -. • •--

Las relaciones at6micas Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/F, Cl/Br, Cl/I in^ 

dican tambi^n'que el agua salina tiene un erigen comdn. 

4-2 Relaci6n Ha/K 

Esta relaci6n cuya impertancia per su dependencia con la 

temperatura es bien conecida, tiene en el fluide descargade per 

les pozos de AhuachapSn un range entre 12.5 y 8.76 que cerrespon 

de a un rango las temperaturas entre 222 y 274°C (White 1970) — 

que difiere en su llmite superior a la mSxima temperatura medida 

en el reservorio que es 239°C en el pozo Ah-22, Podemos,afirmar 

que la relacidn Na/K ne ha alcanzado su equilibrie en la regi6n 

del campo donde.existe grandes diferencias entre la T medida y -

la T calculada per la relaci6n Na/K; estas diferencias pueden ob^ 

servarse en la siguiente tabla en la cual se reportan los v a l e — 

res de temperatura mSxima medida y, temperatura calculada per el 

indice Na/K. 

Pozo 

TOl-l 

All-4 

Ah-5 

Ah-6 

Ah-7 

Ah-20 

Ah-21 

Ah-22 

Ah-26 

T mSxima 
."C^;., ,.,.. ; 

232 

234 

230 . 

231 

230 

225 

233 

239 

232 

T Na/K 
°c 

.255 

. 233. 

222 

257 

274 

256 

258 

226 

. 241 

Diferencia 

•• • , . . ' - • • 

23 

-1 

-8 

26. 

,44 

31 

25 

. -13 

.9 — 

De la tabla anterior y del mapa de temperaturas Na/K com-

parado cen el de temperaturas mSximas se puede observar que los 
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valeres se alejan. de las temperaturas medidas en direccidn S-SO 

culminande eh el pozo Ah-7 que muestra la mayor diferencia. Este 

indica que el sodio-potasio no ha. alcanzado su equilibrio con — 

las temperaturas de lasrocas de reserverie' en esa direccifin y -

que el equilibrio lo alcanza cuande circula en direcci6n N-NE. -

Este heche es impertante para inferir la pesible zona de alimen-

tacidn del reservorio. Existe tambi^n la posibilidad de que los 

bajes indices repertados en esa direccifin sean indicaci6n de que 

el agua que alimenta el reservorio haya estade en contacto con rô  

cas de mayor temperatura en una zona mas profunda no necesaria— 

mente cercana al reserverie en expletaci6n y que no alcanza a e£ 

tablecerse el equilibrio en la zona de alimentacidn inmediata al 

reserverie. Hasta el memento ne se ha detectado temperaturas ma

yores de 239''C en la zona de perforaci6n. 

''̂"- Esta relaci6n tambi^n confirma la posible extenci6h del -

reservorio en direcci6n S-SE y sus llmites N y NO partiendo del 
> • 

campo en expletaci6n. 

.. . >* -•'•'' El mapa de temperaturas de Na/K parece indicar con junta— 

mente con el temperaturas mSximas, con el de isoconcentraci6n de 

cleruros y el de concentracifin de SiO^ que la zona de alimenta— 

.Cl6n "se encuentra al Sur del campo bajo explotaci6n y que la ci£ 

_̂  __ jrulacifin de. fluidos tiene una direcci6n lateral con tendencia al 
, ' • i < - K E r - ~ " ^ " " ' " " " ' ' ^ • ' ' ' A - ' ' ••'• ••'•-•' • . . - • - . . • 
" ' - f t i ^ u < 5T2, -Ailr:.. .-.•.... , .. ,- •....;• ;-. - . ••>„• •: • . -..,• -_•.-.•_, -J. . .,.-. • „^;.. .̂  ... • . - . . ' .̂  

• J i t . i C r f i ' t , : > C . ^ . . • - . , , ...-•• • - , - - . . : : . - . •• . ; 

4-3 Concentraciones de SiO-, 

riT^.tx? 

'J--in 

• . . " ^ ^ ^ 

,^x^. 

.-Las concentraciones de SiO- corresponden con bastante 

... ...•XflCtltud a. las esperadas para agua en equilibrio cuarzo a las -

^̂  td^Hsratura's medidas del reservorio. El mapa de isbconcentra 

- Clones de sllice muestra una tendencia clara a un aumento hacia 

.y ... ^^ ^ ^ campo, coincidiendo este con las m^ximas" temperaturas 

Ĵrt*̂.*?.'̂.*̂-̂  con los Indices Na/K. Tedas las evidencias nos indican 

- «r«« e.J. fItijo tiene una direcci6n N-NE convergiendo antes en el -

. T 5**"̂ ®" *»1 '^rea de mayor expletaci6n. (Flgura 5) . 

• , , : * . > ! , * : . • • ' • * " • ' - ' • • '•""""'^ . 

v.̂  ;•-':.-•^>:.-^.^* 5*^*?*.^^"08 l a s e n t a l p i a s de agua de l r^eservorio u t i l i -
- \ 7 r A " ^ ' ^ ]j^tt5v-.v..:^j^I^..,V-, ::... 
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zande las concentraciones de SiOj en el agua descargada, se ob— 

servarS que les valores eon bastante menores que los calculados 

per medio de mediciones. Este hecho pone en evidencia la existen 

cia que cierta cantidad de vapor generado en el reservorio esta 

siende expulsade con la mezcla. 

• i f . 

•e:i'f: 
- • » - • - ' . - -

4_4 Relacienes Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/Br, Cl/I (Tabla 2). 

Esta serie de relacienes se muestran bastante constarites 

en las aguas descargadas por los pozos producteres, confirmando 

un sole erigen del agua que alimenta al aculfero saline. Es de -

"notar que la relacifin Cl/B' se mantiene dentro del rango medio — 

alin en los pozos Ah-14 y Ah-16, considerados marginales del cam

po en explotacifin. Este hecho es impertante porquei amplia la ex-

" tencifin del aculfere saline hacia el S-SE a la vez que sugiere -

' una posible comunicacifin con el aculfero saline existente en el 

Urea de Chipilapa. , . , : . . - ; . 

.'.,̂._.-„,,.. ^^^ relacienes Cl/Br, Cl/I sen bastante bajas comparadas 

•.. a las encontradas en campos similares y el origen de las altas -

.-•."concentraciones de Br (40 ppm) y I (8 ppm) no ha sido tovadia ex 

, ; '•plicado. T..-

"'•' "*'••:••.'!""̂ °̂ i«a variacifin en las concentraciones abselutas de B, As, -

• '̂ ""Br y"l parece" estar relacienada con un precese de dilucifin del -

,.. agua de alimentaclfin del reserverie, en direccion N-NE aunque a 

la focha no sea posible detectar en etra forma este precese, 
. - . ' l - -.«.•:•-'• 'J-J, 'i- ; ! • . . . - . -., 

»̂ ESTADO FISICO DEL CAMPO DE AHUACHAPAN 

•'-̂ ''•̂ A-A''̂ '̂ '̂ - ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ l^"'^ se In i c i a l a expletacifin a r t i f i c i a l en -

- p '^porclones considerables en e l campo geet^rmico de Ahuachapfin. 

.;^,tta8t« l a facha l a cantidad t o t a l de masa ext ra ida es del orden -

.-;-.:* SSjtld • , Esta extraccifin a r t i f i c i a l de masa ha provocado cam-

;. >S©» «n l aa condicienes f i s i c a s del aculfero quec^^ri^^aOla zona 

g'^^^^t^rtslcadba Ahuachapan. 

vT, 

'Si 
-•n-i'^-yiiy^v .^4 ' ^ < ' ^ r . ^ ^ - j r 

• • : -... > . . ' V - i " 

:<•-. • •• .9 • • 1°. •= 

y 

>*:.^ ̂:A^--7A: 
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El cambie de las condicienes fisicas origiriales.se ha de

tectado per medio de un, programajde mediciones rutinarias que — 

comprenden: registros de presifin y temperatura, mediciones de — 

produccifin y control del agua descargada. . -

La condicifin inicial del aculfero, antes de comenzar con 

los pregramas de extraccidn en gran escala^ednfines de genera--

ci6n, es de esperar que era la determinada por la condici6n de -

saturaci6n. La evidencia que sestiene la condici6n de saturacidn 

es decir la existencia generalizada de una sola fase; es posible 

obtenerla de las relacienes de presi6n medida en el pozo con las 

' presiones de saturaci6n para las temperaturas medidas. Las flgu-

': ras 6 y 7 nos muestran estas relaciones para los pozos Ah-6, 

I Ah-7y Ah-20 en 1-974. Se han escogido diches pozos por ser ellos 

• representantes de des situaciones del campo: Ah-6 y Ah-20 estan 

• localizades en la zona de mayor explotacifin y el Ah-7 por ser un 

'pozo bastante retirado de dicha zona y que ha demostrade no ser 

I.- 'sensible a muchas de las variacienes observadas. 

.* : • En dichas figuras vemos come la condici6n de saturaci6n 

ostaba generalizada para les 3 pozos escogidos, ocurriendo sola-

,. nonte un cambie de esa condici6n cuande la presidn hidrostStica, 

'•' mjpefadl) en la presi6n de saturaci6n. Tambi^n se han graficado -

^̂ -.-.:i.:..̂ laB lalsmas relacienes para la cendici<5n actual de diches pozos, 

" \:.̂ on la que se observa claramente como la condici6n de- saturaci6n 
„ { - ^ « . ., .A • j.r".j.j.-. • 

.fiO.ha x^to en los pozos Ah-6 y. Ah-20 conservSndose bastante simi 
. , ^y .^ ' - - ..-'v** .v-.-«. *.-..• , . » . . . - • . . . - •.— 

_.lar en el. pozo Ah-7. 
• " * • ' • • • • - - ^ , . ' . » . • . • . - " - . - i . . , ."•, ' . " • .•--'•'. . '.-.- . j . - • • . ' . . .•• . . , .' " ' • • 

"i •̂  "-•' ' ̂  ̂- ̂  simllltud de las relaciones antes del precese de extrac 

,"--.̂ .,*'̂ .̂nog Indican una condici6n de saturacidn en el aculfero ori-

-̂ _\ final on 1974, mientras.-que—l,as_variaciones observadas para 1976 
'-'^ = ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ ®" ^® 2ona__de_mayer influencia de la extracc^6n han 

--̂ r ®*̂ ***'''̂ ^ camblbs notables en la condTcifin del aculfero y que di-

^caoa cashlos no han afectade a los pozos situados fuera del Srea 

/-•:. .^ ««yor oxtraccl6n. 

„ s • 

•..••"•/it 

i ••'.' 

.««t|l«refi lo 
- M . -

• - i : ; - . ^ ^ t 1 . 7 ^ . T i i ^ ' . . : 

^ J * ® J^ lA^iones de presifin £on_la presifin de saturaci6n 
ariclgtf^de una Cfase_vag^I^n e l r ese rvor io , que sê  

V 

•••- . • ' : , • ' • " : > ' • • , ^ - . ' " ^ " r t ; - . . ^ ••'••- . , -
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rla explicable en base a una disminucidn del nivel hidrostStico. 

Con la extraccifin de masa, sin hacer fadn} icienes 

• * 

(X 

sobre la existencia de una mecanismo de recarga se ha producido 

un descenso en el nivel de agua del reservorio que (implica nece-

sariamente una caida en la presiCn. Esta caida de presi6n deberS, 

ser acompanada de una caida en la temperatura hasta el punto en 

que el agua alcance un equilibrio en la temperatura de la forma-

ci6n rocosa. La cendici6n de saturacion entonces impondra un de£ 

censo en la presi6n hasta que se alcance la presi6n de vapor sa-

turade cerrespendiente a estas /temperaturas_de equi 1 ibrî .' Deba-

1o del nivel de agua, las presiones '̂a cualquier profundidad dis-

minuiran en la cantidad correspondiente a la caida de presi6n en 

^ el nivel del agua, la temperatura ̂ caerS'cen la profundidad hasta 

ol punto eh que la presi6n es mayor que la presi6n de saturaci6n 

y seCdispondrS^ de caler desde esta profundidad hasta el nivel — 

del agua. Este caler disponible producirla teericamente el apare 

clmlento de una fase vapor que lleharS la formaci6n y mantendrS 

la presifin sobre el nivel del agua mSs 6 menos igual a la pre 

al6n de dicho nivel. En este punte deberan producirse cambies en 

la ontolpia de la descarga de pozos individuales, ya que el vapor 

producido por el "flashee" en el interior del pozo se anadirS el 

„ vapor existente en el reservorio; hecho que ya se ha detectado -

para algunos pozos. Bfisicamente, es- desde este punto de vista — 

fjuo so justlfica las hip6tesis sobre el estade actual del reser-

vorlo de Ahuachapdn. Para las descargas individuales de les po— 

i tot Ah-4 y Ah-6, que sen pozos ubicaaes.en el centro del Srea -

! ^,**Plotacldn se han observado las cendiciones de produccifin — 

I f̂y*. O^.raglstran en la tabla-2, donde se comparan con las carac- .-f 

' - V*.f/*'^^** .*̂  1* descarga del pozo Ah-7 situado un poco mSs lejos 

•;. T̂ .-„**- ?f*̂ * afectada per la expletaci6n; caracterlsticas que tipî  

\A^^f^.^..A^\^*^^^^^ ^^ "n pozo en el cuai el porcentaje de vapor -
* • .**^.^*^*®*^arga t o t a l es deb^^do d n i c a ^ n t e al proceso^de "flasheo" 

? tf^f**".^ *9ua sa turada a 222<»C;' 

• V v. . . .Cnacl tornat iva razonable a l a hipfitesis del aparecimien-
• < i ^ _ — « • • ' - ' 

g . ... , •..J'*P***' ®" e l i n t e r i o r del reservor io se r l a de con-
W-,,;v,.^*5".:?^!,®^"^ en e l i n t e r i o r del pozo, es dec i r , un descen-
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so del nivel de "flashee". Per etra aparte, se necesitarla un au-

"mente bastante considerable para explicar las prepercienes llqui_ 

de-vapor senaladas, aumento que nes parece ne es justificable en 

base a las variacienes termodinSmicas consideradas. 

Faltarla hacer algunas consideraciones sobre la hip6tesis 

de un sistema de recarga pere hasta ahora la tinica evidencia en 

esta direcci6n es cualitativa y se obtuve durante el recese de -

la primera unidad en los meses de Diciembre/75 - Enere/76. Perlô  

do en que se ebserv6 una recuperacidn en les niveles de agua en 

los pozos producteres asl come una recuperacifin en la presi6n de 

los mismos que excedla les errores de medici6n. En etra parte de 

este reperte se ver5 que tambi^n la cempesici6n quimica de las -

aguas del campo cenducen a establecer la existencia de una recar 

ga. Asl puds, queda establecido que el comportamiente del campo 

geotdrmico de Ahuachapan es el cerrespendiente a un campo en don̂  

de las descargas de les pozos individuales son del tipo agua-va-

por, que eriginalmente estaba constituide por una fase llquida y 

ha side llevade per la expletaci6n a un estade de dos fases: 

agua-vaper. 

5 - 1 TemF>eraturas 

iy<^^f 
• En base a les dates obtenidos por les 24 pozos actualmen

te perferados, se ha podide construir vin mapa de temperaturas m£ 

xloas medidas del reserverie. (Fig.8). En dicho mapa se observa 

que el Srea de mayor temperatura (220-239°C) se encuentra locally 
2 

xada en una extenci6n de 1 km que cemprende tedos les pozos ac
tualmente en produccifin. Les llmites de la zona hipertermal se -
encuentra bien definida en direccifin Norte por les pozos Ah-11 y 

Ah-12 y hacia el Oeste per el pozo Ah-15. En direccidn Sur y 

S~SE el Irea parece extenderse hasta la region de Chipilapa, se-

gUn se ha demostrade per les resultados del pozo profundo CH-l y 

los pozos explerateries en precese de perferaci6n. Este heche ex 
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9 

tenderia el Sre'a de hipertermalidad aproximadamente a 8-10 km -

que nos da una idea de la potencialidad del sistema. 

Un hecho que se ha evidenciade es la ampliaci6n del 5rea 

de mayor tenperatura debido a la explotacidn intensiva probable-

mente debido a una mayor mevilidad del fluido de alta temperatu

ra hacia la zona de extracci6n. 

Tambidn es de notar que les pozos ubicados en la parte al̂  

ta del reserverie muestran las temperaturas mSs altas, este cen-

firmarla que la alimentaci6n primaria del reservorio ocurre en -

dlrecciCn Sur. 

La distribuci6n vertical de temperaturas medidas despues 

de la estabilizacifin tdrmica, de las fermaciones, esta caracteri^ 

zada per un aumento gradual de gradiente hasta alcanzar el teche 

del reservorio despues del cual hay una tendencia notable a man-

tener valores que escilan entre los 230-239"C. Ocurriendo gene— 

ralmente una inversi6n al alcanzar 16s aglemerades masives. 

CAPACIDAD DE PRODUCCION 

',' . La capacidad de producci6n actual del campo considerande 

solamente los 9 pozos producteres conectados a la Central Geotd£ 

mica es del orden de 1630 T/hr de mezcla la cual separada a una 

presldn media de 5.9 kgr/cm resulta en 493 t/hr de vapor y 2137 

T/hr de agua, dando una relaci6n vapor/agua media de 0.23. De — 

los pozos anteriermente considerados de elles (Ah-4 y Ah-21) se 

onc\wntran restringides debido a la capacidad mener de los sepa-

radores cicldnicos. 

;:.•._. A continuaci6n se reportan las caracterlsticas de preduc-

.**^ ̂  los pozos producteres. (Tabla 3). 

;:;.:, Las curvas caracterlsticas de produccifin, medidas per el 

SBtodo de presiones crlticas se pueden observar en las grSficas 

r*;>-̂ ....̂  ̂ llas. podemos observar las caracterlsticas generales 

'̂""f .;•••.."̂  3 - - \ ^ . 
•"'••---•. •.•^.•f.''t,,j-x.-- . • ' ' • 

- 1 . . ' -•'.•;:i*'.y.*'.'..- • " . , . . . • 
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- •• ' TABXJV - 2 . 

UN4-i" -t: '• '̂ -̂ '̂-= rV.c!v|cOKPAJlACION DB LAS DESCARGAS DE LOS POZOS Ah-4, Ah-6 y Ah-7 

f:-^-A7A'^-A-rp.i!^^.A- .-

A - H ^ ' - ' ^ p : Pozo Ah-4 Pozo Ah-6 Pozo Ah?-7 

-Presl6n de separacl6n (Kg/cm ) 6.2 5.9 5.8 

-Flujo total (TAr) 472 224 228.6 

-Flujo de agua (T/hr) 

-Flujo de vapor (T/hr) 

.-Entalpla de la mezcla (Kgal/Kg) 

-Porcentaje de vapor calculade a la 
presl6n de separacion 

385.92 

85.75 . 

251.1 

18.18 

.164.6 

59.4 . 

291.6 

26.55 

198 

30.6 

224.87 

13.8 

-Porcentaje de separaci6n esperade 
para agua saturada* 

15.91 15.7 13.9 

-Diferencia (f) - (g) 2.27 10.85 0.1 

* Para el cSlculo de (g) se toma como base 
la entalpla del agua a la temperatura rê  
gistrada en el pozo. 
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'r^-.'3A3:-y;-3Ar:hA^^A77A A ' A A A ^ y 

Ai AA-r 'AA-\^\A-r:-fi^'AA}:l^sr/aar-j:i 
:kmAm0ffAi^^^4^ •••iV^ 

-AA 
K . '<• ^Ah-4** -

Ah-6 

Ah-7 

Ah-5 

Ah-20 

Ah-21* ** 

Ah-22 

Ah-26 

6.2 

5.9 

5.8 

5.6 

5.5 

5.9 

5.9 

5.8 

* CSlculo estimado 

** Pozo restringide 

Flujo 
Total 
T/hr ; 

• • 

344 ' 

472 . 

224 .. 

229 

239 

226 

502 , 

293 

102 

Flujo 
Agua 
T/hr ' 

298 

386 , 

165 ' 

19 8 , 

213 

183 

423 

221 

54 

Jr 

fp '̂/lufi '̂̂ , •-

T y Zm*' 
- ''ll/ 

& • . . ;• 

t A ••' 

1 
I f '^. 
7L ^ 
ts , 
rf 

/ i 

, F l u j o 
t. Vapor 

T /h r 

• 4 6 

. .86 

59 

31 

26 

.: 43 

82 • 

72 

48 

3.x 
J.r 
zy 

T", , : t^i il. . / .I 1.,' . > 
Vii" <. ' •i' ..v \ . ' !-. 
•t'i;' . •• . M 

M •: • ; ' 

E n t a l p l a P o r c e n t , 
S e p a r a c . 

13.37 224 

MW 
Est im. 

18.2 

26.6 

13;8 

10.8 

19 .0 .,, 

16.3 

24.5' 

46.8 

Z7 
/•->-

251 

291 

' 225 

211 

251 

;,220 

;> " 281 

392 

'Vof^e.y^^-'-^-Cî c^ 

13 

9 

5.5 

4 

6.5 

12.5 

10 

9 
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de preducci6n de cada pozo . * • •_ • • ' 
•> . ' • , ' ' 

. ; A causa de la explotacidn intensiva del campo se ha nota-

do cierta tendencia general a un aumento de la relaci6n vapor/.-

agua, que en algunos pozos ha sido mSs marcada, como es el case 

del pozo Ah-6 que per su ubicacitfn y profundidad parece ser el -

m^s sensible a sufrir variacienes en su preducci6n. 

De la tabla de las caracterlsticas de produccifin podemos 
observar dos heches significatives. 
a.. 

I.? 
t } ' ^^ range de preducci6n de les pozos es bastante amplie, -

hecho que esta relacionade intimamente con la distribu 

i'i ciCn de la permeabilidad secundaria en el campo que se ha 

I g. demostrade ser tetalmente imprevisible. Si podemos'~bbser^ 

i ' i . var que los pozos de mayor capacidad son les ubicados en 

, ^ direcci6n S-SE en la parte tepegraficamente elevada del -
1 r̂ ^̂ - .... V,' ,. , •. 

, i 'f campo. . , • 
r ^ * V'^ J^^SO tambidn amplie de entalpla de la mezcla que va -

'. I..5.̂'Ŝ®.̂ ®̂ valores de 211 Kcal/Kgr para el pozo Ah-5 a valores 

•If̂ '̂i*̂ ^ ̂ ^^ Kcal/Kgr para el pozo Ah-26. Este heche parece ser 

I .1̂ .-̂ "*'̂ "̂ ^̂ ° ^^ ^^^ ^°" -̂ ^ expletaci6n intensiva se ha fer-
||*.Cr-??.̂ o.""̂  fase de vapor en la parte central del campo. Es-

i.l!ll-,i«Lî cho..se discutle en un capltulo anterior. ' ' 

,^^ 

.'ii 

• i i ^ 

• m 

m 
•'Jf-tx 

M. 

. . - • a. 

-^•y'^r -7 

• i tl " . . . -. ->- -. -. - . • 

ii-^; i32^}aA'^A7. .- ^ 
. A -•!• ^. r . _ , , • . * • • - • • . ^ -

^•^i r%^^^A' ' ^ - ' ) ^ 

fAA-yA/A^^AA'---
^•A.'^'A'A^'^'''''' 

«̂ -v..; •S.:----.-^i^t' 7^-€xb. 

•s =• - -- • - -

• : ! • 

I 
' •^•- ' i , .r'- , '.I-. ,,r- f.-
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• - > - ; 
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. . . . * .. \ . . SECCION TRANSVERSAL 

f AM-IS(E). - . . >̂ ^. !, •-. AH-2I(P) ' AH-5(P) 
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IN THE AHUACHAIAN GEOTHERMAL AREA RESEAKCIi INSTITUTE 
by J one Gonzalez G. E^BlH SCIENCE ».»»• 

ABSTRACT 

This report contains the results of the p^eophysical surveys 
done in the Ahuachapan area, which included the following 
Btudiesi magnetic, gravimetric, geothermal, and of electric 
resistivity. These results, together with the geological 
and geochemical data, served as the b^sis for selecting the 
sites for the three exploratory wells that to date have been 
drilled in the area. 

The measurements, magnetic as well as gravimetric, were made 
along a basic grid that was laid out in the northern part of 
the area and along the roads in the southern part of the same 
region, covering an area of approxin-ately 200 l:m2. The results 
gave a general outline of the anomalies characteristic of this 
region. 

The m.agnetic values show the variations in vertical intensity 
of the field, measured by a flux-gate magnetometer, and the 
results are shown on the corresponding maps by isogammas. 
The gravimetric data are shown on the maps of Bouguer anomalies 
and were calculated by using four different density values, 
due to the fact that this information was lacking at the time 
the respective computations were done. 

A temperature survey at 1.5 m depth v/as done-'in the Ausoles area 
by 'res'suring 8 of the 11 existing fields in the southern sector. 
With the data obtained, maps with isotherms showing the tempera
ture distribution at the indicated depth were prepared. 

In order to get data regarding the geothermal gr^^dient, 2^ w( 
were drilled distributed in such a way so as to cover the art 

*'ells 
..>-̂v. -..u* — - -.. ^ .̂. ̂ v-w - -., ̂ w -w WW W..V, areas 
of interest and on the basis of the a-vailable geological surveys, 
The wells are 100 m deep and have a diameter of 1^ (3i"). Stan
dard 1" 0 pipe was installed in order to facilitate the measure
ment of temperature. 

Measurements of electric resistivity made up the ma .ior part of 
the basic data which determined the sites for the exploratory 
wells. Continuous profiles had been run along the basic grid 
and along some of the neighboring roads, as well as ve-^tical 
soundings in certain selected places. Nevertheless, it is 
necessary to point out that the work is incomplete, as can 
be seen from the respective map, and as a result it will be 
necessary to continue with these measurements in order to be 
able to rely on the greatest amount of data possible. Accord
ing to the results from the first exploratory wells, at least 
in regards to temin'erature, the aforementioned values have been 
determined based on the data provided by this method. 



For thR v e r t i c a l Roundlnps B^ well «s for the continuous p r o f i l e r , 
the Schlumberper c o n f i r u r s t i o n was uraed i n i t i a l l y . But in Ju ly 
of 196? by recommendation of Dr. G, Bodvarsson, and in order to 
t r y to e l iminate the induct ive e f f ec t caused by the speci f ied 
conf ipura t ion , we changed to the d ipo le -d ipo le system (polar 
arrangement). With the l a t t e r method i t has been poss ib le to 
measure v e r t i c a l soundings with a maximum area of h km which 
i s eouivalent t o 8 and 12 km r e s p e c t i v e l y in the Schlumberger 
and Wenner c o n f i g u r a t i o n s . 

Based on the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s found in the a r ea , i t has been 
estimated tha t i t would be necessary to run continuous p r o f i l e s 
with measurements every 250 m and 1 km spacing between e l e c t r o d e s , 
1.5 Hm in c e r t a i n p laces* Also, i t would be necessary t o cover 
in g rea t d e t a i l the a reas of i n t e r e s t , drawing a 5 - - m curve 
for the s i t e of the fu ture exp lora tory we l l s , 

2. Bflagnetometry 

Based on experience gained in o ther coun t r i e s ,wi th regards to 
the app l i ca t ion of the magnetic metHod in geothermal exp lo ra t ion , 
we prepared to s tudy the f e a s i b i l i t y of i t s use by t ak ing advan
tage of the v i s i t t h a t S r . G, Palmason, an Ice land ic geophysicis t^ 
made t o our pro.iect in March of 1$66 as a United Nations consul 
t a n t , 

Mr. Pj^lmason ran p r o f i l e s encompa;ssing the Ausoles of Ahuachapant 
Agua Shuca, La Labor, and p a r t of the S a l i t r e f i e l d , doing measure
ments every 50 m. The instrument used was a Canadian f lux-ga te 
magnetoTOeter, J , Sharpe brand. Model MF-i for measuring the 
v e r t i c a l i n t e n s i t y of the f i e l d , which he brought from Iceland 
in order to t e s t the f e a s i b i l i t y of using t h i s method. 

According to the data obta ined, v a r i a t i o n s in v e r t i c a l magnetic 
i n t e n s i t y of approximately 1000 gammas were found in add i t i on 
t o 3 gradual decrease in t h a t i n t e n s i t y beginning near S a l i t r e 
and going towards the Ausoles zone in the south; a decrease t ha t 
was between 500 and 600 gammas, 

fiside from the aforementioned d e t a i l s , many negative anomalies 
were obperved in the area south of Ausoles t h a t could be r e l a t e d 
t o the theri^al a c t i v i t y c h a r - c t e r i s t i c of t h a t a r e a . 

In view of the r e s u l t s obtained and per the recommendation of Mr. 
Pslrrason, a Canadian magnetometer, McPhar M700 of the same type 
as the one previous ly mentioned, and wi th .an accuracy of ^~ 5 
ff&TTim^s wa= a CQU i r e d , MessureTnents were done every 50 TD in the 
area along the l i n e s contained in the b'-sic grid as -veil as in 
the other meaRured l i n e s in order to provide the topographic 
con t ro l t h a t would serve as support fo r the gravimet r ic survey-, 
in? planned in the a r e a . 

In order to con t ro l the d i u r n a l v a r i a t i o n , a b?^se s t a t i o n was 
es tab l i shed a t a s i t e se l ec ted for i t s i n su la t ion from d i s tu rb ing 
influences ' . I t h^d shown* a t l e a s t during the period when the 
measurements were done, a t r a n q u i l period in v/hich the maximum 
v a r i a t i o n in the temper??tures a t the base never exceeded ^0 gammas 
and as a r e s u l t i t was not necessary t o make any adjustment in 
the rr.e^.sured readinffs. 



Thf dfitn from the rcfidinrn M 1 npprox imtn ly 5,000 ntationr-.-, nrv 
nhown in the mnn nf iPorBmri of thu v e r t i c a l rT'ir.nf t i c var ia t ion» 
No, r-?3-A- ' i5, According to th in mf?p, the zoner; of mr^rnetic 
"lown" ore located in thn v i c i n i t y of Aupolr-s and the "hipho" 
a t S a l i t r e , At the pame time one cari not ice the "highs" between 
the Ahuachpana Ausoles and Chipilapa and t h a t they would corresoond 
t o the batches of lava t h a t are found in t h a t a r e a . Never theless , 
the "low" in the "San Lizaro" dome c a l l s a t t e n t i o n to the fac t t ha t 
t h i s IB con t ra ry t o what would be expected in t h i s dome. For 
t h i s reason i t i s bel ieved necessary t o know the r e s i d u a l magne
t ism in order t o do the. f i n a l interpret^?t ions of the da t a , 

3 . Gravimetry 

The f i r s t g rav imet r ic work was done in 1962, c o n s i s t i n g of the 
measurement of 'f p a r a l l e l p r o f i l e s 5 ^^ long and 1 km a p a r t , 
l a id out in a normal way in the d i r e c t i o n of a presvmed f a u l t 
in the S a l i t r e volcano. A Worden gravimeter was used and the 
measurements were done with a 50 m spacing. The work was 
c a r r i e d out by the General Office of Cartography in cooperat ion 
with the In te ramer le?n Geodetic Serv ice , The p r o f i l e s showed 
c e r t a i n i n t e r e s t i n g fea tu res in the v i c i n i t y of the S a l i t r e 
volcano but unfor tuna te ly the area of i n t e r e s t . w a s n ' t reached 
and as a r e s u l t the work remained inconc lus ive . 

Because of these r e s u l t s and by enlarging the aforementioned 
network, a survey of the area shown on the r e spec t ive .î aps was 
planned and c a r r i e d out , with s t a t i o n s every 200 m. For h o r i 
zonta l as ^ 'el l as v e r t i c a l c o n t r o l , a survey of the area was 
done, r e ly ing on the con t ro l s t a t i o n s of the General Office of 
Cartogrf'phy, u t i l i z i n g a Wild RDS s e l f - r e due ing t r a n s i t in 
order t o ge t the p rec i s ion necessary for t h i s type of survey. 
For the grav imet r ic measurements a V/ord en No, 397 gravimeter 
with a cons tan t of 0.3710 (3) m i l l i g a l s by d i v i s i o n was employed. 
Point "A" ( B . M . S-9 , ) was se lec ted as the reference s t a t i o n 
and the "L3 Capi11a" t r i a n g u l a t i o n s t a t i o n was l inked with 
the aforementioned Point "A". For the purpose of con t ro l of 
the " d r i f t " an int^ir^ediate s t a t i o n was e s t ab l i shed a t 
At iau i?aya . 

The number of- s t a t i o n s measured reached 1100 t o t a l in the 
c i r c u i t s correspond i n s t o the d i f f e r en t l ines ' of the network. 
The r e s u l t s =re shown in maps Nos. P-23-A-50/53, with the 
Bouguer anomalies coming from the use of the following dens i ty 
lvalues! 1.8, 2 . 0 , 2 ,25 . and 2.5O gr/cm3i s ince a t the time t h a t 
the c a l c u l a t i o n s were made th-'-re wasn ' t g r e a t e r information 
about the d e n s i t i e s of the rockd in the area under s tudy. The 
c a l c u l a t i o n s of the anomalies v/ere done by means of an IBK 
1620 computer belonging t o the EJeneral Office of Cartogfaphy. 

The gr id of anomalies shows us c e r t a i n fe;^tures t h a t could be 
i n t e r p r e t e d 9s ind ica to r s - of the c i s t r i bu t , i on of some subso i l 
s t r u c t u r e s in the southern p a r t of the f i e ld which could help 
us in tryins" to become fami l ia r with the permeabi l i ty condi t ions 
in t h s t zone. Never the le s s , in accordance with the recommendstions 
made by Dr. Bodvarsson i t would be useful t o draw another map of 



onomalien bTncd on a density of 2,7 gr/cm3 and enlarge the 
nurvey to cover 5 to 10 km outside of the thprmal area with 
a dî -t̂ nce of 1 km between s+ntionsi concerning the value of 
2,7 rr/cm3 I v/ish to add that according to tDersonal communi
cation with Ing, M. Jimenez, this would correlete with the 
values found by him in the rock samples in the area. 

When this information has been obtained one can complete the grid 
of anomalies in the field and try to become familiar with the 
prominent structure features for the purpose of studying the 
permeability characteristics of the reservoir. 

k, Geothermal gradient and Surface Measurements of Temperature 

By taking into consideration the importance of knowing the 
temperature conditions in the subsoil, a program for drilling 
welis, in order to measure the geothermal gradient, was planned 
and carried out which simultaneously correlated this data with 
the surveys of electric resistivity. At the same time a temper
ature survey in the Ausoles area was done, covering 8 of the 11 
existing fields in the southern part of the area. 

The number of wells drilled was 24, distributed for the most part 
in the southern region, with a depth of 100 m and a diameter of 
NX (31-"), For the temperature measurements "thermi^^tor" drills 
with two conveyors were used. The thermistors used were of 100GO 
ohms of resistance at 25*̂ C and the readings were done with either 
^ Wheatstone bridge or with a Yellow Springs Instrument brand 
direct reading teiethermometer, using an adjustment corresponding 
to the resistance employed. In order to facilitate the insertion 
of the drill, standard 1" 0 pipe was placed in the wells, a method which 
allowed reaching the desired objective 

The accuracy of the measured values was £ 0,5°C according to the 
tests done in the Project's laboratory and the results are shown 
on map P-23-A-ifO-A-. 

In relation to the caloric conductivity, some tests were done in 
the Bundesanstalt ftir Bodenforschung laboratory in Hannover, Federal 
Republic of Gernany. The samples measured came from the Tobar 1 
and the following results were obtainedi 

Depth of the sample 

35 Tn 
ko m 
58 m 

C a l o r i c c o n d u c t i v i t y 

2 ,8 X 10^^ ( c a l . / c m . / s e c , / O C ) 
3 .5 X 10 ^ 
i t ,3 X 10-3 

The tendency towards smaller conductivities at lesser depths 
could indicate a meteorization in the basalt found in the well, 

Becisuse of the lack of necessary information relative to all 
of the wells, the gradient was calculated using only the temper
ature values measured gt the surface and in the ground, selecting 
an average value of 23 C for the value at the surface. 



.5 

For the purpone of becoming fpmillnr with the Rurff'ce temperature 
In the AuBolen pira^ , temperature was measured in holes 1,5 ^ 
deep ^nd 1" 0* In order to cover these areas a grid was laid 
out with lines running North-South, East-West, 100 m apart and 
with holes every 15 rn. In certain places of Interest the di!t-<nce 
between lines was reduced to 50 ni. For the measurements, drills 
with thermistors were used, anchored with wood rods to facilitate 
insertion and properly insulated, using the same type of tele-
thermometer that was mentioned previously. 

The data obtained from these measurements appears on Map P-23-A-81» 
as one can see, the "Playon" and the "La Labor" fields indicate 
a greater area with temperatures above 70°G in comparison with 
the rest of the other measured fields. 

According to the data shown in the two aforementioned maps, the 
areas in km2 of the zones in the southern part of the field are 
summarized in the following formi 

Basic data Area in km2 
Min Max 

S u r f a c e m a n i f e s t a t i o n s 21 30 
Geothermal g r a d i e n t 
Area inc luded by t h e c u r v e of 
tfrOOG/lOO m " 21 ,5 
5 . E l e c t r i c r e s i s t i v i t y 

In a c c o r d wi th the e x p e r i e n c e of o t h e r c o u n t r i e s , p r i n c i p a l l y 
New Zea land , in t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e r e s i s t i v i t y method i n 
geo the r r r a l e x p l o r a t i o n , i t was dec ided t o use t h i s method 
more i n t e n s i v e l y in t h e e x p l o r a t o r y v/orks of t h e P r o j e c t , 

The f i r s t measurements were done in March of I966 under the 
d i r e c t i o n , of Mr, G, P a I n a s o n , u s ing Canadian equipment , J , Sharpe 
b r a n d . Model SP5-R which had been -orevious ly a e a u i r e d by the 
U n i t e d N a t i o n s . The t e s t s wf?re done a t t h e "El S a l i t r e " f i e l d 
i n t h e p r o x i m i t i e s of t h e therTr^al s o u r c e s and i n t h e e n v i r o n s 
of "E l Limon" in t h e "La Labor" Hac ienda , Accord ing t o t h e s e 
t e s t s , one can c l e a r l y see from t h e b e g i n n i n g t h a t t he i n s t r u 
ment wag no t s u f f i c i e n t l y adequa te f o r measuririg t h e r e l a t i v e l y 
lov; v a l u e s of r e s i s t i v i t i e s foUnd i n t h e s e t h e r m a l a r e a s even 
i n t h e surf^'ce s t r a t u m inasmuch a s , v;ith t h e t ype of c o n f i g u r a t i o n 
employed - V/enner - h a r d l y had an expans ion of a - 26 m been 
o b t a i n e d when i t became imposs ib l e t o t ake more r e a d i n g s due 
t o the inadequacy of t h e i n s t r u m e n t . As an_ exper iment an 
a r r a n g e m e n t of b a t t e r i e s i n a s e r i e s was imT:rovised f o r the 
purpose of i n c r e a s i n g t h e v o l t a g e t o 5^0, g e t t i n g an expans ion 
of a - 144 m, N e V e ^ t h l e s ? , even t hen i t w a s n ' t posfvible t o 
ex t end t h e soundings t o the n e c e s s a r y l e v e l s and as a r e s u l t 
i t was dec ided t o a c q u i r e an i n s t r u m e n t t h a t would be powerful 
enough t o measure t h e vcilues of low ri=̂ s i s t i v i t i e s t h a t were 
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exppctod to hfi found in the; thrTm-il nrean- iinder ntudy ond in 
order to r̂-'ich tho dnnp zonnn nf interest. 

In Janu-'̂ ry, 1967* the fi^st meor-.urements wore berun usinr the 
CanadiPin KcPhar R203 which. Is enuipped with a 2.5 KVA generator, 
P50 volt, 5 amperes and 0,3 cycles per second transmitter and 
s receiver with a maximum sensitivity of 100 microvolts 
on a complete scalei the precision of the instrument is 2^. 

As a result of the first tests carried out in "El Salitre" 
and "Playon de Ahuachapan" under the direction of Dr, 0, 
Kappelmeyer, it was decided to run continuous profiles with 
measurements every kilometer or more, based on the conditions 
of the terrain. The configuration used was the Schlumberger 
one with the followinir characteristics! distance between current 
electrodes - 1 km and 50 km between the potential electrodes. 
Besides the continuous profiles, vertical soundings were measured 
Pt selected sites, with the same configuration and a maximum 
expansion of 4 km« 

On examining the curves resulting from the vertical soundings, 
it can be seen that in all of them there is a pronounced increase 
(greater than 45°) in the resistivity curve, beginning with a 
few hundreds of meters (200 m approximately), which exceeds 
the possible theoretical values. This increase shows up in all 
of the soundings in an identical form such that it makes one 
suspect an anomalous cause that systematically changes the 
measured, values and that these values do not rr.aintain a relation 
with the ones that would be expected based on the geological 
conditions in the area. In July of 1967, taking advant̂ -̂ge of 
the visit of Prof, G, Bodvarsson, this problem was studied by 
doing measurements not only within the thermal areas but also 
in the following areas, outside of these zonesi El Playon 
(Ouezaltepeque), Guazapa end Playa de San ̂ iego (La Libertad), 
Havinp come to the conclusion that the problem was due to the 
inductive effect originating from the use of alternating current 
in the type of configuration that was employed, it was decided 
to chanee this type and from then on adopting the dipole-dipole 
confie"uration with polar arrangement in order to try to reduce 
this effect to a minimum. 

In eoncurrance with Prof. Bodvarsson the following allowances 
w^re made for the effects originating from the use of alternating 
current in the measurementsi in these circumstances the alternating 
fields ĉ u-̂ e induction betv/een the current and potential circuits 
as well as the so-called "skin effect". In the resistivity measure-
T̂ ents the two fields are combined or it could be, .that the inductive 
effects increase the apperent resistivity', just as was verified 
by the results of the exr^erimental measurements done in the 
aforementioned areas. The- ratio between the induced electro
motive force and the conducting field depends as much on the 
type of configuration as on the depth in which the "skin effect" 
is noticed. As a result, it is believed that in order to be 
able to reduce to a minimum this disturbing influence, it is 
best to uSe the dipole-dipole configuration since the Schlumberger 
as well as the Wenner offer lesser possibilities for use with 
aIte-^natin? current, even with a very low freouency as in this case. 



Bnr.ed on the conditions found in the th»*rmal zones it was decided 
to run new profiler with the followinr characteristics! 1 km 
between the centers of pair'-- of electrodes =nd 5OO m betwe'̂ n 
current and potential electrodes. 

On returning from my study trip I put into practice the New 
Zeŝ lpnd techninues. Runs of new profiles have been started 
always with the dipolar configuration but with measurements 
every ?50 m pnd,in addition,at experimental roads the distance 
be+ween centers of pairs of electrodes has been increased to 
1.5 km in order to get better penetration. Nevertheless, as 
can be clearly seen on the map, the me=»surements are incomplete. 
They should cover the La Labor field and all of the southem 
part of the area, as well as the eastern sector, in order to 
define the limits of the same. 

Besides the profiles run along some roads, a special survey was 
done in "San" Raimundo" in order to locate a site for the "Salitre-I" 
well. Three parallel lines, 250 m apart and 3.5 km long were 
laid out and the measurements were m.ade every 250 m just as 
it appears on the indicated map. In addition, 2 vertical soundings 
in the Santa Ana-Ahuachapan highway were measured (km 85-955 
with a maximum expansion of 4 km which theoretically would be 
equivalent to 8 and 12 km respectively in the Schlumberger and 
V/enner configurations. 

Due to the fact that, as was previously indicated, the resistivity 
method is the one'that served as the basis for choosing a site 
for the exnlor?tory wells, I will leave the respective commen
taries for the final part of this report in order to deal more 
fully with the different features found upon correlating the 
resistivity measurements with the data obtained from the three 
exoloratory wells drilled to date. 

6. ^ipcussion" of the Results '"' '" 

Recording the magnetic and gravimetric surveys, as was discussed 
in the corresponding chapters, one can say that they provided 
interesting data although it was less decisive and conclusive 
when compared with the data from the resistivity surveys. The 
latter have basicallymade up almost the totalityv'of the infor
mation utilized for the selection of the well sites. 

As already has been established by the results obtained in other 
thermal fields in different countries of the \vorld, the two 
fundamental parameters fbr a thermal field are' made up of temper
ature and permeability. In regards to the first, and in our case 
of reservoirs with high temper=>ture waters and large chloride 
contents, the resistivity method eives us valuable information 
about the tem.-cerature conditions in the subsoil. 

By examining the map of resistivities one can observe v.-rious 
"low" zones of appreciable extension, especially the "Salitre" one. 
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Nevertholer,'-, upon t-.'kinp into account the data from the pr-idient 
wells we c»n d i^ t inmish two areas tha t , although the i r r e s i s t i 
v i t i es are numerimiiy equal, they are caused by different 
conditions! such as "Sa l i t r e " in the northern par-t and the 
Ausoles zones in the south. 

This is in agreement with the opinion of Dr. G. Facca, that 
the "low" at "Sal i t re" could be interpreted as caused by a 
shallow aquifer with high permeability and a convective system.! 
whereas the "lows" in Playon and Agua Shuca could not be in t e r 
preted in the same way since the hydrological and l i thological 
conditions are completely different from those a t S a l i t r e . As 
a resul t only in these l a t t e r "lows" could one find high temper
a tures . 

The previous reasons were those that basical ly determined the 
s i t e of the f i r s t two wellsi Ahuachapan I and'Chipilapa-I, 
when they were selected in May of 1967. 

A-
the 
having v,v-v-,. v..̂  « OJL- J.^I. -...->. „^W>. V.. s,a.v,s- i.^^ v..- —...^v^.— 
well, in order to verify the validity of the previous inter
pretation. 

The results from the first two v/ells fully verified the expected 
hich temper--ture and at the same time the conditions that had 
been assumed for the shallow aquifer. 

According to the chemical analysis of the samples obtained from 
the Ahuachapan-I and Chipilapa-I wells, the waters contain a 
large quantity of chlorides* 8500 ppm and, as a result, this 
factor has been taken into consideration in the calculations 
for the curves that have been preps red in order to get the 
variations with respect to temperature, porosity and resistivity 
(using the Archie formula and the values taken from the Inter
national Critical Tables). According to the calculations that 
have been done, a -vrslue of m- 2,2 was adopted, taking into 
account the conditions indicated by the sam.ples from the given 
wells and the tem'-erature m.easured in the same. 

For "El Salitre" the cementation factor was calculated equal 
to 1,6. using a Cl content - 600 ppm (data from the surface 
source) and a temrerature of 80 C, Nevertheless, it is necessary 
to point out that if we accept the porosity value of 15?̂  (accord
ing to the data from Ing. M. Jimenez) we see that it would be 
impossible to obtain the resistivities measured in the zone. 
As a result we h've to consider the possibility of having at 
a greater de-cth a much more elevated quantity of chlorides 
in orde'' to be able to comply v/ith the aforementione formula, 
since from the temperature - the other parameter - there are 
no indications of being able to get greater values in the area. 



Based on t>iorif: f i r . ' t reF-,\)ltr"., i t would bo necc;-.nary to c-'irry 
out the following' reophyr.icO r-urvoyr.i dotn i lcd rneasurementn 
of r e s i s t i v i t y in the southern nort of the Ausoles area in 
order to define the zone of 5 to 10 - - m as well as the 
boundaries of the e a s t e r n pa r t of the area and with equal 
d e t a i l the La Labor-Chipilana f i e l d . In a d d i t i o n , i t i s 
nece.-^sary to c a l c u l a t e the Bouguer anomalies using a dens i ty 
of 2,7 and extending the graviemtr ic survey outs ide of the 
thermal area for a d i s t ance of 5 or 10 km. 

For spec i f i c d e t a i l s you should study the r epo r t s of the 
United Nations Consul tan ts i Professors A.E, Beck, and G 
Bodvarsson, Drs. S, Bjornsson, G, F a c a , 0, Kappelmeyer, 
W.J,P, Macdonald, G. Palmason and D, White, 

The numbering on the r-iven plans in the corresponding order 
in t h i s r epor t coincide with Figures Nos, 1, 2, 3» 4 , 5, 6, 
7, and °<, r e s p e c t i v e l y , 

I wish t o express my sincHre g r a t i t u d e to Mr, D, G, Fa l len 
Bai ley , as v.'ell as t o the United Nations c o n s u l t a n t s , whose 
sugp^estions and i n s t r u c t i o n made the mentioned surveys pos s ib l e . 
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IN THE AHUACHAPAN GEOTHERMAL AREA 
by J o s e Gonza l ez G, ^ p a § 

ABSTRACT S ^ m̂  
-^ ^ ' ^ 

This report contains the results of the geophysical surveys O ^ ^ 
done in the Ahuachapan area, which included the following ^^"^ 
studies! magnetic, gravimetric, geothermal, and of electric CT^§ 
resistivity. These results, together with the geological '^^S 
and geochemical data, served as the basis for selecting the fes"^ 
sites for the three exploratory wells that to date have been ^-^^ 
drilled in the area. ' """" 

The measurements, magnetic as well as gravimetric, were made 
along a basic grid that was laid out in the northern part of 
the area and along the roads in the southern part of the same 
region, covering an area of approximately 200 km2. The results 
gave a general outline of the anomalies characteristic of this 
region. 

The magnetic values show the srariations in vertical intensity 
of the field, measured by a flux-gate magnetometer, and the 
results are shown on the corresponding maps by isogammas. 
The gravimetric data are shown on the maps of Bouguer anomalies 
and were calculated by using four different density values, 
due to the fact that this information was lacking at the time 
the respective computations were done, 

A temperature survey at 1,5 m depth was done-'in the Ausoles area 
by measuring 8 of the 11 existing fields in the southern sector. 
With the data obtained, maps with isotherms showing the tempera
ture distribution at the indicated depth were prepared. 

In order to get data regarding the geothermal gradient, 24 wells 
were drilled distributed in such a way so as to cover the areas 
of interest and on the basis of the available geological surveys. 
The wells are 100 m deep and have a diameter of NX l[3i"). Stan
dard 1" 0 pipe was installed in order to facilitate the measure
ment of temperature. 

Measurements of electric resistivity made up the major part of 
the basic data which determined the sites for the exploratory 
wells. Continuous profiles had been run along the basic grid 
and along some of the neighboring roads, as well as vertical 
soundings in certain selected places. Nevertheless, it is 
necessary to point out that the work is incomplete, as can 
be seen from the respective map, and as a result it will be 
necessary to continue with these measurements in order to be 
able to rely on the greatest amount of data possible. Accord
ing to the results from the first exploratory wells, at least 
in regards to temperature, the aforementioned values have been 
determined based on the data provided by this method. 



For the vertical soundings as well as for the continuous profiles, 
the Schlumberger configuration was used initially. But in July 
of 1967 by recommendation of Dr. G. Bodvarsson, and in order to 
try to eliminate the inductive effect caused by the specified 
configuration, we changed to the dipole-dipole system (polar 
arrangement). With the latter method it has been possible to 
measure vertical soundings with a maximum area of 4 km which 
is equivalent to 8 and 12 km respectively in the Schlumberger 
and Wenner configurations. 

Based on the characteristics found in the area, it has been 
estimated that it would be necessary to run continuous profiles 
with measurements every 250 m and 1 km spacing between electrodes, 
1,5 km in certain places! Also, it would be necessary to cover 
in great detail the areas of interest, drawing a 5 - - ni curve 
for the site of the future explorator.y wells, 

2. Magnetometry 

Based on experience gained in other countriesfwith regards to 
the application of the magnetic method in geothermal exploration, 
we prepared to study the feasibility of its use by taking advan
tage of the visit that Sr, G. Palmason, an Icelandic geophysicist, 
made to our project in March of I966 as a United Nations consul
tant. 

Mr. Palmason ran profiles encompassing the Ausoles of Ahuachapan, 
Agua Shuca, La Labor, and part of the Salitre field, doing measure
ments every 50 m. The instrument used was a Canadian 51ux-gate 
magnetometer, J. Sharpe brand. Model MF-l for measuring the 
vertical intensity of the field, which he brought from Iceland 
in order to test the feasibility of using this method. 

According to the data obtained, variations in vertical magnetic 
intensity of approximately 1000 gammas were found in addition 
to a gradual decrease in that intensity beginning near Salitre 
and going towards the Ausoles zone in the south; a decrease that 
was between 500 and 6OO gammas. 

2side from the aforementioned details, many negative anomalies 
were observed in the area south of Ausoles that could be' related 
to the thermal activity characteristic of that area. 

In view of the results obtained and per the recommendation of Mr. 
Palmason, a Canadian magnetometer, McPhar M7OO of the same type 
as the one previously mentioned, and with an accuracy of £ - 5 
gammas was acquired. Measurements were done every 50 m in the 
area along the lines contained in the b'-sic grid as well as in 
the other measured lines in order to provide the topographic 
control that would serve as support for the gravimetric survey
ing, planned in the area. 

In order to control the diurnal variation, a base station was 
established at a site selected for its insulation from disturbing 
influences. It had shown, at least during the period when the 
measurements were done, a tranquil period in which the maximum 
variation in the temperatures at the base never exceeded 40 gammas 
and as a result it was not necessary to make any adjustment in 
the measured readings. 



The data from the readings at approxim.ately 5*000 stations, are 
shown in the map of isogams of the vertical magnetic variation. 
No, P-23-A-45, According to this map, the zones of magnetic 
"lows" are located in the vicinity of Ausoles and the "highs" 
at Salitre. At the same time one can notice the "highs" between 
the Ahuachpana Ausoles and Chipilapa and that they would correspond 
to the batches of la-va that are found in that area. Nevertheless, 
the "low" in the "San Lazaro" dome calls attention to the fact that 
this is contrary to what would be expected in this dome. For 
this reason it is believed necessary to know the residual magne
tism in order to do the final interpretations of the data, 

3, Gravimetry 

The first gravimetric work was done in I962, consisting of the 
measurement of 4 parallel profiles 5 km long and 1 km apart, 
laid out in a normal way in the direction of a presumed fault 
in the Salitre volcano, A Worden gravimeter was used and the 
measurements were done with a 50 m spacing. The work was 
carried out by the General Office of Cartography in cooperation 
with the Interamerican Geodetic Service, The profiles showed 
certain interesting features in the vicinity of the Salitre 
volcano but unfortunately the area of interest wasn't reached 
and as a result the work remained inconclusive. 

Because of these results and by enlarging the aforementioned 
network, a survey of the area shown on the respective maps was 
planned and carried out, with stations every 200 m. For hori
zontal as well as vertical control, a survey of the area was 
done, relying on the control stations of the General Office of 
Cartography, utilizing a Wild RDS self-reducing transit in 
order to get the precision necessary for this type of survey. 
For the gravimetric measurements a Worden No, 397 gravimeter • 
with a constant of 0.3710 (3) milligals by division was employed. 
Point "A" (B.M. S-9) was selected as the reference station 
and the "La Capilla" triangulation station was linked with 
the aforementioned Point "A", For the purpose of control of 
the "drift" an intermediate station was established at 
Atiquizaya. 

The number of. stations measured reached 1100 total in the 
circuits corresponding to the different lines of the network. 
The results are shown in maps Nos. P-23-A-50/53, with the 
Bouguer anomalies coming from the use of the following density 
values! 1.8, 2.0, 2.25f and 2.50 gr/cm3j since at the time that 
the calculations were made th^re wasn't greater information 
about the densities of the rocks in the area under study. The 
calculations of the anomalies were done by means of 4n IBM 
1620 computer belonging to the general Office of Cartogfaphy. 

The grid of anomalies shows us certain features that could be 
interpreted as indicators of the distribution of some subsoil 
structures in the southern part of the field which could help 
us in trying to become familiar with the permeability conditions 
in that zone. Nevertheless, in accordance with the recommendations 
made by Dr. Bodvarsson it would be useful to draw another map of 



anomalies based on a density of 2.7 gr/cm3 and enlarge the 
survey to cover 5 "to 10 km outside of the thermal area with 
a distance of 1 km between stations; concerning the value of 
2.7 gr/cm3 I wish to add that according to personal communi
cation with Ing. M. Jimenez, this would correlate with the 
values found by him in the rock samples in the area. 

When this information has been obtained one pan complete, the.grid 
of anomalies,̂  in. the field ̂ and'try td become "familiar with the 
prominent structursCL features for the purpose of studying the 
permeability characteristics of the reservoir. 

4. Geothermal gradient and Surface Measurements of Temperature 

By taking into consideration the importance of knowing the 
temperature conditions in the subsoil, a program for drilling 
wells, in order to measure the geothermal gradient, was planned 
and carried out which simultaneously correlated this data with 
the surveys of electric resistivity. At the same time a temper
ature survey in the Ausoles area was done, covering 8 of the 11 
existing fields in the southern part of the area. 

The number of wells drilled was 24, distributed for the most part 
in the southern region, with a depth of 100 m and a diameter of 
NX (3^"), For the temperature measurements "thermistor" drills 
with two conveyors were used. The thermistors used were of 10000 
ohms of resistance at 25°0 and the readings were done with either 
a Wheatstone bridge or with a Yellow Springs Instrument brand 
direct reading telethermometer, using an adjustment corresponding 
to the resistance employed. In order to facilitate the insertion 
of the drill, standard 1" f5 pipe was placed in the wells, â -method which 
allowed reaching the-desiredrob^ective :; 

The accuracy of the measured values was £ 0,5°G according to the 
tests done in the Project's laboratory and the results are shown 
on map P-23-A-40-A-, 

In relation to the caloric conductivity, some tests were done in 
the Bundesanstalt fii? Bodenforschung laboratory in Hannover, Federal 
Republic of Germany, The samples measured came from the Tobar 1 
and the following results were obtainedi 

Depth of the sample Caloric conductivity 

35 m 2.8 X 10"^ (cal./cm./sec,/°C) 
40 m 3,5 X 10'^ 
58 m 4.3 X 10-3 

The tendency towards smaller conductivities at lesser depths 
could indicate a meteorization in the basalt found in the well. 

Because of the lack of necessary information relative to all 
of the wells, the gradient was calculated using only the temper
ature values measured at the surface and in the ground, selecting 
an average value of 23 C for the value at the surface. 



For the purpose of becoming familiar with the surface temperature 
in the Ausoles area, temperature was measured in holes 1.5 m 
deep and 1" 0 , In order to cover these areas a grid was laid 
out with lines running North-South, East-West, 100 m apart and 
with holes every 15 m. In certain places of interest the dif̂ tance 
between lines was reduced to 50 m. For the measurements, drills 
with thermistors were used, anchored with wood rods to facilitate 
insertion and properly insulated, using the same type of tele-
thermometer that was mentioned previously. 

The data obtained from these measurements appears on Map P-23-A-81; 
as one can see, the "Playon" and the "La Labor" fields indicate 
a greater area 'with temperatures above 70°C in comparison with 
the rest of the other measured fields. 

According to the data shown in the two aforementioned maps, the 
areas in km2 of the zones in the southem part of the field are 
summarized in the following form! 

Basic data Area in km2 
Min Max 

Surface m a n i f e s t a t i o n s 21 30 
Geothermal g r a d i e n t 
Area included by the curve of 
40OC/100 m 21.5 

5. Electric resistivity 

In accord with the experience of other countries, 'principally:' 
New Zealand, in the application of the resistivity method in 
geothermal exploration, it was decided to use this method 
more intensively in the exploratory works of the Project. 

The first measurements were done in March of 1966 under the 
direction of Mr. G. Palmason, using Canadian equipment, J. Sharpe 
brand. Model SP5-R which had been previously acquired by the 
United Nations. The tests were done at the "El Salitre" field 
in the proximities of the thermal sources and in the environs 
of "El Limon" in the "La Labor" Hacienda. According to these 
tests, one can clearly see from the beginning that the instru
ment was not sufficiently adequate for measuring the relatively 
low values of resistivities found in these thermal areas even 
in the surface stratum:inasmuch as, with the type of configuration 
employed;,-: Wenner - hardly had an expansion of a - 26 m been 
obtained when it became impossible to take more readings due 
to the inadequacy of the instrument. As an experiment an 
arrangement of batteries in a series was improvised for the 
purpose of increasing the voltage to 5^0, getting an expansion 
of a - 144 m. Neverthless, even then it wasn't possible to 
extend the soundings to the necessary levels and as a result 
it was decided to acquire an instrument that would be powerful 
enough to measure the values of low resistivities that were 



expected to be found in the therm.al areas under study and in 
order to reach the deep zones of interest. 

In January, 1967, the first measurements were begun using the 
Canadian McPhar R203 whictois equipped with a 2.5 KVA generator, 
850 volt, 5"amperes -̂ nd 0.3 cycles per second transmitter and 
a receiver with a maximum sensitivity of 100 microvolts 
on a complete scale; the precision of the instrument is 2%, 

As a result of the first tests carried out in "El Salitre" 
and "Playon de Ahuachapan" under the direction of Dr. 0, 
Kappelmeyer, it was decided to run continuous profiles with 
measurements every kilometer or more, based on the conditions 
of the terrain. The configuration used was the Schlumberger 
one with the follov/ing characteristics! distance between current 
electrodes - 1 km and 50 km between the potential electrodes. 
Besides the continuous profiles, vertical soundings were measured 
at selected sites, with the same configuration and a maximum 
expansion of 4 km. 

On examining the curves resulting from the vertical soundings, 
it can be seen that in all of them there is a pronounced increase 
(greater than 45 ) in the resistivity curve, beginning with a 
few hundreds of meters (200 m approximately), which exceeds 
the possible theoretical values. This increase shows up in all 
of the soundings in an identical form such that it makes one 
suspect an anomalous cause that systematically changes the 
measured values and that these values do not maintain a relation 
with the ones that would be expected based on the geological 
conditions in the area. In July of 196?* taking advantage of 
the visit of Prof, G, Bodvarsson, this problem was studied by 
doing measurements not only within the thermal areas but also 
in the following areas, outside of these zones! El Playon 
(Quezaltepeque), Guazapa and Playa de San ̂ iego (La Libertad),' 
Having comer-to the conclusion that the problem was due to the 
inductive effect originating from the use of alternating current 
in the type of configuration that was employed, it was decided 
to change this type and from then on adopting the dipole-dipole 
configuration with polar arrangement in order to try to reduce 
this effect to a minimum. 

In eoncurrance v/ith Prof. Bod-varsson the following allowances 
were made for the effects originating from the use of alternating 
current in the measurements! in these circumstances the alternating 
fields cause induction between the current and potential circuits 
as well as the so-called "skin effect". In the resistivity measure-
m.ents the two fields are combined or it could be that the inductive 
effects increase the apparent resistivity, just as was verified 
by the results of the experimental measurements done in the 
aforementioned areas. The ratio between the induced electro
motive force and the conducting field depends as much on the 
type of configuration as on the depth in which the "skin effect" 
is noticed. As a result, it is believed that in order to be 
able to reduce to a minimum this disturbing influence, it is 
best to use the dipole-dipole configuration since the Schlumberger 
as well as the Wenner offer lesser possibilities for use with 
alternating current, even with a very low frequency as in this case. 



Based on the conditions found in the thermal zones it was decided 
to run new profiles with the following characteristics! 1 km 
between the centers of pairs of electrodes and 500 m between 
current and potential electrodes. 

On returning from my study trip I put into practice the New 
Zealand techniques. Runs of new profiles have been started 
always with the dipolar configuration but with measurements 
every 250 m and,in addition,at experimental roads the distance 
between centers of pairs of electrodes has been increased to 
1,5 km in order to get better penetration. Nevertheless, as 
can be clearly seen on the map, the measurements are incomplete. 
They should cover the La Labor field and all of the southern 
part of the area, as well as the eastern sector, in order to 
define the limits of the same. 

Besides the profiles run along some roads, a special survey was 
done in "San Raimundo" in order to locate a site for the "Salitre-I" 
well. Three parallel lines, 250 m apart and 3.5 km long were 
laid out and the measurements were made every 250 m just as 
it appears on the indicated map. In addition, 2 vertical soundings 
in the Santa Ana-Ahuachapan highway were measured (km 85-955 
with a maximum expansion of 4 km which theoretically would be 
equivalent to 8 and 12 km respectively in the Schlumberger and 
Wenner configurations. 

Due to the fact that, as was previously indicated, the resistivity 
method is the one that served as the basis for choosing a site 
for the exploratory wells, I will leave the respective commen
taries for the final part of this report in order to deal more 
fully with the different features found upon correlating the 
resistivity measurements with the data obtained from the three 
exploratory wells drilled to date, 

6, Discussion of the Results 

Regarding the magnetic and gravimetric surveys, as was discussed 
in the corresponding chapters, one can say that they provided 
interesting data although it was less decisive and conclusive 
when compared with the data from the resistivity surveys. The 
latter have basicallymade up almost the totalityaof the infor
mation utilized for the selection of the well sites. 

As already has been established by the results obtained in other 
thermal fields in different countries of the world, the two 
fundamental parameters for a thermal field are made up of temper
ature and permeability. In regards to the first, and in our case 
of reservoirs with high temperature waters and large chloride 
contents, the resistivity m.ethod gives us valuable information 
about the temperature conditions in the subsoil. 

By examining the map of resistivities one can observe various 
"low" zones of appreciable extension, especially the "Salitre" one. 
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Nevertheless, upon taking into account the data from the gradient 
wells we can distinguish two areas that, although their resisti
vities are numerically equal, they are caused by different 
conditions; such as "Salitre" in the northern part and the 
Ausoles zones in the south. 

This is in agreement with the opinion of Dr. G, Facca, that 
the."low" at "Salitre" could be interpreted as caused by a 
shallow aquifer with high permeability and a convective system; 
whereas the "lows" in Playon and Agua Shuca could not be inter
preted in the same way since the hydrological and lithological 
conditions are completely different from those at Salitre, As 
a result only in these latter "lows" could one find high temper
atures. 

The previous reasons were those that basically determined the 
site of the first two wellsi Ahuachapan I and Chipilapa-I, 
when they were selected in May of I967, 

At the end of May I968, a resistivity survey was carried out at 
the "San Raimundo" Hacienda,which was described previously as 
having been the bpsis for sleeting a site for the "Salitre-I" 
well, in order to verify the validity of the previous inter
pretation. 

The results from the first two wells fully verified the expected 
high temper̂ 'ture and at the same time the conditions that had 
been assumed for the shallow aquifer. 

According to the chemical analysis of the samples obtained from 
the Ahuachapan-I and Chipilapa-I wells, the waters contain a 
large quantity of chlorides! 850O ppm and, as a result, this 
factor has been taken into consideration in the calculations 
for the curves that have been prepared in order to get the 
variations with respect to temperature, porosity and resistivity 
(using the Archie formula and the values taken from the Inter
national Critical Tables), According to the calculations that 
have been done, a value of m- 2.2 was adopted, taking into 
account the conditions indicated by the samples from the given 
wells and the temperature measured in the same. 

For "El Salitre" the cementation factor was calculated equal 
to 1,6. using a Cl content - 60O ppm (data from the surface 
source) and a temperature of 80 C, Nevertheless, it is necessary 
to point out that if we accept the porosity value of 15^ (accord
ing to the data from Ing. M, Jimenez) we see that it would be 
impossible to obtain the resistivities measured in the zone. 
As a result we have to consider the possibility of having at 
a greater depth a much more elevated quantity of chlorides 
in order to be able to comply with the aforementione formula, 
since from the temperature - the other parameter - there are 
no indications of being able to get greater values in the area. 



Based on these first results, it would be necessary to carry 
out the following geophysical surveys! detailed measurements 
of resistivity in the southern part of the Ausoles area in 
order to define the zone of 5 to 10 - - m as well as the 
boundaries of the eastern part of the area and with equal 
detail the La Labor-Chipilapa field. In addition, it is 
necessary to calculate the Bouguer anomalies using a density 
of 2.7 and extending the graviemtric survey outside of the 
thermal area for a distance of 5 or 10 km. 

For specific details you should study the reports of the 
United Nations Consultants! Professors A.E, Beck, and G 
Bodvars=;son, Drs. S, Bjornsson, G, Facca, 0, Kappelmeyer, 
W.J.P. Macdonald, G. Palmason and D. White. 

The numbering on the given plans in the corresponding order 
in this report coincide with Figures Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, and 3, respectively. 

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Mr. D, G, Fallen 
Bailey, as well as to the United Nations consultants, whose 
suggestions and instruction made the mentioned surveys possible. 



Figure l! Variations in vertical magnetic intensity 

Figure 2! Location of gradient wells - Ahuachapan area 

Figure 3! Isotherms at 5 m depth - Ahuachapan area 

Figure 4i Survey of electric resistivity 

Figure 5» Ahuachapan Area 
Gravimetric survey 
Bouguer anomaly 

Figure 6i Variation of the resistivity of the terrain 
with temperature and porosity. The chloride 
content is assumed constant and m (cementation 
factor) is taken as equal to 2.2 

Figure 7! Variation of the resistivity of the terrain 
with the temperature and porosity. The -chloride 
content is assumed constant, and m (cementation 
factor) is taken as being equal to 1.6 
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FECHA: 25 NOV, 1968, 

G E L - O N U 

E S T U OIO DE LOS 
RECURSOS GEOTERMICOS 

EL SALVADOR 

V a r i o c f d n de lo r e s i s t i v i d a d dei t e r r e n o con IQ 

t e m p e r a l u r o y la p o r o s i d o d . El c o n t e n i d o 

de c l o r u r o s es o s u m i d o c o n s t a n t e , y m 

( f a c t o r de cementac ion) es tornado igual a 2.2. 
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fECHA: Nov/. 27-1966 

V o r i o c i o n de lo r e s i s t i v i d a d del t e r r e n o con la 

t e m p e r o t u r o y lo p o r o s i d o d . El c o n t e n i d o 
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LEVAKTAMIEWTOS GEOFISICOS EN EL AREA GEOTERMAL DE AHUACHAPAN \ 

Por Josd Gonzalez G. 

ABSTRACT , 

The results of gGophysical surveys in the Ahuachapan area are 

reported. The following studies are covered: magnetic surveys,' 

geothermal gradient measurements, and surveys of .magneticals, '• 

geothermals and electric resistivity.- ; . 

The magnetic-and gravimetric measurements were made along a basic 

grid, which was layed out in the northern part pf the area, as 

well as along roads located in the southern part of the same area, 

2 
The approximate areal extent of the surveyed,area is 200 Km . 

The results proyide a general outline of the distribution of mag

netic and gravity anomalies. 

The magnetic values show the variation of the vortical intensity 

in the field. These values were measured using a flux-gate mag-• 

netometer, and the results are shown in the corresponding mapi by 

isogammas. The gravimetric dota are shown in the Bouguer anomalies 

maps. 

These gravimetric data were calculated using four different values j 

of density, due to the fact that this information was lacking when' ' 

the corresponding estimates were made, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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A temperature survey was. made at 1.5 ci depth in the Ausoles area, 

covering 8 of the 11 existing fields in the southern part of this 

area. The maps with the isotherms showing the distribution of the 

temperature level, were prepared.-with the obtained data. 

In order to obtain data regarding the geothermal gradient, 24 wells 

were drilled taking into account the available geological surveys, 

and distributed in order to cover the main area. The wells are 100 

meters deep with a diameter of NX (3V2")« A standard pipe line of 

1" ̂  was placed to facilitate the temperature measurements. 

The measurements of electrical resistivity constitutes the major 

part of the basic information, which determines the location of 

the exploratory wells. The continuous profiles have been estab

lished along the basic grid and along some roads. Vertical sound

ings have been made in certain selected places. 

The present results give indication of several low resistivity 

areas with resistivity values below 10-A. . m. The largest of these 

areas, including the ares, around and towards south of the success-

2 • • 

ful Ahuachapdn N^ 1 drill hole, is 13.5 Km . Assuming that all low 

resistivity areas within the Ausoles area are interconnected at 

2 
depth the total area of low resistivity in between 20-30 Km . 

Suggestions for further work are presented. 

1 

I 
I 
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1. INTRODUCCION 

El presente informe incluye los resultados de los levanta-

mientos geoffsicos realizados en el ^rea de Ahuachapdn, los 

cuales comprendieron los siguientes estudioB! Magn^ticos, 

Gravim^tricos, Geot^rmicos y de Resistividad Electrica, La 

aplicacidn de estos resultados conjuntamente con los datos 

gedl6gicbs y geoqufmicos, si'rvieronde,-base: para la locaii

zacion de los'sitios de los: tres pozoS' e,xploratprios que se 

han perf orado a la fecha en dicha, drea. .. .. , . •; 

Las mediciones tanto magn^ticas como, gravim^tricas se:hi-

ciei?on- a lo largo de la cuadrfcula b^sica ,que se traz6.:en 

el sector norte del drea y de los caminos que cubren,el.sec-

2 
tor sur de la misma, abarcando una superficie de 200 Km. 

aproximadamente, obteni^ndose en esta forma un cuadro gene

ral de la distribucidn de las anomalfas caracterfsticas del 

&rea. 

Los valores magn^iticos muestran las: variacienes de la in-

tensidad-vertical del campo,, medidos por medio de un magne-

tOmetro discriminadpr de flujo,(flux-gate magnetometer),, y 

los resultados -son mostrados por medio de isogamas en el 

mapa correspohdientei-. Los dates, gravim^tricos aparecen en 

ios mapas de -aiioiriallas Bouguer que :se ;ca,lcularon empleando 

cuatro Valores-distintos de densidad debido,a.que se.carecfai 

de este.dato cuando se efectuaron los cdlculps respectivos, 
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[ Se hizo un levantamiento de temperatura a 1,5 m. de, „prbfun-

didad en las zonas de los ausoles propiamente dicha, mididn-

dose 8 de los 11 campos existentes en la parte sur del drea. 

Con'"16s'da,t'6s obtenidos se elaboraron los imapas con las iso-

- . . . • • • e . o --•'' • , • ., 

•termas inostrando la distribudon de la., temperatura a dicho 

n i v e l . • • • • ' ' , _ , . . , • , . : - ; • " • 

A fin de obtener .los datos'relacionados con el gradiente 

geot^rmico, se perforaron 2k pozos distribuidos en forma de 

cubrir las zonas de inferos y en base a los levantamientos 

geol6gicos disponibles. Los pozos tienen una profxindidad 

de 100 mts. y.un-didmetro NX i V / 2 " ) t habi^ndose colocado 

tuberfa standard de 1" ^ para facilitar las mediciones de 

temperatura. 

Las- mediciones de resistividad eldctrica constituyen•la ma

yor parte de la informaci<5n bdsica que-determin6 la'ubica-

cldn de los pozos exploratorios habi^ndose corrido en su j 

mayorfa perfiles cohtfnuos a lo largo de la cuadrfcula bd- | J 

sica y de algunos, caminos vecinaleis, asf como tambi^n son-

decs verticales en, ciertos' lugares escogidos. Sin embargo^ »' ^ 

es necesario hacer notar que el' trabajo estd incompleto, tal 

como se podrd apreciar en-el miapa respective, y per censi-

guiente serd necesario,-, continuar dichas mediciones para po- I 

der contar con la mayor infonnaci6n posible, ya que segfin j 
- ' - . ' - - - - ' ' ' ' ' r ''̂ ;? 

l o s r e s u l t a d o s de l o s ; p r i m e r o s p o z o s e x p l o r a t o r i o s , p o r l o fc jiA 

menos en l o que r e s p e o t a . - a t e i m p e r a t u r a , s e han e n c o n t r a d o 
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lo3 valores predichos segdn les dates aportados por este me

tode . 

;•: . .. r - . - - . t ' r . - . - ' ! : • ' . . • : - : • • - - • ', • ,v;, ,;• . 

Tante para.los sendees vertic.ales come para los perfiles 

. .continues, se eniple<5 inicialmente la cenf.iguracidn Schlumberger 

pero en julip.. de .1̂ .67, per .recoinendaci6n del Dr. G. Bodvarsson 

y a fin de tratar de,eliminar el efecte inductive causado por 

ii^ la configuracidn mencipnada, se , cambi<5 al sistema dipele-

.^^ .dipole (arregle polar) .- Con esta iSltiraa medalidad se han 

"̂  . lograde medir sendees verticales cen expansi6n mdxima de: 

^ U km., que equivalen a 8 y 12 km. en las cenfiguracienes 

Schlximberger y ¥enner respectivamente. 

, Segdn.las caracterfsticas encontradas en el drea, se ha es-

'*3 -fcimado que serfa necesario correr perfiles continues.con me-

'T?3 dicienes cada. 250 m, y un espaciamiente entre centres de e-

lectredes, de 1 Km. y I.5 Km. en ciertas zonas ycubrir deta-

;, J lladamente las droas de interns, ,delineajide la cuirva de 

5--A. .m. para la ubicaci6n de les pozos exploratorios futures, 
" M '• ' •' ' 

?js| 2. Magnetemetrfa 

De acuerde a la experiencia ebtenida en etros pafses acerca 

'Jl ,.4?,: ̂ ^ apli,caci6n del m^tede magn^tico en la expleraci6n geo-

•tdrmica, se. .dispuso estudiar la .factibilidad de su empleo 

*^ aprpyecha,nde ;la yisita que el Sr. , G. Pdlmaspn, Geoff sico Is-

ŵ . laiidOs, hiciera a „nuestro Proyecte^en marzo de 1966 como ex-
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perto de Naciones Unidas. 

El Sr. Pdlmason corri6 perfiles en una lengitud de 2^ kra 

'parte del campo del Salitre, haci^ndose mediciones cada 50 

mts. 'El instrxomente empleade fue xin magnet<5metro Canadiense 

tipo dificriminador de flujo (flux-gate magnetometer), marca 

• j. Sharpe, modele MF-l para medir'la intensidad vertical 

del campo, que ^1 -lirajo de Islandia para prebar las pesibi-

I'idades de aplicacidn del mdtede. 

De acuerde a les datos obtenidos se encentraron variacienes 

de la intensidad magndtica vertical del orden de las 1000 

gamas, ademds de uri decrecimiente gradual de esa intensidad 

partiendo del Salitre hacia ia zona de les Ausoles al sur, 

decrecimiente que estaiia entre las 500 y 600 gamas, 

Aparte de les detalles antes rhencienades se ebservaren mu-

chas cinbmalfas negativas en la zona sur de los Ausoles que 

pedrfan estar aseciadas cen la actividad termal caracterfs-

tica de dicha zona. " ~. '• •• 

E5n vista de les resultados obtenidos y segfin recemendaci6n 

del'Sr.' Pdlma'soh se adqiiirid el magnetdmetre canadiense mar-

ca McPhar M700 del mismo tipo que el anteriormente mencio-

hade y con una precisidn de 4̂  5 gamas, habi(Sndose efectuado 
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mediciones cada 50 mts a lo large de las Ifheas' cfoinprendidas 

• en'la cuadrlcula bd'sica asf cbmo en las demds Ifneas medidas 

'•''para prOveer el control''topegrdfico que servirfa de apeye 

para' ei levantamiento gravimdtrice proyectade en el drea, 

Va-td coritrelar la variaci6n diurna se est^blecid una esta-

ci6n base en un sitie escogido per sus cendiciones de aisla-

miento de influencias perturbaderas, habi^ndese comprobado 

.que per ie menos' en la î poca en que se efectuaren las medi-

'clones, se registrd'un pei^fede tranquile ya que la variacidn 

• mdxima de lais lec'turas' en la base nunca pasd de las kO gamas 

y per coh^iguiehte no se aplic6 ninguna correccidn a las 

leeturas medidas. 

Los dates prevenientes de las lecturas en 50OO es-tacienes 

apreximadameritb, aparecen mestrades en el mapa de isogamas 

de la variaci<5ri magn^tic'a'vertical, N? P-23-A-45. De acuer

do a dicho raapa se definen las zonas de "bajas" magn^ticas 

eri los alrededores de los Ausoles asf como tambiOn la "alta" 

en Salitre; se puede notar asimismo las "altas" entre les 

'Ausoles de Ahuachapdn y Chipilapa y que cerrespenderfan a 

i'as coiadas de iava que se encuentran en esa zona, sin embar-

'"''go llaiiia' l a a-tericidn l a "ba ja" en l a ctSpula de "San Ldzaro" 

' 4ufe î erfa opuesto a lo esperado en dicha cdpula, por lo que 

se estima necesario cohocer el magnetisme remanente para I 

•'liacer'la§ interpretaciories finales de les dates. j 
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3., Gravimetrfa 

Los p r imei ros t r a b a j e s g r a v i m ^ t r i c e s se- l l e v a r o n a c a b e en 

1962, consistiende en la medida de 4,perfiles paralelos de [ 
5 km"i de large a 1 km de dis-tancia entre,sl, trazades en F "'S 

sentide normal a la direcci6n de una supuesta falla en el ' I 

r - -f*. 
• volcdn Sa'̂ litre, habi^ndose: utilizade un gravfmetre Verden y K U 

: efectuado las mediciones con.un espaciamiente de 50, mj- los 

,trabajps los realizd la Direccidn General de Cartograffa en 

ceeperaci6n con el Seryicie Geoddsice Interamericanoj los 

,," '.perfiles mestraron ciertos rasges interesantes en las ve-

cindades del-"velcdn .Salitre pere, de safer tvuiadamente no ̂ al-

canzaban a cubrir la zona>de interns y per cpnsiguiente el 

trabaje quedd incencluse. 

En vista de estos resultados y ampliande la red antes men-

cionada se proyectd y ejecutd un levajxteunientp del, Area mos-

-̂- .', trada en les,mapas respectivos, cpn\estaciones cada 200, m, 

•. Para el control tanto horizontal come vertical se hizo un 

t,levantELtniente de .la\zena apoyado en las estaciones de con- p 

.trol de la Direccidn General de Cartograffa, utilizdndpse 

tee'delites autereductores Vild RDS â  fin de obtener. la pre- t 

; •' . cisidn necesaria para esta clase de levantamientos. Para 

leîs mediciones gi*avim6tricas se emple6 el gravfmetro, Worden 

Ne 397 con vura, constante de 0.3710 (3) miligales, por divi-

si6n. Se tomd come estaci(5n,de referenda el Punte "A" 

(B.M. S-.9) Ide la ;red nacional medida per el, Ing. J, Menges C, F '̂  
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_en 195,8 y la ̂ estacidn. de triangulacidn "La Capilla" ligada 

.es.ta TS.ltima con-el punto . I'A" antes mendonado; para los e-

fectos de control de la "deriva" se estableci6 vina estadfin 

intermedia en Atiquizaya. 

El nt5mQre.de estaciones medidas lleg6 a 1100 comprendidas 

en los circuites correspendientes a las distintas llneas de 

la red. Les, resultados aparecen mestrades en les mapas Nes. 

P-23-A-50/53, con las einemalfas Bouguer provenientes del em

pleo de les siguientes valeres de densidad; 1.8, 2.0, 2,25 

y""2'."50 gr/cm' , ya" que en la' ilpoca en que se hi'c'ierbh'los 

c^lculos ne se tenia mayor informaddn acerca de las densi-

dades de las recas en el 5rea de estudio. Los cdlculos de 

las guiemalfas se efectuaron per medio de la computadora IBM 

1620 de la Direccidn General de Cartograffa, 

El cuadro de anomalfas nes presenta ciertos rasges que pe

drfan interpretarse como indicadores de la distribuddn de 

algunas estructuras del subsuelo en la parte sur del campo, 

que nes servirfaji para tratar de cenecer las cendiciones 

de permeabilidad en esa zona5 sin embargo de acuerde a las 

recomendaciones del Dr. Bodvarsson serfa deseable elaborar 

otro mapa de anomalfas en base de tuia densidad de 2,7 gr/cm 

y ampliar el levantajniento para cubrir de 5 ^ 10 km fuera 

del drea termal cen vm espaciamiente de 1 km entre estacie-

nesJ con relaci6n al valor de 2.7 gr/cm desee agregar que 
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Ei mSmero de pozos perferados fue de 2k distribuidos en su 

mayor parte en la parte sur, con una profiindidad de, 100 m 

y lin didmetro NX (3^/2" 0 )» Para las mediciones de tempera

tura se utilizaren sondas de termisteres con dos conducteres 

ios termisteres empieades eran de 10000 ohmios de resisten-
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segfin cemunicaci6n personal del Ing. M. Jimenez, este co- t 'j| 

incidirfa con los valeres encentrades por 61 en las mues

tras de recas de la zona. 

Al obtenerse esta informaddn podria completarse el cuadro 

de anomalfas del cdmpo y tratar de conocerse asf ios rasges 

estructurales preminentes con miras del estudio de las ca

racterf sticas de permeabilidad del reservorio. 

.. k , Gradiente Geot^rmico y Mediciones Superficiales de Tem-
peratura 

Tomande en consideracifin la impertanc;ia del cpnocimiente de 

las condicienes de temperatura en el subsuelo, se proyectfi T 

" y ejecutd un plan de perforaciones de pozos para mediciones 

dei gradiente geetdrmico, utilizando a la vez les dates^pa

ra cerrelacienarles con los levantamientos de resistividad 

electrical asimismo se llevd a cabe tin levantamiento de tem

peratura superficial en las zonas de los Ausoles propiamen-

te diches, cubri^ndose 8 de les 11 campos existentes en la 

parte sur del drea. 

I * 

I 

l 



cia a 25°C y las'lecturas se hideren ya sea cen tin puente 

•VvTieatstene o bien con el teletcrrndmetro marca Yellow Springs 

Instr'ument de.lectura directa; aplicando la correcci6n co-. 

•rriB.spondiente a la resistenda empleada; a fin de facilitar 

la introdudda de la sorida, se coloc6 tuberfa standard de 

1" 0 en les pozos, logrdndose en esta forma les fines desea«-

,des, • • .. •,',, ..-_. 

La ^recisidn de les valeres medidos fue de +^0.5 C de acuer

de a las pruebas hechas en el laberatorie del Froyecte, y 

los resultados aparecen iiiostrados en el mapa P-23-A-40-A-. 

En relacifin a la cenductividad caldrica, se hideren unas 

pruebas en los laboratories del Bundesanstalt ftlr Boden

forschung en Hannover,, Repdblica Federal de Alemaniaj las 

,muestras medidas prevenfan del pozo Tobar 1 obteni^ndos© 

los siguientes resultados: 

Proftindidad de la muestra 

35, m 

ko ra. 

58 m 

Cenductividad caldrica 

2,8 X 10~-^(cal/cm./seg/°C) 

-̂3 
3.5 X 10 

, 4,3 X 10 -3 

la tendencia de menores cenduetividades a menores profundi-

dades pedrfa raostrar una meteerizaddn en el basalto enCon-

trkdo en dicho pozo. 
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En vista de la carencia de la informaddn necesaria relati-

va a tedos los pozes, se dispuse calcular el gradiente, u-

tilizando uriicajnente Ids valeres de temperatura medidos en 

e • •• • de 23 C para el valor en la superficie. 

Con el objete de cenecer la distribudfin de la temperatura 

superficial en las zonas de les Ausoles,'se midid la tempe-

Lo-S'dates obtehi'd'os de estas mediciones aparecen en el ma-

pa P-2'3-A-8l; segfin puede apredarse, los ausoles del 

"Playdn" y "La Labor" indican una mayor superficie cen tem

peraturas superieres de 70 C en comparaddn cen el reste de 

los etros ausoles medidos. . • -,. -

SegtSn los datos mestrades en los dos mapas antes menciona-

2 
dos, las superficies en km de las zonas en la parte sur del 

I 

r I 
la superficie y en el fondo, adoptdndose un valor premedie B ,̂  

ri 

A 
ratura en agujeros de 1.5 ni de profundidad y 1" 0 , Para cu- ¥' .3 
brir dichas. zonas se trazd una cuadrfcula cen Ifrieas erien- I 

1 

tadas Norte-Sur, Este-Oeste, separadas a 100 m y cen aguje-

res cada I5 m. En ciertos lugares de interds el espacia

miente entre Ifneas se reduje a 50 m. Para las mediciones 

se,emplearon sondas con termisteres, aseguradas en varillas 

d© madera para facilitar su inserddn y debidamente aisla- I 

das, empledndese el mismo tipo de teletermdmetro antes men- ^ 

cionado. _, I 

,1 
1: 

I 
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'cai i ipe 'be ' restimeri eri l a fo rma s ig i i i e r i - t e i 

DatO's bd ' s i ' ces '• ' ' • ' •'• ' ' S u p e r f i c i e en Km 
• , • : , , ,, M i n . •. M a x ; 

Manifestacienes.superficiales . , 2 1 : i 30 ' 
L.M • K c i : ' - i - J ' •;, . . ' A . j . y r , ' . [ - : V ~ ' • . : ' . ^ i : •.-; , L < . ; • i : - ' ; : ' ^ ; • •: -. 

G r a d i e n t e g e o t d r m i c o s , • . • ^ . , - •• . , v. 
• • • : . - . . ' • : • . ; : : - ! . . ° ^ ' - , • • - . : , ; • : • . r . -• - . . 7 - . . ' \ l . ^ . • - • - t . - ' J : - • ; ; : - ' - ^ • - . - - - - ' • • • 

Area cemprendida por la curva de kO C/lOOm!::.21*5 = ;:!• ,-

V . . . - . . - • • • ! . ; • , : • . • • -- • ' ' ' • • " • ' • ' " ^ ' • ' • • ^ 

• - . - ' - • - } • ! ' . : - • > ' ; • • • : • , . . - . ! • • \ ; , M . : - - r ! . 1 i . ; • - • - • : - ' • • ' .• ' - . • - . ' * • • • ' 

5, Res i s t iv idad E l e c t r i c a . ,• :, ,| ,,.; , '• . , ; .•] '-

De acuerdo a l a exper iencia en e t ro s : poises,,i.,principalmente • 

en Nueva Zelandia, sobre, l a a p l i c a d d n . del mdtode de r e s i s -

t i v idad en l a e x p l o r a d d n geotdrmica, se dispugo"emplear; 

mds intensajnente dicho m^todo en l e s t r aba jes exp lo ra to r ios 

del PrOyecto. 

Las priniieras 'meidiciones se' l i eva reh a cabe en marzo de 1966 

bajo iai d i recc idn del Sr . G. iPdlmason, u t i l i zdndese e l equi -

po canadiense J . Sliairpe, modele SP5-R qtie habfa s ide adqui-

r ido previamente per Naciones Unidas, Las pruebas se h i 

d e r e n en e l campo "El S a l i t r e " en l a s preximidades de l a s 

fuentes tenriales y en los ailredederes de "El Limdn" en l a 

Hacienda "La Labor", Segiin esas pruebas se vid claramente 

desde e l piriribipio que ,el 'instrunien-fco no erai suficientemen-

"te capa^ de medir l e s va io res r 'elativamente bajes de l a s 

resist ividacies 'er icontraidas en 'd idhas zonas termales-aiSn 

erii ids' Caipais ' buperficiaLies, ya que con e l t ipo de cenfigu-

rac idh empleeida -I'Jenne^- apenas ise habfa lograde una ex-
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peuisidn de a = 26m, siende impesible hacer mds lecturas per | 

la incapaddad del instrumente; en vfas experimentales se 

impro.visd un arregle de baterlas en serie a fin de aumen^tar &. 

hasta los ^kO volties el veltaje intreducido, habi^ndeise ff-

lograde una expansidn de a = l44m; sin embargo aiin ne era 

pesible profundizar les sendees a los niveles necesaries y f ^1 

per consiguiente se decidid adquirir un equipe que fuera lo 

suf identemente potente a fin de lograr;medir_ les valeres L »r-i3 

de re'sistividades bajas que se esperaba encontrar en las 

dreas termales investigadas y alcanzar las zonas profundas 

de interns. 

En enere de 1967, fueron inidadas las mediciones empledn- ^ 

dose el equipe canadiense McPhar R203 dotade de un genera-

dor de 2.5 KVA, un transmisor de 85O volties, 5 amperiee y 

0.3 d e l e s per segundo, y un receptor con una sensibilidad 

mdxima, de 100 microvolties a escala cempleta; la predsidn 

del instrumente es del 2^. 

De acuerdo a lasprimeras pruebas efectuadas en "El Sail- I 

tre" y "Playdn de Ahuachapdn", baje la direccidn del Dr. 0. 

Kappelmeyer, se decidid correr perfiles continues cen medi

ciones cada kildmetro e mds, segfin las cendiciones del te

rrene; la cenfiguraddn empleada fue la Schlumberger con 

las caracterlsticas siguientess distancia entre electrodes T '̂j 

de cerriente, 1 km y 50 ni entre los de petendal; ademds 

I 

l i i,iij 
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'de les•perfiles continues se midieren sendees verticales en 

s±tibs.6Scbg:idos; siempre con la ihi'sma corifiguracidn y una 

expans i dri' mdxima" de" 4 km, •'' • " '•;•','." ','=•• ,,•:;••'•:,• 

Al'-exarhihar-'ias ciir'vâ ' re suit antes de los sondeos vertica

les se notaba'en tedas • elias tin avimento pronundade (mayor 

' de • U5- )•'en I'a!! curva'de re si's tividad' a partir de tine ŝ  pec es 

" cehfenares de metjhe'S • (200'ui apreximadamehte ) , lo cuali exce

dla les valeres tedrices posibles;^ dicho aumento se raani'-

•festaba'en tod'Os IOSJ'soridees en u n a foirma. id^ntica tal que 

' hacld'sespechai' un'ef ecto andmalo que desfiguraba sistemd-

•ticamente les vaiores medidos y que d^stos: no.'guardaban re-

•lacidri con les espeirados segfin las condidones geeldgicas 

de-la. zona. ' Eh julio de I967 apro-vechande la visita del 

Prof. G, 'Bodvarsson se estudid este prolDlema, hadiSndose 

mediciones ne solamente dentro de las direas termales sine 

qiie eh las siguientes, fuera de dichas zerias; El Playdri 

(•Quezaltepeque), Guazapa y Plaiya; de San Diego (La Libertad), 

llegdndese a opinar que el problema era debido al efec-to 

inductive eriginade per el empleo de cerriente alterna en 

el tipo dd cerifiguraddn empleada, habi^ndose decidido per 

esas r^iones 'cambiar dicho' tipo addptdndese desde entonces 

la corifiguladdn dipole-dipole' cdri; 'arregle polar- para tra-

ta-r de redtidr a- uri mlnimo 'dicho efecte., 

De acuerde con el Prof. Bodvarsson se hideren las siguien-
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tes consideraciones en reladdn con les efectes eriginados |, ^ 

per el empleo de cerriente alterna en las mediciones: en F 'H 

dichas circunstandas los campos alternantes dan erigen 

tante a la induccidn entre les circuites de cerriente y F Pj 

petendal,, asl como al llamado "efecto de cubierta" (skin 

effect), en las mediciones de resistividad les des campos ^ ,. 5 , ' ] 

se suman o. sea .que les efectes inductivos avmientan la resis

tividad aparente, tal como quedd comprobado con les resulta-

dos de las mediciones experimentales llevadas a cabe en las 

dreas antes • mendenadas; la proporddn entre la fuerza elec-

,tromotriz; indudda y el campo conductor dependen tanto del 

tipo de qenfiguraci(5n como de la profundidad en que se ;neta 

el,"efecto de cubierta" y por consiguiente se censidera que 

para peder reducir a un mlnimo dicha influencia perturbado-

ra es preferible usar la cenfiguraddn dipole-dipole,,, ya 

que tante la Schlvmiberger come la ¥enner son las que ,pre-

sentan menores pesibilidades para enplearse cen cerriente 

alterna adn con una frecuenda muy baja come en el presente 

case.. . • .,. , . • , 

SegtSn las condicienes encontradas en las zonas termalos, se I '| 

disp.uso correr los nueves perfiles cen las siguientes ca

racterlsticas: 1 Km. entre centres de pares de: electrodes 

y 500 m, entre electrodes tante de cerriente como de po-

tencial. 

l - M 
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Al iregresar de mi viaje de estudies y poner en prdctica las 
- ' L - I . . ; I . ; . ^ ; w ; . - . ^ • ' • • : ' ' . ' . ; : • : . : - a - - ^ ' ; ; i •• ^ • , • - • - : . - : , : : . - . - • - • • - t - - - - - • 

tecnicas neezelandesas, se han inidado corridas de nueves 

perfiles siempre con la cenfiguraddn dipolar pere, cen me-" 

dicienes cada 25O m. y ademds en vlas de oxperimentaddn se 

ha; atimentade a 1.5 Km. la distancia entre centres de pares 

de electrodes para obtener may'br~pencrt"racidn5 sin emlaarge, 

•:;-•.:•. I'.c-;•.••;-r • •••- :• • ^ • ' ^ | • . • v ; ^ ! • . -,• • , . •- ' . i . • : .^-. ^ - '• '- -'' •-'• : - ^ - y - : ^ r l - ^ - - . < ' : 

comb se puede'observar claramente en el mapa, las medicio

nes estdn incempletas, debiende cubrirse el campo de La La

bor y toda ia parte sur del drea para definir les llmites 

de ella, asl como en el sector oriento de la misma. 

Ademds de ies perfiles cerridos a lo largo de algunos ca

minos, se hizo un levantamiento especial en "San Raimtindo" 

para la localizaddn del pozo "Salitre-I", trazdndose 3 

llneas paralelas separadas a 250 m y con un large de 3.5 Kin 

cada una/ ias mediciones se hideren cada 250 m tal come 

aiparece en el mapa mendenado; ademds se midieren 2 sendees 

verticales en la carre-tera Santa Ana-Ahuachapdn (Km 85-95) 

" con una expansidn mdxima de k Km., le cual equivaldrla ted-

ricainerite a 8 y 12 Km en las cenfiguracienes Schlumberger y 

Wenner respectivamente. 

Debido a, que tal come se indicd anteriermente el mdtede de 

resistividad es ei que practicamente sirvid de base para la 

localizaddn de los sities de los pozes exploratorios, de-

jjdriS para la par-te final de este informe les comentarios 
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respectivos, a fin de tratar mds ampliamente les distintos 

aspectos- encentrades al correladenar las mediciones de re

sistividad con les datos obtenidos de les tres pozos explo-

ratories perferados haista la fecha. . 

IT! 

6. Discusidn de les Resultados 

En reladdn a Ids levantamientos magn^tices y gravim^tricos, 

tal come se expuso en los capltuios correspendientes, puede 

decirse que han apertado datos intercsantes aunque en una 

forma menos dedsiva y concluyonte comparades con les le-

vantamientes de resistividad que sen les que han constitui

de bdsicamente la casi totalidad de la informaddn utiliza-

da para la., selecddn de les sities de pozos. 

Tal como ha; sido aceptade per les resultados obtenidos en o-

tros campos termales de diverses palses del munde, los dos 

par^etros fundamentales para un campo termal los constitu

yen la temperatura y la permeabilidad. En reladdn a la 

primera, y en el caso nuestre de reserverios con agua a al

tas. temperaturas y un gran contenido de cloruros, el mdtede 

de resistividad nos da una valiosa informaddn acerca de 

las condicienes de temperatura on el subsuelo. 

Al examinar. el mapa de resistividades, se pueden observar va-

rias zonas ".bajas" de extensidri apredable, destacdndose la 

del "Salitre", sin embargo, al temar en cuenta les dates pre-
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venientes de les pozos de gradiente, podemos diferenciar dos 

dreas que aunque sus resistividades son num^ricaraente igua-

les son produddas per cendiciones distintas, tales s^erlan 
, / • • • - • • i I ' 

"Salitre" en la parte norte y las zonas de los Ausoles en 
n \ • : ^ • • ' l • ^ : ' • : ' • . ' f ^ ' v • • '' , • - - - a - - ' J - - a ' " ^ '̂  '- '.--•••^-- '•-• : '• ' •'-" 
la parte sur. 

Esto ceinddirla con la opinidn del Dr. G. Facca, de que, la 

"baja" en "Salitre" serla interpretada come preducida per 

Tin aculfere somero con alta permeabilidad y un, sistema con

vective, en cambie las "bajas" en Playdn y Agua Shuca ne 

podrlan interpretarse en forma similar ya qiie las cendicio

nes hidreldgicas y litol6gicas son completamente distintas 

a las del Salitre, por consiguiente unicamente en estas dl-

timas "bajas" se encontrarlan temperaturas altas. 

Las razenes anteriores fueron las que bdsicamente decidie-

ron ia ubicaddn de los des primeros pozos: Ahuachapdn-I 

y Chipilapa-I, cuando se selecciena.ron en mayo de I967. •, 

A fines de mayo de I968, se llevd a cabe el levantamiento 

de resistividad en la Hacienda "San Raimundo" que se des-

cribid ajiteriormente habi^ndose ubicado en base a dicho le

vantamiento el pozo "Salitre-I" para comprebar la validez o 

no de la interpretaddn anterior. 

Los resultados de les dos primeros pozos comprobaron plena-
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mente la alta temperatura eaperada y asimismo el dltimo, las 

cendiciones que se presumlan en;el,aqulferp somero. 

, . , ' • • • 1 - J , . / , . ' • • • 

Segfin los andlisis qulmicos do rlas muestras obtenidas en 

los pozos Ahuachapdn-I y Chipilapa-I, las aguas contierien 

una alta cantidad de cleruros: 85OO ppm y por consiguiente 

este detalle ha side tomado on,consideracidn para los cdlcu

los de las curvas que se han elaborade para obtener lava-

riacidn respecto 3, la temperatur,a, poresidad y resistividad 

segtln la fdrmuia de Archie-y les valeres temados de Inter

national Critical Tables; segdn los cdlculos que' se haji he

cho, se adoptd un, valor de m=2.2, ; tomande en cbnsideraddn 

las cendiciones indicadas per.las muestras de les pozos 

mendonadps y la teqiperatura medida en les mismos.' 

Para "El Salitre" ,el factor de cementacidn.se calculd igtial 

a 1.6, considerande -un. contenido de Cl = 6OO p.p.m. (datos 

de las fuentes superficiales) y una temperatura de 80 C; 

sin embargo es necesario hacer notar que si aceptamos el va

lor de peresida.d de 15/^ (̂ êgdn los. dates del Ing. M. Jime

nez), vemos que serla. impesible obtener las resistividades 

medidas en dicha zona,, y per consiguiente tendrlamos=que' 

considerar la posibilidad de. tener a mayor profundidad^ lona 

cantidad mucho mds elevada de cloruros para peder cumplir 

cen la fdrmuia antes mendonada, ya que de la temperatura 

-el otro pardmetro- no hay indicadones de poderse obtener 
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valores mayores en dicha zona. 

De acuerdo a estos primeros resultados serfa necesario lle-

var a cabe les siguientes levantamientos geofIsicos: Medi-

dbries cietalladas de resistividad en la parte sur del drea 

de Los Ausoles para definir'las zonas de 5,. d 10, v-*̂  .m. asl 

como,los llmites de.la.parte oriental del drea y-cori igual 

detalle ei campo La Laber-Chipilapa. Ademds se necesita 

calcular las anemallas Bouguer empleando vuia densidad de 

2,7 y extender el levantamiento gravimetrico fuera del drea 

termal hasta uria- distancia de 5 d 10 Km. 

Para detalles especlfices.deberdn estudiarse los informes 

de los senoros Consultores do Naciones Unidas; Profeseres 

A. E, Beck y G. Bodvarsson, Doctores S, Bjornsson, G. Facca, 

0, Kappelmeyer,,. ¥. J, ; P. Macdonald,, G. Pdlmason y D< White, 

La numeraddh de les plisinos mencionados eri el orden corres

pondiente: en este iriforiiie cbihdde respectivamente con las 

figuras Nos.,1,, 2,, 3,,, ̂ , 5f. 6,. 7 y 8. . 

Deseo expresar mi sincere agradedmientb al Sr, D,G. Fallen 

Baiiey, asi come tambidn a los serieres expertes de Naciones 

'Unidas que census ensefianzas. y sugerencias hideren pesibles 

los levantamientos mencionados„ 
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SUMMARY 

In the course of this work a general description is given of how 
geothermal studies have been carried out in El Salvador, by means 
of surface and deep drilling until reaching the production phase 
in which we presently find ourselves. The most important technical 
problems faced in trying to reach the proposed objectives, by 
making use of the different types of drilling that have been done, 
and the coals reached in each one of them are examined. 
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Section I 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of geothermal drilling in El Salvador dates from 
they yer 1956, the date on which the preliminary drilling was 
started. Generally the drilling m.ethod has been rotary, which is also 
commonly used in other fields where subsurface explorations are done. 

The drilling processj;started with 11 preliminary sample wells 
(I95601959)^in diffe ent locations in the Ahuachapan area, which 
are examined in the first part of this report. Later geothermal 
gradient drilling (1966OI967), continuous sam.ples (1968OI976), and 
deep drilling (1968-I976) are the object of analysis. The work 
hss a chronological order that also gives the procedures for 
carrying out the required investigations. 

Some shallow sample drilling has been done in other thermal areas, 
Ahuachapan as well as in the eastern part of the country. 

After several years of activity, profiting from the continual 
development of drilling techniques and accumulated experience, 
a significant improvement has been achieved that has had notable 
repercussions in the area of econom.ics and principally in understand
ing the geology and hydrology of the Ahuachapan geothermal field 
presently under exploitation. This improvement is mainly evidenced 
in the siting and completion of the wells drilled continuously 
for approximately only 2 years which presently make available 
more than 30 MW, 

This knowledge also permits the solution of residual water 
problems th=tt for the moment have been overcome by drilling rein
jection wells. 

From the start of these studies, up to the present, 99 wells with 
diffe ent geothermal purposes have been drilled. The main purpose 
of this report is to provide a general, technical description of 
the m.ost characteristic features of the drilling methods usedt 

a) objective 
b) technical information 

-geology 
-mechanics 

c) results 

There are immediate future plans for expansion of the geothermal 
d r i l l i n g in the Chipilapa area near Ahuachapan and in the eastern 
par t of the country. 

Section 2 

GEOTHERMAL DRILLING METHOD 

2,1 Exploratory drilling 

This label identifies the diffe ent smalldiameter and slightly 
deep drilling that in the course of the exploratory stage of 



geothermal fields have been developed and that, for your better 
understanding, hpve been separated according to their objective, 

2.1.1 Preliminary drilling 

Objective 

In the period between 1956 and 1959 the-î e were 11 exploratory 
holes drilled in the proximity of the thermal manifestations of 
Agua Shuca (3 wells), Playon de Ahuachapan (4 wells), with depths 
that went from 32 to 373 mts, which are shown in Figure Ij and 
Playon de Salitre (4 v;ells) all in the Ahuachapan area. The 
drilling, carried out in those areas had a prospective character 
and it was the start of the endogenous knowledge of the country. 
Among its purposes was establishing the feasibility of capturing steam 
by intercepting known faults, and the geologica1-hydrological 
study of the subsoil. 

Geology 

The preparation of the lithological profiles was more feasible in 
the Playon de Ahuachapan area due to the greater recovery of 
cores which was very limited at Salitre and Agua Shuca, This 
situation^mainly resulted from the problems with the formations 
found in the area in which the outstanding characteristics could 
be given as« the alteration of rocks as a result of steam faults 
(Playon de Ahuachapan); kaolinization in sands, clays, and 
andesites; and intense mineral sedimentation consisting of pyrite, 
calcite and silica, 

A special characteristic of the drilling at Playon de Ahuachapan was its 
definite purpose of verifying at depth the tectonic steam fault that 
causes the surface manifestations, which was intercepted by all 
the drilling in this area (Bearing Nl8°W), Outside of the problems 
encountered, we succeeded in getting valuable information in 
regards to temperature, stratigraphy, cavernous connections found 
with surface m.anifestations adjacent to the wells, caloric current, 
horizons of underground water, etc, with the best results from the 
Playon de ahuachapan field which is presently the steam producer. 

Mechanical Process 

All the drilling was done by continuous samples with the arrangements 
listed in the following general plan (depending on depth)t 

0 Drilling 0 Tubing 

6-5/8? 6" 
6" (5-1/2, 4-1/2) NX (3") 
BX 2-3/8" BX (2-7/8") 
AX 1-15/16" AX (2-1/4") 
EX 1-1/2" EX (1-13/16") 

There were two types of equipment used in this drilling* for the 



deep, Chicago Pneumatic diamond drill#8 with hydraulic feed; 
while for the shallow drilling, Christensen drills with screw 
feed were employed. 

It could be said that the problems encountered in the mechanical 
area result from the slow rate of progress in drilling techniques in 
general, as well as from designing a test for this work and 
becoming acquainted with a new field. 

As a result we found as the most important technical problems* 

a) the impossibility of constructing raises because of high 
surface temperatures 

b) the installation of a control valve, in the drilling column 
after the start of the initial drilling in order to prevent floods 
of steam or hot wate^ 

c) master valve, used instead of the preventative ones normally 
employed at the present 

d) the use of pure water as a drilling fluid which created the 
additional problem of causing high temperatures in the tool, 
making it impossible to drill efficiently, 

e) incomplete displacements in the cementations which eventually 
caused separation of the tubing within the well, and mainly 
developed from the lack of means for a rapid pumping of the 
cement, providing the opportunity for the intercalation of air 
pockets or water within the cementation column; lack of 
efficient and previous washings from the well in order not 
to contaminate the cement and reduced annular space for the 
cementation 

f) inaccurate knowledge about the characteristics of the formations, 
especially the hydrothermal alteration, that were penetrated 
which had a major impact on the drilling - making it much more 
difficult 

Results 

The drillings that were carried out permitted! 

1) initiating a study of the zone with the best prospects for potential 
exploitation (Playon de Ahuachapan) and that at the moment is 
the source for ali the geothermal power used in El Salvador 

2) correlating as.:far as possible the litho-stratigraphy that 
was encountered with the stratigraphy from the geological 
survey of the Ahuach?)pan area (which can be seen on page 13) 
for possible application in later drilling 

3) confirming steam faults (NNW) and providing additional information 
about the fracturing of the formations, which has served as the 
basis for later studies. 



2,1,2 Gradient dr i l l ing 

Objective 

Beginning in 1967 drilling at 100 depth was planned in the 
country, in conjunction with CEL and the Special Fund of the 
United Nations, in order to measure geothermal gradient, which 
is ffenerally anomalous in the volcanic zones and to an even 
greater degree in volcanic geothermal areas. The drilling was 
distributed in the areas of Ahuachapan (2^). Berlin (7)» 
Chinameca (3), and in Santa Rosa de Lin© (4), 

Geology 

The recovery of drilling cuttings was only partial, due to the 
fact th?'t the purpose of the drill ng was not specifically for 
obtaining geoloe-icnl information but was primarily for measure
ment of the geothermal gradient. 

The drillins was designed to be done with bits, using water as 
the drilling fluid. There were constant losses of circulation. 

Due to the geological conditions present in the area where these 
drillings were done, themeasurement of the gradient and its 
interpretation were problematic; this was because of the effect 
of the underground water across permeable volcanic deposits that 
covered the surface of the areas in question. 

On the basis of the maximum temperatures measured up to 100 m 
depth in the Ahuachapan area, a map of isotherms (Fig, -2) Was 
been prepared where, as one can observe, there are two interesting 
areas of eeothermal structures located to the east of the city of 
Ahuachapan, In the first of these, known as the Ahuachapan area 
(Playon de Ahuachapan) exploitation of endogenous energy with 
a production capacity greater than 60 MW is being carried out 
at the present time; to the NE of the first, the Chipilapa area 
s+ands out, which presently is subject to exploration by means 
of test wells (+500 m deep! and where temper tures of 205°C at 
400 m h-̂ ve been found. It is very possible in the Chipilapa 
area, that in the immedif'te future deep exploratory drilling will 
be carried out for the purpose of trapping subsoil steam. 

Mechanical process 

The drillings were done with a diameter of 3", placing at the 
time of completion 1" casing (galvanized) down to the bottom, 
through which the temperatures were measured. 

Superficially, and as a protection for the holes, 4v." diameter 
lining w^s installed (galvanized down to 3 meters depth). 



The drilling processes at these depths were satisfactory. 
They wpre done by contracts with pri-vate firms, generally 
utilizing Long Year compact equipment which is easily installed 
even in plâ ês with difficult access. 

Results 

As was explained earlier, although these drillin.gs were designed 
to measure the geothermal gradient, the results in this regard 
were not absolutely positive. 

For the measurement of the geothermal gradient, it is considered 
es-ential to have the presence of an almost impermeable stratum, 
more or less uniform. With regards to the temperatures measured 
down to 100 m depth, these have been interesting factors in the 
individualization of thermal structures, 

2.1.3 Continuous sample drillings 

Objective 

After the analysis of the results from the gradient drillings 
done in the country, the decision was tken to plan another type 
of drilling, with multiple purposes, including, of course, the 
measurement of geothermal gradient. This type of drilling 
has already been carried out in the area of Los Toles, Ahuachapan, 
and the Chipilapa area. Its purpose is to supply information 
on the following featuresi 

-stratigraphic succession 

-hydrolop-ical measurements (hydrostatic levels of diffê ênt 
aquifers and permeability tests) 

-measurements of temperature and pressure 

-physical determinations like porosity and ensity of the cores 

-production test when it is possible 

The maximum depths reach up to the present are 451 mts in the 
Chipilapa area (Well Ch-E-l) with a minimum diameter of 3-7/8" 

Geology 

Between November/75 and June/76 two continuous sample wells (core) were 



drille4 in the Los Toles area, to the west of the Ahuachapan 
area, down to a"400 m'depth. 

The two wells in question (TR-1 and TR-3) were located from 
the stratigraphic point of view in the "young agglomerates" 
series, they intercepted the indicated series, later the 
Ahuachapan andesites (largely fractured) and partially pene
trated the tertiary agglomeratep. Beginning with the inter-
ce-Dtion of the andesites an aquifer emerged (cropped out) which 
had pressures up to 40 psi, discharging hot water with a small 
percentage of steam. 

The maximum temperatures measured were 115°C, The definitive 
production tests will be carried out shortly. 

Between June and August of this year, a continuous sample well 
was drilled in the Chipilaoa area (Ch-E-l) to a depth of 400 mts. 
The lithological profile (see Fig. 3) shows a series of volcanic 
deposits, slightly similar to the one in the Ahuachapan area; 
it differs from the latter in the greater predominance of 
agglomerated tufa and agglomerates on the flows of andesite 
la-vas. At 298 meters total losses of circulation persisted 
and the maximum temperature withcbut stabilization was 205 C 

The geological, hydroge(jlogical and geothermal conditions in 
this zone,'as evidenced in the Ch-E-l well; are very encouraging, 
and for the moment it was decided to drill more dee.ply with the * , . 
same system, to 50O-6OO metersf this process is cyrre-ntly being-completed. 
The Ecovery of cores from these formations has been totally 
ef-ficient. 

Other wells (4) with a similar process, were drilled to complement 
the deep drilling, in the Ahuachapan field under exploitation, 
towards the North and East of the same. The maximum depths 
were 300 meters, actuall-y workings as.''a piezometer. 

-Mechanical method (process) 

The continuous sample wells were drilled with TECKNO and Long 
Year rotary equipment; the first of these, with an incorporated 
tower and proper traction, has been efficiently used in the latest 
drilling. 

In the chart shown below the completion corresponding to the re ently 
drilled wells is given* 

0 Drilling (inches) 0 Tubing (inches) 

3i, 3J (8i, 9-9/8) 6-5/8 
5-5/8 4 
3 (3-7/8) 2 (grooved) 



Generally drilling has been done with water. When technical 
problems have presented themselves, as for example in the instability 
of the walls of the well, bentonitic fluid with low -viscosity 
and weight was used. When the elevated pressure prevented 
the normal execution of the drilling process (Los Toles) heavy 
mud with a baryta based was used. 

All the wells finally drilled were equipped with blowout preventers 
similar to those in the deep wells. The depth of the pipe casing 
was generally determined in accordance with the characteristics 
of the intercepted rocks. 

Results 

Up to now, continuous sample drilling has been considered the most 
direct, efficient, system for multipurpose studies of the subsoil. 
The information, when correctly collected, means a considerable 
advance in the exploration programs. 

2.2 Deep drilling 

2.2.1 Exploration-production deep drilling 

These were begun in I968 after completing and evaluating in a 
generalized form the different studies (geological, geohysical, 
geochemical, shallow drilling, etc.) in the Ahuachapan and Berlin 
areas. This drilling, unlike the preceding, was done with larger 
diameters and at greater depths 

Objective 

The purpose of this drilling was to study the geology, hydrology 
chemism and temper'"'tures at depths down to I5OO meters, as well as 
the feasibility of trapping available steam for generation of power 
in Ahuachapan as well as in the eastern part of the country. 

Geology 

The geological-tectonic layout, obtained from the surveys carried 
out previously in the Ahuachapan area, showed promising geothermal 
characteristics. The deep exploratory drilling, located in 
ad-vantageous sites, from the geom.ineral point of view, made possible 
the direct testing of the geological and hydrogeological conditions 
in the structures that could store thermal fluids. 

Ultimately, the geological data from the first wells drilled 
in the Ahuachapan area (CHt̂ l, Ah-1, and Ah-9) vv̂ re efficiently 
made use of and they formed the basic technical elements for 
geothermal develooment in the Ahuachapan area. The drilling cuts, 
systematically recovered, were prope ly identified by means of 
macroscopic analysis (binocular magnifying glass) and microscope 
(polarizing microscope), preparing the corresponding lithological 
profiles, through which it was possible to preliminarly determine 
the thicknesses of the formations that make up the surface 
volcanic cover, the neighboring impermeable horizons and those 
that definitely make up the principal reservoir of the field. 
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Some characteristics of the intercepted rocks, specifically the 
fracturing or jointing of the surface andesitic lavas create 
problems for the progress of the drilling by causing, total 
losses of the drilling fluid. On the other hand, in the deep 
part of some wells permeability of the basal andesitic lavas 
was evident, getting the first productions of geothermal steam. 

Outside of the important geological data determined in the 
course of the drillings, it was also possible to do continuous 
re^dincs of temperature and prê ŝure needed to supplement the 
geothermal evaluation. 

The measurement of the hydrostatic levels, controlled during the 
course of the drilling, helped with correlation of those levels 
already established for the saturated underground horizon and 
defined the levels of the deep aquifer at pressure. 

The systematic collection of samples (cuts) and the implementation 
of the "Geolograph" (penetration graph) in the drilling equipment, 
always helped with the completion of the lithological profiles of 
the wells. In some of them, the information obtained was incomplete 
due to the constant losses in circulation and the difficulty of 
stopping them. Below the zone of total deep losses, cores have 
been obtained approximately every 100 meters, which has been an 
indispensable factor in the exploration of the characteristics 
of the rocks of the reservoir and the pliocenic substratum. 

With these first deep drillings, the following was completely 
defined* 

-the characteristics of the surface volcanic deposits in 
order to decide on the placement of the anchoring pipe 
-the young agglomerate-andesite contact zone of the reservoir 
in order to select the location for the production pipe 
-the ph.ysical, petrographic characteristics and thicknesses 
of the young agglomerates, the determining formation of the 
geothermal field due to its confining function 
-the petroe:raphic conditions of permeability and thicknesses 
of the andesitic rocks of the reservoir 
-the tertiary contact and the characteristics of the underlying 
rocks 
-the production capacity of the deep aquifer 

Mechanical process 

Very little data with regard to the important problems or features 
observed during the drilling of these wells has been saved. In 
general, the progress with respect to the appropriate treatment 
for some of the problems, such as the losses in circulation, was 
little advanced; as a consequence, cement plugs were frequently 
used in small losses and the drill mud was even used in zones 
where presently it is normal to drill with water. 



The arrangements used are, in part, very similar to those of 
present-day production or reinjection wells. Some variable 
characteristics were, in the first wells, the more superficial 
placement of the anchoring and production pipe (Ah-1= 23 m, 
Ch-1 = 28 m, Lempa-1 = 30 m, and Tronador = 65m) which seems 
logical if your consider the little knowledge of the geological 
situation at depth and the exoloratory purposes of the wells in 
ouestion, although some of them were producers. Current problems 
for the advance of exploratory drilling are the presence of 
shallow flows of andesitic lavas in most of them. Their fracturing 
and density causes total losses of circulation which is difficult 
to stop and low penetration. The technical designs for the 
objectives carried out during this stage of drilling are shown 
in the followin'- chart* 

0 Drilling (inches) jZf Casing (inches) 

17f 13-3/8 
12f 9-5/8 
8-3/^ 7-5/8 (7") 
6-1/4 

2,2,2 Deep production drill holes 

Objective 

These drill holeshave had essentially the same purpose of 
trapping steam originating from the andesitic formations which 

C ^ m.ake up the principal reservoir of the Ahuachapan geothermal 
field; potentially available for the gener tionof electrical energy, 
with depths that vary between 6OO-9OO meters depending upon the 
thickness of the producing stratum and, in addition, studying 
temperatures and pressures in the drillhole, chemistry of fluids, 
and flow characteristics. 

Geology 

The location of t'ne productioh wells depended, on the one hand, 
on the ip-eothermal structure evidenced by geomineral surface 
investigations and test holes. Also, the results of exploratory 
deep drilling done previously, which in this stage provide real 
values about the characteristics of the reservoir (permeability, 
temperatures, etc.) have been determining factors. The production 
drill holes support the information on the stratigraphy of the 
Ahuachapan area which is summarized in the following, chart* 
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STRATIGRAPHY OF THE AHUACHPAN AREA 

FORMATION 

Surface 

Intermediate 

Reservoir 

Depth 

GEOLOGICAL DEPTH IN 
CHARACTERISTICS METERS 

Tufas , pumice, 0-250 
blocks, fractured 
andes i t i c lavas 

Cohesive agglomerates, 250-450 
'po'rous, f a i r l y a l t e red 

Andesitic lavas , dense^ 450-800 
f rac tured, sometimes 
with breccia . 

Massive, dense agglo
merates, s l i g h t l y 
fractured ' A', i n t e r 
bedded with lava t ic 
lens 

800-1500 
or more 

GEOTHERMAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

No^ importance. 
Surface geothermal mani
festations emerge, 
^ 
'Make up a seal (cap-rocki 
ideal because of t h e i r '̂  
thickness and low 
permeabili ty 

Make a powerful 
reservoi r 

Behavior of impermeable 
substratum. Could be 
producing in i so la ted 
cases . 

The f i na l plarvned^depth has been the object of lengthy study. 
At f i r s t Weils were-drilled^ .to a depth of 150 meters within 
the andes i t ic reser-voir. Later the c r i t e r i o n were varied, due 
to the heterogenousness of the formation with^re^pect to permea
b i l i t y and a t the present time the wells go down'to. the'c.ontact 
with the old agglomerates ( t e r t i a r y ) , with(^eptTTg~'5T'about 850 mts. 
Afters V r ious years of deep d r i l l i n g in El Salvador (6OO-I5OO mts) 
*XX with end§, of geothermal product ion , tes t ing has been done 
tha t can be summarized as follows* -^ 

-The co l l ec t i on of crushed samples (cuts) i s best every 5 meters 

-The cu t t ing of cores (sample) everylOO-150 meters in the productive 
zone is e s sen t i a l 

-The use of a geolograph (penetrat ion recorder) i s of primordial 
importance for the l i t ho log i ca l determinations 

-The wells should be d r i l l e d to the andes i t i c formation before 
i n s t a l l i n g the tubing 

-The preparation of the l i t h o l o g i c a l p rof i le should be considred 
as a basic factor in the termination of the wells and should be 
carr ied out as e f f i c i en t ly as possible 

There i s n ' t any doubt tha t the d r i l l i n g of production wells has 
provided- suf f ic ien t and incalculably useful geological information, 
which without a doubt has had . repercussioss^'forrthe-geothertiai 
advances of the county. "-' 
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In figure 4, the roof of the andesitic formation through which the 
saline aquifer that supplies the geothermal center of Ahuachapan 
circu,l='tes, is shown. In the figure one can observe similar conditions 
in many wells and the particulars of the volcanic deposits. 

Mechanical process 

In the course of these drillings, two drilling companies have 
participated (Loffland Brothers and Foramines, "̂ .A.) with a 
participation of JQffo and 70?S, respectively and in chronological 
order. Therefore, the most important technical data are closely 
related to the characteristics of the equipment used (Ideco and 
Fred Cooper TD42010, respectively). 

Drilling preparations 

The preliminary preparations used for the start of the drilling 
can be summarized in this way* 

-the location based on an interpolation-extrapolation between 
wells drilled previously or from some geotectonic sequence 
-predicted lithological succession 
-final oro^ected depth 
-constructed raise, which allows* 
-access for installation of B.0,P, andmud conductor pipe 
-drain=5ge of residual fluids 
-installation of the head, which appears in the schematic 
drawing in Fig. 5. 
-an underground discharge by means of a 2" 0 outlet to a site 
at a distance from the well 

-drilling programs and well design 

In order to define the criterion followed for this purpose, 
one will start by giving the functions that the casing generally 
have in our field* 

1) surface casing (anchor), placed and cemented at approximately 
100 meters depth. It is designed to prevent the contamination 
of surface aquifers, to give security to the drilling operations, 
and the head assembly. 

2) Intermediate or production. Installed and cemented to 400-600 
meters depth. Its ourpose is to protect the unstable walls 
principally plastic for'̂ t̂ions (young agglomerates), to prevent 
contaminations of the saturated regional aquifer or the influence 
of this on the deep aquifer and conducting the production flow 
to the surface. 

3) Pipes in the oroduction z^ne. In some cases the installation of 
blind and/or grooved, uncemented pipe has bee n necessary, generally 
in order.to protect the well from slipping. These pipes were 
installed by means of hangers placed some 10-20 meters within 
the intermediate casing or tubing and their depth depended on the 
conditions in the producing'zone. 
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On the basis of the given operations the following principal 
criterion have been adopted for the prepar-tion of the piping 
program* 

a) the final depth. The depth and number of pipes depends 
on this in part. 

b) the nature of the formations that are expected to be encountered, 

c) location of the s'̂ ôes. An important criterion that refers to 
the placement of pipes on dense formations for the purpose of 
assuring optimal cementations 

d) economic factor. The greater the drilling diameter and pipe, the 
greater the increment in the costs, which is reflected in the 
following* 

-lareer quantity of mud in order to raise the cuttings, 
w*̂ ich increases the cost of additives and the capacity 
required from the pumps 

-slower drilling 

-the cost of materials like pipe, drills, etc. 

The drill program as well as its specifications are prepared on 
the b^sis of* 

-••"he pipe program 
-types of formations that are expected to be encountered 
-the approximate depths 

On the following page is a chart with the systems of completions 
carried out at Ahuachapan. 

Test program 

The test and special operations that have been foreseen can be 
summarized as follows* 

a) pressure tests for the cementations, pipe, and head solderings 
b) readings of deviations approximately every 100 mts down to the 

deoth of the intermediate casing 
c) taking of samples 
d) permeability tests 
e) readings of hydrostatic levels 



Completion System and Pipe Specif icat ions 

System j2J Dr i l lho les (inches) jZl Casing (inches) Specif icat ions 

26 20 9̂  lbs/ft, AEI, E-40 
(or K-55). Round 

17i 13-3,/8 

9-5/8 

thread 

12i 10-3/^ -^0 lbs/ft. Range 3 
trapezoidal thread. 
-API 5L, Grade 2 
ASTM-A120, round 
thread. 

17i 13-3/8 -5^.5-61 l b s / f t , 
API. K-55, Range 3 , 
t rapezoidal thread 
-48 l b s / f t , API, 
P-40, Range 3, 
round thread 

12i 9-5/8 -36.40 l b s / f t , API, , 
K-55, Range 3, t r a 
pezoidal thread 
-36 l b s / f t , API, 
J - 5 5 , Range 3 , 
round thread 

8^ 7-5/8 26.4 lbs / foo t , API 1 
J - 5 5 , Range 3, Hydr ill 
FJ-P thread ! 

7 23 lb/ft, API, H-40, 
Range 2, round 
thread 
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With respect to the required specifications, in the course of 
the drilling some changes were made that were considered advisable* 

-casing with trapezoidal thread ("buttress"). In consideration of the 
greater efficiency of these compres ion joints, compared with the 
round thread (77^ versus 49?S for 13-3/8" pipe), the latter was 
used only in the first two producing wells, changing to butress 
pipe in the later ones, whenever possible 

-valves. The use of standard gate valves was changed because of 
problems with leaks to "through conduit" valves, in spite of the 
greater cost. 

-pipes in the production zone, "J Slots" have been used and ultimately 
double casing slip hangers for threaded pipe on which the upper casing 
slip was removed prior to their insertion in the well in order to 
facilitate the later extraction of the pipe, if it should benecessary 

Drilling operations 

A notable characteristic in the drilling of the majority of the wells 
has been the high instances of hardness and difficulty in drilling 
the first 100 mts due to the eluvial form.ations on the surface, 
the more or less unbroken flow of la'va, and the low weight of the 
drilling column by inch" of diameter of the availa'̂ le drill. 

This has given the equipment an excessive vibration that any lighter 
equipment would not be capable of overcoming. The approximate feed 
has been 0,5 to 1,5 mts/hour, 

I'he drilling for the 9-5/8 (12-1/4) casing has generally been more 
rapid, with an increment in the weight leading to feeds of 2 to 4 
mts/hour, except in occassional lava flows. The downhole drilling 
of the production pipe has shown considerable variations and is 
considered as the productive zone. These variations belong more 
than anything to the characterisitcs of hydrothermal alteration 
in some cases, fracturings in others, density;of the rocks in 
others. Nevertheless, the rate of penetration has been up to 
5 mts/hour, except in some wells that have only reached 2.5 mts/hour. 

The average total time to drill the different diameters has varied 
with the contractors, but in general It decreased, going from 25 to 
30 days in the completions for the first wells to 2 or 3 months in 
the later ones. 

The drilling technique with water in zones with total losses of 
circulS.tion (production zone) has been established in all of 
the drilling successfully, with the occassional use of mud in order 
to lift out cuts from the bottom of the hole toward the fractured 
formations, a technique that is econimically justified. 
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Circulation losses 

This is one of the problems that has always presented itself in 
the drilling of geothermal fields, 

The most serious problem has occurred in drilling for 9-5/8 
(approx. 500 mts). Many attempts were made in the first drillings 
to seal these losses with cement plugs; nevertheless, only a temporary 
sealing was accomplished which disappearred upon drilling the plugs 
in question. Based on this experience, plugging materials like 
coffee bark, nuts, rice, etc, added to the benitonic mud were 
successfully used for partial losses while cement was used only 
when there wasn't any success with the plugging materials or for 
total losses, which is a practice used up to the present, 

A balance has been achieved between the excessive costs and the 
need for a good return during the cementations, Aido, due to the 
limitation of cores, maintaining the circulation and the recovery 
of cuttings provide the only means for identifying the penetrated 
formations. Nevertheless, the danger of instability in the formations 
always exists when drilling with water; the use of mud stoppers 
to clean the hole of any slump or accumulation of cuttings, makes 
possible drilling without difficulty. It is necessary to take some 
precautions and look out for possible accumulations of cuttings. 

Drill mud 

During the drilling process, ma y of the original problems due 
to lackof materials and test equipment have been overcome. 

The main additives used for the loosening of fresh (sweet) 
bentonite water have been* 

1) bentonite* local up to the cementation of the anchor pipe, 
USA up to the total losses of the productive zone 

2) lignosulfate 
3) caustic soda 
4) baryta 
5) ASh soda 
6) CMC 
7) plugs* coffee bark, rice chaff, etc. 

The basic philosophy in the manufacture of the mud has been to ^ 
provide the simplest and most economical mud that would make 
possible drilling a well in the s'"ortest time possible with a 
ninimum of problems, which has been more or less fairly well 
accomplished, even though lacking some results on some proper ies 
of the mud (real viscosity, filtration, etc.) 

In the first drill ngs, chemical agents that produced a partially 
viscous fluid were used, increasing the viscosity with the 
concentration, but they proved to be unstable with the temperature 
becoming an aqueous fluid after approximately 36 hours. 
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Large concentrations were useful for sealing some circulation 
losses, but they proved to be excessively costly. 

The normal drill mud used subsequently was a fluid with low 
to medium viscosity (30-33 centipoises) with a small solid 
content, made up of V/yoming Bentonite and water. Caustic 
soda has always been used to thicken the fluid, increase the 
pH and reduce the water losses. 

CMC was originally used, rather infrequently, in order to increase 
the viscosity and control the fluid losses. At present it use 
has been suspended. 

Diesel oil has not been used as an additive for the mud in 
order to reduce fluid losses, but .has been used to facilitate 
doing the complicated cementations. 

Due to the low availability of Wyoming bentonite (USA) it was 
necessary to use lower quality Guatemalan bentonite in non-
critical zones (called "local" in this report). 

For a few years, materials (l), (2), (3), (5), and (7) have been 
elements used primarily in the mud, keeping in the average the 
following characteristics* 

-specific gravity* 1.03-1.08 
-"fannel" viscosity* 38-40 seconds 
-gel* reduced to zero prior to the cementations 
*temper!='tures* 50-70 C (maximum) 
-low solid content, by desanding and no use of baryta 

The temperatures of the mud in the bottom have not generally exceeded 
100°C, This has made possible the utilization of the mud with little 
altered properties. Nevertheless, the extreme salinity of the thermal 
water has sometimes affected the properties of the mud, making it 
necessary to treat it with means of the addition of chromium ligno-
sulphonates; which are also used as stable thinners under temperature. 
The low hydros atic level of the deep aquifer has only one advantage, 
which is the entrance of saline waters into the hole are difficult 
during the drilling operations. 

The characteristics of the equipment, such as the drill weight on 
the drill and RPM have had generally low values, limited by the 
capacity of the equipment and, in some cases, by the formations. 
Average values oscillate between 4 to 6 tons and 50 to 70 rpm, 
respectively, reaching an average feed of 0,5 - 1 m/h down to 
apprxoimately 100 mts and 1.5-2.5 m/h in the rest, with maximum 
values up to 7 ni/h in zones with small thickness. 

Operations for cementation of casing 

The necessity of getting a complete return of the cement through an 
annular space to the surface has always been one of the main aims 
in order to insure successful cementations. 

In the Tajority of the wells, the cementation of the 13-3/8" casing 
has been ŝ t̂isfactory. Some problems have been enountered initially 
in trying to maintain uniformity in the cementation operations, 
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originating in part from hardened fractures of the cement, 
causinsr delays. Nevertheless, the final results are considered 
satisfactory. 

The cementation of the 9-5/8" casing has presented generally 
major problems due to the continuous losses in circulation 
which necessitate doing supplementary cementations. This 
experience has led to the practice of using a quantitv of 
cement in excess of the theoretical calculation (200-400?̂ ) 
in order to overcome the known loss zone and to supplement it 
with a subsequent filling or cementation from the surface to the 
annular space. The cementation processes, whe losses occur, 
indicate theneed for a pumping, sufficiently high, in order to 
fill the annular space completely down to the zones or losses 
or above these; also they necessitate lateral pumpings at gradually 
increasing intervals, for the ourpose of permitting the partial 
setting of the cement. When these processes have taken place, 
the complete cementation has taken about 28 hours (against 3 
hours approximately in normal cementations) but finally success 
has been achieved. 

The use of the additional percentage, sufficient to assure the 
return to the surface for any reason, is one way of guaranteeing 
no formation of water pockets within the cement column (in cementations 
completely by gravity or pump̂ 'ng from the surface) which can 
have effects on expansions with the temperature and cause 
collapses in the pipe or damages to a more or less satisfacoty 
cem.entation. 

The cementation operations are always susceptible to circulation 
losses due to the greater hydrostatic pressure of a cement column 
(specific gravity 1.8) as compa ed with that of a mud drilling 
column even though larger. The ideal solution s ems to be the 
use of a lightweight cement with perlite, for example; but this 
normally can only be done when there are service companies 
available for mix and effective pumping, 

A test program., in order to determine the ideal proportions and 
additives necessary in order to guarantee the use of local 
Portland cement, under the proper conditions has not been, carried 
out. Nevertheless, in the latest drillings, the local cement 
seems to have been giving satisfactory results. Imported cements 
mixed with 39?̂  silica floud and retarders have been designed for 
a setting time of 3 h urs at approximately 212°C whic doesn't 
correspond with our conditions and were used in only the first 
cementations. 

The CO pression test's in cylinders taken during the cementation 
of wells Ah-5, Ah-6, Ah-7. after 7 and 28 days of setting, show 
low values (92-17^ kg/cm2) for the imported cement; besides, this 
was found soft after l6 hours for which reason the later cementa
tions used this cement with a ratio of 1*2 or 1*4 (imported*local) 
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In order to adapt to local conditions, additives like 1% Wyoming 
Bentonite and Hallybruton Retarder HR 4 were ysed as additives 
only when the return temperatures exceeded 40 C with a concen
tration of 0.2?S to 0,k% per cement weight. 

For some time the cementations have been totally carried out 
with local cement, utilizing a special Hallyburton pump in 
order to insure a better mix and rapid pumping of the cement. 

There has been a limit to the number of additives that could be 
added and dispersed due to the limitations of space and lack of 
guarantee of a complete mix. The additives for the cementations 
most commonly employed have been* Retarder HR 4 and calcium 
chloride as an accelerator of cement setting. 

Explosions 

Compared with other geothermal fields wh°re high temperatures 
offen appear at the surface and the wells remain under pressure, 
the Ahuachapan fields have shown few problems in this regard 
(T 70°C during the drilling) for-the low hydrostatic levels as 
well as for the relatively cold, upper formations. Nevertheless, 
the price of installing and testing of B.CP, has always been 
maintained. 

On ocassions, the floods of gases, whose escape has not produced 
greater problems, have caused explosions. Only in a few wells, 
have frequent explosions been faced and which have always been 
controled by closure of the BOP on the drilling pipe and the 
injection of cold wa er, without having caused any damage to 
personnel or equipment, 

READINGS 

Deviation 

One has maintained the practice of carrying out re dings of variations 
in the wells by means of "Tocto", approximately every 100 mts of 
depth down to the zone in which drilling is done with mud, which 
approximately coincides with 400-500 mts. When such variations 
have c-nsistently shown up, the use of cement plugs has always 
been a 'avorable solution or modifying the drilling techniques 
(psb, rpm) in small ways. 

The \?alues ob ained in some wells can be seen in the table that 
follows (representative for the rest of the wells); showing the 
maximum deviation and the corrections in those cases where later 
readings were taken 
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WELL MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN DEPTH (mts) 
HEXAGONAL DEGREES 

Ah-21 1-3/^ ^72,5 

Ah-22 2 3^8.5 
1-3A ' ^82 

Ah-24 7-1/2 3^^.21 
3 430 

Ah-25 3 285 
3/4 338 

Ah-29 2 226,5 
0 550 

Ah-17 1/2 449,26 
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Injection tests 

These tests have been carried out in the productive zone a 
little before the completion of the drilling of the well. 

They consisted of pumping into the wells increasing fixed 
flows between 0-50 Its/sec and measuring the fluctuations in 
pressure by means of percolation, located at a fixed depth 
within the hydrostatic column of the well. Generally, drilling 
equipment pumps have been utilized. 

It must be pointed out that the interpretation of this data 
doesn't directly give the permeability value of the well but, 
since both parameters (permeability-injectiteility) come from 
the fracturing characteristics of the formations of the wells, 
it is possible through these tests and their respective index 
to anticipate the production characteristics of the well. 

An example that illustrates the recorded data and their processing 
in order to determine the injectibility index is seen in Fig, 6 

Hydrostatic levels 

In the course of the drilling and in the case of major losses, 
measurements of the hydrostatic level were done byme-'ns of 
float sys+ems. The purpose is to detect variations in the horizons 
of underground water that would contribute to the hydrological 
understanding of the field and to foresee some problems in drilling. 

Samples 

As has already been indicated, this is some of the main information 
that in conjunction with the geological crite ion were taken at 
definite depths for lithostratigra hie tests. The samples or 
cores are presently done with a diamond drill bit 5-5/8", drilling 
4-5 mts; the recoveries are v riable but in the producing wells 
are maintained above 50̂ « 

The frequent taking of samples from the productive zone for 
the understanding of the characteristics of the rocks from the 
roof of the reservoir has always been considered important. 
The taking of cores should be done' onlywhen there is an important 
need, due to the high costs, risks in these unstable zones, and 
because of the precautions that should be taken before proceeding 
to drill them. 

Drilling program for a well 

For the purpose of showing more c l ea r ly the aims of a d r i l l i n g 
program in a wel l , see Annex No. 1 which is representa t ive of 
the l a t e s t programs. Also, in Fig. No, 7 one can see the d r i l l i n g 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s tha t have been described previously, applied in 
Ah-26 as a typ ica l example. 
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Results 

Based on the Experience pained and made use of by the experts that 
have participated in the development of geothermal drilling in El 
Salvador, it is believed that deep drilling for the definite purpose 
of trapping available steam for the generation of electric energy 
requires the support of a. geological understanding prior to the 
drilling and an efficient supervision of the mechanical process 
during the drilling; without leaving room forerror in these two 
respects. A strict coordination and collaboration between both 
disciplinesis completely esential. 

About the general results obtained, one cold summarize them as 
follows* l4 wells for production have been drilled of which 8 
have proven successful; 2 with predictiblR success due to the 
temperature and pressure conditions (Ah-24 and Ah-25)J 1 well 
utilizable only for observation (Ah-3); one th t has high pressures 
and restricted production (Ah-13); and 2 wells (Ah-2 and Ah-8) 
that due to their location are used for reinjection (see the 
following table) 

Of the 10 v/ells considred successful, 7 of them have been drilled 
according to the (b) system of completion and 3 wells (Ah-4, Ah-20 
and Ah-2l) according to the (a) system (see table, page 17 and 
Annex No. 2). The 8 producing wells and Ah-1 of the exploration-
production clas,°ification, maintain a capacity of 69 MW presently 
feeding 2 units with a nominal capacity of 30 MW each. 

Elesewhere operations in previously drilled wells have had to be 
done inorder to improve by means of deepening the production 
characteristics. These operations have always proved more 
difficult than a normal drilling and h^ve led to doing complicated 
repairs (Ah-24), elevating the costs considi^rably; nevertheless, 
the success achieved (Ah-2l) has compensated for the problems. 

The following table is a summary of the objectives with which 
each one of the deep wells were drilled. 



TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION OF DEEP WELLS ACCORDING TO THEIR OBJECTIVE 

E x p l o r a t i o n - P r o d u c t i o n B o u n d a r i e s of P r o d u c t i o n R e i n j e c t i o n 
f i e l d 

CH-l Ah-11 
Ah-1 Ah-12 
T r o n a d o r 1 A h - l 4 
Lempa 1 Ah-15 
S a l i t r e 1 Ah- l6## 
Ah-9 
Ah-10# 

Ah-2 V 
Ah-3 
Ah-4 
Ah-5 
Ah-6 
Ah-7 
Ah-8V 
Ah-13' 
Ah-20 
Ah-21 
Ah-22 
Ah-24 
Ah-25 
Ah-26 

Ah-17 
Ah-29 

# E x p l o r a t i o n - R e i n j e c t i o n # # P r o d u c t i v e V P r e s e n t l y 
r e i n j e c t i o n 

T o t a l w e l l s 
E x p l o r a t i o n - p r o d u c t i o n 7 
B o u n d a r i e s of f i e l d 5 
P r o d u c t i o n 14 
R e i n j e c t i o n 2 
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Deep reinjection drilling 

Purpose 

These have been done with the aim of injecting residual water, 
originating from the producing wells in the zone of the Ahuachapan 
andesitic bed or within the old agglomerates (approx, 800-1200 mts) 
in §pth). The reinjection at these depths has as its purpose reducing 
the pos'sibility of interference with the producing aquifer by 
cooling. 

The drilling cafried out with the indicated purpose of reinjection 
has in reality been planned as "double purpose" drilling (production-
reinjection), while the othdr wells (Ah-2 and Ah-8) were drilled 
with the purpose of production and due to the disfavorable results 
and their marginal location at the field, reinjection was done; 
solving in this way the difficulties in the generation of geo-
thermoelectric energy. 

Geology 

Wit)? respect to geological and hydrogeological cciditions, two 
basic factors represent the specific difference between production 
and reinjection double purpose wells* 

-the location of the latter in the environs of the exploitation 
zone in order to avoid possible interaction. T is aim has been 
emphasized more as of late. 

-the final depth for these wells (approx. 1200 m) conforms with 
the decision to go beyond the thickness of the andesitic reservoir 
(approx. 800 mts) and to go sufficiently underneath in order to 
assure the reinjection of the greater part of the residual water 
in the old agglomerates thus allowing a greater amount of time 
for heating of the fluid before reaching the upper stratum. 

Mechanical process 

There aren't any important differences between the process for 
drilling reinjection wells (double purpose) except for the com
pletion, which tends to insulate the producing formation with 
blind pipe. In the reinjection wells (Ah-17 and Ah-29), 7-5/8" 
casino has been installed, hung until reaching the roof of the 
old agglomerates. In the producing wells, it is a question of 
the casing functioning as pr-̂ tection for the unstable formations, 
covering in the least way possible the productive zone (see 
Annex 2 on well completion) 

It c n be easily understood that the head installation in 
reinjection (double purpose) wells, should use the same specifi
cations as those for the producing wells, although these aren't 
as vital in the producing as the reinjection wells. 
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The other specifications for the mechanical process are similar to 
those mentioned in the section on production drilling. 

Results 

With these drillings it has been possible to begin an economic 
decompensation stage after little more than a year of geothermoelectric 
generation. In conjunction with the generation,studies were done 
in order to understand the possible effects. Two reinjection wells 
have been drilled with completion corresponding to the "b" system 
(see pĴ ge 17) and two production wells (co'npletion system "a") -
both sets successful; in addition, the recent deepening of one 
of them. (Ah-2) has been carried out in order to try to improve 
its characteristics as a reinjector. 

Other wells previously drilled for delimitation of the field 
are also possible reinjectors. 

The estimated costs for a double purpose well (reinjection-production) 
at a depth of 1200 meters is $450,000 of which 55% is for drilling 
operations and 45% for materials. The drilling of a production 
well of approximately 800 mts. means about 75% of the above-mentioned 
cost. 

Conclusions 

According to the results successively examined in the different 
parts of this report, the drilling operations carried out from the 
start of exploration until the phase of steam production have been 
important to geothermal advances in El Salvador, 

The sample drillings are considered totally necessary in the pre
liminary stages for direct verification of petrographic character
istics, hydrogeological and thermal propertiew of the subsoil. Their 
siting depends more than anything on the specific purposes of the 
study. 

Continuous s-̂ mple drillings, which can reach depths down to 600-800 
mts, without major problems, efficiently controlled, are good for 
multiple studies. Their cost is around $4051000 per 400 mts well 
which is not onerous {Considering the -value of the basic information 
that they supply. Future explorations will have a better foundation 
if this type of drilling is done first. 

In the Ahuachapan and Chipilapa areas, continuous sample wells with 
depths of 300-450 meters have been drilled and in the latter area 
exploration will go down to 6OO mts. In the geothermal zones in 
the eastern part of the country drilling for geological, hydro-
geological and geophysical prospecting is being planned. 
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-Deep drilling, done with maximum diameters of 26" and generally 
with 17i'*, -have reached their objectives in our country and especially 
in Ahuachapan, where they have been utilized as means' of deep 
exploration, production and reinjection. 

Normally the termination (completion) have not presented special 
problems. Isolated cases (Ah-24) of rupture of casing and special 
cementations were handled efficiently 

The producing wells have deptl^ averaging 800 .ra. in order to totally 
intercept the andesitic reservoir in which •̂ '̂'̂ sd̂ l̂anned, to leave 
the formation totally open and only in special cases to put in 
grooved pipe if the stability conditions merit it. This latter 
it was decided to get a final depth with specific tests to this 
purpose 

The reinjection or double wells ware drilled at the present time 
up to 1200 meters in depth penetrating approximately 4oO mts 
within the old agglomerates, leaving conveniently insulated the 
andesitic formation up to the proximity with the aglommer-tic 
contact 

Basic condition for the successes ac'̂ ieved in the drilling of 
the wells ha=! been especially the technical, mechanical-geological 
cooperation. 

Annex 3 summarizes all the drilling processes carried out in the 
country and that have been described in this work. 



DRILLING PROGRAM FOR A WELL 

Objective* 

Data * 

Casing* 

Centralizers* 

Pressure test* 

D r i l l Mud* 

Losses of 
circulation* 

To drill with 8i" a production-reinjeetion well 
to a depth of approximately 1200 m 

Coordinates of the raise* 
Latitude* 311.096.39 
Longitude* 412.516.53 
Elevation* 79^.75 m 

13-3/8" O.D. X S^'S"? lb. X 55, Range 3, API 
round thread up to approximately 85 m 
9-5/8" O.D. X 36 lb, K-55, Range 3, API ITC 
thread up to approximately 500 m 
7-5/8" O.D. X 26.4 lb, K-55, Range 3, ? 
up to 800 m, grooved up to 1000 m 

Centralizers for pipe of 13-3,/8" will be placed 
in the first pipe on the casing shoe and every 
25 tn 
For casing of 9-5/8" they will be placed in the 
first casing on the shoe and every 5 pipes up 
to the 13-3/8" pipe 

1) solder the head of 13-3/8" and to test with 
70 kg/cm2 for 15 minutes 

2) A pressure test of the pipe will be done with 
50 kg/cm2 for 15 minutes 

The circulation of mud should be maintained while 
it is econimically justified based on the opinion 
of the supervisor. The quality of the mud will be 
advised during the work process but "gel" should 
be diminished to zero before running the casing 

All the partial losses of circulation should be 
sealed with plugging materials. Cement mixed 
with coffee bark will be utilized when total 
loss is encountered. 

Cementation of 
the casing* 

Verticality' 

Geology* 

All casing will be completely cemented according 
to the proeram that will be suitably prepared. 

A record of dip will be taken every 100 mts 
drilled or in the changes of drill that are 
considered necessary 

Lithological succession that is expected to be found* 
0-240 m Intercalation of la-va flows with 

pyroclastics and tuffs 
240-550 m Young agglomerates 
550-750 m Basal andesitics 
750 Old agglomerates 



Samples* Samples will be taken at the depth indicated by 
the geologist 

Program* l) Drill with 17-1/2" up to approximately 85 m 
and run 13-3/8" casing to approximately 
85m "̂ and cement the same 

2) After 15 hours, cut the 13-3/8" pip, weld 
the 13-3/8" head; test it with 70/kg/cm2 and 
install B.CP 

3) Drill with 12-1/4" 0 to apprxoimately 5OO m, 
runn 9-5/8" O.D. casing and cement the same. 
Do a pressure test of the pipe with 50 kg/cm2. 

4) Continue drilling with 8-1/2" 0 and "jets" 
to 100 m below the total loss. The minimum 
depth of the well should be 1000 m and the 
maximum 1200 m 

5) Take special care at all times to note all 
the falls of the wall or pipe traps 

6) From the 9-5/8" CD. casing shoe one should 
drill with an 8-1/2" 0 bit and "Jets" in order 
to try and open the fractures of the well. 
In total losses, drill with water. Occassionally 
mud could be used with previous authorization from 
the supervisor 

7) When all the data has been collected, according 
to (5), i* can be decided if it is necessary to 
install a "liner" or not. 

8) Proceed to wash the well with closed B.O.P. 

9) Mobilization 
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RESUMEN 

En el transcurso de eote tra'bsjo se hace \ina descripcl6n general 

de como se encausaron laa investig.?:ciories geoter.Tiales en El Salvador, -

por medio de perforaciones superficiale? y profundas, hasta lograr la -

fase de producci6n en que actualmente nos encontra.mos. Se exarainan los 

problemas t^cnicos m&a importantes afrontadoc para lograr los o'bjetivoE 

propuestos aproveohando los diferentes ticos de perforacioueg realiza— 

das y las metas alcanzadas en cada una dc elias. 
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SECCION 1 

INTRODUCCION 

El desarollo de perforaciones geotermales en El Salvador 

data desde el afto 1956, fecha en que se inlclaron las denominadas en 

este trabajo, perforaciones preliminares, Genoralmente el m^todo de 

perforaoi6n ha sido rotative, que tambidn es comiSn a otros campos doii 

de eo reallzan exploraciones del subsuelo. 

El prooeao de perforaci6n, comertzfi con 11 pozos de inve8tlgaci6n pre

liminar (1956~1959) en diferentes ubicaciones del irea de Ahuachapan, 

los cuales se examinan en la primera fase de este trabajo; posterior-

mente, son objeto de andlisis laa perforaciones de gradiente geotdrmj^ 

CO (1966-1967), testigo contfnuo (1968-I976) y perforaciones profun— 

das (1968-I976) obedeciendo a una secuencia oronol6gica que al mismo 

tlempo pone de manifiesto la respuesta a loe requerimientos de lai In-

vestigacifin, 

Han sido reallzadas tambidn algunas perforaciones de I n — 

yestigacifin de poca profundidad en otras ireas termales tanto en Ahua^ 

chapin, como en el Oriente del pa£s, 

Despues de varies anos de activldades, aprovechando el -

contfnuo desarrollo de las tecnicas de perforaci6n y la experiencia -

acumulada, se ha logrado una olgnificatlva superaoi6n, que ha repercu^ 

tldo notablemente en lo econ6mico y, prlncipalmente, en el conocimlen-

to geoltfgico e hidrol6glco del oampo geotdrmico de Ahuachapan, actuajL̂  

mente en explotacl^n, lo cual se manlfiesta evidentemente en la ubicja 

oldn y termlnaci^n de loa pozos perferados contlnuamente desde hace -

Bolamente unos 2 afios aproximadamente y que permiten la disponibllidad 

de xt&B de 50>W en la actualidnd. 

Este conoclmlento permite tambl^n, la soluol6n de problemas del agua 

residual, que al presente ha sido superado con la porforacifin de p o — 

zos de relnyecclin, 

Desde el Inlolo de laa inveatigacionea, haata el presente, 

80 han porforado $$ pozoa con fines geotermales dlverBoa, El prop<58l-

to eaencial dc este trabajo, ae dlrige a proporclonar una descripcidn 

t^cnlca general en loa aapectos mis caracterfeticoa de loa procesoa 

de porforacl6n efectuadoaj 

.../ 
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a) Objotivo 

b) InformaciSn t^cnica 

- Geolofjfa 

- Necfinica 

c) Resultados 

Existen planes futures inir.ediatcs de exyfiriwiin iiHot4ri;:.ica, PH el irea 

de Chipilapa, pr6xima a la de Ahus,chardn y la rartt oe Cri«nte del -

pafs donde perforaoionea gGOtcrmicas se:'5n pro»;;rr.mados. 

^ i i p i | j j l i i H l ^ , i 
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SECCION 2 

PROCESO DE PERFORACIONES GBOTERMALES 

2,1 Perforaciones de lnveatifcaci6n 

Con esta denominaci6n se identlfl-

can las .diferentes perforaciones de pequeao diimetro y poco profundae 

que en el curso de la etapa exploratoria de los carapos geotdrmicos del 

pafs han sido deaarrolladaa y que, para su mayor comprensi(5n, han sido 

separadas segi5n su objetivo, 

2,1,1 Perforaciones prellmlnares 

- Objetivo 

En el perfodo comj-.rendido entre 1956 y 1955 fueron pe_r 

forados 11 agujeros de investigacl6n con profundldadeg que van de los 

32 a los 375 rats,, en proximldad do las manifestaciones termalea de _A 

gua Shuca (5 pozos), Play6n do Ahuachapdn (4 pozoa), que estin moatra 

doB en la flgura 1. y Playtfn de Salitre (4 pozoa), todos en el Depar-

tamento de Ahuachapfin, Laa perforaciones efectuadas en laa 3 ireas men 

clonadas, tuvieron caricter prospective y fu5 el Inlcio de los conocl-

mientos end6genos en el pafa, Entre sua prop^aitos eataba, el de esta

blecer la factibilidad de captar vapor interoeptando falias conocidas, 

y la lnveetlgaci6n geol6gica-hidrol<5gica del aubauelo, 

- Geoloprfa 

La preparaci6n de loa porflles litol(5glcos fu5 mia -

factlble en el irea Play6n de Ahuachapin por la mayor recuperacl6n de 

ntScleoo, la oual fu5 muy limitada en Salitre y Agua Shuoa, Esta altu^ 

ci6n, dependl6 grandemente de loa problemas do,las formaclones encon-

, tradaa, en laa ouales ae pudo apreolar como oaractorfsticas eobreoa— 

lienteai La alteraol^n de laa rocae por efeotoa de fallaa vaporfferas 

(Play6n de Ahuachapin); la oaolinlzacl6n en arenas, aroillaa y andeaJL 

tasj la Intonsa doposltaoi6n mineral oonslstente on Plrlta, Calolta y 

Sflioe, 

Car^oterfatioa eapeolal para las perforaclonoa on Playdn de Ahuachapin, 

fu5 BU propdalto doflnldo de comprobar en profundidad la falla tectdn^ 

ca vaporffera que orlglna laa manifeataclones superficiales, la cual 

fu^ Interceptada por todaa laa perforaclonea on esta irea,(Rumbo Rie'̂ l/) 

Puora de los problemas enoontrados, ae logr6 la obtenol6n de Informa-

• • • 0 / 
.•,J ̂11,11 MJIW" ' 
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cl6n valloaa respecto a temperaturas, estratlgraffa, conexl6n de lao 

cavernizaciones encontradas con raanifeBtaciones ouperficiales adyaceri 

tea a los pozos, corrlente cal6rioa, horlzontes de agua subterrinea, 

etc, obteniendo los raejores resultados en el campo Play6n do Ahuach^ 

pin quo 08 actualmente el producter de vapor, 

~ Proceso mecinlco 

Todaa las perforaciones se hlcleron a testigo 

contfnuo con coraplotamlentoB coraprendidos en el aigulente esquema ge

neral (dependlendo de ou profundidad): 

(̂  Perforacidn '' </> Entubamlento " 

6 5/8" 6" 

6" (5V2, 4V2) NX (3") 

NX 3" BX (2 7/8") 

BX 2 3/8" AX (2V4") 

AX 1 15/16" , EX (1 15/16") 

EX iy2" 

Los equlpos empleados en estas perforaoionea fueron de 2 tipos: para 

laa profundas, perforadora a diamante Chloago-Preumatic ^ 8 con avan-

oe hldriullcoj mientrao para laa perforaciones someras, ao usaron mi-

qulnas de tipo Crlatenaen con avanco do tornlllo, 

Loa problemaa enoontradoa en el aapeoto mecinlco puede decirse que pr£ 

vinleron, tanto del bajo grado do avance do laa tlcnloao de perforacliSn 

on general, como del hecho de ©star conatruyendo una experiencia en c^ 

te trabajo y. conoclendo un campo nuovo, 

Aaf encontraraoa,oorao problemaa ticnicos mis importantes: 

ft) Imposibllidad de oonatruir oontrapozoa por laa altaa temperaturas 

superflcialea, 

b) Inatalaci^n do vilvula do control, en la oolurana do perforacl6n,de_ei 

pu^w del Inlclo do laa prlmeraa porforacloneo para prevenlr vonldea 

de vapor o agua callento, 

0) Vilvula maoatra, suatltuyondo a loo proventorea usados normalraente 

en la aotualidad, 

d) Uao do agua pura como flufdo de perforacl6n quo llev<5 al problema 
adlclonal de encontrar temperaturaa altaa en la herramlenta, Impo-

.. • •/ 
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albllltando manlobrarlaa con eficiencia, 

e) Deaplazamlentos Incompletoo en las cementacioneB que orlginaron eveii 

tualmente separacion de loa entubaraientos dentro del pozo, lo oual 

provino en gran medida de la falta dp medioa para un bombeo ripido 

del ceraento, dando posibilidad a la lntcrcalaci6n de bolsaa de aire 

o agua dentro de la columna de cementaci6n, falta de lavados previoa 

y oficientes del pozo para no contaminar el cemento y reducldo espa

cio anular para la cementacl6no 

f) El conoclmlento impreclso de las caracterfsilcas de las'formaclones 

penetradaa que Influyen grandemente en la perforaci6n haclendola mis 

diffcil, eapecialmente la altoraciOn hidrotermal, 

Resultados 

Laa perforaoionea efectuadas permitleron: 

1) Inlclar el conoclmlento de la zona do mayor perspectlva para un apr£ 

vochamiento potencial (Play6n do Ahuachapin) y que al presente con£ 

tltuye la fuente de toda la generacidn geotdrmica que El Salvador _a 

provecha. 

2) Correlacionar hasta donde fud posible la lito-estratigraffa encon— 

trada con la estratlgraffa proveniente del levantamiento geol6gico 

del irea do Ahuachapin (la cual puede verse en pag^ 13 ) para au P2 

sible aplioaoi6n en laa perforaciones posteriores, 

3) Confirmar fallaa vaporfferas (h'NW) y proporolonar informaddn adlci£ 

nal sobre el fracturamlento de las formaclones, que ha eervldo de b^ 

60 para estudios posteriores, 

2,1.2 Perforaciones de gradiente 

-Objetivo 

A partir de 1967 fueron progrsmadaa cn el pafa, segdn el 

Proyecto conjunto de CEL y el Fondo Especial de las Naciones Unldaa, -

perforaciones de 100 mta, de profundidad para raediclonea del gradiente 

geotdrmlco, que generalmente en lao zonaa volcinicafj es andmalo y, en 

mayor grado, en ireaa geotdrralcaa volcinlcaa, Laa perforaclonea fueron 

diatribuldaa en laa ireaa de Ahuachapin ( 24),Berlfh ( 7 ), Chlnarae— 

ca ( 3 ) y en Santa Roaa de Lima ( 4 ), 

/ 
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-GcolofrJa. 

La recuperacldn de recortes de perforacldn fud parclal, 

debido a quo los propdsitos dc las perforaciones no fueron eapecfficja 

mente para obtener Inforraacldn geoldgica, sino mos que todo para med^ 

cidn del gradmente geotdrmico, 

Laa perforaclonea fueron programadaa a realizarae con barrena, utlllzain 

do agua como flufdo de perforacidn, Hubo constantes pdrdidas de clrcu 

lacldn. 

Do acuerdo a laa condidones geoldglcas presentes en las ireaa donde 

se realizaron estas perforaciones, la mediddn del gradiente o au In-

terpretaddn resuitd problemitlca, por la influencia del agua aubter-

rinea ^ravds de depdsltoa volcinicoa permeables que cubren superfi— 

ciaimente laa ireas raendonadas. 

Ha aido elaborado en baae a las temperaturas miximas medidas haata -

100 m, de profundidad, en el irea de Ahuachapin, un mapa de Isotermas 

( Pig, 2 ), donde como puede obaervarae ae evidendan 2 ireas Intere-

santea de la eatructura geotdrmica looalizada al Eate de la cludad de 

Ahuachapin, En la primera de elias, conodda como irea de Ahuachapin 

(Playdn de Ahuachapin) se realiza al presente, explotaddn de energfa 

enddgena con capacidad de produccidn mayor de 60 MV.'; al NE, de la 1* 

so destaca el irea de Chipilapa, que actualmente esti sujeta a explo

raddn por medio de pozos de Investlgaddn (- 500 m, de profundidad) 

y doiido ae han encontrado temperaturaa de 205 C a 400 mta, Muy posi— 

blemente en el irea de Chipilapa, ae reallcen en un future inmedlato, 

perforaclonea profundae exploratorlas con fines de captar vapor del -

subsuelo, 

-Proceso mecinlco 

Laa perforaclonea ae realizaron con dlimetro de 

3", colocando a au flnallzaddn tuberfa do revestlmlento de 1" (galva, 

nizada) hasta el fondo,alendo ^.ravda de î ata que ae midieren las tem 

peraturaa, 

Superficialmente, y como proteccidn del agujero se inatald en cada uno 

de elloa, revestlmlento do 4" do dlimetro (galvanlzada), hasta 3 metres 

de profundidad. 
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Loa procesoa de perforacidn a oetao profundidades fueron se.tisfactorias*, 

a© realizaron por contratoa con firmas prlvadao utilizando generalmen

te equlpoa compactos Long Year, loo ouales son fidlmente inotalables 

atfn en altlos de acceeo diffcil, 

Resultados 

Segiin ae explicd antea, aunque estas perforadoni-s fueron pla 

nlfiCadaa para raedir el gradiente geotdrmico, los resultadoc a este re£ 

pecto no fueron absolutamento positivos. 

Para la mediddn del gradiente geotdrmico ee conaidera IncIiGpensable -

la preaencia de capaa caai Impermeables, mie o menos uniformes. 

Con reapecto a laa temperaturaa medidas hasta 100 mta. de profundidad, 

dataa han algniflcodo olementoa Intereaantes en la individuaiizaddn -

de estructuras termalea, 

2,1,3 Perforaclonea, a tectl^o contfnuo 

*-0bjetlvo 

Despuds del anillala do los reeuttadoo do ",HC i;erforaci_o 

nos de gradiente reallzadas en el pafa, ao tomd la dedsidn de pr_o 

yoctar otro tipo do porfornciones, oon propdsitos multiples, incluj'en-

do por supuesto la mediddn del gradiente geotdrmico, Ef-te tipo de per 

foraciones ya ha sido realizado en laa iroeo do loa Toles, Ahuachapin 

y en el irea do Chipilapa, Tienen como objotivo, aportar inforaaddn 

Bobre ios siguientes aapectost 

- Suoesidn eatratlgrifioa 

- Kodldonoa hidroldgicas (niveles hidroatitlcos do diferentes ^ 

oufferos y enaayos de permeabilidad). 

- Kedlolones do temperatura y proeidn. 

- Determlnacionea ffsicas como poroaidad y densidad d- los ntSoleoa, 

- Prueba de produccidn ouando es posible. 

Las profundidadea miximao aloaneadas haata ol proscntc sor. .'.c 451 nits, 

en el irea do Chipilapa (Pozo Ch-B-l) oon dlimetro mfnimo de 5 7/0" 

- Geolofrfg 

, Entre Noviembre/75 y Junio do 1976 ao perforacon 2 po-

Bos a teBtigo(n\Soleo) contfnuo on ©1 iraa do Iti'-j Toloa, al Oeste del 

ilrea de Ahuachapin, hasta la profundidad de 4OO mta, 

/ 

— ' II mil M T W — I I ^ M I,. 
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Loa 2 pozos mencionados (TR-1 y TR-j) ae ubicaron desde el punto de -

viata estratigrifico en la aerie "Aglomerados Jdvenea",interceptaron -

dicha aerie posteriormente laa andesitaa de Ahuachapin (ampliamente -

fjfacturadas) y pardalmente penetraron a loa aglomerados terciarioa, -

A partir de la Intercepddn de las andesitas af lord un acuffero, el cual 

levantd presiones hasta de 40 psi,, fluyendo agua caliente con \m pequ£ 

fio porcentaje de vapor. 

Las temperaturas miximas registradaa fueron de 115 C, Laa pruebaa def_i 

nitlvas de produccidn serin realizadaa en breve. 

Entre Junio y Agosto del corrlente aflo, ae perford alempre a testigo -

contfnuo un pozo en el irea de Chipilapa (Ch-»E-l) hasta una profundidad 

do 400 mts. El perfil litoldgico (ver fig, 5) presenta una serie de d£ 

pdsltos volcinlcos, ligeramente similar a la que corresponde al irea de 

Ahuachapin; difiere de esta \5ltima en la mayor predoralnanda. de tobas 

aglomeriticas y aglomerados aobre los flujos de lavaa andesitas, 

Desde 298 metres persistieron pdrdidas totales de drculaddn y la teni 

peratura mixima ain establlizaddn fud de 205 C, 

Las condidones geoldglcas, hidrogeoldgicas y geotdrmlcas de esta zona, 

evidondadaa en el pozo Ch-E-l son muy alentadoras, y por el memento se 

diddld profundizarlo con el mismo sistema^ hasta 5OO-6OO raetroa^ estando 

on realizaddn dicho proooaOo La recuperacldn de n\Scleos en estas for

maclones ha aido tetalmente efldente, 

OtjTos pozos (4) de similar proceso, fueron perferados como complemento-

a laa perforaclonea profundae del campo de Ahuachapin en explotaddn, 

haola el Norte y Este del mismo. Las profundidadea mixlmaa fueron,^e -

300 metroa, fundonando actualmente como plezdmetros, 

-Proceso mecinlco 

Los pozoa do teatlgo continue fueron perferados 

con equlpoa rotatlvoa TECKNO y Long Year; el prlmero de dates, con to-

rre Incorporada ^aats^^Ess^ss^a y traoddn propla, ha aide utlllzado ofl— 

clentemente en laa iHltimas perforaciones. 

En el esquema abajo mootrado se presenta el completamlento oorrespon— . 

dlente a los pozoa redontemente perforadoa, 

^ Perforacidn (pulg,) ^ Entubamlento (pulg,) 

3y2. 3; (81/2, 9 7/8) . 6 5/8 

5 5/8 4 

3 (3 7/8) . 2 (ranurado) 

^ . _ • . , . . „ . . ' • / 
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Generalmente ae ha perforado con agua, Cuando problemaa tdcnicoa ae -

han preaentado, como por ejemplo inestabilidad de las paredea del pozo, 

80 utilizd flufdo bentonftico de baja viocoaldad y peao, Cuando laa pr£ 

siones elevadaa Impidleron ol deaarrollo normal del proceso de perforâ  

cidn (LOO Toles), ae usd lodp peaado a baae de Barlta, 

Todos loa pozos dltimamente perferados fueron equipadoo con preventer 

de reventonea similar al de los pozos profundos. La profundidad de las 

tuberfas de ademe fud determinada generalmente de acuerdo a las carac-

terfstlcas de laa rocas interceptadas, 

Resultados 

Hasta el presente, se considerqn las perforaciones a testigo 

contfnuo como el mis efldente eiatema dlrecto de Investlgaddn miSlti-

ple del aubauelo. La informaddn, correctamente colectada, significa -

un avance considerable en loa prpgraraas de exploraddn, 

2,2 Perforaciones profundas 

2,2,1 Perforaciones profundas, de Exploracidn-Produccidn 

Pueron inidadas en I968 despuds de completar y evaluar en -

foBma generalizada los diversos estudios (Geolo'gicos, Geoffaicos, Geo

qufmicos, porforGciones someras, etc.) en las ireas de Ahuachapin y -

Berlin. Estas perforaciones a diferencia de laa precedentes, ae efectua

ron con diimetros grandea y a profundidadea mayOrea. 

-Objetivo 

Estas perforaciones tuvieron los propdsitos de investlw 

gar la geologfa, hidrologfa, qulmlsmo y temperaturaa a profundidades -

hasta de I5OO metres, asf como tambidn la factibilidad de captar vapor 

aprovechable para generaddn, tanto en Ahuachapin, como en el Oriente 

del Pafs, 

-Geologfa 

El esquema geoldglco-tectdnico, obtenldo de los levant^ 

mientoa efectuadoa con anterioridad en el irea do Ahuachapin, moatraba 

caracterfaticas, geotdrralcaa promisoriaa, Laa perforaclonea explorato

rlas profundas, locallzadaa en eltioa ventajoaos desde el punto de vi£ 

ta geominero, hideren factlble la comprobaddn directa de laa condl— 

clonea geoldglcaa e hidrogeoldglcaa en las eatructuraa quo pudieran a_l 

macenar flufdos termales, 

Deflnltivamente, loa datoa geoldgicoa prooedentes de los primeros po— 
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Z08 perforadoa en el irea de Ahuachapin (Ch-1, Ah-1 y Ah-9), fueron -

ef identemente ap,rovechadoa y constJ tuyeron loa elementeoa tdcnicoa h£ 

aicoB del deaarrollo geotdrmico en el irea de Ahuachapin, Las mueatraa 

de canal o recortes de perforacidn, recuperados aieteniticamente, fu^ 

ron convenientemente Identificadoo medlante el anilisis macroscdpico 

(lupa binocular) y el microscdpico (nicroscoplo polarizante), elabo— 

rindose los porfiles iitoldgicos corresvondientes, por medio de loa -

cualea fud posible determinar preliminarmente loa espesorea de las fo£ 

madonea que constituyen la cubierta volcinica auperfidal, loa horl-

zontea Impermeables confinantea y laa que en deflnitiva constituyeron 

el reservorio prindpal del campo, 

Algunas caracterlsticas de las rocas interceptadas, especfficamente el 

fracturamlento o agrietamlento de las lavas andesftlcas superflcialea 

oonstituyon problemas para el avance de la perforacidn, al ocaslonar — 

pdrdidaa totalea de flufdo de perforacidn, Por otro lado, en la parte 

profunda de algunos pozos , fud notoria la permeabilidad de las lavas 

andesftlcas basalesoobtenidndoso lasprimeras producdones de vapor -

geotdrmico. 

Fuera de los datos eminentemente geoldgicos determlnados en el curso 

de las perforaciones, fud posible tambidn reallzar los registros con

tinues de temperatura y presidn necesarios para complementar la eva— 

luacldn geotdrmica. 

La mediddn de los niveles hldrostitlcos, controlados en el curso de 

las perforaciones, fadlitd su correladdn, con los ya estableddos p_a 

ra el horizonta subterrineo saturado y definld los nivelea del acuf

fero profundo a presion. 

La colecddn slstemitica de muestras (recortes) y la Implementaddn -

del "Geolograph" (griflco de penetraddn) en el equipo de perforacidn, 

propldd actualizar permanenfemente el perfil litoldgico de los pozos. 

En algunos de ellos, la informaddn obtenlda fud Incompleta por las -

constantes pdrdidas de drculaddn y la dificultad de obturarlas. Aba 

jo do la zona de pdrdidas totales profundas han obtenldo niicleos apr£ 

xlmadamente cada 100 metres, lo cual ha side factor Indispensable en 

la exploraddn de las caracterf sticas de las rocas del reservorio y -

del subestrato pliocdnico. 

Con eatas primeras perforaciones profundas, so definleron completameri 

te: 

.../ 
• ^ m . m ••nuw»!»^^«u.i.i 
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- Lao caracterfaticas de los depdsitos volcinlcos superficiales para 

deddir la colocaddn de la tuberfa de onclaje, 

- La zona de contacto aglomerado joven-andeaitas del reservorio, para 

dlsefiar la ubicaddn de la tuberfa de produccidn, 

- Las caracterlsticaa petrogrifleas, ffsicas y espeaores del aglomer^ 

do joven, formaddn determinante del campo geotdrmico por au funcidn 

confInante, 

- Laa condidones petrogrif leas, de permeabilidad y espeaorea de las 

lavas andesftlcas del reservorio, 

- El contacto terdario, y las caracterf sticas de las rocas subyacen-

tes, 

- La capacidad de produccidn del acuffero profundo. 

-Proceso mecinico 

Pooos datos se conservan respecto a problemas 

o factores Importantes observados durante la perforacidn de estos po

zos. En general, los progresos respecto al conveniente tratamlento de 

airlines problemas, tales como las pdrdidas de drculaddn, estaban p^ 

CO avanzados; en consecuenda, tapones de cemento ae usaron con fre

cuenda en pdrdidas pequefiaa y el lodo de perforacidn ae usd aiin en -

zonas donde actualmente es normal perforar con agua, 

Loa completamientos uaados son en parte muy sirailares a los do aotualOB 

pozos de produccidn o relnyecddn, Algunas variantes caracterf sticas 

fueron, en los primeros pozos, la colocaddn mis superficial de las 

tuberfas de anclaje (Ah-l=23m, Ch-l=28m, Lempa-l=30m y Tronador=65m:), 

y de produoddn, lo que parece Idglco sl so consldera el poco conocl

mlento de la sltuaddn geoldgica en profundidad y la flnalldad expl£ 

ratlva de dlchos pozoo> aunque algunos de ellos Tuoron produotoreo, 

Problemas corrlentes en el avance do las perforaciones exploratorlas 

lo constituyeron la preaencia de flujoa eomeros de lavaa andesftlcaa en 

la mayor parte de elias, Su fracturamlento jt densidad ocaslonaron pd£ 

dldas totales de drculaddn de diff dl, obturaddn y baja penetraddn, 

Loa dlsenos tdcnlcos para laa termlnadones efectuadas durante esta £ 

topa de perforacidn, estin enmarcadan en el cuadro siguiente: 

^../ 

Lii;ijr.7S^VJlwj^.T?-'-'Wii;.'iiiin.i I 
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</) Pcrroracidn (pulf:,) </j Revestlmlento (pulg,) 

17V2 13 3/8 

12V4 .9 5/8 

8 5/4 , 7 5/8 (?")• 

6V4 

2,2,2 Porforjn,cione;?. profundas de produccidn 

-Objetivo 

Estas perforaciones han tenido el propdsito esendal -

de captar vapor, proveniente de la;j formaclones andesftlcas que cons

tituyen el reservorio prindpal del, campo geotdrmico de Ahuachapin, ^ 

provechable potendalmente para la generaddn de energfa eldctrlca, -

con profundidades que oscilan alrededor del rango 6OO-9OO metres de

pendlendo del espe.sor del estrato productorjy ademis, estudiar tempera. 

turaa y presiones del agujero, qufmlca de flufdos y caracterfsticas -

del flujo, 

-Geologfa 

La ubicaddn de pozos de produccidn dependid por u-

na parte de la estructura geotdrmica evidendada por investigadones 

geomlneras de superficie y pozos de investlgaddn, Tambidn han sido _e 

lementos determinanteo los resultados de perforaciones exploratorlas 

profundas previas, las cuales en esta etapa, son las que propordonan 

valores reales sobre las caracterfstlcas del reservorio (permeablll— 

dad, ̂ temperaturas, etc, ). Las perforaciones de produccidn complemen-

taron la Informaddn sobre la estratlgraffa del irea de Ahuachapin, -

de la cual se presenta una sfntesis en el siguiente cuadro: 

.../ 
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EOHMACIOIi 

Superficial 

Intermedia 

Reservorio 

Profunda 

ESTRATIGRAFIA DEL 

"i:;:^irCW}\l^m(!kii 
CniOLOGIC.AG 

Tobas, pdmez, blo-

ques, lavas andesf 

ticas fracturadas. 

Aglomerndos cohes_i 

vos, poroses, alt£ 

rados mcdianamente 

Lavas andesftlcas, 

densas fracturadas, 

algxinas voces bre_c 

dadas. 

Aglomerados masi-

vos densos, poco 

fracturados Inte'r-

calados a lentes 

livicos. 

AREA DE AHUACHAPAN 

1 PROFUI-: DIDAD 

£;••' :'JJTK03 

0-250 

250-450 

450-800 

800-15f'0 

0 mis. 

jUTR^'Ti-iiaoTICAy 

C^r.TEl^MICAr, 

Sin Importanda. Aflo 

ran manifestaciones -

tdrmioas superficia— 

les. 

Constituyen un sello 

(cap-rock) ideal por 

su espesor y baja per 

meabilidad. 

i 

Constituyen un potente! 

reservorio. 

Coraportamiento de sub 

estracto Impermeable, 

Puede ser producter en 

cases aislados. 

-

La profundidad final programade, ha sido objeto de detcnldo estudio,-

En principle se perforafon pozoa penetrando unos I50 metres dentro -

del rese.rvorio andesftico, Posteriormente se varid el criterio, debido 

a lo heterogdneo de la formnddn con respecto a la permeabilidad y por 

el memento los pozos se llevan. hasta el contacto con los aglomerados 

antiguos (terdarios), con profundidades de aproximadamente 850 mts, 

Despuds de varies anos de perforacidn profunda en El Salvador (6OO- -

1500 metres), con fines de produccidn geotdrmica se han obtenldo exp£ 

riendas que se pueden resumir asf: 

- La colecddn de muestras trituradas (r.ecortes) resulta conveniente 

cada 5 metres, 

- El corte do ndcleos (testigo), cada IOO-I5O metres en la zona produ£ 

. . 0 / " 
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tlva es indispensable, 

- El uso de geolograph (registrador de penetraddn) es de primordial 

Importanda para las determlnadoncs lltoldgica.̂ .. 

- Los pozos deben perforarse hasta la formaddn andesitica antes de -

colocar la tuberfa de produccidn, 

- La elaboraddn del perfil litoldgico debe considerarse como el fac

tor bisico en la terminaddn de los pozos y debe ser lo mis efiden 

temente realizado. 

No hay duda que la perforacidn de pozos de produccisdn ha aportado ini 

formaddn geoldgica sufidente y de Incalculable utilidad, lo que sin 

duda ha repercutldo en los progresos geotdrmicos del pafs. 

En la fig. 4 esti reprep-entado el techo de la formaddn andesitica, a. 

travds de la cual circula el acuffero salino que abar,tece la Central 

Geotdrmica de Ahuachapin, En dicha figura pueden observarse condido

nes comunes en muchos pozos y las particularidades propias de los de

pdsitos volcinlcos. 

-Proceso mecinlco 

En el proceso de estas perforaciones, han par-

tidpado 2 compaflfas perforadoras ( Loffland Brothers y Foramines, Sj_ 

A, ) con una partldpaddn del 30/̂  y 70;'b respectivamente y en orden -

oronoldgico, Por lo tanto, los datos tdcnicos-mis importantes guardan 

una reladdn estrecha con, las caracterlsticas de los equlpos usados -

( Ideco y Fred Cooper TD42010 respectivamente ), 

-Preparatives para la perforacidn 

Las condidones previas establ_e 

cidas para el inlclo de las perforaciones pueden resumlrse asf: 

a) La ubicaddn proveniente de interpolacidn-extrapoladdn entre po— 

208 perferados con anterioridad o bien de a](T>5n ordenaraiento geo— 

tectdnlco, 

b) Sucesldn litoldglca prevista, 

c) La profundidad final proyectp.da, 

d) Contrapozo construido, el cual permite; 

-AoooBO para Instalacidn de B.O.P. y tube conductor de lodo. 

.,./ 
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-El drenaje de los flufdos resic'.û les, 

-Instalacidn del cabezal, dol . oual apareoe un piano esquemitlco 

en la fl,';:, 5 

-Una descarga subterrinea por la salida de 2" (/> hast? im sitio ale-

jado del pozo. 

e) Programas de Perforacidn y disefio del pozoi 

Para definir los crite.rios seguldos para este propdsito, se comenzari 

exponiendo las funciones que los revestimientos desenpenan por lo ge

neral en nuestro campo: 

1) Revestlmlento de superficie (anclaje),Colocado y cementado aproxi

madamente a 100 rats, de profundidad, esti destinado a evitar la 

contaminaddn de aculferos superlidftles, a dar eeguridad a lao ope 

radones de perforacidn y al .montaje del cabezal. 

2) Intermedio o de produccidn,Instalado y cementado h'-rsta 4OO-6OO me

tres de profundidad, tiene el propdsito de prote,ger las paredes 1-

nestables, prlncipalmente fermaciones plisticas (Aglomerado joven), 

evitar contaminadones del acuffero saturado regional o la influê i 

,cia de dste sobre el acuffero profundo y, condudr el flujo de pr£ 

duccidn a la superficie. 

3) Tuberfas en zona de produccidn, Bn al unos cases ha sido necesaria 

la colocaddn de tuberfas degas y/o ranuradas no cementadas,gene

ralmente para proteger el pozo de desprendimlentos, Se instalaron 

dstas por medio de colgado'.-es colocados unos 10-20 metres dentro -

del revest?;mlento intermedio 0 de produccidn y su profundidad de— 

pendiente de las condidones en la zona productiva. 

En base a las funciones descritas se han adoptado los siguientes crl-

terlos prindpales para la elaboraddn del programa de revestlmlento: 

a) La profundidad final. Tie dsta depende en parte la profundidad y n^ 

mero de revestimientos, 

b) La naturaleza de la?? formaclones que se espera encontrar. 

c) Ubicaddn de las zapatas. Criterio im, lortante que se refiere a la 

colocaddn de revestimientos sobre formaclones densas, con el objê  

to do asegurar cementaciones dptinas, 

,,, Jl 
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d) Factor econdolco, Cuanto mayor es el dlimetro de perforacidn y re~ 

vootlmlento, ©1 incremento de coaios se rofleja en lo alguientes 

-Mayor oantldad de lodo para aubir los reoortoa, lo quo eleva ol -

ooato de adltivos y la capacidad requorida de laa bombeao 

*-His lentltud en la perforacidn, 

»E1 ooato do sateri^leo coae tuberfas, barrenaa, etc. 

El programa de barrenaa aal como tambidn sus eBpedficadones, ee ela-

boran entonces, OB base a: 

-El progTSBia de revostimientoo, 

-Tlpoa de forraaddn que ae eapera encontrar, 

-L&8 profundidadea aproxlmadaa. 

En la piglna siguiente so mueatra vm cuadro, con loe elotemas de coapljo 

tamlentos efectuadoa eh Ahuachapin. 

Programs de pruebaa 

Laa pruebaa y operadonea espeblales que s© han prê  

viato pueden reaumirse aaf: 

a) Pruebas de presidn para laa cementaclones, reveetimientoB y soldadu 

ras de cabezal. 

b) Registroo de deaviacldn cada 100 mta, aproximadamente haata la pro

fundidad del revestlmlento Intermedio, 

o) Toma de testlgos, 

d) Pruebas de permeabilidad, 

e) RegiatroB de niveles hidrostitlcoa. 

B^jU—.|p..,mM H..ui.fl. 
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Sistema de Complet?imientos y Caracterf sticas de Tuberfa 

Sistema 

a ) 

0 Perf. (pulg.) 

26 

17-/2 

12V4 

0 Revest, (pulg."} 

20 

13 5/8 

10 3/4 

9 5/8 

Es pe c i f icacioncn de Tub. 

lb 
94 pi^ 
Hosca redonda. 

, API, H-40 (d K-55) 

xn l b ^ , 

-40 —rj , rtango 5, rosea -

t r a p e z o i d a l . 

-tWl 5L, Grado 2, A : T K - . 4 1 2 0 , 

rosea redonda. 

( b ) 

17-/2 

I2V4 

8V2 

13 3/8 

9 5/6 

-54.5-61 lbs_, AJT, K-55, 
pid 

Rango 3, "Osca tr.-.pezddal 

-48 ^ , API, r-40 Rango 3, 

rosea redonda. 

- 5 6 . 4 0 ^ ^ 1 , AlI,K-=.3,Hango 3, 

r o s e a t r a p e z o i d a l . 

-36 ^ j | , .H,T,o-55,nango 3, 

rosea redonda 

7 5/8 

lb 26.4 :;:;y|,A,"T,J-55.'.ango 3, 

ro.'^ca l iydr i l PJ -? 

25 ^ . A r i , H - 4 C , n a n . . : o 2,, 

rosea redonda. 

En r e l a d d n con l a s e s p e c l f i c a c i o n o s r e q u e r i d a s , so h i d e r o n 

en e l t r a n s c u r s o de l a s perfor- 'c iones algunos c-imtios que se cons ide -

. . . / 
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• raron recomendables: ..̂  

- Tuberfas de revestimiento con rosea trapezoidal ("Butferoso"), En V1_B 

ta de la aejor eficiencia de estas juntas en compreaifin, oonparodas 

oon la roBca redonda (7793 vrs, 499̂  para tuberfa 13 3/8"). eota dlti-

Ba fud uaada aolasente en los prioeroo 2 pozos produotores, camblin* 

doee a la rosea Buttrcas en loa pootoriores, siempre que fu5 pocible. 

- Vilvulas, Fud cambiedo ©1 uao do vilralaa de oompuerta etandards, -

por BUB problemaa de fugaa, por vilvulas "Through Conduit" a pcaar de 

su mayor coato, 

- Tuberfas en zona do" pr6duccidn, Se han usado "J Slotsf̂  y ̂ Itiisjamente 

colgadores do doblo cufJa para tuborfaa roacsdas a los que s© les ha 

qultado la cufia superior previa su introduccidn al POZO9 V^^^ faci

litar la oxtracddn posterior de la tuberfa si fuera necesario. 

Pperaclonssdo_ perforacidn 

Una carscterfstlca notable ©n la porforaddn ds Is Eayorfa de 

I08 posoo ha oido las altas condidones do dureza y dificultad para -

porforar loa primeros 100 sto, debido a las fonaadonos ©luvialoa B U — 

p®rfioiales; a loa flujos de lava mas o menos sanoa y al bajo peao de 

la coluEna de perforaaidn por pulgada de dlimetro de la barrena dispo

nible. 

Esto ha llevado al equipo a ima vibraddn exceslva que cualquier equi

po aas liviano no habrfa sido capas de eupsrar. El avance aproslE^do 

ha sido de 0.5 a 1.5 mts/hora. 

La perforacidn parq. ©1 revestimiento de 9 5/8 (12V4) ha sido general

mente mia ripida, con incremento en el peao llevando a avanccs de 2 a 

4 Bts/hora, excopto en ocasionalea flujos de lava. La perforacidn a-

bajo de la tuberfa de produccidn ha mostrado conaiderablea variadonea 

y 86 conaidcra como la zona productiva, Eatas variadonea se deben laaa 

quo todo a caracterfstlcas de alteraddn hidrotermal en algunos casoa, 

fracturamientoa en otroa, densidad de laa rooas en otros. Sin embargo 

la razdn de penetraddn ha sido hasta 5 mts/hora, excepto en algunoa 

pozos en que ae ha llegado sdlo a 2,5 mts/hora. 

El tlempo promedio total para perforar en loe dlferentea diimetroe, 
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ha variado con los contratlotaa, pero en genorql ae ha declinado en -

coto aapeoto pasando de 25 a 30 dfaa en las £ermluacionea de los p o 

zoa primeros a 2 d 3 meaoa en los iSltimoB, 

La tdcnlcc do perforar eon agua en zonas de pdrdidas de drculaddn 

total( zonao do produccidn ) ha sido eatabledda en todaa laa p.erforei 

cloneo oon dxlto, incorporando ol uao ocasional de lodo para levantar 

recortea del fondo del agujero hacia lea formadonea fracturadaa, td£ 

nloa que ae juatificd econdmlcamente, 

Pdrdidaa de drculaddn 

Esto ea-uno de los problemas que siempre se han preaentado en 

la perforacidn de campoa geotdrmicos. 

El problema mis eerio ha ocurrldo en la perforacidn para 9 5/8 (aprox. 

500 mta,), Muchos Intentos BO hlcleron en las primeras perforaciones 

por seller estas pdrdidas con tapones do cemento, sin eiabargo adlo ee 

logrd un sello momentineo que desaparecfa al perforar dlchos tapones. 

Do acuerdo a esta experiencia, materiales obturantes corao oasoarilla 

de oafd, nuez, arroz, etc, adidonados al lodo bentonftioo se usaron 

para pdrdidas pardales con dxlto, usando el cemento solamente cueuido 

no 8e tuviere dxlto con los obturantes o por pdrdidas totalea, la cual 

ee una prictica conservada actualmente, 

Se ha logrado un balance, entre los costos excesivos y la necesidad 

de tm buen retorno durante las cementaclones, Tambidn debido al lltsit^ 

do de nilcleos, el mantener la drculaddn y la recuperacldn de recor-

tes provee el tSnlco medio para identificar las formaclones penetradas. 

No obstante, ezlste siempre el peligro de inestabilidad de las forma

clones cuando se perfora con aguaf el uao de tapones de lodo para lini 

plar el agujero de cualquier derrumbe o acunuladdn de recortea, po8_l_ 

bilita la perforacidn sin dificultad, Es necesario tonsr alg\inas pre-

oaudones y observar frecuentemente los posibles acumulamlentos de r^ 

cortes, 

Lodo de Porforacidn 

Durante los procesos de perforaciones, se han superado bastan

te los problemas originales derivados de la falta de materiales y e — 

qulpos de prueba. 
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LoB aditlvos nayormente usados para el Iooo de agua dulce-bentonlta -

han eidot 

1) Bentonlta: Local hasta la cementacidn de tuberfa de anclaje, 

USA hasta lac pdrdidas totales de la zona productiva 

2) Lignosulfate 

3) Soda ciuatica 

4) Barlta 

5) Soda ASh 

6) C M C • 

7) Obturante: Caacarilla de cafd, granza de arroz, etc. 

La filoaoffa bisica en la fabricaddn del lodo, ha sido proveer el mis 

simple y econdmlco sistema de lodo que haga poaible perforar un pozo en 

el mis corto tlempo poaible con el mfnimo de problemas, lo cual ae ha 

logrado mis o menoa razonablemente, adn caredend© de resultados de -

pjrueba sobre algunas propiedades del lodo ( viscosidad real, filtra 

oidn, etc, )« 

En las primeras perforaciones se usaron agentes qufmicos que produje— 

ron un flufdo pardalmente viscose, incrementando la viscosidad con la 

concentraddn, pero resultaron inestables cen la temperatura convirtidn^ 

dose luego en tin flufdo acuoso despuds de aproximadamente 36 horas, 

Al usar concentraciones grandes fueron dtlles para sellar algunas pdr

didas de drculaddn, pero resultaba exceslvamente caro. 

El lodo de perforacidn normal usado subsecuentemente fud un flufdo de 

baja a media viscosidad (30-33 centipoises) de bajo contenido de sdll-

dos, consistente en Bentonlta Wyoming y agua. La soda ciustica se ha u 

sado alempre para espesar el flufdo, Incrementar el FH y reducir las -

pdrdidas de agua, 

C M C fud usado originalmente con poca frecuenda para incrementar la 

viscosidad y cohtrolar las pdrdidas de flufdo, Actualmente ae ha aus— 

pendido au uso, 

Acelte diesel no ee ha uaado oomo aditivo de lodo para reducir pdrdi

das de flufdo, pero si para facilitar la realizaddn de cementadones 

cooplicadas, 

Debido a poca disponibllidad de bentonlta Vyomlng (DSA), fud necesario 

usar en zonas no crfticas bentonlta Guuteaalteoa (llanada "local" tti -

•ste trabajo), de menor calidad, 

Desde hace pocos anoe los materiales (l), (2), (3), (5) y (7), ban -

I. ».l, U H W W l J p Li.1̂ 1̂ 
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sido elemeiitos ueados primordialaente en ei lodo, manteniendo en pro

medio lae caracterfstlcas siguieries: 

- Gravedad especfflca: 1,05-1,08 

- Viscosidad "fannel": }8-40 segundon 

- Gel: reducida a cero, previamente a l&s cementaclones 

- Temperaturas: 50-70 C (miaimas) 

- Descontaminacidh por cemento medlante soda ASh 

- Bajo contenido de sdlidos, por desarenaddn y no uso de barlta. 

Las temperaturas del lodo en el fondo no han excedldo en general loa 

ibo C, Egto ha posibilltado la utilizaddn del lodo, ccnservando las 

propiedades pocos alterada.s. Sin embargo, la oxtrema salinidad del a-

gue. termal ha afectado algunas vecea las propiedades del lodo haden-

do necesario el tratamlento medlante adlcidn de lignosulfonatos de -

cromo, que son usados tambidn como adelga?adores eatables bajo tempe

ratura. El bajo nivel hidrostitlco del acuffero profundo tiene una s£ 

la ventaja, en cuanto a que las ectradas de agua salina al agujero son 

diffdlee durante las operadones de perfor.?.cldn. 

Las caracterfstlcas de equipo, tales como el peso sobre barrena y RPH 

han tenido en general bajos valores, llmltados por la capacidad del _e 

q,uipo y en algunos cases por las formaclones, Valores promedio oscilan 

en 4 a 6 ton, y 50 a 70 rpa, respectivamente, logrando avances prome

dio de 0,5-1 m/h hasta loe 100 m aproximadamente, y 1,5-2,5 m/h en el 

resto, con valores mixlmos hasta 7 m/h, en zonas de poco espeaor, 

Operadones para cementacidn de revestimientos 

La necesidad de obtener un retorno completo del cemento a tr£ 

vds del espacio anular hasta la superficie, siempre ha sido uno de los 

mis firmes propdsitos para lo.jrrar cementaclones exitosas. 

En la mayorfa de los pozos, la cementacidn del revestimiento 13 3/8" 

ha aido satisfactorlA, Algunos problemas se encontraron inicial5!ente 

para mantener ucifoi*mid&d eu las operadones de cementacidn, erigina

dos en parte por fracdones endureddas del cemento, sobreviniendo rje 

trasos; sin embargo, los resultados finales se conaideraron 8ati3fact£ 
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rios. 

La cementacidn del reventiini onto 9 5/8" ba presentudo por io general ma 

yores problemas debido a contfnuas pdrdidas de dirculacidn que obligai 

ron a efectuar cementacionej; complementariarj, rJsta experiencia ha condii 

ddo a la prictica de proveer una cantidad de cemento en exceso al ci2. 

culo tedrico (200-400:.i.9 a fin de sobrepasar la zona de pdrdidas conoc_i 

da y complementar con un llenado subslguiente o cementacidn desde la -

Buperflde al espacio anular, Los procesos de cementacidn cuando ocu— 

rren pdrdidas Implican un borubeo sufldentemente alto Inicialmente pa

ra llenar el espacio anular completamente ha"ta las zonas de pdrdidas 

o arrlba de dstas; t-mbidn Implican bombeos posteriores a intervales -

Incrementados gradualmente, con el objeto de pdrmitir el fraguado par-

cial del cemento, Cuando estos•procesos han tenido lugar, la cementa— 

cidn completa ha invertido hasta 28 horas (contra 3 horas aprox, en cje 

mentadones normales), pero fiiialmente se ha logrado dxlto. 

El uso del porcentaje adldonal sufidente para asegurar el retorno a 

la superficie, por cualquier razdn, es una roanera de garantlzar la no 

formaddn de bolsas de agua dentro de la columna de cemento (en cemen

taclones completamente por f-rravedad o bombeando desde la superficie), 

que puedan repercutir en expansiones con la temperatura y origlnar co-

lapsos en la tuberfa o danos a una cementacidn mas o menos satisfacto-

ria. 

Las operadones de cementacidn estin siempre propensas a las pdrdidas 

de drculaddn debido a la mayor presidn hldrostitica de t-na columna 

de cemento (gravedad espacffica; 1,8) comparada con la de una columna 

de lodo de perforacidn aiin mis grande. La solucidn ideal parece ser el 

uso de un cemento de peso llgero, con lerlita por ejemplo; pero esto -

normalmente solo puede hacerse cuando hay companfas de servido dispo

nibles para un mezclado y bombeo efectlvo, 

Un programa de pruebas, para determinar las proporoiones ideales y adlt^ 

vos necesarios para garantlzar el uso de cemento local Portland bajo -

las condidones propias de nuestro campo no ha sido efectuado; sin em

bargo en las \11timas perforaciones, el ceraento local parece haber dado 

resultados satlsfactorios, Ce-Tientos importados mezclados con 39"̂  sili

ca flour y retardadores, han sido discnados para un tlempo de fraguado 
a~ o 

de 3 horas aproximadHraente 212 C que no corresponden con nuestraa cond^ 

clones y fueron usados en las primeras cemontadones. 

Las pruebas de compresidn en dlindros tornados durante la cementacidn 

,, , „. , , , / 
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de los pozos Ah-5, Ah-6 y Ah-7, despuds de 7 y 28 dfas de fraguado, -
2« 

mostraron valores bajos (92-174 kg/cm ) para el cemento importado; ad^ 

mis este se encontrd blando despuds de 16 horas de colocado,por lo que' 

para las cementaclones posteriores este cemento se usd con proporddn 

1:2 d 1:4 con cemento Portland local. 

Con el propdsito de adaptarse a las condidones locales, se usaron ad_i 

tivos como 1% Bentonlta Wyoming y Retardador Hallyburton HR 4 solamen

te cuando las temperaturas de retorno excedleron los 40 C con una con

centraddn de 0.2/0 a 0,4?o por peso de cemento, 

Desde hace algiSh tlempo, las cementaclones se han efectuado tetalmente 

con cemento local, utilizando una bomba especial Hallyburton para asegn 

rar un mejor mezclado y ripido bombeo del cemento. 

Ha existldo un Ifmite al niimero de aditlvos que. puedan agragarse y di_s 

persarse debido a las limitaciones de espacio y falta de garantfa sobre 

un mezclado completo, Los adltivos para las cementaclones m^s oomunaen 

te empleados ban side: Retardador HR 4 y Cloruro de oaleio como acel^ 

rad«r de fraguado. 

REVEHTONES 

Comparado con otros campos geotermales donde a menudo se pr£ 

eentan altas temperaturas desde la superficie y los pozos permanecen 

bajo presidn, los pozos de Ahuachapin han mostrado pocos problemas en 

este aspecto (T^70 C durante la perforacidn), tanto por los bajos nlv£ 

les hldrostitlcos como por las relatlvamante frfas formaclones superl£ 

ree. Sin embargo, siempre se ha mantenldo la prictica de instalacidn y 

pruebas del B,0,P, 

En ocaslones las venldas de gases, cuyo escape no ha producido mayores 

problemas, han aparentado reventones, Solamente en pocos pozos, se ha 

afrontado reventones frecuentes que sle;mpre se han controlado con el -

cierre del BOP sobre la tuberfa de perforacidn y la inyecddn del a-

gua frfa, sin haber ocaslonado nunca danos al personal nl al equipo, 

REGISTROS 

-Desvladdn 

3e ha mantenldo la prictica de efectuar registros de 
A, 

desvladdn del pozo por medio de "Tocto", aproximadamente cada 100 mts, 

.../ 
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de profundidad hasta la zona en que se perfore con lodo, que coincide 

aproximadamente con los 4OO-5OO mts» Cuando tales desvladones se -

han" manifestp.do severaraente-la inclusldn de tapones de cemento ha con£ 

titufdo una solucidn que siempre ha, oido favorable, OOBO modifioar la 

t^enloa d© porforacidn (psb, rpa) en deBviaciones pequoflaa. . 

Los valores obtenidos en algunos pozos pueden observarse en el cuadro 

siguiente ( representatives para el resto de poses); mostrando la des

vladdn mixima y la evidente correccidn en los casos en que se han to

rnado registros posteriores. 

POZO 

Ah-21 

Ah-22 

Ah-24 

Ah-25 

Ah-29 

Ah-17 

DESVIACION 

EH GRADOS 

MAX, 

SEXAG, 

1 3/4 

2 

13/4 

. 7^2 

3 

3 

3/4 

2 

0 

V2 

PROF, (mts,) 

472,5 

348.3 
482 

344.21 

430 

285 , 

338 

226,5 

550 

449.26 
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• Pruebas de Inyectlvidad 

Estas pruebas ae han efectuado en la ^ona productiva un pooo 

antes o la flnallzaddn de la perforacidn del pozo, 

Han conaistido en bombear al pozo flujos crecientes fljoa compren-

dldos entre 0-50 Its/seg,, y medir las fluctuaclones de presidn median 

te la amerada, situada a xma profundidad fija dentro de la columna hî  

drostitlca del pozo. Generalmente se han atillzado las bombas del e-

quipo de perforacidn, 

EB de notar que la Interpretaddn de estos datos no propordonan dl— 

rectamente el valor de permeabilidad del pozo', pero ya que ambos pari 

metros (permeabilldad-inyectividad) provlenen de las caracterfstlcas 

de fracturamlento de las formaclones del pozo,que es en deflnitiva lo 

que interesa, es posible i^ravds de esta pruebaa y su fndlce respect^ 

vo antldparlas caracterfstlcas de produccidn del pozo, 

Un ejemplo que ilustra los datos reglstrados, y su procesamiento para 

determinar el fndlce de inyectlvidad se muestra en la fig, 6, 

Niveles hldrostitlcos 

En el transcurso de las perforaciones y caso de pdrdidas impo£ 

tantes, se hacen mediciones del nivel hidrostitlco medlante sistemas. 

d© flotador. El propdsito es detectar variacienes en los horizontes de 

agua subterrinea que contrlbuyan al conoclmlento hidroldglco:del campo 

y a prever algunos problemas de perforacidn, 

Testlgos 

Como ya se ha Indicado, este es uno de las Informadones dlrejc 

tas que de acuerdo con,el criterio geoldgico se toman a profundidades 

definldas para comprobadbnes lltoestratlgrificas, Los testlgos o ntS-

cleos 8on tornados actualmente con corona de diamante 5 5/8", perforaji 

do 4-5 mts,,' las recuperaciones son variables, pero en los pozos pro

ducteres se conserva arrlba del 50%, 

Se ha considerado siempre mis imf-ortante para estas perforaciones, la 

frecuente toma de testigos a partir de la zona productiva para el co

noclmlento de las caracterfstlcas de las rocas desde el techo del re

servorio. La toma de ndcleos debe estar respaldada por una necesidad 

.../ 
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inportanto, debido a lee altos oostosy rlesgoo en esaa zonas Inostables 

7 a lae preoauAlonea qne so deben tcner antev do proceder a perforarles. 

PregranaB da perforaoidn de ua poze 

Con el ebjeto de ezponer ooa aayor olarldad los aapectos con— 

tecplades en el programa de perforacidn de un pezo, puede veroe el aneso 

fifi 1, que 08 representative de los dltlaos prograi&as efectuadoa. Asf taa 

bidn ea la fig. Yî  7 puede verse oaraoterfstieaa de perforaoidn que ae -

has desorlte anteriormente, apllcadas en Ah-26 OOBO ejemplo tfpleo. 

Besultades 

EB. ezperlenoia ganada y aprovechada per los tdcnleos que haa -

partlolpado en el deaarrollo de las perforaciones geotdrmioas en El Sal

vador, quo cualquier propdsito de haoer perforaoiones profundas con el -

objdto deflnldo de captar vapor aprovechable para la generaciSn de ener-

gi& el^otrioa, requiere el reepaldo de un oonooimlento geoldgloe razona

blemente fundaiaentado prevlo a la perforacidn j una efloiente supervi

sion del proceso mec£nloo durante la perforacidn, slendo ein lugar a du-

dae igualsente crftloa cualquier falla en estos doe aspectos. Una estre-

oba ceordlnaciOn y oolaboraoldn entre ambas dlscipllnas es cospletaaente 

Indispeneable. 

^obre los resultados generales obtenidos puede resxunirse lo siguiente: 

Se han perforado 14 pozos para produccidn,de los ouales 6 han 

tenido Oxit'o oomprebado; 2 oon dxito predeoible por la condicidn de pre- ' 

siones y temperaturas(Ah-24 y Ah-25)} 1 pozo utilizable solamente para £ 
M f ^ r\ f , i ' ' A ' r t * ^ ^ ^ 

aervaoion (Ah-JJj 1 que tiene altas presiones y produoddn rostringida -
(Ah-13; t y 2 poeos (Ah-2 y Ah-8) que por su ubicaddn se utilizan para -

reinyeocidn (ver ouadro siguiente)Z^*^" ̂ i-''̂ ^̂ *'̂ ^̂  
.̂<?-.;<>.<rf-. 7 ^ - 3 

De los 10 pozos considerados exitosoB, 7 de ellos han sido perforadoa se 

gtfn •! sisteaa (b) de cokpletamiento y 3 pozos (Ah-4, Ah-20 y Ah-21), 8£ 

^dn ol sisteoa (a) (ver ouadro pag^l 7 y aneze Hi* 2 )» ^^a ^ pozos produ£ 

tor.e8 mencionados y Ah-1 de la olasifioacldn Exploraddn-Produooion, son 

tienen una oapaoidad ,> 69 MV alise'ntando actualmente 2 unidades con oa-

paoidad nominal de 30MW cada una. 

Por otra parte, intervenciones en pozos previamente perforadoa hon teni

do que. efectusrse para tratar de mejorar medlante la profundizaoidn sus-

• ••/ 
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caracterfsticafj de ;ro(":',.'ccidn pardal )-oco aprovechable, ,]st.̂,3 opera-

clones siempre han resultado mis diffdle.^ que una perforscidn normal 

y han conducido a efectuar reparaciones ccnplicadas (Ah-24), elevando 

conslderablemento los costos; sin embargo, el dxitu 3 o.--rado (Ah-2l) 

ha compensado los problemas. 

El siguiente cuadro es un resumen de los objetivos con los cuales se 

perforaron cada uno d© los pozos profundos, 

CUADRO DE DISTRIBDCION DE POZOS PROFUNDOS SEGUN SU OBJETIVO 

Explorao-Produc, 

CH-1 

ŷ  Ah-1 

Tronador 1 

Lempa 1 

Salitre 1 

y j Ah-9 
X Ah-10 ik 

EJ( Explorao-Heiny, 

Delimltaddn 
de campo 

Ah-11 

Ah-12 

Ah-14 

Ah-15 

r Ah-16 # # 

# # Produotlvo 

Total de pozos 

, Ezploraddn-ProduociOn 

Delimitacidn del campo 

Produccidn 

Reinyeccitfn 

•• • , 

' 

Produccidn 

N? AVi 0 ' V 
y\ an-1 » 

>^Ah-3 

r Ah-4 

1 r Ah-5 
r Ah-6 

. ̂  Ah-7 
• Vl n V 

> Ah-B V 
> Ah-13 

f Ah-20 

r Ah-21 

r Ah-22 

T/̂ 4/>t-̂  A h — 2 4 

" • Ah-25 

P Ah-26 

7 Actualmente 
reinyectores 

= 7 

= 5 

- 14 

= 2 

, /7 ft^xjiAf^^ 

77 '̂ '•̂ '̂ 

Reinyeccidn 

V? Ah-17 • 

• Ah-29 

_^ 
'' 

/ / - -
'•"Az) 

1 

• 1 

* 
• 1 

1 

1 
\ 
1 

1 

1 

1 

i 

1 

ygyr^fyr^ .H<" • • ̂ y™". 
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',2.3 Parforacionea profundae de rdnyeocldn 

-Objete 

Se han realizado con el fin de inyectar el agua residual 

proveniente de IOB pozoe produotores en la zona del leoho andoaftioo 

de Ahuachapin o dentro de aglomerados antiguos (Aprox. 600-1200 mts, 

de profun didad).La reinyeccidn a eaas profundidades tiene como finall 

dad, reducir la poBibilldad de interferenoia con el acufforo produc— 

tor por enfriomlente. 

Las perforaciones efectuadas con el propdsito seflal&do de reinyecdldn 

han sido en roalidad proyeotadas como perforaclonoa de "Doble Propds^ 

to" (producddn-reinyeccidn), mientraa que otros pozos (Ah-2 y Ah-8), 

fueroa perferados oon el propdsito de produccidn, y debido a su resul̂  

tade desfavorable para es© propdsito y a su ubioaoldn marginal al cam 

po, se hlcleron reinyectores soluoienando asf dlficultadeo de genera-

eiOn de energfa geotermoeldctrioa. 

Geologfa 

COB reapecto a oondiciones geoldglcas e hidxogeoldgioas, 2 fa£ 

toroo bisicos ropresentan las diferoncias espeoffioas entre pozes de 

produccidn y de reinyeccidn o doble propdsito: 

-• La ubioacidn de estos liltimos en los alrededores de la zona de oz— 

plotacidn para evitar posible interaccidn. Esta tendencia ha sido mis 

aoentuada en la actualidad, 

- La profundidad final para estos pozos (aproz. 1200Ei),obedece al cr^ 

terio de sobrepasar el espesor del reservorio andesftlce (aprox. 800 

nts.), e ir lo sufioienteaente abajo para asegurar la reinyeccidn de 

la mayor parte del agua residual en los aglomerados antiguos faclli.-

tando xin mayor tlempo de calentamiento del fluido emtes de aleanzar 

las oapas suporiores. 

Proceso mecinlco 

No existen diferencias importantes en el ooBportamiento de la 

perforacidn para pozos de reinyeccidn (doble propdaito), excepto 

• . • • . • . . . / 
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por el completamlento, el cual tiende a aialar oon tuberfa dega la -

formaddn productora. En loa pozoa de reinyecolda (Ah-17 y Ah-29), ae 

ha oeloeado tuberfa de reveatlmlento de 7 5/8"oolgada hasta alcanzar 

el techo del aglomerado antiguo. En los pozos productorea, se tra- ' 

ta de que les reveatimlentos oumplan solamente con au funcidn de pre-

tecoidn para las foraacionos inestables, ctbriendo al mfnimo posible 

la zona productiva (vdeso anexo 2 de oompletamientos do pozos), 

Puede entendsrso fidlmonte que, las instaladones de cabezal en pozos 

de reinyeoddn (doble propdsito), deben prever las miemas especlflea-

oiones que las de los pozos produotores, no slendo este tan vital en 

los pozoa produotores usados como reinyectores, 

Laa denis oaracterfstioae del proceso mecinlco son similares a las mejn 

oienadas isn la aeccidn oorrespondiente a las perforacionos de produc-

oidn. 

Reeult&doa 

Con estas perforaciones ee ha logrado comenzar una etapa de -

ooBpensacldn eoondmioa dl haber permitido la generaddn geotermoeldc-

trlca (parclal) desde hace pooo mas de Tin aflo, Paralelomento a la ge-

noraolds se enoamlnan estudios para conocer sua posibles efectes. 

So han efectuado 2 porforadonee de relnyecddn (doble propdslto)con con 

pletaslento correspondiente al sistema "b" (ver peg,17) unadas oon d-

xite on la relnyecddn actualeente y 2 pozoa de produccidn ( sistema 

eompletamionto "a" ) so usan para la relnyecddn tambidn favorablemen 

te; ademis so ha efectuado redenteQonte la profundizaddn de uno de 

ellos (Ah-2) para tratar de nejorar sus caracterfstlcas oomo rolnyeo-

tor. 

Otros pozos previamente perferados para delimltaddn dol campo estin 

en la Ifnea de posibles reinyectores, 

Los costos estimados para un pozo de doble propdaito (relny©ocidn-pr£ 

duccidn) y profundidad de 1200 rittros es de $ 450,000 da loo ouales 

un 55% corrospoade a operadonea de perforacidn y un .'yxi a nateriales. 

La perforacidn da un pcr.o ds producdon do r.pvcs, 800mts, significa al_ 

rededor de un 75!'o del costo arribcv mcnclqn&do. 

.../ 
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CONCLUSIONEF; 

De acuerdo a los resultados sucoaivamente examinados en las -

diferentes secdones del presente trabajo, las operacio os de perfora

cidn efectuadas desde los inicios de la exploraddn hasta la etapa de 

produccidn de vapor, han significado un factor determinante en los lo-

gros geotermales de El Salvador, 

-Las perforaciones de investlgaddn, se conslderan tetalmente necesarlas 

en la etapa de estudios para la comprobaddn directa de las caracterf^ 

ticas petrogrifleas, hidrogeoldgicas y tdrmicas del subsuelo,. Su loca

lizaddn depende mis que todo de los propdsitos especfficos de la invejs 

tigaddn. 

Perforaciones a testigo contfnuo, las cuales pueden alcanzar 

profundidades hasta de 600-800 mts, sin mayores problemas, efidenteme£ 

te controladaa, aon medioa de investlgaddn miJltiple, Su coato del or

den de $ 40,000 por pozo de 4OO mta, no ea oneroao para la valloso de 

la informaddn bisica apcrtada, Futuras exploraciones estarin mejor fvm 

, damentadas sl previamente se efectiSa este tipo de perforaciones. 

En las ireas de Ahuachapin y Chipilapa han sido perfcredos -

pozos a testigo contfnuo con profundidades de 3OO-45O mts,, y en la iJl̂  

tima irea mendonada se tratari de explorer hasta los 6OO m. En las 20 

nas geotdrmlcas de Orients del pais estin programadas perforaciones en 

la etapa de desarrollo de las prospeccionea geoldglcas, hidrogeoldgi

cas y geoffelcas 

- Perforaciones profundas, reallzadas con diimetros mixlmos de 26" y -

generalmente con 17y2", han logrado sus objetivos en nuestro pafs y es-

pedalmente en Ahuachapin, donde se han utlllzado como medics de ezpl£ 

racldn profx'.nda, produccidn y relnyecddn, 

Normalmente las terminsdonea (completamientos) no han re— 

preaentado problemas espec&ales. Cases aislados (Ah-24) de rotura de -

revestimiento y cementaclones especlal^s, fueron afrontados ©fidente-

mente, 

Los pozos produotores tienen profundidades medlas de 800 m, 

para Interceptar tetalmente el reservorio andesftico, sn el cual esti 

programado, dejar- totalmente abierta la fo:.Tnaddn y solo en casos esp£ 

dales colocar tuberfa ranurada, sl las condicienes do estabilidad ^ 

sf lo auneritan, Esto dltimo se deolde al llegar la profundidad final. 
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con pruebas espeoffioas a ese propdsito, 

Los pozos reinyectores o de doble propdsito se perforan al pre 

sent© hasta 1200 metros de profundidad penetrando aproilmadamento 4OO 

mts, dentro de los aglomerados antiguoa, dejcindo convenientemente ais-

lada la formaddn andesitica hasta la proximldad eon ei contacto aglo-

meritlco, 

Condicidn bisica para los dxitos logrados en la perforacidn de 

los pozos ha sido eapecialmente la cooperacidn tdcnica, mecinica-geol^ 

gioa. 

El anexo N^ 5 resume todo el proceso de perforacidn efectuado en el -

pafe y qu© se ha descrlto en este trabajo. 
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PROGRAMA D'̂  rERFoaAcic;: :•? 1̂ : ' U A J A A A H A 

Objetivo; Perforar con 8 V 2 " Z--'-'• •'-* p.~-'-viu':c:l Jn-i.a;'ayec-?!'-; 

a la profundidad arrr;:;.! ::,.:'.d.? vie 12CG a-. 

Datos: Coorde.iadas dil cia-'::•• ;:crct 

Latitud. 31i-Cv-;,.V^ 

Lori g i t u i; 4 i ? „ '31 •̂  , ;• • • 

Elevaddn: 7:-'̂ .7;- '̂•., 

Tubcrlo de 

RevestlMlento; 13 3/8" O.D, if if.;.,';*•• ".':, :< Jl', I'.&'T" > f̂ rJ- '7.vx-?.il 

thread hasta, G5 c:,, .3'fr•.,:•:., 

9 5/8*^ O.D, s 56 lb. K ;;, i'a-,,,-,.:, V l-i ITC ̂ hrc-; 

hasta 50c m.. aprox r 

7 5/8" 0,D, X 2b„4 ii'r •: Y u . '-pr:;:;!: ji, . W \ i ( ^ , \ i ^ ci^ 

• ga hasta 800 n,, rariu.j.do. hasxa, iCCC a, 

Centrailzadores; Centralizadcres v^'-^ t-,-r,;«̂:,'f3 de 1;; 1^/5" se co,':'-

carin en la pri-r:er tvoc.t̂ r̂ -i .̂•:':.;," la zevet^ y ce-

da 25 ul. 

P a r a taOoxf.-. 'd& i; j r . " :;? riT"c..,Tir <c;- ?a Y-v"riur 

t u b e r f a scbro j.^ i:av,av?, y Ciii^^ "j V y r c ^ haels, l a 

tuberfa de 15 b/'o'-^ ^ 

Prueba de Pres Ida: l) Soid,ar owb iit-l .U 3 .V.'i'' y rv-:ts,v ''on "C •-•."«:/ 
2 . • 

cm uuian;fe 15 :u.'.5'U':c • , 

2) Se hara prueli;-. d; v,.;-:-?£'i•.'.„•: dp To lubei-ft. cen 

50 kg/cL.^ durant.; 15 :^::.vt-3. 



Lodo de Perforacidn: Clrculaddn de lodo debe ser mantenlda mientraa 

ae juatifique econdmlcamente bajo la oplnldn -

del Bupervlsor, La calidad del lodo se aconseJ£ 

ri durante el proceso de trabajo, pero "gel" d£ 

beri ser disminuldo a cero antes de correr la -

tuberfa de revestimiento. 

Pdrdidas de Circula 

cidn: Todas las pdrdidas pardales de drculaddn de

ben ser tapadas con materiales obturantes, Se -

utilizari c©mento con adlcidn de oascarilla de 

cafd, cuando se encuentre pdrdlda total. 

Cementacidn de tube

rfa do revestimiento; Tode tuberfa eeri cementada completamente sefffin 

el programa que seri elaborado oportunamento. 

Verticalldadi Se tomari reglstro de inclinaddn cada 100 mts. 

perferados o en loe cembios de barrena que se -

oonsidere conveniente. 

Geologfa! Sucesldn litoldglca que se espera encontrar; 

O-24O m, Intercaladdn de flujos de lava -

. con piroclisticos y tobas, 

24O-55O m. Aglomerados jdvenes. 

550-750 ra, Andesftlcas basales, 

750 Aglomerados antiguos. 

Testlgos: Se tomarin testlgos a la profundidad que indique 

el Gedlogo, 

»• HHiu,»»im I—n ) 

T?*!'-) 
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PROGRAMA: 

1) Perforar con 17V2" hasta 85 m, aprox, y correr 

T.R, de 13 3/8" 0,D, hasta 85 m, aprox. y cementar.la nisna. 

2) Despuds de 15 horas, cortar la tuberfa de I3 3/8", 

cabezE 

instalari B,0,P, 

Boldar el cabezal de I3 3/8"} se probari con 70 kg/cm y se -

3) Perforar con 1274" 0 hasta 5OO m, aprox,, correr 

T,R, de 9 5/8" O.Dc y cementar la misma, Se hari prueba de -

presidn de la tuberfa con 50 kg/cm . 

4) Se continuari perforando con 8y2" 0 y "Jets" -

hasta unos 100 m, abajo de la pdrdlda total. La profundidad 

minima del pozo seri de 1000m, y la mixima de 1200me 

5) Se tendri especial culdado, en todo momento de 

ahotar todas las cafdas de pared o atrapes de tuberfa, 

6) A partir de la zapata de 9 5/8'* O.D. s© deberi 

perforar con barrena de 8V2" 0 y'Jets'paga tratar de abrir 

las fractures del pozo. En pdrdidas tot&les, se perforari -

con agua, Ocasionalmente se podri usar lodo previa aUtoriza-

cidn dol Supervisor, 

7) Con los.datoa recabadoa, aegdn (5)» ee deoidiri 

Bi ©s necesario colocar "liner" 6 no. 

8) Se procederi a lavar el pozo con B,0,P, cerrado, 

9) Movillzaddn, 

.../ 
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ANEXO NO 3 

Resumen General d© Perforaciones Efectuadas ©n El Pais dssdo 1956 hasta 1976 
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1, Introduction 

In keeping with the observations and recommendations listed by the 
VIII Reunion de Ministros de la OLADE, which took place in Quito, 
Ecuador, from the 5th to the 8th of last September, the Permanent 
Ministry is placiner special emphasis on a new alternative source 
of energy which offers to satisfy energy requirements in a 
reasonable period of timet Geothermics, 

The incorporation asreement, signed in Lima, Peru, the 2nd of 
November, 1973 for OLADE, considers as fundamental objectives of the 
Latin American Energy Organization, the promotion, coordination, and 
orientation of Member States with respect to new energy sources in accor
dance with the terms contained in Chapter IIj in line with this 
Agreement, the Permanent Ministry believes that geothermal energy 
has wide prospects in Latin America in the area of development of 
non-traditional energy sources. 

In accordance with the above, the Permanent Ministry of OLADE 
prepared a program of action that establishes as an objective 
the planned development of geothermics in the Latin American coun
tries. In order to accomplish this, and as a first step in this 
plan, a general outline of methodology for geothermal exploration 
was completed, adaptable to the conditions and characteristics of 
each country, permitting OLADE to coordinate efforts in order to 
optimize technical, human and financial resources. These would 
be relied on in the area to set up a continuous interchange of 
experiences and multilateral support between the countries under
taking a search for or exploration of this resource. 

Therefore, the Permanent Ministry assembled a group of experts that 
were requested to prepare a preliminary document about the methodology 
of geothermal exploration. That program was participated in by Dr, 
Thomas Casadevall, Geochemist, who was assistant professor in the 
National Polytechnical School of Ecuador, and presently Resident 
Geochemist for the U,S, Geological Survey in the vulcanology ob
servatory of Hawaiii Engineer Salvador Garcia Duran, Geophysicist 
with the Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad de Mexico, current 
Superintendent of the Geothermal Project of the Smokejacks in the 
State of Puebla and the former Chief Geophysicist for the Cerro 
Prieto fieldj and Dr. Andrea Merla, Geologist, who presently is 
Director of AQUATER Geothermal Exploration, a subsidiary company 
of the Italian ENI Group, The geothermal program of OLADE and 
the work of the group of experts were coordinated by Engineer 
Elizarras from the Technical Department of OLADE, 

The preliminary document was entitled! "Plan for a Methodology of 
Geothermal Exploration", This is the same one that was circulated 
among the Latin American countries and among some official institu
tions of other countries and international organizations interested 
in Geothermics, 

Because of the interest shown by OLADE(*s iniative, a Seminar on 
Geothermal Exploration was organized that would allow revising and 
completing the issuance of the document. This seminar took place 
in Quito, Ecuador the 27 to 31 of March, 1978, with the attendance 
of 10 Latin American countries, the United States and Italy, as 



weel as Observers from institutions of higher education and 
companies in the business of geothermal exploration (see the 
attached list of participants). 

The geothermal program of OLADE, from its beginning, relied on 
the valuable support of the Instituto Italo-Latino Americano 
(IILA) who provided the presence of Dr. Andrea Merla in the 
ffroup of aforementioned experts and at the same time IILA co-
sponsored the Seminar, For these reasons, OLADE was very happy 
to have joined its efforts with the IILA for the start of the 
program and especially for the Cooperation Agreement signed 
between the two organizations, an act that would provide for 
joint action in common areas in the energy field. 

Given the splendid possibilities that Geothermics offers the 
countries in the Andean area as an alternative energy source, 
the Corporation Andina de Fomento (CAF) was added as cosponsor 
to the Seminar, 

Also, because of the experience that has been gained on the 
subject and as a further support for getting Latin American 
energy integration, the Comision Federal de Electricidad and 
Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) contributed to the cosponsorship 
of the Seminar, 

The main result of that meeting is this paper and in it is 
proposedi 

-to outline the development of a geothermal type project 
-to describe the methodology that could be used during the different 
phases of surface exploration 
-to present a preliminary evaluation of the human and financial 
resources required for a geothermal type project in order to 
reach the stage of deep exploration and to place the different 
phases of the project in a schedule 

Therefore, this paper tries to serve as a reference-̂ iguide for planning 
specific geothermal projects and directing their development during 
the first stages of activity, by making use of the best information 
available and the technical resources of the countries themselves. 

It is important to point out that the attention given to geothermics 
by the Permanent Secretary of OLADE, is based on technical-economic 
plans that could be adapted for any country in the area; and that by 
carrying them out, following programs such as this one, they could 
help in the search for and acquisition of funds which managed by 
OLADE will insure the start of new geothermal projects or the en
largement arid support for those already in progress. 

Finally, OLADE wants to express its appreciation to the aforementioned 
experts that made up the OLADE Geothermal Group and extend its thanks 
in a special way to their respective institutions for their cooperation 
in agreeing to the temporary absence of their experts without any 
profit except the experienced gained by them in this work. 

The Permanent Secretary acknowledges the effort put out by the 
administrative personnel who helped with this part of the program 
and especially those of Mrs. Elvia Ortega de Andrade 



who was in charge of proofreading and the final document, 

Quito, April 1978 

2, PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR EXPLORATION 

The methodology for exploration that is proposed, gives a general 
idea of what a geothermal type project is, the exploratory methods 
to be made use of, and the necessary personnel; all of this for 
each one of the stages, and finally, the amount of required invest
ment. The proposed methodology is the result of the revision of 
a certain quantity of geothermal exploration projects, completed 
or in progress, in the recent areas of volcanism in Mexico, Italy 
and various Latin American countries, and is in agreement with 
the most advanced scientific progress in techniques for geothermal 
exploration. 

This work has as its principal objective directing those countries 
where geothermal exploration is in its first stages and for which 
a special emphasis is placed on low cost exploration tools; in addition, 
the importance of complete reconnaissance studies is pointed out. 
In determining the exploration sequence an effort has been made to 
minimize, in the first stages, the intensive use of methods that 
would reauire large investments. 

With the lack of a 'universal method*^capable of resolving the 
problems related to the different exploration phases and automatically 
permitting the identification of a geothermal field, the preparation 
of a methodology has as it most wary feature the selection and com
bination of techniques that are suitable for the particular objectives 
of each project. In effect, the wide variety of possible local 
conditions can demand substantial changes in the sequence, and/or 
the manner os use of the proposed exploration techniques. In 
the computation of time and investment requirements, one has taken 
into account variables liket the size of the exploration area, the 
local availability of personnel, logistic support and the geographic 
conditions. In fact, the exploration philosophy proposed here focuses 
on the average geological conditions of Latin America and the 
Carribbean, 

2,1 Development of a Geothermal Type Project 

A first approach to the establishment of objectives of geothermal 
interest are the borders of the lithoferric slabs, characterized 
by tectonic and recent magmatic activity (e,g,« the Andean system, 
the Central American mountain range, the Carribbean area, etc) 

Nevertheless, the simple fact that a country or region belongs 
geographically to these parts of continents, does not guarantee 
finding *a priori*, geothermal fields with industrial value. 
As a result, in order to develop a geothermal project in little 
studied geological areas, it will be necessary to begin explora
tion activities with a Reconnaissance Study in areas that can 
vary between 10,000 and 100,000 square kilometers. 



This initial study would allow one to set .up the first work program 
as well as select choice areas, whose extension would be defined 
as being between 500 and 2,000 km2, thus more easily permitting 
the development of a geothermal project. 

In general, a geothermal type project consists of two main parts 
(fig. No, l)i the first ahs a predominantly high risk, associated 
with the exploration of any mineral or energy source, and its 
objective is the identification of the field (geothermal field), 
including a study of possible applications; the seccond is a 
mixed type (exploratory, technological and energy risks) and is 
concerned with the development and exploration of the field. 
The first part has- high .• levels of economic risk and should be 
met by progressively increasing investments; nevertheless, in 
all it makes up a small sum as will be seen later on in the 
estimates for required expenditures; the second part, on the 
contrary involves less risks but requires much greater outlays. 

From the practical point of view, it is important to divide the 
geothermal type project into 5 different stages, of which the first 
three - l) reconnaissance study, 2) prefeasibility study and, 3) 
feasibility study, refer to the exploratory part of the project; 
the other two - ̂ ) development, and 5) working, are directed 
towards the systematic production of endogenous fluid, its indus
trial applications and the problems of managing the field. 

The schematic drawing of the development of a geothermal type 
project is shown in the flow chart in Fig, No, 1, 

STAGES IN A COMPLETE GEOTHERMAL PROJECT FIGURE 1 

Reconnaissance study 
Area I 10,000-100,000 km2 

Prefeasibility study 
Area I 500-2,000 km2 E x p l o r a t i o n 

Feasibility study 
Area» 10-100 km2 

Development 

Working 

Experience gained to date has shown that the average dimensions 
of a 'field* are found to be between 10 and 100 km2. If, as 
already stated, the geothermal project is located in a region of 
around 10,000-100,000 km2, the localization of the possible field 
will require intermediate stages of exploration that will allowi 
first, delineation of the *area of interest* (500-2,000 km2) on 
the basis of the reconnaissance study, and later, the selection 
of one or more promising areas not greater than 100 km2 where 
the sites for the deep exploratory drill holes will be situated. 



In keeping with the above, the prefeasibility study will have as 
its main objective the localization of the sites where the deep 
drilling will take place and should be subdivided into different 
phases, which should be carried out in reasonable periods of time 
since the expenditures grow proportionately with the progress of 
the progress. Therefore, it is necessary to begin with Studies 
and explorations of a regional character whcih involve relatively 
low costs, leaving the more detailed study and exploration only 
for the areas of greater interest, and which, as already stated, 
normally are found between 500 and 2,000 km2. 

These criterion facilitate the interpretation, systematically 
and in an integrated manner, of the results of the explorations 
and to disgard the unfavorable portions of territory, and also 
evaluate the expediency of going on to thenext stage of work, 

2,2 Reconnaissance study 

This would consist of the evaluation, for gepthermal purposes, 
of all of the available information in conjunction with a series 
of preliminary investigations on a local scale. It would help to 
set up the first work conditions, to select the most promising 
areas, and to lay out in a concrete manner the courses of action 
for the following phases of the project (prefeasibility and 
feasibility) 

2.2,1 Objectives 

-Preliminary evaluation of the geothermal possibilities on a 
national or regional level 

-Selection of the areas of interest 

-Determination of a preliminary geothermal plan and subsequent 
detailed study of exploration in each area 

These objectives represent the technical datajthat, together with 
socioeconomic and political considerations, will form ' _• the 
basis for making the following decisions! 

a) What priority should be given, on a national or regional level, 
to geothermics commensurate with alternate energy sources (exi 
hydroelectricity, fossil fuels, etc) 

b) Defining areas of maximum priority irt planning future Explorations, 
taking into consideration the technical factors (indications of 
geothermal potential resulting from the reconnaissance study) 
as v/ell as the economic ans social factors. Some local factors 
could play an important role in this stage; such as,is the case 
of the possible exploitation of geothermal energy in an area 
in which there isn't any other energy sources available for 
generating power in this area or other activities that need 
local availability of energy at a low price (example» mining 
or certain types of industries, etc) 



c) Determining the amount of investment and technical data 
necessary in order to evaluate the geothermic potential of 
the area that has been established as having the greatest 
priority 

2.2.2 Methodology 

Speaking in general terms, a reconnaissance study at a national 
or local level can be summed up in the following manneri 

Phase 1 - Evaluation of all the relative existing information.. 

In this stage all the basic documentation would be collected. 
This documentation would include! 

-Geological maps, detailed and on a local scale 

-Local geological study . » including stratigraphy, . struSLtural 
geology, volcanic history, etc, 

-Satellite pictures and/or aerial photography 

-Topographical maps, detailed as well as regional 

-Information about the presence and characteristics of the thermal 
sources and hydrothermal conditions 

-Data obtained from wells that have been drilled for other purposes 
(oil, water, etc,) 

-All the available geophysical information 

The evaluation of this information outlining ' geothermal areas 
(geologically homogenous areas) and selecting the areas where 
the following phase will take place (field exploration). 

Phase II, -Field exploration and laboratory analysis 

On the badis of the results in Phase I, a field reconnaissance 
study will be planned, 

^ specific 
The main object of this study would be to collect information 

related to« 

1) the possible presence of a thermal anomaly at surface levels 
of the terrestrial crust 

2) the local hydrogeological conditions; and, 

3) the nature of the thermal manifestations 

In volcanic regions it would be very important to concentrate 
the geological observations on the following points! 



-Identifying the areas in which there is a concentration of 
recent volcanic episodes. This concentration is clear 
evidence of the persistence of an important thermal anomaly 
in the subsoil 

-Evaluating the relative quantity of acid volcanic products 
that are caused by differentiation of basic magmas or 
by anatexis, 

-Explaining, at a local level, the relations existing between 
the volcanic structures and the regional tectonics, 

-Investigating the possible presence of craters of phreatic 
explosion 

-Collecting samples, of the greatest possible number, of 
lithological types for subsequent analytical work. At this 
stage, the petrogra>phic v/ork will be limited, in most of the 
samples, to studies of thin laminas. 

-Collecting samples of xenoliths of the pyroclastics for studies 
in thin laminas 

-Determining the absolute age in selected samples, 

-Studying in a preliminary form all the possible formations, 
cover and reservoir 

As far as the the geochemical and hydrogeological field work 
are concerned, it would be necessary to sample a representative 
number of the waters in the reconnaissance zone (cold or thermal 
springs, surface or well water). 

The study to be done in this stage should be chosen based on the 
availability oft l) personnel; 2) financing; 3^ equipment; and 
k) time. Depending upon the availability of the ̂  previously 
mentioned factors, two plans can fte set upi one that we will 
call mimimum and another that would be optimum, both trying to 
fulfill the objectives of the reconnaissance study. These are! 

DATA REQUIRED! Field 
MINIMUM 
TOC 
pH 

visual estimate 
of flow 

OPTIMUM 
TOC 
pH 

Cl or conductivity 

visual estimate 
of flow 

collection of samples collection of samples 

Laboratory K;Na ;Ca ;Mg;Cl; 
SÔ /̂ SiOg 

K;Na;Ca;Mg; 
Cl;SOi,; NH4; 
Si02 (diluted) 

Personnel Personnel not ne- Person(s) trained 
cessarily specialized in field chemistry 
in chemistry 



8 MINIMUM OPTIMUM 

Equipment Thermometer 

pH paper 

Flasks for 
samples and 
collection 
system 

Thermometer 

pH paper or 
pH meter 

Cl- paper or 
conductivity 
meter 

Flasks for 
samples and 
collection 
system 

The chemical analyses will allow the calculation of subsoil 
temperatures by means of the use of geothermometers such as 
SiO_, K/NA/Ca," etc. Flow estimates (l/sec or 1/min) will be 

•<̂  required for the applicat.lQD of models in order to determine 
the possible rate of mix between thermal fluids and other 
waters of the soil and subsoil, 

2,2.3 Results 

The work in phases I and II, in combination with the_subsequent_ ,̂  
evaluation of all the data, should give'a"s aT re.su'rt" th'e .foirowingf; 

a) Determination of the main geothermal areas, (example! areas 
of geothermal interest related to recent volcanism or magmatic 
intrusions, areas of normal gradient) 

b) Selection of areas of interest, indicating the probable exis? 
tence of fluids with high heat contents in the subsoil, that is, 
areas in which the exploitation of geothermal energy would be 
feasible with presently used techniques. 

Also the areas in which it would only be possible to find fluids 
with low heat content would be specified. Their exploitation 
could bei energy by binary systems or, non-energy in agricultural, 
industrial or residential situations. 

The sftlected areas should have an area between 500-and 2.0jOQr.km2. 

c) Determination of the scale of priorities. Those areas which 
offer the most favorable geological conditions for the presence 
of a geothermal field at an economically exploitable depth 
should be of top priority. This scale of priotities should be 
determined on the basis of *technical* considerations, 

d) Determination in each area of a preliminary geothermal plan. 
This plan will take into consideration the features relative^ 
to the presence of a superficial thermal anomaly and the geo
logical and hydrological conditions of the zone, and 



e) Establishment of a detailed exploration program (Prefeasi
bility Study) 

A plan for the :\; i. r ~r:c j:;r in depth studies needed in order 
to better define the geothermal pattern of each area will 
be laid out. The objective of this plan will be to locate 
sites for drilling deep exploration holes in diameters 
suitable for production tests, 

2,2,^ Personnel requirements, time and costs 

The initial part of the geothermal exploration in any area 
requires highly experienced personnel, since it is during this 
stage that the guidelines for future exploration are established. 

Data collection (Phase I) can be done by tec&ndttal personnel 
not specially trained in geothermics. 

The evaluation of the collected data should be, nevertheless, 
done by extremely quali£led technical personnel with a lot of 
experience in geothermal exploration. This's$aff,-..., "- will be, 
therefore, responsible for the second phase of the work and 
will include a structural geologist, a volcanologist, a geo
chemist, and a geohydrologist. 

The amount of time required to complete Phase I and Phase II 
can vary according to the size of the area to be "exploredLu 
and the amount of available information 

On the average, for the reconnaissance of an area of 10,000 to 
100.000 km2, it shouldn't exceed a 9 to l6 month interval, 
estimating 2 to 4 months time for the collection and evaluation 
of data; 2 to 3 months for field reconnaissance; 1 to 3 months 
for laboratory analyses and 4 to 6 months for the evaluation 
of the results and preparation of the final reconnaissance report. 

The cost of the reconnaissance study, assuming the a fo're ment ioned 
areas- • = t could be between a minimum of 100,000,00 U,S, dollars 
and a maximum of 250,000.00 U,S, dollars. These estimates are 
dependent on many factors that will explained in more detail in 
the chapter on the costs of prefeasibility studies. 

2,3 Prefeasibility Study 

It has as itsmain object identifying the most promising areas, 
in which thê ;̂ ŵ uld be sufficiently low to advise moving from 
superficial exploration to deep exploration. This phase carries 
out the preliminary evaluation of possible resources, 

2.3.1 Objectives 

a) To determine the preliminary geothermal plan of the selected area, 

The 'geothermal plan* of an area w i l l be determined when there 
i s . \ ava i l ab le ; ' d e t a i l e d iififormation regarding! l ) the 
presence and or ig in oif thermal anomalies; 2) the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of the cover formation or seal.-,^.^ rock; 3) the pa t te rn of 
general water c i r c u l a t i o n ; and k) the type and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
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of the "reservoir", 

b) Laying out the sites .for deep exploratory drilling with 
diameters suitable for production tests, 

A three dimensional model of̂ ya selecte.d area-would allow 
planning an adequate drilling program, directed towards 
testing the validity of the model, 

2,3.2 Methodology 

The detailed exploration plan for each given area, whose 
principal,-' geothermal characteristics were already outlined 
during the Reconnaissance Study, will generally consist of 
investigations of varying costs. The emphasis given to low 
cost exploration seeks, as a result, maximum efficiency in 
the investment for higher costing investigations, 

A, Geology-Hydrogeology-Geochemistry 

A-l) Geology and Volcanology 

The work will generally start off with an interpretation of 
a geological aerial photograph^ working towards the determination 
of faults, mapping of volcanic'^structures, definition of volcanic-
tectonic relations and fault systems related to buried intrusions, 
and towards the integration of existing geological maps. 

The second step will be a geological and vulcanological survey. 
Its principal objectives will be! 

a)-to investigate the presence of a thermal anomaly at surface 
levels of the terrestrial crust. For this purpose, repre
sentative samples of recent volcanic sequences will be taken, 
seeking to get information about the present, at surface levels, 
of a thermal anomaly (nature of the volcanic rocks, presence 
of a series of differentiation, etc) and being so, the possi
bility of determining absolute ages. All of the hydrothermal 
areas, fossil as well as active, will be studied, 

A detailed mapping of all the volcanic structures will be done 
(central volcanoes, domes, craters.of phreatic explosion, 
extensions of fissured and .pyrodastic lavas). Also a study 
of morphological characteristics will be carried out, 

b) Identification of the cover formations and an evaluation of 
their efficiency. This includes the mapping and the collection 
of samples from all of the formations which offer adequate 
cover, characteristics, from primary origin (clays, etc) as 
well as due to self-sealing by processes of hydrothermal 
alternation. In volcanic zones a greater emphasis will be 
placed on searching for craters of phreatic explosion. Their 
presence indicates the existence of an effective cover. 
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c) To gather information about the existence of possible geothermal 
"reservoirs". 

All of the existing evidence about the presence of a "reservoir" 
at an income-producing depth should be studied. 

In the volcanic zones, the sampling and stud;^f xenoliths produced 
by explosive eruptions, can provide information about the nature 
of the rocks located beneath the surface of the volcanic cover. 

In those cases in which it is possible, this investigation^ 
of low cost will enable one to become familiar with the 
lithology of the reservoir and the temperature and the nature 
of the circulating fluids. In any case, these datum provide 
information about the lithology of the subsoil that are useful 
for other types of investigations! hydrogeoiogy, geochemistry, 
etc. 

Finally, the identification and mapping of recent faults is 
very important, since the actives faults frequently represent 
good objectives for exploration due to their permeability by 
fractures. The old faults, on the contrary, can be completely 
sealed by hydrothermal processes. 

In tropical countries, w.here a rapid and stro"ng weathering of 
rocks occurs and where there is a heavy covering of vegetation, 
the geological data, can be, at times, difficult to obtain with 
surface studies or indeed limited to small areas which are not 
easily correlated. 

In such cases emphasis should be placed on the following types 
of studies! 

I. Morphological observations carried out with the help of aerial 
photographs and analyses of satellite pictures. In many cases, 
simple morphological observations supply useful information 
about the tectonics of the area, volcanic structures, age of 
the volcanism, etc, 

II, The identification of recent faults can be th§ one of gr)Keatest 
importance in these regions since the rapid weathering of the 
volcanic products can substantially reduce their primary permea
bility. Therefore, in these areas the fractured zones will 
be the objective of geothermal exploration, 

III, Aerial geophysics with remote sensors (SLAR) can be productively 
used in these areas; the degree of application will depend upon 
economic considerations and local situations, 

A-2) Geochemistry and Hydrogeoiogy 

The main objectives of the hydrogeological-geochemical programs 
during the prefeasibility studies, are the following! 

1, To determine the regional geochemical fc-oriditions fori-the 
best understanding of the patterns of water circulation. 
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II, To try to determine the presence of a .geothermal system in 
the subsoil, by using chemical and-isotopic geothermometers 
or by detecting anomalies in the manifestation of existing 
leakages. 

The hydrogeological-geochemical study is made up of three inter
dependent activities and they arei 

a) Field operations 

-Visit to all the sites of water discharge, such as cold or 
hot springs, wells, and drainages, 

-Detailed description of each site, including an exact calcu
lation of water flow and description of the altered zone 
adjacent to the source of the discharge 

-Sampling of water, and if pertinent*, of gases, always in 
suitable containers 

-Field determination ofi TOC, pH, C1-, conductivity and 
possibly Fe2, Ca^, Mg2, HCO3, NH/̂ ., A field analysis is 
required, - or an adequate conditioning of the sample 
for future analysis, since with time important changes in 
the chemistry of the constituents can take place. The field 
analysis should be donê )at-̂ the'same "level-of'quaii'tyas''the 
T^aboratory analysis, 

-Sampling of the sublimates in the thermal springs, 

-In accordance with the average geological make-upr-an.. : 
analysis of gases (He, Hg, CO2) can directly indicate the 
presence of a thermal anomaly in the subsoil, 

b) Laboratory analys is 

-The laboratory analysis work dppends on the nature of the 
average geological conditions, normally it requires the 
determination of 12 to 18 constituents. The determination 
of the sublimates can be done by a chemical.analysis' or bymeans of 
of x-rays, . "•' •• ' \ ' 

c) Interpretation 

-The processing of the analytic data will give as a result! 
the identification of the main chemical types of water and 
existing mixes; an interpretation of the source of the 
thermal waters; a map survey of the leakage anomalies and 
t h e calculation of the temperature of the reservoir. This 
processing of data and interpretation can be facilitated 
by doing the anlysis with a computer, when possible. 
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B, Geophysics and Shallow Wells 

B-l) Geophysics 

The use of mining techniques should be focused on three main 
object ives! 

1, To determine the regional s t ruc tu ra l -geo log ica l conditions 
of the zone where the geothermal resources are found situated, 

2, Mapping and demarcation of thermal anomalies. 

In the first stage, a u gravimetric study, and eventually one 
in magnetometry or aeromagnetometry provide the most accurate -
tool for determining the ma:gor geological structures in the 
zone. These techniques of geophysical exploration can be 
realized during the development of the studies in stage A, but 
being careful that they;̂ are begun at the time that the most 
relevant geological situation is known. 

• ' , 

In the second stage, the traditional electronic methods, maps, 
and/or geoelectric profiles of resistivity, can be utilized in 
order to analyze the contrasts in resitivity associated with 
possible zones of anomalous temperatures. A semi-detailed 
study, regional or partially regional, can be planned , /--&--
upon having an adequate knowledge of the geological situation 
of the zone; on the basis of this study a more detailed survey 
will be scheduled. 

The use of other techniques (electric, electromagnetic, seismic 
, noise,etc) should be considered for the moment as experimental 
techniques, but without rejecting their use in the future, 

"imthe last stage, the geoelectric techniques (vertical electric 
soundings), active seismic (reflection or refraction), passive 
seismic (micro-earthquakes) and others, can be used to determine 
particular geological situations like; cover thickness, depth of 
particular geological layers, determination of active faults, etc. 
The planning for the use of any of these techniques should T. 
take into account the specific problem to be analyzed and the 
cost/accuracy that will result, 

B-2) Multipurpose Shallow Drillings 

The drilling program for surface wells will not be decided until 
a sufficient knowledge of the geological and hydrogeological 
conditions has been obtained. The number, location and depth 
of the test holes will be those needed in order to get the 
maximum information with the minimum investment. These holes 
will '?-be? '-. decisive factors in the definition of the geothermal 
model of the zone. 

The depth of these small diameter wells will be planned in accor
dance with the geohydrological conditions; they should reach, and 
even penetrate , the impermeable stratum of the reservoir .kejr'ho'Fî ofts 
if the objective is to calculate the temperature of the reservoir. 
Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that the determination 
of geothermal gradients on the basis of the supposition that the 
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process is purely conductive has caused numerous failures, 
because the interpretation of the slightly deep thermal 
gradients are frecuently erroneous. 

The sampling of gas and water in ; . undisturbed horizons,* 
the structural correlations a n d ' naturally, the temperature 
predictions at key'ft'orizon depths'̂ are"̂ examples of some" of the 
objectives of these' drillings. 

In these circumstances, it is difficult to establish the 
most appropriate depths; the decision, depends on a correct 
evaluation of the data that one has tried to obtain against 
the total cost of the drilling. 

Generally, the objectives of these wells are one or more of 
the following! 

-To carry out a series of temperature measurements in order 
to calculate the thermal gradient and predict the temperature 
in depth 

-To collect rock samples for measurements of conductivity 
(calculation of calorific flow) 

-To collect samples of the fluids that are usually found, in 
order to determine possible convectors that would alter te 
previous objective, and to carry out chemical analyses in order 
to irOtegrate them with the surface geochemical study 

-Measurements of electric resistivity throughout the drilled 
section, in order to correlate the studies of surface electric 
resistivity 

-Study of the stratographic succession 

It should be emphasized that only a detailed knowledge of the 
surface geological, hydrogeological, and hydrochemical conditions 
will permit carrying out an estimate and extrapolation of the 
geothermal gradient, of the temperatures, and of the production 
possibilities, 

2,3.3 Personnel requirements, time and costs 

The number of technical personnel required for the execution of 
the phase depends on the local situation. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to give a general idea with regard to the organization 
and the time reouired, taking into consideration an area between 
500 to 2000 km2 and the existence of basic data like detailed 
topographical maps, geological maps and aerial photographs. 

A, Personnel 

The following is a schematic summary of the personnel required 
to carry out a prefeasibility study of such magnitude in an area. 
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-Geology and Volcanology 

Photogeological interpretation 

Field work 

La bo ra, 10 ry a na 1 y s is 

Propar^tU.Ginof data and reports 

Supervision 

Hydrogeoiogy and geochemistry 

Field work, 

Laboratdi^ analysis 

Pre^;^#tipnof data and reports 

Supervision 

-Geophysics 

1 photointerpreter geologist 

A 
1 phot ©'interpreter technician 

1 geologist 

1 volcanologist 

1 petrographer 

1 geologist 
1 volcanologist 
1 geologist, expert in 
geothermal exploration 

1 hydrogeologist 
1 geochemist 
1 chemical technician 

1 geoGhemist 
1 chemical technician 

1 geochemist 
1 hydrogeologist 
1 estimator 

1 geochemist, expert in 
ge o t he rma 1 ex p 1 o ra tion 

Independently of the geophysical studies that will be carried out 
by management or by means of contracts, the project should rely 
on a chief geophysicist, who will be responsible for the geophysical 
program to be carried out, as well as for its execution and inter
pretation, 

-Shallow Wells 

In this stage a contractor will be used for the, drilling unless 
the proper equipment is available. When considering the use of 
a contractor, the project should have the personnel needed for 
the supervision of the drilling, the measurements, and the analysis 
of data; 'these personnel arei 

the wells 1 geologist 
1 geochemist 
1 geophys icis't 

-Preparstf|fnqf the final prefeasibility report 
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This work should be done by all personnel that took part in the 
field work and preliminary reports, including a drilling engineer. 
The supervision of geothermal experts with proven experience in 
exploration are necessary in order to obtain a better analysis, 

B. Time 

The technical work, based on the averages attained up to now in 
the geothermal exploration of some Latin American countries, can 
be summarized in the following manner! 

Geology-Volcanology 9-15 months 
(field work, laboratory analysis, 
repor t ) 

Geochenistry-Hydrogeochemistry 9-15 months 
( f ie ld work, laboratory ana ly s i s , 
report) 

Geophysics 9-15 months 
(field work, interpretation, report) 

Shallow drillings* - 7-l6 months 
(drilling, measurements, report) 

Final report k-6 months 

The total amount of time for the production of a prefeasibility 
study, taking into account that some of the previously mentioned 
activities can be done simultaneously, varies be ween 20-30 
months. Nevertheless, these periods, total and partial, can be 
reduced by an optimization of the methodology and the personnel 
employed. That is, in itself, one of the main intentions of 
this program, 

C, Costs 

The costs for an exploration program like the one described in 
the preceding chapters, can vary according to various factors! 

-The volume of existing geological and hydrogeological information 

-The existence of trained, and expert local personnel 

-The geographical and geological characteristicsof the region 
to be investigated 

•Average amount! 2000 m of drilling in multiple wells 
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-The local availability of laboratory and computation facilities 

A cost estimate is, nevertheless, very difficult to make, due to 
the great variations in the above indicated factors. Nevertheless, 
we will attempt to describe the necessary investment scale. The 
philosophy that will be followed in order to estimate the needed 
investments is based on two principles! 

a) Emphasis should be placed on the use of exploratory instruments, 
such as for vulcanology and geochemistry. These methods provide 
very important inforiT©tion and cut down on the use of more 
expensive techniques, 

b) W-hen a certain stage of exploration has been reached, major 
expenditures will not be necessary in order to have additional 
understanding of the geothernal system. It is in this stage 
that the decision to begin the deep drilling can be made. 

In this estimate are also considered variables such asi availability 
of expert local personnel, number of members from local personnel, 
number of staff from external personnel, and to a certain degree, 
geographic conditions. 

With these given considerations, the' estimated cost, total, of the 
prefeasibility study, based on an area between 500 to 2000 km2, 
would be! 

minimum of $800,000 U.S, 
maximum of $1,600,000 U.S. 

Once the prefeasibility phase is completed, and if the results 
point to epntinuing the work, one will precede to the last phase 
of the exploration stage* the feasibility study. 

The feasibility phase can be defined as the study that establishes 
the physical site of a geothermal field, subsequent evaluation of 
extractable reserves and preliminary evaluation of the available 
resources; as well as the study of the fluid, possible plans for 
its utilization for power and/or other uses and the eventual 
installation of a pilot plant or industrial unit. 

This study, as part of a geothermal project, includes the first 
exploration soundings, studies which allow determining the pro
duction characteristics and utilization of the fluid, economic 
studies, as well as the design of a power plant. 

In this document only the first two stages of a geothermal type 
project will be analyzed, or in other words, the reconnaissance 
and prefeasibility studies. The analysis of the feasibility 
phase is the subject for another program. 
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3, DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL METHODS OF EXPLORATION 

3,1 Geological Exploration in Volĉ snic Areas 

A geothermal field susceptible to exploitation, whether for 
production of gas for purposes of electric power, or of hot 
water (low heat content) for non-power purposes, should have 
the following as principal characteristics! 

-A thermal anomaly 

-A reservoir made up of permeable rocks within v/hich geothermal 
fluid circulates. The reservoir should be at depths that make 
its exploitation economical, 

-An impermeable cover on the reservoir that impedes the loss of 
heat by convection of fluids towards the surface, 

3,1.1 Heat sources 

In many volcanic regions, the heat required for the formation 
of a geothermal system, located near the terrestrial surface, 
can be supplied, essentially, by a mass of high temperature 
magma situated in the terrestrial crust, either as an intrusion 
in the process of cooling or as a magmatic chamber feeding a 
volcano ,, Theoretically, all the zones aj'fected by recent vol
canic phenomenon-- are probable geothermal sites^ nevertheless, 
the areas of practical interest are only those where a large 
volume of magma is found at a relatively shallow depth (less 
than 10 km). So, areas in which the magma has directly and 
rapidly risen from the mantle through fissures, SHCh as plateau 
basalts, are of less interest. 

Also one should consider geothermal potential, those areas where 
there remain locally large volumfs of magnia within the upper part 
of the continental crust (acidic magmas originating within the 
crust itself) or areas with large central volcanoes related to 
magmatic chambers. 

In the preliminary exploration of a geothermal region, the problem 
of locating a thermal anomaly, normally near the surface, should 
be dealt with by volcanological, structural and petrological methods. 

These methods help to distinguish central volcanoes by assessing 
their significance in the regional structural scheme and by 
estimating their age by morphological criterion or by measurements 
of absolute age using radiometric methods. The presence of :.. ._.., i 
active fumaroles in the craters of central volcanoes is the best 
indication of the recent age of the volcano. Nevertheless, the 
crater of an active volcano cannot be considered.for the present^ 
for • geothermal exploitation. 
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Petrological studies of lavas and other volcanic products are 
helpful in defining the nature of the magma, in particular its 
degree of acidity and differentiation. These datum are essential 
for evaluating the possible existence of magmatic chambers near 
the surface, which feed the volcanism; besides, in order to 
estimate if the nature of the magma confirms the existence of a •superficial 
theritffll anomaly within the terrestrial crust. The latter includes 
the case of magmas formed by anatexis of the crust (partial 
fusion of the upper continental crust, which is a process that 
requires strong anomalies at a moderate depth). 

The formation of magmatic chambers^ of sufficient thermal capacity, 
which allow increasing the heat of a large volume of rock, requires 
favorable tectonic conditions, like the crossing of different faults 
or the inclination of faulted blocks that make up appropriate 
tectonic traps, where the rising magna, settles and creates its 
differentiation. Therefore, one should investigate the relation 
between volcanic structures and tectonic" outlines in order to 
spot the occurrence, at a shallow depth, of hot magmatic bodies. 

Favorable elements are* the persistence of volcanic activity 
through time and the frequent eruptions of strongly differentiated 
products, which for their formation require a long period of 
demurrage of the magma, in the chamber. In the majority of cases, 
the magmatic chambers are reservoirs that feed the complex of 
central vblcanoesi the volcanic structures are formed around 
a central chimney with various eruptions of products of different 
composition, genetically connected to each other by fraetiona.1 
crystallization. 

In other cases, only the differentiated magmas, more evolved and 
lighter, are capable of getting to the surface through fissural 
eruptions of different intensities, forming volcanic fields with 
some monogenetic centers (Campi Flegrei, Italyi or, also, important 
pyrodastic eruptions. 

Also, the magma can rerrs.in at a shallow depth without producing 
a volcanism; nevertheless, these upheavals in the upper crust 
affect the surface tectonics by the formation of "horst" generally 
interspprsed with minor collapses (as in Larderello, Italy) or 
peculiar systems of radial or concentric faul tis, 

3.1,2 The reservoir 

The reservoir is formed by roeks of high permeability, with a 
sufficient volume to insure an extended exploitation. Besides, 
the reservoir should be located within a favorable hydrological 
system. The delineation of the reservoir is the most difficult 
problem in geological exploration. The principal reason, is the 
presence of extensive surface volcanic covers that often prevent 
the direct study of the deepest substratum. This, requires a 
knowledge of general geological standards; in particular, those 
of thicknesses, depth, lithology and permeability of various 
stratographic units that are found under surface voleanic 
cover. In many cases, the stratographic studies and the geological 
surveying can provide important information concerning the reservoir. 
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Also the identification of areas of greatest permeability by 
fractures due to tectonism and their pattern of distribution 
is very important. 

From the study of the xenoliths in the volcanic rocks, important 
information can be obtained. This includes samples of the sub
surface lithological horizons and their study can also provide 
evidence of manifestations of hydrothermal alteration caused by 
the circulation of high temperature fluids. 

The xenoliths of rocks in the subsoil occur chiefly in products 
of volcanic explosions (tufa, tephrites or ibnimbrites)**. These 
xenoliths should be studied and sampled, the altered as well as 
the unaltered. Special attention should be given to observing 
the texture of the hydrothermal minerals (in veins or random 
distribution) and to the usual paragenetic changes, with which 
it is possible to identify changes in the physical-chemical 
conditions of the circulation of fluids. 

Finally, the evaluation of the reservoir (lithology, depth, structure) 
requires the use of geophysical methods! one of thepprinciple 
objectives of geological exploration is to determine the best 
geophysical method and to use it in the exploration, always 
basing it on the local geological characteristics, 

3.1,3 The cover 

The cover should be made up of an impermeable formation. It can 
be sedimentary rock with primary impermeability (clay, lime, lacus
trine deposits), as in Cerro Prieto, Mexico; Larderello, Italy, 
or in Wairakei, New Zealand; or rock impermeabilized by self-
se=iling due to the continuous effects of thermal activity, as 
isthe case of the Geysers, USA, or Otake, Japan, In order to 
determine this cover, it is nece.ssary to know the stratigraphy 
and lithology of the subsurface horizons; this investigation 
can be done ©n a strictly geological basis, although geophysical 
studies are almost always necessary in order to determine the 
thickness of the impermeable layer. The presence of an imper
meable formation near the surface is essential for determining 
the usefulness of shallow wells of geothermal gradient in the 
later stages of exploration. These wells are useful only when 
they penetrate the impermeable stratum where the temperature 
distribution is not altered by the circulation of meteoric or 
surface water. The drilling will be economical only if the im
permeable beds are at a shallow depth, 

3.1.^ Surface manifestations 

In regions where the cover is fractured by faults, the fluids of 
the reservoir can rise directly to the surface, producing various 
thermal phenomenon (hot springs and fumaroles). The presence of 
such surface manifestations is an indication of the probable exis
tence of a geothermal field. Nevertheless, such indications are 
not absolutely necessary; geothermal fields can exist without 
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chemistry of the fluid in a dominant steam system does.cmot generally 
have* a direct relation with the underground "reservoir" due to 
the boiling of the fluid and the subsequent presence of two 
phases! liquid amd steam. In this case, the presence of a high 
temperature fluid is.already established. 

In the: prefeasibility stage, the geochemical studies are used fon 

a) determining the variation in the average geochemical conditions, 
through the classification of the types and interactions (mixes) 
of the different waters and gases., according to their chemical 
composition. The result of this is a grouping of surface waters, 
underground waters and thermal springs according to their chemical 
composition and permits the identification or characterization 
of the possible reservoir(s) "based on the type of water. 

b) determining the origin of the fluid phase, as well as locating 
the recharging area through the use of isotopic analysis 
(hydrogen and oxygen) of the *he waters 

c) iidentifying the- distribution patterns of certain particular 
elements; these can.result from the dispersion of said elements 
outside of the heat source or more generally, outside of the 
geothermal system, 

d) estimating the mimimum temperature of the reservoir by the 
use of various geothermometers and patterns of mix 

€) becoming familiar with the chemical problems related to the 
production and removal of waste fluids, induding waters 
as well as gases 

3.2 ,1 Purpose of the program and methodlogy 

The geochemical program consis ts of three ac t iv l t i e&i l ) f i e ld 
2) laboratory and 3) processing and in t e rp re t a t ion of data 

The r e l a t iohs between these three a c t i v i t i e s i s represented 
in a diagrammatic form in Figure 2. 

a) Field activities 

The field studies are necessary Inoprder to collect; water, gas 
and sublimate samples in order to analyze them in the laboratory 
and also in order to do measurements of variables such as T°C and 
volume of flow of fluid, which cannot be measured in the labpratory-
It is advisable to take portable lab equipment to the field in 
order to do measurements of pH, NH||̂ , Fe 2, gas dissolved in the 
"water, as well as for sampling and analysis of gases, 

b) Laboratory activities 

The laboratory studies involve the analysis of samples collected 
in the field. In the water samples, t he following elements and 
eonstituents '-should be Identified, 
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such geothermal manifestations (Los Humeros, ̂ Wico), Also, there are 
hot emanations that do not have any relation to geothermal fields 
of high heat content, but instead are related to a rapid rise, 
along the faults, of water originating from depths in areas 
with normal geothermal gradient. 

The study of the surface phê nomena shpuld be done taking into 
consideration the general hydrological organization. One the 
one hand it presupposes a knowledge of the hydrology of the 
region (meteoric water and underground water) as well as of the 
principle structures that control the hydrothernal systems and 
also of the structural characteristics of, each source; on the 
other hand, it requires a detailed geochemical exploration. 
The purpose of the geochemical study is to provide data for 
the hydroaeological model and to detect theleakage phenomena 
of the deep gepthermal reservoir. Valuable information can 
also be obtained from studies of the sublimates of the fumaroles. 

3.1.5 Craters of phreatic explosion (hydrothermal) 

A particularly important part of a geothermal field (not necessarily 
volcanic) is the frecuent presence of craters of phreatic explosion 
(hydrothermal)* These structures are produced by the explosion of . 
pockets of steam heated and kept under pressure by an impermeable 
cover. Their presence indicates th^t all the basic elements of 
a gepthermal field (impermeable cover, fluids at depth, heat 
anomalies:) are present in the zone affected by the explosion, 
Nevertheless, these structures should be carefully investigated, 
by estimating their age, 

3,2 G eoc hemistry 

A geothermal area can be considered as a chemical system of high 
temperature. The principle eompohents of this sytem arei the 
fluid phase (water, gas, steam) and a complex heterogenous 
(rock) solid phase. Two classes of geothermal systems have been 
generally identified based on the physical state of the fluid 
phase that has the control of pressurei a) hot water systems in 
which the water is the fluid phase of control of the pressure 
gradient; and b) systems of dominant steam in which the water 
and the steam normally coexist in the "reservoir", with the steam 
being the continuous; controlling phase of the pressure. 

Systems of dominant steam are very good for the generation of 
electric energy; unfortunately, systems of dominant steam are 
more scarce than hot water systems. 

In the hot water systems, the chemistry of the fluid phase maintains 
a direct relation with the underground "reservoir" of thermal water 
and with the rock. Due to the high temperature, *he chemical reactions 
between the constituents reach an equilibrium in a relatively short 
time. The chemistry of the fluid in a hot water system shows a 
state of equilibrium between the fluid and the rock of the "reservoir" 
and can be determined in accordance with that, .Nevertheless, the 
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cations! Ca, Mg, Na, K; 
Li, Rb, Sf, Cs, B; 

anions I Cl, SO. , HCO^ 
F, Br.^ ^ 

It is advisable that the gas samples be analyzed in regards- toi 

Og, No, Ar, OO2, ^2* ^̂ » ^^^ ^^^ other hydrocarbons, 

InfornHtion about the source of the thermal waters can be obtained 
by measuring the isotopic distribution of oxygen (l°0-'-°0) and 
hydrogen (H/D) 

c) Processing and interpretation of data 
The purpose of automatic data processing is the organization of 
'a great quantity of numerical and non-numerical information. 
By using computers one can carry outi the selection of a -breakdown, 
statistical calculations, printing of lists and tables for reports, 
plotting curves of chemieai relations* 

Some of the objectives pursued in the interpretation of geochemical 
data include! the pattern of mix, the water/rock interaction, and 
in a more general way, beeoming familiar with the process or processes 
responsible for the composition of the observed water. The analysis 
of these factors is generally carried out in order to identify 
processes or in order to deal with a great quantity of data. It 
is in this way that it is possible to calculate the temperature of 
the reservoir, to detect leakages in the reservoir, an'd on occassions, 
to determine the relative value of the geothermal gradient in the 
s u rr ound ing are as, 

By employing a computer these calculations can be done more efficiently 
and rapidly, therefore minimizing costs. 

3.2,2 Techniques 

In this section a brief description of the different techniques 
used in a geochemical study are put lined.. It is necessary to 
point out that the techniques for geochemical prospecting are 
constantly being developed, revised, and improved; nevertheless, 
the specific methods are not discussed In detail. The implementation 
of these methods depends on vTious factors, such as the location 
and access to the a.rea.; available personnel and equipment, as well 
SS financial assets. Depending on meteorological factors such as 
annual v?= ria tions in precipitation and the eva po-tra-nspira tion 
index, pne can determine the necessity for doing the sampling 
more than once a year in order to get a correet understanding of 
the geothermal potential, 

a) In the field 

The f ie ld study should be done by a geoehemlsit t ra ined and familiarized 
with the problems and p i t f a l l s of f i e ld measurments and samples. 
The following table summarizes the 
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types of measurments that are necess.̂ .ry, the equipment and 
the approximate costs of the samei 

Measurements 

1) temperature (+0.5°C) 
-2) pH '(+0.1 pH unit) . 
3) conductance 
k) alkalinity 

5) flow estimate 

6) alkalai (Ca, Mg) 

7) NHî , COg 

8) collection of samples 

b) In the laboratory 

Equipment 

Thermometer 
pH meter 
Conductance meter 
Alkalinity equip
ment 
visual estimate 
Field equipment 

Field equipment 

Bottles, reagents 

Costs 

US $20-100 each 
300 each 
3000 each 

$200 each 

up to $1000 for each 
piece of equipment 
$1500-3000 for each 

fiece of equipment 1000 

The precise analysis of the collected waters and gas 
identification of the sublimates, are perhaps the mp 
parts of the geochemical studies. The analysis,shou 
as soon aŝ ,;posslble after collection (especially the 
laboratories specializing in the chemical analysis o 
gases. Providing the analyses required by geotherma 
presupposes a great amount of time and effort, even 
qualified laboratories. The following lab equipment 
mum amount needed ineorder to do the required analys 
absorption, (AA); z) chromatography of the gases; 3) 
chemical analyses; and if-) spectrophotometry. 

es, and the 
st important 
Id be done 
gases) by 
f waters and 
1 exploration 
for highly 
is the mini-
esi i) atomic 
normal 

When local f a c i l i t i e s do not e x i s t , i t i s recommended that the 
chemical anlyses be done ©n a contrac tual basis by a r e l i a b l e and 
experienced laboratory, A system by which samples selected a t 
random are analyzed by other l abo ra to r i e s , in order to verify 
the accuracy of the r e s u l t s , i s recommended; t h i s method of v e r i 
f i ca t ion is a common pract ice in geochemical prospecting. In 
case tha t cont rac tua l arrangements are not made for the analyses , 
a chemist specia l ized in analysis of waters should be an in t eg ra i 
par t of the geochemical team,, supervising, the preparation and 
chemical analysis of the samples. 

A complete chemical analysis can be d 
Rum contract with a cost between 100. 
per sample. The analys is of the oxyg 
could be done, where and when necessa 
$150,00 U.S. per snTnpie. When gases 
H_S, He, H and methane should be ana 
i t could be necessary to -do an analys 
CO and rare no"ble gases (Na, Xe, Kr), 
of gases pf t h i s type var ies between 
sa mple• 

one on the basis of a lump 
OOC- and 200,005 U.S. do l la rs 
en and hydrogen isotopes 
ry , for approximately 
are examined, O *̂ ^2* ^̂ 2̂ 
lyzed. In specia l cases , 
is of heavy hydrocarbons. 

The cost for the analysis 
U,S, $50,00 and $200.00 per 
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c) Processing and interpretation of data 

Once the field and laboratory studies a,re completed, a large 
quantity of measurements of the different physical and chemical 
parameters of the geothermal system will have been obtained. 
The organization of this data will be facilitated by the use 
of a computer. 

Data process ine' can indude t 

-Examination of the chemical analyses in order to verify their 
internal consistency 

-Statistical calculations, such asi averages, standard deviatipns, 
measurements of correlation between the variables, etc 

-Graphs of correlations of two variables 

-Analysis of multi variable regression, analysis of factors and 
subsequent studies arid preparatipn of graphs 

The processing and the representation of the data, as has already 
been indicated, helpa with its interpretation. The distribution of 
water types and geochemical processes that take place in the system 
or systems being studied can be understood and varifled in this 
manner. At this point the utilization of exploratory techniques 
like geoc.heinieal thermometry, detection of leakage phenomenon and 
the calculation of mix patterns are important. 

On the basis of these studies, it will be possible to construct a 
thermal and hydrogeochemical model consistent with the geothermal 
system. This model should take into account all the geological, 
geophysical and geGchemical data. The refinement of this model is 
an iterative process, in which one is constantly incorporating 
the results of the latest geochemical, geological and geophysical 
studies -that are being carried out, including those from the 
development and exploitation stages of the geothermal program. 

Some of the questions that these studies can help to Esolve include! 

-Identification of the chemical types of the waters 

-Identification of aquifers and their role in the" regional 
circulation of water 

-Studieso^f leakage phenomemon 

-G e othermometry 

-Mix patterns 
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Leakage phenomenpn 

The Id'entlf ieaittpn of- l;ea-kage';phe.n'GTfi'̂ nPmm,ie,mls:eIons' iiogepthre#mal 
steam towards the surface) and the detec t ion of leakage anomalies 
(geochemical anomalies r e su l t i ng from the emission of steam and/or 
geothermal gases in places where surface manifestations do not 
occur) are an important par t of the geochemical s tud ies , since 
smail mixes of steam and/or gases from the geothernsi " reservoi r" 
cari"be detected. The best indicators of leakages arei ammonia 
(NHi^), boric acid (HoBO^), and reservoi r gases (CHk, HgS, GOg, 
He, He, Ar40), The leakage s tud ie s , a t the same time t h a t they 
provide valuable information about the hot water systems, are 
p a r t i c u l a r l y important for detect ing the presence of systems 
of dominant steam. 

Due to the presence of water and steam in the dominant steam 
system, the chemistry of the condensate of the steam cannot 
have a d i r e c t r e l a t i o n to the undergroimd rese rvo i r , but "• ,.-

; with i t s v o l a t i l e cons t i t uen t s . Boric acid and ammonia are 
cSnimon in fumaroles and are concentrated in condensed water. 

Due to the r e l a t i v e l y low v o l a t i l i t y of the boric acid and the 
high reagency of the ammonia with clayey mater ia l , near the 
•surface, these cons t i tuen t s are not carr ied for long dis tances 
in the steam phase , . Where they are present , lhe.se/'con&iituents 
can show continous gradation within , the prospecting area , which 
pan ind ica te the z 6ne^ witjh ^th|! «mQs.t ^ihlensefijund^^r^fcoiund-riloiling 
The s t a t i s t i c a l analyses processed by computers can verify the 
accuracy of the data , as well as indicate the presence or absence 
of leakage anomalies in the area under study, 

Geothermometry 

Bn important goal of 7i-- geochemical studies is the estimation 
of the dfempŜ itaxKe: diî trasbutasonii -; /in the reservoir. In 
hot water geothermal systems, the temperatures of the reservoir 
can be estimated b^ the/ch'emlstryvpf the springs. The two most 
populars geothermometers are the" SiOg content and the atomic 
relations of K/Na/Ca, Both geothermometers have been empirealiy 
and experimentally calibrated; with them it is assumed that the 
chemical flow reflects equilibrium with the rock in the reservoir 
through chemical reaetions depending on the temperature. Other 
geothermometers such as the Mg content, Gl content, Cl/F relation, 
Ca and HGO^ contents have not been calibrated and only provide 
semiquantitative estimates of the temperature in the reservoir. 

One problem for geothermometry is the necessity of having very 
pure samples of the fluids from the reservoir," The requisites 
that must be taken into account in geothermometry include! 
insignifleant reaction of the fluid with the rock during the 
traj.ectory towards the surface in such a way that its composition 
remains balanced with that of the reservoir; absence of dilution 
or mix with other water at intermediate levels; and rapid flow 
of the water from the reservoir to the surface. Such requisites 
are not necessary for the study,o,of the leakage phenomenon since 
they can be studied in terms of the mix pa%te,rns, 

MixBatilerh , 

http://lhe.se/'
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Where the surface manifestations of a geothermal system are 
a mixture of hot water originating in depth and cold phreatic 
water, the composition of the water of the thermal source 
and the flow characteristics can be suitable for the use of 
mix patterns, with the purpose of estimating the temper ture 
and salinity of the high temperature component of the mix. 
The estimated temperature is commonly more elevated and 
precise than the maximum temperature obtained from chemical 
geothermometers, when the mix isn't considered. In some places 
the mix patterns have indicated the existence of different 
reservoirs (permeable zones where the period of residence of 
the water in the rock is sufficiently long and the temperature 
is sufficiently high to reach a water/rock chemical equilibrium) 
with different tempperatures and compositions in different parts 
of the same .hydrothermal system, 

,, y 
3.2.3 Costs;, equipment and personnel 

The geoGhemiical studies are extremely economical 1 - '. -
compared with other methods of geothermal exploration such as 
il̂ eophysics and exploratory drilling. The following table is 
Bn estimate of costs, as well as the re-̂ uirements for equipment 
and personnel needed for the study of an area (l) selected for 
the reconnaissance phase and studied in the prefeasibility phase 

(1) Area of 500 to 2000 km2 



APPROXIMATE COSTS (1977) EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL/TIME 

FIELD (excluding salaries of 
local personnel) 

US$3000 to $4000 for 
each pieee of equipment 

US$7500/month for 
consultant 

LABORATORY US$100 to $200 per 
sample for elements 
and compounds 

CALCULATION AND DATA'FR'OCESSING 

US$lobo to $2000 for rental time 
on computer 
(Cost if the calculations are 
done by computer) 

US$7500 per month for consultant 

thermometer 
pH meter 
conductance meter 
alkalinity equipment 
equipment for Ca, Mg, NH^ 
equipment, for dample collection 
including bottles and chemical 
reagents 

When -• local installations 
are not available, it is 
recommended that the chemical 
analyses be done on a contrac
tual basis. The following 
equipment is the minimum 
necessary in-.order to do 
the required analyses! 
1) Atomic absorption (AA) 
2) Gas chromotagraphy 
3) Systems' for normal 

chemical analysis 
k) Spectrofotometry 

1 geochemical expert 

1 field assistant 

(2 to 6 months) 

Rental time on computer 

(.2 t o k months) 

1 geochemist (expert) 
1 data processor 

(l to 2 months) 
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3.3 Geophysics 

The main objective of the use of geophysical prospecting techniques 
in geothermal exploration is to contribute with the other exploration 
studies (geology, volcanology, geohydrology, and geochemistry) to 
the elaboration of the geothermal pattern in the area under study. 
It seeks toi 

a) To determine the regional geological-structural conditions 

b) Locate and describe geothermal anomalies in the area 

c) To determine particular structural conditions 

Geophysical prospecting methods are based on the measurement of 
variation, in time and space, of some of the physical properties 
of the rocks, the most common being! density, magnetic suscepti
bility, elasticity and electric and thermal conductivity. 

The anlysis of these variants permits carrying out a qualitative 
and/or quantitative interpretation that, together with the geological, 
volcanological, geohydrological and geochemical preliminary data, 
is used for the elaboration of a tridimensional geothermal model, 

3.3,1 Methods of geophysical exploration 

a) Regional structural determinations 

In the general framework of geothermal explorations, the geophysical 
techniques of magnetometry and gravimetry have been used principally 
to delineate the geological-structural situation of the regional area 
where the geothermal resources are found located. A qualitative 
interpretation of the gravimetric and magnetometric maps gives 
indications about the location''* of the major geological structures. 

The analysis of precise models, making use of computers and 
geological information, reduces the amount of data to be determined. 
The utilization of these techniques is contingent on having a previous 
knowledge of the area, A gravimetric study and, usually a 
magnetometric or aeromagnetometric one, will provide valuable 
information about the regional structural situation at a substan
tially reduced cost. 

b) Delineation of thermal anomalies in the area 

To date, in order to discover, describe and evaluate a geothermal 
field there has been extensive use made of electric and electro
magnetic methods (resistivity, telluric, magnetotelluric, and 
other techniques). 

Regional reconnaissances of geothermal anomalies have been carried 
out looking for contrasts in resistivity, produced by the existence 
of zones of anomalous temperatures. These contrasts in resistivity 
are produced, among other ways, a,̂  a result of the temperature. 
Nevertheless, it must be taken into consideration that the electric 
resistivity of the rocks is also affected by factors such asi 
porosity, salinity, pressure, mineral alteration, and that 
these must be taken into accoxint for a correct analysis. 

Other elctrical techniques likei telluric, magnetotelluric, 
audio-magnetotelluric, as well as other geophysical techniques 
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like seismic noise, are used • in the stage of experimentation 
in order to delineate the, thermal anomalies of the subsoil; 
nevertheless, their possible utilization in the futurê  should 
be considered, 

c) Particular determinations 

The use of geophysical techniques for the determination of 
particular situations, depends on the nature of the problem 
itself. On this point, gravimetric and nsgnetometrie techniques 
have helped to obtain very specific information. In some cases 
the gravimetric anomalies are directly tied to the existence 
of hot bodies or fluids in the subsoil. An identical situation 
can be obtained from the nagnetometrie studies, where it is 
possible to have, in some cases, information about igneous 
bodies related to the calorific source of the geotheriTBl field. 

These gravimetric and magnetometric data, also have other 
specific applications! in certain areas and with quantitative 
models, getting specific information about problems in locating 
faults, fracture zones, alteration zones, anomalies of mass 
related, to temperatures; also, detecting variations in density 
of a geptheriTSl field caused by the transfer of rrass during 
the exploitation itself. 

The seismic methods (active or passive) can also provide valuable 
information about specific situations. With active seismic 
methods, a considerable atpount of information can be obtained 
about the position of geological Interphases by means of the 
precise analysis of the trajectories followed by the elastic 
waves generated at .or near the surface. 

In geothermal prospecting, these methods have been little used, 
principally due to their high costs. Nevertheless, reflection 
and refraction studies have been used in some geo.thermal 
fields in order to become familiar with very particular geological 
situations (depth and thle.kness of stratum,' faults, etc) 

In recent years seismic activity has been used, within a geothermal 
zone (microquakes) in order to determine the zone of active faults. 
It is being considered as a possible tool for determining magmatic 
chambers, studying the attenuation of the velocity of the P and S 
waves, the lag time, and the relative spectrum of the waves produced 
by local earthquakes or microearthquakes. 

They have been used with a lot of success considering their cost/ 
efflcieney ratio, techniques of resistivity (vertical electric 
soundings)in order to determine the depths of particular geological 
stratum; thickness of the cover, etc 

3.3.2 Final considerations 

The realization of any geophysical study means counting on 
qualified personnel and suitable equipment. Normally, save 
exceptions, these geophysical studies .are contracted to 
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specia l ized companies. 

Even when tha t i s the case , i t should include, a t l ea s t one 
geophysicist t ra ined in techniques of geothermal prospect ing, 
so t ha t i t i s he tha t plana, in conjunction with the geological , 
vplcanologieal , geohydrological, and geochemical personnel, 
the geophysical s tudies to be car r ied out. 

A qui te de l i ca te matter is s e t t i n g up a program of geophysical 
explorat ions within geothermal explorat ion, given the great 
nrany geological s i t ua t i ons t ha t can be presented and the r e s u l t s 
obtained in the other reconnaissance s tudies (geology, volcanology, 
geohydrology, and geochemistry). 

The use of these geophysical techniques should be a supporting 
tool for becoming fami l ia r with the geothermal zone. The methods 
employed in regional exploratory prospect ing, s t r uc tu r a l measure
ments, and the de l inea t ion of anomalies has"given excel lent r e s u l t s . 
Other techniques for de l ineat ing and e-ra.luatirig a geothernal field. 
are s t i l l , in a stage of experimentation-. 

An important conclusion i s the advantage of crea t ing a geophysical 
s taf f dedicated to geothermal explorat ion, in sp i t e of the fact 
tha t a majority of these s tudies are done under con t rac t . I f 
t h i s is not done, i t i s e s s e n t i a l , a t l e a s t , to have a competent 
person tha t w i l l plan and supervise the execution of these s tud ie s . 
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1. Introduction ^ 4,A, ^"^ ^ 

In keeping with the observations and recommendations listed by the 
VIII Reunion de Ministros de la OLADE, which took place in Quito, 
Ecuador, from the 5th to the Sth of last September, the Permanent 
Ministry is placinr special emphasis on a new alternative source 
of energy which offers to satisfy energy requirements in a 
reasonable period of time! Geothermics. 

The incorporation agreement, signed in Lima, Peru, the 2nd of 
November, 1973 for OLADE, considers as fundamental objectives of the 
Lstin American Energy Organization, the promotion, coordination, and 
orientation of Member States with respect to new energy sources in accor
dance with the terms contained in Chapter II; in line with this 
Agreement, the Permanent Ministry believes that geothermal energy 
has wide prospects in Latin America in the area of development of 
non-traditional energy sources. 

In accordance with the above, the Permanent Ministry-of OLADE 
prepared a program of action that establishes as an objective 
the planned development of geothermics in the Latin American coun
tries. In order to accomplish this, and as a first step in this 
plan, a general outline of methodology for geothermal exploration 
was completed, adaptable to the conditions and characteristics of 
each country, permitting OLADE to coordinate efforts in order to 
optimize technical, human and financial resources. These would 
be relied on in the area to set up a continuous interchange of 
experiences and multilateral support between the countries under
taking a search for or exploration of this resource. 

Therefore, the Permanent Ministry assembled a group of experts that 
were reouested to prepare a preliminary docuî ent about the methodology 
of peothermal exploration. That program was participated in by Dr, 
Thom=̂ s Casadevall, Geochemist, who was assistant professor in the 
National Polytechnical School of Ecuador, and presently Resident 
Geochemist for the U,S, Geological Survey in the vulcanology ob
servatory of Hawaii; Engineer Salvador Garcia Duran, Geophysicist 
with the Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad de Mexico, current 
Superintendent of the Geothermal Project of the Smokejacks in the 
State of Puebla and the former Chief Geophysicist for the Cerro 
Prieto field; and Dr, Andrea Merla, Geologist, who presently is 
Director of AQUATER Geothermal Exploration, a subsidiary company 
of the Italian ENI Group. The geothermal program of OLADE and 
the work of the group of experts were coordinated by Engineer 
Elizarras from the Technical Department of OLADE. 

The preliminary document was entitled! "Plan for a Methodology of 
Geothermal Exploration". This is the same one that was circulated 
among the Latin American countries and among some official institu
tions of other countries and international organizations interested 
in Geothermics. 

Because of the interest shown by OLADE,*s iniative, a Seminar on 
Geothermal Exploration was organized that would allow revising and 
completing the issuance of the document. This seminar took place 
in Quito, Ecuador the 27 to 31 of March, 1978, with the attendance 
of 10 Latin American countries, the United States and Italy, as 



wpel as Observers from institutions of higher education and 
companies in the business of f̂ eothermal exploration (see the 
attached list of participants). 

The p-eothermal program of OLADE, from its beginning, relied on 
the valuable support of the Instituto Italo-Latino Americano 
(lILA) who provided the presence of Dr, Andrea Merla in the 
ê roup of aforementioned experts and at the same time IILA co-
sponsored the Seminar, For these reasons, OLADE was very happy 
to have joined its efforts with the IILA for the start of the 
program and especially for the Cooperation Agreement signed 
between the two organizations, an act that would provide for 
joint action in common areas in the energy field. 

Given the splendid possibilities that Geothermics offers the 
countries in the Andean area as an alternative energy source, 
the Corporation Andina de Fomento (CAF) was added as cosponsor 
to the Seminar, 

Also, because of the experience that has been gained on the 
subject and as a further support for getting Latin American 
energy integration, the Comision Federal de Electricidad and 
Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) contributed to the cosponsorship 
of the Seminar. 

The main result of that meeting is this paper and in it is 
proposed! 

-to outline the development of a geothermal type project 
-to describe the methodology that could be used during the different 
phases of surface exploration 
-to present a preliminary evaluation of the human and financial 
resources required for a geothermal type project in order to 
reach the stage of deep exploration and to place the different 
phases of the project in a schedule 

Therefore, this paper tries to serve as a reference-guide for planning 
specific geothermal projects and directing their development during 
the first stages of activity, by making use of the best information 
available and the technical resources of the countries themselves. 

It is important to point out that the attention given to geothermics 
by the Permanent Secretary of OLADE, is based on technical-economic 
plans that could be adapted for any coimtry in the area; and that by 
carrying them out, following programs such as this one, they could 
help in the search for and acquisition of funds which managed by 
OLADE will insure the start of new geothermal projects or the en
largement ahd support for those already in progress. 

Finally, OLADE wants to express its appreciation to the aforementioned 
experts that made up the OLADE Geothermal Group and extend its thanks 
in a special way to their respective institutions for their cooperation 
in agreeing to the temporary absence of their experts without any 
profit except the experienced gained by them in this work. 

The Permanent Secretary acknowledges the effort put out by the 
adm.inistrative personnel who helped with this part of the program 
and especially those of Mrs, Elvia Ortega de Andrade 
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who was in charge of proof read inP'. and the final document, 

Quito, April 1978 

2, PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR EXPLORATION 

The methodology for exploration that is proposed, gives a general 
idea of what a geothermal type project is, the exploratory methods 
to be made use of, and the necessary personnel; all of this for 
each one of the stages, and finally, the am.ount of required invest
ment. The proposed methodology is the result of the revision of 
a certain quantity of geothermal exploration projects, completed 
or in progress, in the recent areas of volcanism in Mexico, Italy 
and various Latin American countries, and is in agreement with 
the most advanced scientific progress in techniques for geothermal 
exploration. 

This work has as its principal objective directing those countries 
where geothermal exploration is in its first stages and for which 
a special emphasis is placed on low cost exploration tools; in addition, 
the importance of complete reconnaissance studies is pointed out. 
In determining the exploration sequence an effort has been made to 
minimize, in the first stages, the intensive use of methods that 
would renuire large investments. 

With the lack of a 'universal method*.capable of resolving the 
problems related to the different exploration phases and automatically 
permitting the identification of a geothermal field, the preparation 
of a methodology has as it most wary feature the selection and com
bination of techniques that are suitable for the particular objectives 
of each project. In effect, the wide variety of possible local 
conditions can demand substantial changes in the sequence, and/or 
the manner os use of the proposed exploration technioues. In 
the computation of time and investment requirements, one has taken 
into account variables like! the size of the exploration area, the 
local availability of personnel, logistic support and the geographic 
conditions. In fact, the exploration philosophy proposed here focuses 
on the average geological conditions of Latin America and the 
Carribbean, 

2.1 Development of a Geothermal Type Project 

A first approach to the establishment of objectives of geothermal 
interest are the borders of the lithoferric slabs, characterized 
by tectonic and recent magmatic activity (e,g,! the Andean system, 
the Central American mountain range, the Carribbean area, etc) 

Nevertheless, the simple fact that a country or region belongs 
geographically to these parts of continents, does not guarantee 
finding 'a priori*, geothermal fields with industrial value. 
As a result, in order to develop a geothermal project in little 
studied geological areas, it will be necessary to begin explora
tion activities with a Reconnaissance Study in areas that can 
vary between 10,000 and 100,000 souare kilometers. 



This initial study would allow one to set up the first work program 
as well as select choice areas, whose extension would be defined 
as being between 500 and 2,000 km2, thus more easily permitting 
the development of a geothernal project. 

In general, a geothermal type project consists of two main parts 
(fig. No. l)! the first ahs a predominantly high risk, associated 
with the exploration of any mineral or energy source, and its 
objective is the identification of the field (geothermal field), 
including a study of possible applications; the se.cond is a 
mixed type (exploratory, technological and energy risks) and is 
concerned with the deveiopment and exploration of the field. 
The first p=rt has high . levels of economic risk and should be 
met by progressively increasing investments; nevertheless, in 
all it makes up a small sum as will be seen later on in the 
estimates for required expenditures; the second part, on the 
contrary involves less risks but requires much greater outlays. 

From the practical point of view, it is important to divide the 
geothermal type project into 5 different stages, of which the first 
three - l) reconnaissance study, 2) prefeasibility study and, 3) 
feasibility study, refer to the exploratory part of the project; 
the other two - h) development, and 5) working, are directed 
towards the systematic production of endogenous fluid, its indus
trial applications and the problems of managing the field. 

The schematic drawing of the development of a geothermal type 
project is shown in the flow chart in Fig, No. 1. 

STAGES IN A COMPLETE GEOTHERMAL PROJECT FIGURE 1 

Reconnaissance study 
Area! 10,000-100,000 km2 

Prefeasibility study 
Area! 500-2,000 km2 Exploration 

Feasibility study 
Area! 10-100 km2 

Development 

Working 

dimensions 
If, as 

Experience gained to date has shown that the average 
of a * field* are found to be between 10 and 100 km2. -*, -^ 
already stated, the geothermal project is located in a region of 
around 10,000-100,000 km2, the localization of the possible field 
will reouire intermediate stages of exploration that will allow! 
first, delineation of the 'area of interest* (500-2,000 km2) on 
the basis of the reconnaissance study, and later, the selection 
of one or more promising areas not greater than loO km2 where 
the sites for the deep exploratory drill holes will be situated. 



In keeping with the above, the prefeasibility study will have as 
its main objective the localization of the sites where the deep 
drilling wiil take place and should be subdivided into different 
phases, which should be carried out in reasonable periods of time 
since the expenditures grow proportionately with the progress of 
the progress. Therefore, it is necessary to begin with studies 
and explorations of a regional character whcih involve relatively 
low costs, leaving the more detailed study and exploration only 
for the areas of greater interest, and which, as already stated, 
normally are found between 500 and 2,000 km2. 

These criterion facilitate the interpretation, systematically 
and in an integrated manner, of the results of the explorations 
and to disgard the unfavorable portions of territory, and also 
evaluate the expediency of going on to thenext stage of work. 

2,2 Reconnaissance study 

This would consist of the evaluation, for geothermal purposes, 
of all of the available inform.ation in conjunction with a series 
of preliminary investigations on a local scale. It would help to 
set up the first work conditions, to select the most promising 
areas, and to lay out in a concrete manner the courses of action 
for the following phases of the project (prefeasibility and 
feasibility) 

2.2,1 Objectives 

-Preliminary evaluation of the geothermal possibilities on a 
national or regional level 

-Selection of the areas of interest 

-Determination of a preliminary geothermal plan and subsequent 
detailed study of exploration in each area 

These objectives represent the technical data.that, together with 
socioeconomic end political considerations, will form " • the 
basis for m.aking the following decisions! 

a) Whet priority should be given, on a national or regional level, 
to geothermics com.mensurate with alternate energy sources (exi 
hydroelectricity, fossil fuels, etc) 

b) Defining areas of maximum priority in planning future explorations, 
taking into consideration the technical factors (indications of 
geothermal potential resulting from the reconnaissance study) 
as v.'ell as the economic ans social factors. Some local factors 
could play an important role in this stage; such as,is the case 
of the possible exploitation of geothermal energy in an area 
in which there isn*t any other energy sources available for 
generating power in this area or other activities that need 
local availability of energy at a low price (example! mining 
or certain types of industries, etc) 



c) Determining the amount of investment and technical data 
necessary in order to evaluate the geothermic potential of 
the area that has been established as having the greatest 
priority 

2,2,2 Methodology 

Speaking in general terms, a reconnaissance study at a national 
or local level can be summed up in the following manner! 

Phase 1 - Evaluation of all the relative existing information. 

In this stage all the basic documentation would be collected. 
This documentation would include! 

-Geological maps, detailed and on a local scale 

-Local geological study . , including stratigraphy, structural 
geology, volcanic history, etc, 

-Satellite pictures and/or aerial photography 

-Topographical maps, detailed as well as regional 

-Information about the presence and characteristics of the thermal 
sources and hydrothermal conditions 

-Dsta obtained from wells that have been drilled for other purposes 
(oil, water, etc) 

-All the available geophysical information 

The evaluation of this information outlining geothermal areas 
(geologically homogenous areas) and selecting the areas where 
the following phase will take place (field exploration). 

Phase II, -Field exploration and laboratory analysis 

On the badis of the results in Phase I, a field reconnaissance 
study will be planned, 

specific 
The main object of this study would be to collect^information 

related td 

1) the possible presence of a thermal anomaly at surface levels 
of the terrestrial crust 

2) the local hydrogeological conditions; and, 

3) the nature of the thermal manifestations 

In volcanic regions it would be very important to concentrate 
the geological observations on the following points! 



-Identifying the areas in which there is a concentration of 
recent volcanic episodes. This concentration is clear 
evidence of the persistence of an important thermal anomaly 
in the subsoil 

-Evaluating the relative quantity of acid volcanic products 
that are caused by differentiation of basic magmas or 
by anatexis, 

-Explaining, at a local level, the relations existing between 
the volcanic structures and the regional tectonics, 

-Investigating the possible presence of craters of phreatic 
explosion 

-Collecting samples, of the greatest possible number, of 
lithological types for subsequent analytical work. At this 
stage, the petrographic v/ork will be limited, in most of the 
samples, to studies of thin laminas, 

-Collecting samples of xenoliths of the pyroclastics for studies 
in thin lam.inas 

-Determining the absolute age in selected samples, 

-Studying in a preliminary form all the possible formations, 
cover and reservoir 

As far as the the geochemical and hydrogeological field work 
are concerned, it would be necessary to sample a representative 
number of the waters in the reconnaissance zone (cold or thermal 
springs, surface or well water). 

The study to be done in this stage should be chosen based on the 
availability ofi l) personnel; 2) financing; 3^ equipment; and 
k) time. Depending upon the availability of the 4 previously 
mentioned factors, two plans can Se set upi one that we will 
call mimimum and another that would be optimum, both trying to 
fulfill the objectives of the reconnaissance study. These are! 

DATA REQUIRED! F i e l d 
MINIMUM 

TOC 
pH 

visua l estimate 
of flow 

OPTIMUM 
TOO 
pH 

Cl or conductivity 

visual estimate 
of flow 

collection of samples collection of samples 

Laboratory K;Na;Ca;Mg;Cl; 
SO^/ SiCg 

Personnel 

K;Na;Ca;Mg; 
Cl;SOi,; NH^; 
Si02 (diluted) 

Personnel not ne- Person(s) trained 
cessarily specialized in field chemistry 
in cbemistry 
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Equipment Thermometer 

pH paper 

Flasks for 
samples and 
collection 
system 

Thermometer 

pH paper or 
pH meter 

Cl- paper or 
conductivity 
meter 

Flasks for 
samples and 
collection 
system 

The chemical analyses will allow the calculation of subsoil 
temperatures by means of the use of geothermometers such as 
SiO-, K/NA/Ca, etc. Flow estimates (1/sec or 1/min) will be 
reouired for the application of models in order to detê m̂ine 
the possible rate of mix between thermal fluids and other 
waters of the soil and subsoil. 

2,2,3 Results 

The work in phases I and II, in combination with the subsequent, 
evaluation of all the data, should give'as a'result the following!; 

a) Determination of the main geothermal areas, (example^ areas 
of geothermal interest related to recent volcanism or magmatic 
intrusions, areas of normal gradient) 

b) Selection of areas of interest, indicating the probable exisp 
tence of fluids with high heat contents in the subsoil, that is, 
areas in which the exploitation of geothermal energy would be 
feasible with presently used techniques. 

Also the areas in which it would only be possible to find fluids 
with low heat content would be specified. Their exploitation 
could be! energy by binary systems or, non-energy in agricultural, 
industrial or residential situations. 

The selected areas should have an area between 500 and 2000 km2. 

c) Determination of the scale of priorities. Those areas which 
offer the most favorable geological conditions for the presence 
of a geothermal field at an economically exploitable depth 
should be of top priority. This scale of priotities should be 
determined on the basis of *technical* considerations, 

d) Determination in each area of a preliminary geothermal plan. 
This plan will take into consideration the features relative* 
to the presence of a superficial thermal anomaly and the geo
logical and hydrological conditions of the zone, and 



e) Establishment of a de ta i l ed explorat ion program (Pre feas i 
b i l i t y Study) 

A plan for the . in depth s tud ies needed in order 
t o b e t t e r define the geothermal pa t t e rn of each area w i l l 
be la id out . The object ive of t h i s plan w i l l be to locate 
s i t e s for d r i l l i n g deep explora t ion holes in diameters 
su i t ab l e for production t e s t s . 

2 ,2 ,^ Personnel reauirements , time and cos t s 

The i n i t i a l par t of the geotherm.al explorat ion in any area 
reau i res highly experienced personnel , s ince i t i s during t h i s 
stage tha t the guidel ines for future explorat ion are e s t ab l i shed . 

Date co l l ec t i on (Phase I ) can be done by techn-idal personnel 
n o t s p e c i a l l y t ra ined in geothermics. 

The evaluat ion of the co l l ec t ed data should be, never the less , 
done by extremely qua l i f i ed t echn ica l personnel with a l o t of 
experience in geothermal explora t ion . This s ta f f w i l l be, 
t he re fo re , responsible for the second phase of the work and 
wi l l include a s t r u c t u r a l geo log i s t , a volcanologis t , a geo
chemist, and a geohydrologis t . 

The amount of time required to complete Phase I and Phase I I 
can vary according to the s i ze of the area to be "explored . 
and the amount of ava i l ab le information 

On the average, for the reconnaissance of an area of 10,000 to 
100.000 km2, i t shouldn ' t exceed a 9 to 16 month i n t e r v a l , 
es t imat ing 2 to 4 months time for the co l l ec t i on and evaluat ion 
of data ; 2 to 3 months for f i e ld reconnaissance; 1 to 3 months 
for laboratory analyses and 4 to 6 months for the evaluat ion 
of the r e s u l t s and prepara t ion of the f ina l reconnaissance r epor t . 

The cost of the reconnaissance study, assuming the aforementioned 
areas , could be between a minimum of 100,000,00 U,S, do l l a r s 
and a maximum of 250,000.00 U,S, d o l l a r s . These est imates are 
dependent on many fac tors t h a t w i l l explained in more d e t a i l in 
the chapter on' the cos t s of p r e f e a s i b i l i t y s tud i e s , 

2,3 P r e f e a s i b i l i t y Study 

I t has as i t s ^ i n object ident i fy ing the most promising a r e a s , 
in which t h e ^ o u l d be s u f f i c i e n t l y low to advise moving from 
s u p e r f i c i a l explorat ion to deep explora t ion . This phase c a r r i e s 
out the preliminary evaluat ion of poss ib le resources , 

2.3.1 Objectives 

a) To determine the prel iminary geothermal plan of the se lec ted a rea . 

The *geothermal plan* of an area w i l l be determined when there 
i s avai lable" de ta i l ed iififormation regarding! l ) the 
presence and or ig in of thermal anomalies; Z) the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of the cover formation or seal rock; 3) the pa t t e rn of 
general water c i r c u l a t i o n ; and k) the type and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
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of the "reservoir", 

b) Laying out the sites for deep exploratory drilling with 
diameters suitable for production tests, 

A three dimensional model of .-̂a selected area would allow 
planning an adequate drilling program, directed towards 
testing the validity of the model, 

2,3.2 Methodology 

The detailed exploration plan for each given area, whose 
principal • geothermal characteristics were already outlined 
during the Reconnaissance Study, will generally consist of 
investigations of varying costs. The emphasis given to low 
cost exploration seeks, as a result, maximum efficiency in 
the investment for higher costing investigations. 

A, Geology-Hydrogeology-Geochemistry 

A-l) Geology and Volcanology 

The work will generally start off with an interpretation of 
a geological aerial photograph^ working towards the determination 
of faults, mapping of volcanic^ structures, definition of volcanic-
tectonic relations and fault systems related to buried intrusions, 
and towards the integration of existing geological maps. 

The second step will be a geological and vulcanological survey. 
Its principal objectives will be! 

a)- to investigate the presence of a thermal anomaly at surface 
levels of the terrestrial crust. For this purpose, repre
sentative samples of recent volcanic sequences wili be taken, 
seeking to get inform.ation about the present, at surface levels, 
of a thermal anomaly (nature of the volcanic rocks, presence 
of a series of differentiation, etc) and being so, the possi
bility of determining absolute ages. All of the hydrothermal 
areas, fossil as well as active, will be studied, 

A detailed mapping of all the volcanic structures will be done 
(central volcanoes, domes, craters,of phreatic explosion, 
extensions of fissured and pyrodastic lavas). Also a study 
of morphological characteristics will be carried out, 

b) Identification of the cover formations and an evaluation of 
their efficiency. This includes the mapping and the collection 
of samples from all of the formations which offer adequate 
cover characteristics, from primary origin (clays, etc) as 
well as due to self-sealing by processes of hydrothermal 
alternation. In volcanic zones a greater emphasis will be 
placed on searching for craters of phreatic explosion. Their 
presence indicates the existence of an effective cover. 
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To gather information about the existence of possible geothermal 
"reservoirs". 

All of the existing evidence about the presence of a "reservoir" 
at an income-producing depth should be studied. 

In the volcanic zones, the sampling and study^f xenoliths produced 
by explosive eruptions, can provide information about the nature 
of the rocks located beneath the surface of the volcanic cover. 

In those cases in which it is possible, this investigation, 
of low cost will enable one to become familiar with the 
lithology of the reservoir and the temperature and the nature 
of the circulating fluids. In any case, these datum provide 
inform.ation about the lithology of the subsoil that are useful 
for other types of investigations! hydrogeoiogy, geochemistry, 
etc. 

Finally, the identification and mapping of recent faults is 
very important, since the actives faults frequently represent 
good objectives for exploration due to their permeability by 
fractures. The old faults, on the contrary, can be completely 
sealed by hydrothermal processes. 

In tropical countries, where a rapid and stroYig weathering of 
rocks occurs and where there is a heavy covering of vegetation, 
the geological data, can be, at times, difficult to obtain with 
surface studies or indeed limited to small areas which are not 
easily correlated. 

In such cases emphasis should be placed on the followi>Tg types 
of studies! 

I. Morphological observations carried out with the help of aerial 
photographs and analyses of satellite pictures. In many cases, 
simple morphological observations supply useful information 
about the tectonics of the area, volcanic structures, age of 
the volcanism, etc. 

II. The identification of recent faults can be th§ one of grpKeatest 
importance in these regions since the rapid weathering of the 
volcanic products can substantia]ly reduce their primary permea
bility. Therefore, in these areas the fractured zones will 
be the objective of geothermal exploration, 

III, Aerial geophysics with remote sensors (SLAR) can be productively 
used in these areas; the degree of application will depend upon 
economic considerations and local situations, 

A-2) Geochemistry and Hydrogeoiogy 

The main objectives of the hydrogeological-geochemical programs 
during the prefeasibility studies, are the following! 

1, To determine the regional geochemical conditions for the 
best understanding of the patterns of water circulation. 
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II, To try to determine the presence of a reo-̂ -hermal system in 
the subsoil, by using chemical and isotopic geothermometers 
or by detecting anomalies in the manifestation of existing 
leakages. 

The hydrogeological-geochemical study is made up of three inter
dependent activities and they are! 

a) Field operations 

-Visit to all the sites of water discharge, such as cold or 
hot springs, wells, and drainages. 

-Detailed description of each site, including an exact calcu
lation of water flow and description of the altered zone 
adjacent to the source of the discharge 

-Sampling of water, and if pertinent*, of gases, always in 
suitable containers 

-Field determination of! TOC, pH, C1-, conductivity and 
possibly Fe2, Ca^, Mg2, HCO3, NH/̂ . A field analysis is 
required, or an adequate conditioning of the sample 
for future analysis, since with time important changes in 
the chemistry of the constituents can take place. The field 
analysis should be done' at the same level of auality as the 
laboratory analysis. 

-Sampling of the sublimates in the thermal springs. 

-In accordance with the average geological make-up, an 
analysis of gases (He, Hg, CO2) can directly indicate the 
presence of a thermal anomaly in the subsoil. 

b) Laboratory analysis 

-The laboratory analysis work dppends on the nature of the 
average geological conditions, normally it requires the 
determination of 12 to 18 constituents. The determination 
of the sublimates can be done by a chemical analysis or by means of 
of x-rays, 

c) Interpretation 

-The processing of the analytic data will give as a result! 
the identification of the main chemical types of water and 
existing mixes; an interpretation of the source of the 
thermal waters; a map survey of the leakage anomalies and 
sthe calculation of the temperature of the reservoir. This 
processing of data and interpretation can be facilitated 
by doing the anlysis with a computer, when possible. 
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B, Geophysics and Shallow Wells 

B-l) Geophysics 

The use of mining techniques should be focused on three main 
objectives! 

1. To determine the regional structural-geological conditions 
of the zone where the geothermal resources are found situated. 

2. Mapping and demarcation of thermal anomalies. 

In the first stage, a f gravimetric study, and eventually one 
in magnetometry or aeromagnetometry provide the most accurate 
tool for determining the magor geological structures in the 
zone. These techniques of geophysical exploration can be 
realized during the development of the studies in stage A, but 
being careful that they.are begun at the time that the most 
relevant geological situation is known. 

In the second stage, the traditional electronic methods, maps, 
and/or geoelectric profiles of resistivity, can be utilized in 
order to analyze the contrasts in resitivity associated with 
possible zones of anomalous temperatures, A semi-detailed 
study, regional or partially regional, can be planned 
upon having an adequate knowledge of the geological situation 
of the zone; on the basis of this study a more detailed survey 
will be scheduled. 

The use of other techniques (electric, electromagnetic, seismic 
noise,etc) should be considered for the moment as experimental 
techniques, but without rejecting their use in the future, 

sive 
determine 

particular geological layers, determination of active faults, etc. 
The planning for the use of any of these techniques should 
take into account the specific problem to be analyzed and the 
cost/accuracy that will result. 

B-2) Multipurpose Shallow Drillings 

The drilling program for surface wells will not be decided until 
a sufficient knowledge of the geological and hydrogeological 
conditions has been obtained. The number, location and depth 
of the test holes will be those needed in order to get the 
maximum information with the minimum investment. These holes 
will be decisive factors in the definition of the geothermal 
model of the zone. 

The depth of these small diameter wells will be planned in accor
dance with the geohydrological conditions; they should reach, and 
even penetrate the impermeable stratum of the reservoir key borizons 
if the objective is to calculate the temperature of the reservoir. 
Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that the determination 
of geothermal gradients on the basis of the supposition that the 
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process is purely conductive has caused numerous failures, 
because the interpretation of the slightly deep thermal 
gradients are frecuently erroneous. 

The sampling of gas and water in . undisturbed horizons; 
the structural correlations and,* naturally, the temperature 
predictions at keyhbfi'zon:depths are examples of some of the 
objectives of these' drillings. 

In these circumstances, it is difficult to establish the 
most appropriate depths; the decision, depends on a correct 
evaluation of the data that one has tried to obtain against 
the total cost of the drilling. 

Generally, the objectives of these wells are one or more of 
the following! 

-To carry out a series of temperature measurements in order 
to calculate the thermal gradient and predict the temperature 
in depth 

-To collect rock samples for measurements of conductivity 
(calculation of calorific flow) 

-To collect samples of the fluids that are usually found, in 
order to determine possible convectors that would alter te 
previous ob.-iective, and to carry out chemical analyses in order 
to irQtegrate them with the surface geochemical study 

-Measurements of electric resistivity throughout the drilled 
section, in order to correlate the studies of surface electric 
resistivity 

-Study of the stratographic succession 

It should be emphasized that only a detailed knowledge of the 
surface geological, hydrogeological, and hydrochemical conditions 
will permit carrying out an estimate and extrapolation of the 
geothermal gradient, of the temperatures, and of the production 
possibilities, 

2,3.3 Personnel requirements, time and costs 

The number of technical personnel reouired for the execution of 
the phase depends on the local situation. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to give a general idea with regard to the organization 
and the time reouired, taking into consideration an area between 
500 to 2000 km2 and the existence of basic data like detailed 
topographical maps, geological maps and aerial photographs. 

A, Personnel 

The following is a schematic summary of the personnel required 
to carry out a prefeasibility study of such magnitude in an area. 
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-Geology and Volcanology 

Photogeological interpretation 

Field work 

Laboratory analysis 

P f«?ts r a t i ono f data and reports 

Supervision 

Hydrogeoiogy and geochemistry 

Field work 

Laboratory analysis 

Pre^retionof data and reports 

Supervision 

-Geophysics 

1 photointerpreter geologist 

1 photointerpreter technician 

1 geologist 

1 volcanologist 

1 petrographer 

1 geologist 
1 volcanologist 
1 geologist, expert in 
geothermal exploration 

1 hydrogeologist 
1 geochemist 
1 chemical technician 

1 geochemist 
1 chemical technician 

1 geochemist 
1 hydrogeologist 
1 estimator 

1 geochemist, expert in 
geothermal exploration 

Independently of the geophysical studies that will be carried out 
by managem.ent or by means of contracts, the project should rely 
on a chief geophysicist, who will be responsible for the geophysical 
program to be carried out, as well as for its execution and inter
pretation. 

-Shallow Wells 

In this stage a contractor will be used for the drilling unless 
the proper equipment is available. When considering the use of 
a contractor, the project should have the personnel needed for 
the supervision of the drilling, the measurements, and the analysis 
of data; 'these personnel are! 

At the wells 1 geologist 
1 geochemist 
1 geophysicist 

-Preparationof the final prefeasibility report 
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This work should be done by all personnel that took part in the 
field work and preliminary reports, including a drilling engineer. 
The supervision of geothermal experts with proven experience in 
exploration are necessary in order to obtain a better analysis, 

B. Time 

The technica l work, based on the averages a t t a ined up to now in 
the geothermal explorat ion of some Latin American coun t r i e s , can 
be summarized in the following manner! 

Geology-Volcanology 9-15 months 
( f ie ld work, laboratory a n a l y s i s , 
repor t ) 

Geochenistry-Hydrogeochemistry 9-15 months 
( f ie ld work, labora tory a n a l y s i s , 
repor t ) 

Geophysics 9-15 months 
(field work, interpretation, report) 

Shallow drillings* - 7-16 months 
(drilling, measurements, report) 

Final report k-6 months 

The total amount of time for the production of a prefeasibility 
study, taking into account that some of the previously mentioned 
activities can be done simultaneously, varies be ween 20-30 
months. Nevertheless, these periods, total and partial, can be 
reduced by an optimization of the methodblogy and the personnel 
employed. That is, in itself, one of the main intentions of 
this program. 

C. Costs 

The costs for an explorat ion program l ike the one described in 
the preceding chap te r s , can vary according t o various f ac to r s ! 

-The volume of ex i s t i ng geological and hydrogeological informa-ion 

-The existence of t ra ined, and expert loca l personnel 

-The geographical and geological c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the region 
to be inves t iga ted 

•Average amount! 2000 m of d r i l l i n g in mult iple wells 
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-The local availability of laboratory and computation facilities 

A cost estimate is, nevertheless, very difficult to make, due to 
the great variations in the above indicated factors. Nevertheless, 
we will attempt to describe the necessary investment scale. The 
philosophy that will be followed in order to estimate the needed 
investments is based on two principles! 

a) Emphasis should be placed on the use of exploratory instruments, 
such as for vulcanology and geochemistry. These methods provide 
very important information and cut down on the use of more 
expensive techniques. 

b) When a certain stage of exploration has been reached, major 
expenditures will not be necessary in order to have additional 
understanding of the geothermal system. It is in this stage 
that the decision to begin the deep drilling can be made. 

In this estimate are also considered variables such asi availability 
of expert local personnel, number of members from local personnel, 
number of staff from external personnel, and to a certain degree, 
geographic conditions. 

With these given considerations, the estimated cost, total, of the 
prefeasibility study, based on an area between 500 to 2000 km2, 
would bei 

minimum of |800,000 U,S, 
maximum of $1,600,000 U.S, 

Once the prefeasibility phase is completed, and if the results 
point to continuing the work, one will precede to the last phase 
of the exploration stagei the feasibility study. 

The feasibility phase can be defined as the study that establishes 
the physical site of a geothermal field, subseouent evaluation of 
extractable reserves and preliminary evaluation of the available 
resources; as well as the study of the fluid, possible plans for 
its utilization for power and/or other uses and the eventual 
installation of a pilot plant or industrial unit. 

This study, as part of a geothermal project, includes the first 
exploration soundings, studies which allow determining the pro
duction characteristics and utilization of the fluid, economic 
studies, as well as the design of a power plant. 

In this document only the first two stages of a geothermal type 
project will be analyzed, or in other words, the reconnaissance 
and prefeasibility studies. The analysis of the feasibility 
phase is the subject for another program. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL METHODS OF EXPLORATION 

3.1 Geological Exploration in Volc-̂ nic Areas 

A geothermal field susceptible to exploitation, whether for 
production of gas for purposes of electric power, or of hot 
water (low heat content) for non-power purposes, should have 
the following as principal characteristics; 

-A thermal anomaly 

-A reservoir made up of permeable rocks within which geothermal 
fluid circulates. The reservoir should be at depths that make 
its exploitation economical. 

-An impermeable cover on the reservoir that impedes the loss of 
heat by convection of fluids towards the surface. 

3.1.1 Heat sources 

In many volcanic regions, the heat required for the formation 
of a geothermal system, located near the terrestrial surface, 
C5?n be supplied, essentially, by a mass of high temperature 
magma situated in the terrestrial crust, either as an intrusion 
in the process of cooling or as a magmatic chamber feeding a 
volcano . Theoretically, all the zones a;rfected by recent vol
canic phenomenon, are probable geothermal sites^ nevertheless, 
the areas of practical interest are only those where a large 
volume of magma is found at a relatively shallow depth (less 
than 10 km). So, areas in which the magma has directly and 
rapidly risen from the mantle through fissures, such as plateau 
basalts, are of less interest. 

Also one should consider geothermal potential, those areas where 
there remain locally large volumes of magma within the upper part 
of the continental crust (acidic magmas originating within the 
crust itself) or areas with large central volcanoes related to 
magmatic chambers. 

In the preliminary exploration of a geothermal region, the problem 
of locating a thermal anomaly, normally near the surface, should 
be dealt with by volcanological, structural and petrological methods. 

These methods help to distinguish central volcanoes by assessing 
their significance in the regional structural scheme and by 
estimating their age by morphological criterion or by measurements 
of absolute age using radiometric methods. The presence of 
active fumaroles in the craters of central volcanoes is the best 
indication of the recent age of the volcano. Nevertheless, the 
crster of an active volcano cannot be considered.for the present^ 
for geothermal exploitation. 
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Petrological studies of lavas and other volcanic products are 
helpful in defining the nature of the magma, in particular its 
degree of acidity and differentiation. These datum are essential 
for evaluating the possible existence of magmatic chambers near 
the surface, which feed the volcanism; besides, in order to 
estimate if the nature of the magma confirms the existence of a superficial 
thermal anomaly within the terrestrial crust. The latter includes 
the case of magmas formed by anatexis of the crust (partial 
fusion of the upper continental crust, which is a process that 
requires strong anomalies at a moderate depth)o 

The formation of magmatic chambers of sufficient thermal capacity, 
which allow increasing the heat of a large volume of rock, requires 
favorable tectonic conditions, like the crossing of different faults 
or the inclination of faulted blocks that make up appropriate 
tectonic traps, where the rising magma settles and creates its 
differentiation. Therefore, one should investigate the relation 
between volcanic structures and tectonic outlines in order to 
spot the occurrence, at a shallow depth, of hot magmatic bodies. 

Favorable elements arei the persistence of volcanic activity 
through time and the frequent eruptions of strongly differentiated 
products, which for their formation require a long period of 
demurrage of the magma in the chamber. In the majority of cases, 
the magmatic chambers are reservoirs that feed the complex of 
central volcanoes; the volcanic structures are formed around 
a central chimney with various eruptions of products of different 
composition, genetically connected to each other by fractional 
crystallization. 

In other cases, only the differentiated magmas, more evolved and 
lighter, are capable of getting to the surface through fissural 
eruptions of different intensities, forming volcanic fields with 
some monogenetic centers (Campi Flegrei, Italy) or, also, important 
pyrodastic eruptions. 

Also, the magma can remain at a shallow depth without producing 
a volcanism; nevertheless, these upheavals in the upper crust 
affect the surface tectonics by the formation of "horst" generally 
interspersed with minor collapses (as in Larderello, Italy) or 
peculiar systems of radial or concentric faults. 

3.1.2 The reservoir 

The reservoir is formed by rocks of high permeability, with a 
sufficient volume to insure an extended exploitation. Besides, 
the reservoir should be located within a favorable hydrological 
system. The delineation of the reservoir is the most difficult 
problem in geological exploration. The principal reason, is the 
presence of extensive surface volcanic covers that often prevent 
the direct study of the deepest substratum. This, requires a 
knowledge of general geological standards; in particular, those 
of thicknesses, depth, lithology and permeability of various 
stratogrjaphic units that are found under surface volcanic 
cover. In many cases, the stratographic studies and the geological 
surveying can provide important information concerning the reservoir. 
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Also the identification of areas of greatest permeability by 
fractures due to tectonism and their pattern of distribution 
is very important. 

From the study of the xenoliths in the volcanic rocks, important 
information can be obtained. This includes samples of the sub
surface lithological horizons and their study can also provide 
evidence of manifestations of hydrothermal alteration caused by 
the circulation of high temperature fluids. 

The xenoliths of rocks in the subsoil occur chiefly in products 
of volcanic explosions (tufa, tephrites or ibnimbrites)**. These 
xenoliths should be studied and sampled, the altered as well as 
the unaltered. Special attention should be given to observing 
the texture of the hydrothermal minerals (in veins or random 
distribution) and to the usual paragenetic changes, with which 
it is possible to identify changes in the physical-chemical 
conditions of the circulation of fluids. 

Finally, the evaluation of the reservoir (lithology, depth, structure) 
requires the use of geophysical methods! one of the-..principle 
objectives of geological exploration is to determine the best 
geophysical method and to use it in the exploration, always 
basing it on the local geological characteristics, 

3,1.3 The cover 

The cover should be made up of an impermeable formation. It can 
be sedimentary rock with primary impermeability (clay, lim̂ e, lacus
trine deposits), as in Cerro Prieto, Mexico; Larderello, Italy, 
or in Wairakei, New Zealand; or rock impermeabilized by self-
sealing due to the continuous effects of thermal activity, as 
i-̂ the case of the Geysers, USA, or Otake, Japan. In order to 
determine this cover, it is necepsary to know the stratigraphy 
and lithology of the subsurface horizons; this investigation 
can be done on a strictly geological bapis, although geophysical 
studies are almost always necessary in order to determine the 
thickness of the impermeable layer. The presence of an imper
meable formation near the surface is essential for determining 
the usefulness of shallow wells of geothermal gradient in the 
later stages of exploration. These wells are useful only when 
they penetrate the impermeable stratum where the temperature 
distribution is not altered by the circulation of meteoric or 
surface v;ater. The drilling will be ecoromical only if the im
permeable beds are at a shallow depth. 

3,1,^ Surface m.anifestations 

In regions where the cover is fractured by faults, the fluids of 
the reservoir can rise directly to the surface, producing various 
thermal phenomenon (hot springs and fumaroles). The presence of 
such surface mainifestations is an indication of the probable exis
tence of a geothermal field. Nevertheless, such indications are 
not absolutely necessary; geothermal fields can exist without 
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chemistry of the fluid in a dominant steam system does<not generally 
have a direct relation with the underground "reservoir" due to 
the boiling of the fluid and the subsequent presence of two 
phases! liquid and steam. In this case, the presence of a high 
temperature fluid is already established. 

In the prefeasibility stage, the geochemical studies are used fori 

a) determining the variation in the average geochemical conditions, 
through the classification of the types and interactions (mixes) 
of the different waters and gases, according to their chemical 
composition. The result of this is a grouping of surface waters, 
underground waters and thermal springs according to their chemical 
composition and permits the identification or characterization 
of the possible reservoir(s) based on the type of water, 

b) determining the origin of the fluid phase, as well as locating 
the recharging area through the use of isotopic analysis 
(hydrogen and oxygen) of the the waters 

c) '-identifying the distribution patterns of certain particular 
elements; these can result from the dispersion of said elements 
outside of the heat source or more generally, outside of the 
geothermal system, 

d) estimating the minimum temperature of the reservoir by the 
use of various geothermometers and patterns of mix 

6) becoming familiar with the chemical problems related to the 
production and removal of waste fluids, including waters 
as well as gases 

3.2.1 Purpose of the program and methodlogy 

The geochemical program consists of three activities! l) field 
2) laboratory and 3/ processing and interpretation of data 

The relations between these three activities is represented 
in a diagrammatic form in Figure 2, 

a) Field activities 

The field studies are necessary in.order to collect water, gas 
and sublimate samples in order to analyze them in the laboratory 
and also in order to do measurements of variables such as T°C and 
volume of flow of fluid, which cannot be measured in the laboratory. 
It is advisable to take portable lab equipment to the field in 
order to do measurements of pH, NĤ ĵ , Fe 2, gas dissolved in the 
water, as well as for sampling and analysis of gases, 

b) Laboratory activities 

The laboratory studies involve the analysis of sam.ples collected 
in the field. In the water samples, the following elements and 
constituents should be identified. 
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such geothermal manifestations (Los Humeros, ̂ "exico). Also, there are 
hot emanations th^t do not have any relation to geothermal fields 
of high heat content, but instead are related to a rapid rise, 
along the faults, of water originating from depths in areas 
with nornal geothermal gradient. 

The study of the surface phenomena should be done taking into 
consideration the general hydrological organization. One the 
one hand it presupposes a knowledge of the hydrology of the 
region (meteoric water and underground water) as well as of the 
principle structures that control the hydrothermal systems and 
also of the structural characteristics of each source; on the 
other hand, it requires a detailed geochemical exploration. 
The purpose of the geochemical study is to provide data for 
the hydrogeological model and to detect theleakage phenomena 
of the deep geothermal reservoir. Valuable information can 
also be obtained from studies of the sublimates of the fumaroles. 

3.1,5 Craters of phreatic explosion (hydrothermal) 

A particularly important part of a geothermal field (not necessarily 
volcanic) is the frecuent presence of craters of phreatic explosion 
(hydrothermal)* These structures are produced by the explosion of 
pockets of steam heated and kept under pressure by an impermeable 
cover. Their presence indicates th'̂ t all the basic elements of 
a geothermal field (imperm.eable cover, fluids at depth, heat 
anomalies) are present in the zone affected by the explosion. 
Nevertheless, these structures should be carefully investigated, 
by estimating their age, 

3,2 Geochemistry 

A geothermal area can be considered as a chem.ical system of high 
temnerature. The principle components of this sytem arei the 
fluid phase (water, gas, steam) and a complex heterogenous 
(rock) solid phase. Two classes of geothermal systems have been 
generally identified based on the physical state of the fluid 
phase that has the control of pressure! a) hot water systems in 
w>̂ ich the water is the fluid phase of control of the pressure 
gradient; and b) systems of dominant steam in which the water 
and the steam normally coexist in the "reservoir", with the steam 
being the continuous controlling phase of the pressure. 

Systems of dominant steam are very good for the generation of 
electric energy; unfortunately, systems of dominant steam are 
more scarce than hot water systems. 

In the hot water systems, the chemistry of the fluid phase maintains 
a direct relation with the underground "reservoir" of thermal water 
and with the rock. Due to the high temperature, the chemical reactions 
between the constituents reach an equilibrium in a relatively short 
time. The chem.istry of the fluid in a hot water system shows a 
state of equilibrium between the fluid and the rock of the "reservoir" 
and can be determined in accordance with that. Nevertheless, the 
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cations! Ca, Mg, Na, K; 
Li, Rb, Sr, Cs, B; 

anions! Cl, SO. , HCO^ 
F, Br,^ ^ 

It is advisable that the gas samples be analyzed in regards toi 

O2, Np, Ar, CO2, H2, He, CH/4. and other hydrocarbons. 

Information about the source of the thermal waters can,be obtained 
by measuring the isotopic distribution of oxygen (l°ol"0) and 
hydrogen (H/D) 

c) Processing and interpretation of data 
The purpose of automatic data processing is the organization of 
a great quantity of numerical and non-numerical information. 
By using computers one can carry outi the selection of a -breakdown, 
statistical calculations, printing of lists and tables for reports, 
plotting curves of chemical relations. 

Some of the objectives pursued in the interpretation of geochemical 
data include! the pattern of mix, the water/rock interaction, and 
in a more general way, becoming familiar with the process or processes 
responsible for the composition of the observed water. The analysis 
of these factors is generally carried out in order to identify 
processes or in order to deal with a great quantity of data. It 
is in this way that it is possible to calculate the temperature of 
the reservoir, to detect leakages in the reservoir, and on occassions, 
to determine the relative value of the geothermal gradient in the 
surrounding areas. 

By employing a computer these calculations can be done more efficiently 
and rapidly, therefore minimizing costs. 

3,2,2 Techniques 

In this section a brief description of the different techniques 
used in a geochemical study are outlined. It is necessary to 
point out that the techniques for geochemical prospecting are 
constantly being developed, revised, and improved; nevertheless, 
the specific methods are not discussed in detail. The implementation 
of these methods depends on v rious factors, such as the location 
and access to the area; available person.nel and equipment, as well 
as financial assets. Depending on m.eteorological factors such as 
annual variations in precipitation and the evapo-transpiration 
index, one can determine the necessity for doing the sampling 
more than once a year in order to get' a correct understanding of 
the geothermal potential, 

a) In the field 

The f ie ld study should be done by a geochemist t ra ined and famil iar ized 
with the problems and p i t f a l l s of f i e ld measurments and samples. 
The following tab le summarizes the 
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tVPPR of measurments that are necess-^ry, the equipment and 
the approximate conts of the samei 

Measurements 

1) temnerature (lO.S^C) 
2) pH (+0,1 pH un i t ) 
3) conductance 
k) a l k a l i n i t y 

5) flow estimate 

6) a l k a l a i (Ca, Mg) 

7) NH/+, COg 

8) co l l ec t ion of samples 

b) In the laboratory 

Equipment 

Thermometer 
pH meter 
Conductance meter 
Alkalinity equip
ment 
visual estimate 
Field equipment 

Field equipment 

Bottles, reagents 

Costs 

US $20-100 each 
>300 each 
>3000 each 
1200 each 

up to $1000 for eacy 
piece of equipment 
$1500-3000 for each 
piece of equipment 
$1000 

The precise analysis of the collected waters and gases, and the 
identification of the sublimates, are perhaps the most important 
parts of the geochemical studies. The analysis should be done 
as soon as/possible after collection (especially the gases) by 
laboratories specializing in the chemical analysis of waters and 
gases. Providing the analyses required by geotherm.al exploration 
presupposes a great amount of time and effort, even for highly 
Qualified laboratories. The following lab equipment is the mini
mum am.ount needed in.order to do the required analyses! l) atomic 
absorption, (AA); 2) chromatography of the gases; 3) normal 
chemical analyses; and k) spectrophotometry. 

When local facilities do not exist, it is recommended that the 
chemical anlyses be done on a contractual basis by a reliable and 
experienced laboratory, A system by which samples selected at 
random are analyzed by other laboratories, in order to verify 
the accuracy of the results, is recommended; this method of veri
fication is a common practice in geochemical prospecting. In 
case that contractual arrangements are not made for the analyses, 
a chemist specialized in analysis of waters should be an integral 
part of the geochemical team, supervising the preparation and 
chemical analysis of the samples. 

A complete chemical 
•̂ um contract with a 
per sample, 

analysis can be d 
cost between 100, 

The analysis of the oxyg 
could be done, where and when necessa 
$150,00 U,S, per S5=m.ple. When gases 
Hj,S, He, H and methane should be ana 
it could be necessary to do an analys 
CO and rare noble gases (Ne, Xe, Kr), 
of gases of this type varies between 
sample. 

one on the basis of a lump 
00- and 200.00- U.S. dollars 
en and hydrogen isotopes 
ry, for approxim.ately 
are examined, 0 Ng, COg 
lyzed. In special cases, 
is of heavy hydrocarbons. 
The cost for the analysis 

U.S, $50,00 and $200,00 per 
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c) Processing and interpretation of data 

Once the field and laboratory studies are completed, a large 
Quantity of measurements of the different physical and chemical 
parameters of the geothermal system will have been obtained. 
The organization of this data will be facilitated by the use 
of a computer. 

Data processing- can include; 

-Examination of the chemical analyses in order to verify their 
internal consistency 

-Statistical calculations, such asi averages, standard deviations, 
measurements of correlation between the variables, etc, 

-Graphs of correlations of two variables 

-Analysis of multiv^riable regression, analysis of factors and 
subsequent studies and preparation of graphs 

The processing and the representation of the data, as has already 
been indicated, helpa v/ith its interpretation. The distribution of 
water types and geochemical processes that take place in the system 
or systems being studied can be understood and varified in this 
manner. At this point the utilization of exploratory techniques 
like geochemical thermometry, d?^tection of leakage phenomenon and 
the calculation of mix patterns are important. 

On the basis of these studies, it will be possible to construct a 
thermal and hydrogeochemical model consistent with the geothermal 
system. This Fodel should take into account all the geological, 
geophysical and geochemical data. The refinement of this model is 
an iterative process, in which one is constantly incorporating 
the results of the latest geochemical, geological and geophysical 
studies that are being carried out, including those from the 
development and exploitation stages of the geothermal program. 

Some of the Questions that these studies can help to Esolve include! 

-Identification of the chemical types of the waters 

-Identification of aouifers and their role in the regional 
circulation of water 

-Studiesoo'f leakage phenomemon 

-Geothermometry 

-Mix patterns 
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Leakage phenomenon 

The identification of leakage phenomenom (emissions of geothermal 
steam towards the surface) and the detection of leakage anomalies 
(geochemical anomalies resulting from the emission of steam and/or 
geothermal gases in places where surface manifestations do not 
occur) are an important part of the geochemical studies, since 
small mixes of steam and/or gases from the geothermal "reservoir" 
can be detected. The best indicators of leakages arei ammonia 
(NHi^), boric acid (H3BO3), and reservoir gases'(CHi^, HgS, COg, 
H2» He, Ar'+O), The leakage studies, at the same time that they 
provide valuable information about the hot water systems, are 
particularly important for detecting the presence of systems 
of dominant steam. 

Due to the presence of water and steam in the dominant steam 
system, the chemistry of the condensate of the steam cannot 
have a direct relation to the underground reservoir, but 

with its volatile constituents. Boric acid and ammonia are 
coiiimon in fumaroles and are concentrated in condensed water. 

Due to the relatively low volatility of the boric acid and the 
high reagency of the ammonia with clayey material, near the 
surface, these constituents are not carried for long distances 
in the steam phase,. Where they are present, these constituents 
can show continous gradation within, the prospecting area, which 
can indicate the zone with the most intense underground boiling 
The statistical analyses processed by computers can verify the 
accuracy of the data, as well as indicate the presence or absence 
of leakage anomalies in the area under study, 

Geothermometry 

An important goal of geochemical studies is the estimation 
of the temperature distribution in the reservoir. In 
hot water geothermal systems, the temperatures of the reservoir 
can be estimated by the chemistry of the springs. The two most 
populars geothermometers are the SiOg content and the atomic 
relations of K/Na/Ca, Both geothermometers have been empircally 
and experimentally calibrated; with them it is assumed that the 
chemical flow reflects equilibrium with the rock in the reservoir 
through chemical reactions depending on the temperature. Other 
geothermometers such as the Mg content, Cl content, Cl/F relation, 
Ca and HCOo contents have not been calibrated and only provide 
semiquantixative estimates of the temperature in the reservoir. 

One problem for geothermometry is the necessity of having very 
pure samples of the fluids from the reservoir. The requisites 
that must be taken into account in geothermometry include! 
insignificant reaction of the fluid with the rock during the 
trajectory towards the surface in such a way that its composition 
remains balanced with that of the reservoir; absence of dilution 
or mix with other water at intermediate levels; and rapid flow 
of the water from the reservoir to the surface. Such requisites 
are not necessary for the study of the leakage phenomenon since 
they can be studied in terms of the mix patterns. 

Mix Pattem 
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Where the surface manifestations of a geothermal system are 
8 mixture of hot water originating in depth and cold phreatic 
water, the composition of the water of the thermal source 
and the flow characteristics can be suitable for the use of 
mix patterns, with the purpose of estimating the temper ture 
and salinity of the high temperature component of the mix. 
The estimated temperature is commonly more elevated and 
precise than the maximum temperature obtained from chemical 
geothermometers, when the mix isn*t considered. In some places 
the mix patterns have indicated the existence of different 
reservoirs (permeable zones where the period of residence of 
the water in the rock is sufficiently long and the temperature 
is sufficiently high to reach a water/rock chemical eouilibrium) 
with different tempperatures and compositions in different parts 
of the same hydrothermal system, 

1 

3.2.3 Costs, equipment and personnel 

The geochemical studies are extremely economical 
compared with other methods of geothermal exploration such as 
|;eoph.ysics and exploratory drilling. The following table is 
an estimate of costs, as well as the re-'uirements for equipment 
and personnel needed for the study of an area (l) selected for 
the reconnaissance phase and studied in the prefeasibility phase 

(1) Area of 500 to 2000 km2 



Â r ^OXIMATE COSTS (1977) EQUIPMF PERSONNEL/TIME 

FIELD (excluding salaries of 
local personnel) 

US$3000 to $̂ +000 for 
each piece of equipment 

US$7500/month for 
consultant 

LABORATORY US$100 to $200 per 
sample for elements 
and compounds 

CALCULATION AND DATA PROCESSING 

US$1000 to $2000 for rental time 
on computer 
(Cost if the calculations are 
done by computer) 

NH k 

thermometer 
pH meter 
conductance meter 
alkalinity equipment 
equipment for Ca, Mg, 
equipment, for dample collection 
including bottles and chemical 
reagents 

When local installations 
are not available, it is 
recommended that the chemical 
analyses be done 

1 geochemical expert 

1 field assistant 

(2 to 6 months) 

on a contrac-
The following 
the minimum 
order to do 
analyses! 

Atomic absorption (AA) 
Gas chrom.otagraphy 

tual basis, 
equipment is 
necessary in 
the required 

3) Systems for normal 
chemical analysis 

k) Spectrofotometry 

Rental time on computer 

(2 to *+ months) 

1 geochemist (expert) 
1 data processor 

(l to 2 months) 

US$7500 per month for consultant 
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3.3 Geophysics 

The main objective of the use of geophysical prospecting techniques 
in geothermal exploration is to contribute with the other exploration 
studies (geology, volcanology, geohydrology, and geochemistry) to 
the elaboration of the geothermal pattern in the area under study. 
It seeks toi 

a) To determine the regional geological-structural conditions 

b) Locate and describe geothermal anomalies in the area 

c) To determine particular structural conditions 

Geophsical prospecting methods are based on the measurement of 
varia'^ion, in time and space, of some of the physical properties 
of the rocks, the most common being! density, magnetic suscepti
bility, elasticity and electric and thermal conductivity. 

The anlysis of these variants permits carrying out a qualitative 
and/or ouantitative interpretation that, together with the geological, 
volcanological, geohydrological and geochemical preliminary data, 
is used for the elaboration of a tridimensional geothermal model, 

3.3.1 Methods of geophysical exploration 

a) Regional structural determinations 

In the general framework of geothermal explorations, the geophysical 
techniques of magnetometry and gravimetry have been used principally 
to delineate the geological-structural situation of the regional area 
where the geothermal resources are found located. A qualitative 
interpretation of the gravimetric and magnetometric maps gives 
indications about the- location'"' of the major geological structures. 

The analysis of precise models, making use of computers and 
geological information, reduces the amount of data to be determined. 
The utilization of these techniques is contingent on having a previous 
knowledge of the area, A gravimetric study and, usually a 
magnetometric or aeromagnetometric one, will provide valuable 
inform.ation about the regional structural situation at a substan
tially reduced cost. 

b) Delineation of thermal anomalies in the area 

To date, in order to discover, describe and evaluate a geothermal 
field there has been-extensive use made of electric and electro
magnetic methods (resistivity, telluric, magnetotelluric, and 
other technioues). 

Regional reconnaissances of geothermal anomalies have been carried 
out looking, for contrasts in resistivity, produced by the existence 
of zones of anomalous temperatures. These contrasts in resistivity 
are produced, among other ways, as a result of the temperature. 
Nevertheless, it must be taken into consideration that the electric 
resistivity of the rocks is also affected by factors such asi 
porosity, salinity, pressure, mineral alteration, and that 
these must be taken into account for a correct analysis. 

Other elctrical techniques like! telluric, magnetotelluric, 
audio-m.agnetotelluric, as well as other geophysical techniques 
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like seismic noise, are used in the stage of experimentation 
in order to delineate the thermal anomalies of the subsoil; 
nevertheless, their possible utilization in the future should 
be considered, 

c) Particular determinations 

The use of geophysical techniques for the determination of 
particular situations, depends on the nature of the problem 
itself. On this point, gravimetric and magnetometric techniques 
have helped to obtain very specific information. In some cases 
the gravimetric anomalies are directly tied to the existence 
of hot bodies or fluids in the subsoil. An identical situation 
can be obtained from the magnetometric studies, where it is 
possible to have, in some cases, information about igneous 
bodies related to the calorific source of the geothermal field. 

These gravimetric and magnetometric data, also have other 
specific applications! in certain areas and with quantitative 
models, getting specific information about problems in locating 
faults, fracture zones, alteration zones, anomalies of mass 
related to temperatures; also, detecting variations in density 
of a geothermal field caused by the transfer of mass during 
the exploitation itself. 

The seismic m.ethods (active or passive) can also provide valuable 
information about specific situations. With active seismic 
methods, a considerable amount of information can be obtained 
about the position of geological interphases by means of the 
precise analysis of the trajectories followed by the elastic 
waves generated at or near the surface. 

In geothermal prospecting, these methods have been little used, 
principally due to their high costs. Nevertheless, reflection 
and refraction studies have been used in some geothernal 
fields in order to become familiar with very particular geological 
situations (depth and thickness of stratum, faults, etc; 

In recent years seismic activity has been used, within a geothermal 
zone (microquakes) in order to determine the zone of active faults. 
It is being considered as a possible tool for determining magmatic 
chambers, studying the attenuation of the velocity of the P and S 
waves, the lag time, and the relative spectrum of the waves produced 
by local earthquakes or microearthquakes. 

They have been used with a lot of success considering their cost/ 
efficiency ratio, technioues of resistivity (vertical electric 
soundings;in order to determine the depths of particular geological 
stratum; thickness of the cover, etc, 

3.3.2 Final considerations 

The realization of any geophysical study means counting on 
qualified personnel and suitable equipment. Normally, save 
exceptions, these geophysical studies are contracted to 
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specialized companies. 

Even when that is the case, it should include, at least one 
geophysicist trained in techniques of geothermal prospecting, 
so that it is he that plans, in conjunction with the geological, 
volcanological, geohydrological, and geochemical personnel, 
the geophysical studies to be carried out, 

A quite delicate matter is setting up a program of geophysical 
explorations within geothermal exploration, given the great 
many geological situations that can be presented and the results 
obtained in the other reconnaissance studies (geology, volcanology, 
geohydrology, and geochemistry). 

The use of these geophysical techniques should be a supporting 
tool for becoming familiar with the geothermal zone. The methods 
employed in regional exploratory prospecting, structural measure
ments, and the delineation of anomalies has given excellent results, 
Other techniques for delineating and evaluating a geothermal field 
are still in a stage of experimentation. 

An important conclusion is the advantage of creating a geophysical 
staff dedicated to geothermal exploration, in spite of the fact 
that a majority of these studies are done under contract. If 
this is not done, it is essential, at least, to have a competent 
person that will plan and supervise the execution of these studies. 
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In t roduc t ion 

The Ahuachapan geothermal field is one of several geothermal areas in El Salvador 

under different stages of exploration and development (Campos, 1988). These areas are 

associated with a volcanic chain associated with the subduction of the Cocos Plate under 

the Caribbean Plate. The exploration ofthe Ahuachapan field began in the 1960s. Today, 

more than 30 productive wells have been drilled supplying geothermal fluids to generate 

about 60 MW of electrical power, an important contribution to the country's electricity 

needs. The Comision Ejecutiva Hidroel6ctrica del Rio Lempa (CEL), the government 

agency in charge of the geothermal program in El Salvador, has carried out exploratory 

work toward the area of the Chipilapa hot springs, a zone located 3 km east of the 

Ahuachapan field. 

Because of the large contrast in electrical resistivity between cold ground water and hot 

saline geothermal fluids, dc-resistivity and electromagnetic (EM) methods have been 

effective tools in geothermal exploration (e.g. Berktold, 1983; Wright et al., 1985, 

Thanassoulas, 1991; Martfnez-Garcia, 1992). The magnetotelluric (MT) method is a 

natural-source EM technique that measures the surface time-varying electric and 

magnetic fields. During the spring of 1990, the Centro de Investigacion Cientlfica y 

Educacion Superior de Ensenada (CICESE), Mexico, carried out a MT survey at the 

Ahuachapan-Chipilapa field (Fig. 1). The work was part of a feasibility study conducted by 



the Instituto de Investigaciones Electricas (HE) which comprised geological, geochemical, 

hydrogeological and reservoir engineering investigations. 

The about 80 km^ study area (Fig. 1), has been the subject of intense exploration during 

the last 20 years. Some results have been published and others are given in internal 

reports owned by CEL. The geology ofthe zone has been studied by a number of authors 

(Jonsson, 1970; Jimenez, 1971; Jimenez and Campos, 1976; Electroconsult, 1982; Ortiz, 

1984), the more recent being the work by Gonzalez-Partida et al. (1991; this issue). Other 

Studies include geochemistry (Truesdell et al., 1989; Nieva et al., 1992; this issue), 

alteration mineralogy (Aumento et al.,1982), and geohydrology (Jimenez, 1971; Ortiz, 

1984; Laky et al., 1989). The volcanic evolution of the zone can be briefly summarized as 

follows (Gonzalez-Partida etal., 1991): an earlier magmatic event (-1 My ago) produced 

the En^palizada and Cuyanausul volcanoes; a large explosive event originated the 

Concepcion de Ataco caldera, (-0.3 My ago), followed by less extensive calderic 

collapses; finally a new period of volcanism (less than 0.1 My ago) created the Laguna 

Verde and Las Ninfas volcanos and injection of andesitic dikes took place. 

The geology exposed at the surface is the product of the latest volcanic events, and is 

affected by four structural systems (Gonzalez-Partida et al., this issue). The older is an 

extensional NE-SW system called Mesas del Llano system. The system known as El 

Molino, oriented NW-SE, affects the local basement and the former structures. There is a 



younger N-S system which is related to more regional structures. The calderic events 

have produced semicircular features which are also evident on the surface. 

Results of previous geophysical work include gravity ( Rodriguez and Rivas, 1986; CGF, 

1992; Flores, 1991), dc-resistivity (Rodriguez, 1985; Rodriguez, 1988; Quijano, 1989; 

Fink et al., 1989; Fink, 1990; Flores et al., 1991), magnetotellurics (Geosystem, 1984; 

Flores et al., 1992), and passive seismic monitoring (Fabriol et al., 1990, 1992; Fabriol 

and Beauce, this issue). 

Two types of dc-resistivity surveys have been carried out in the area : 135 Schlumberger 

soundings (Diaz, 1983; Rodriguez, 1985) and four long-offset dipole-dipole profiles 

(Rodriguez, 1988). The Schlumberger vertical electric soundings (VES) were acquired in 

a regular grid covering a 35 km^ area (Fig. 2). They are distributed along nine profiles, 

with a typical separation between individual soundings of 500 m. The current-electrode 

separation (AB/2) ranges from 15 to 1500 m. Due to the high ground conductivities and 

the particular repetition rate used in the bipolar source current, most of the apparent 

resistivity data are distorted by EM induction effects at electrode-separations greater than 

750 m (Rodriguez, 1985). After eliminating these distorted data, Flores et al. (1991) 

interpreted 115 VES in terms of layered models using a linearized inversion algorithm 

(Jupp and Vozoff, 1975). Most of the resulting models can be represented by a K-type 

three-layered sequence ( Pi< P2 > Pa ) characterized by a thin (less than 30 m thick) 



conductive layer with resistivities less than 30 Q-m, underlain by an about 150-200 m 

thick resistive (50 to 300 Q-m ) layer. These two layers rest on a conductive half-space 

with a resistivity less than 10 Q-m. This general sequence was also suggested by Fink 

(1990), who independently interpreted the VES data and perfonned a statistical analysis 

ofthe models. 

In order to summarize the spatial variafion of the modeling results, Flores et al. (1991) 

presented maps of the longitudinal conductance S (thickness x conductivity) of the 

shallow layer and of the transverse resistance T (thickness x resistivity) of the resistive 

layer. Figure 2 shows a map of the horizontal variation of T, where low values indicate 

that either the second layer is thin or it has a low resistivity. The zones with values of T 

below 10"* Q-m^ were interpreted as evidence of hydrothemial alteration, hydrothermal 

fluids at low pressure and temperature, or a combination of both. These zones are 

spatially correlated with the surface hydrothemial manifestations. 

The dipole-dipole resistivity survey was carried out as a joint project between CEL and 

Los Alamos National Laboratory (Rodriguez, 1988). It consisted of four 10 to 14 km long 

lines ( L-1, L-2, L-4 and L-5 on Fig. 2), using dipole lengths of 500 and 1000 m (a=500 

and 1000 m in standard notation). For the short dipole length, measurements were taken 

at 14 source-receiver separations ranging from 500 to 7000 m with integer multiples of a. 

For the long dipole length, 12 source-receiver distances were used ranging from 500 to 



6000 m with integer multiples of a/2. This field operation produced more than 1200 

apparent resistivity measurements with unusual redundancy and with offsets designed to 

reach greater depths than conventional surveys. Two-dimensional (2-D) modeling of 

these profiles has been done by different workers, applying a finite-difference algorithm 

(Dey and Morrison, 1979) and a trial-and-error approach. Quijano (1989) obtained simple 

models accounting for the coarse conductivity features, while Fink et al.(1989). Fink 

(1990) and Flores et al.(1991) arrived to gradually more complicated models attempting to 

improve the fit to the data. Perez-Flores and G6mez-Trevino (this issue) utilize an 

innovative technique consisting of a one-step approximate inverse method, which avoids 

the inconvenience of the intensive fonward computations inherent in the trial-and-error 

approach. They obtain images of the subsurface which reproduce the main features of 

the fonward models but also include subtle variafions difficult to recognize on the former 

models. The images correlate reasonably well with surface hydrothemial manifestations 

and with the information available from the deep wells. 

Magnetotelluric data 

The MT data were obtained in the spring of 1990 during an eight week period. The 

natural electric and magnetic fields in the 0.01 to 100 Hz band were recorded at 126 

sites, using the MT-1 equipment from Electromagnetic Instruments Inc. (EMI) and a digital 

telemetry system developed and constructed by CICESE. The field set up was designed 



to measure two sites (500 m apart) at a time. Nine fields were recorded simultaneously in 

each set up: the horizontal components of the electric field at both sites, the three 

components ofthe magnetic field close to one ofthe sites, and the horizontal components 

ofthe magnetic field at a riemote site (3 or 4 km away). The fields were processed and the 

impedance tensor was estimated using the remote reference technique (Gamble, 1978; 

Gamble et al., 1979a). The main problem during the measurements was the occurrence 

of high levels of EM noise in the proximity of power lines and close to the northern edge 

of the Ahuachapan geothermal plant, where four sites rendered useless impedance 

estimates. Toward the end of the field work the worsening electric storms caused an 

increase in the estimate variances. The field data were edited to preserve reliable 

estimates, based on the predicted coherencies of the EM fields as well as on the size of 

the error ofthe measurements (Gamble et al., 1979b). 

! 

The impedance tensor was first estimated in the principal direction coordinate system 

(Swift, 1967; 1986), then rotating it to a frequency-independent coordinate system 

selected by visual inspection at the low-frequency band. The resulting rotation angle is in 

the range of N15°W to N30°W for most of the sites. The tipper strike at low frequencies 

was estimated as N70°E and is consistent throughout the entire area. This agrees with 

the ENE trend of the volcanic chain, the strike of the Central Graben, and the trend of the 

gravity anomaly (Rodriguez and Rivas, 1986; Flores, 1991). Conversely, at the 

intermediate period range (i.e., 0.4 to 4.0 s) the visual correlation between the different 



apparent resistivity pseudosections delineates N-S trends, suggesting that at these 

periods the younger faults are the main controlling factor for the apparent resistivity 

variations. It is known that this pattern allows the flow of geothermal fluid through the area 

toward the discharge zone in the north (Torres et al., 1992). 

After both apparent resistivity cun/es (p ŷ , pyx ) were corrected for static effects 

(discussed below), practically all sounding sites show nearly coincident p̂ y and pŷ  

curves, along with the con-esponding phase curves, for periods from 0.01 to 2 s, followed 

by a growth of the pŷ  mode over the p̂ y mode for longer periods. Figure 3 shows 

typical sounding curves for three of the sites. They are representative of the general 

behavior of the data and serve also to illustrate the typical data scatter (the size of the 

error bars represent 68% confldence limits). Site 79 displays good quality estimates, 

suggesting a shallow homogeneous 12 Q-m medium underlain by a resistive layer at 

depth. At site 69 the estimates exhibit larger uncertainties, mainly in the yx mode; the 

observed apparent resistivities at short periods are around 500 Q-m and a pronounced 

minimum affects both polarization modes at intermediate periods, suggesting a resistive 

medium at the surface with a strong conductor at depth. Site 23 has adequate estimates 

for the yx mode in the whole period range, while the uncertainties increase after 1 s for 

the xy polarization mode. The curves are similar to those of site 79 regarding the 



absence of a pronounced minimum, but here the short-period apparent resistivity is much 

lower (~ 3 Q-m), suggesting the presence of a conductor extending to shallow depths. 

The general trend of the data is easier to visualize in a pseudosection forniat. Figure 4 

shows the apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections for Line E4. This line is parallel 

to the volcanic chain and covers the southern margins of the Ahuachapan and Chipilapa 

zones (Fig. 1). Both polarization modes look similar for periods shorter than 10 s. At 

longer periods the increase of pŷ  over p̂ y is evident. The occurrence of three minima at 

periods of the order of 1 s, in the western, central and eastern portions of the line are 

indicative of conductive zones at depth. The short period behavior of the contours 

suggests that in some zones these conductors reach near-surface depths, while in other 

sites they are overiain by shallow resistive zones. The spatial correlation of the low 

appareht resistivity zones between lines, confirmed by the pseudosections of Lines E l , 

E2, E3, E6, E7, and E8, is an important property of these data which supports the N-S 

strike for the conductive structure. 

Static correction 

The static shift effect in MT apparent resistivity curves may lead to erroneous 

interpretations of the data (Pellerin and Hohmann, 1990). This effect is produced by 

distortions of the measured electric field caused by boundary charges of galvanic type 



built-up on shallow inhomogeneities. The galvanic response of such small, shallow 

bodies, is manifested in the data as a vertical shift of the log-log apparent resistivity 

curves leaving the phase curves unaffected (Jones, 1988). There are several methods to 

correct the static shift of MT data (Jiracek, 1990). A common approach is to use an 

independent geophysical method close to the MT site in order to determine an 

undistorted 1-D shallow model. The observed MT apparent resistivity cun/es can then be 

con-ected to the undistorted values calculated from this model. Sternberg et al. (1988) 

have proposed the use of a controlled-source transient electromagnetic sounding to 

perform this correction. Their method, based on the measurement of magnetic fields, 

circumvents the problem of galvanic effects as the boundary charges mainly affect the 

electric field. In this work we use the available Schlumberger VES data as the auxiliary 

technique to correct the MT data. Even though in a purely galvanic technique such as the 

VES there are also boundary charges affecting the measurements, the mobility of the 

source and receiver electrodic-arrays during the VES data acquisition could contribute to 

reduce the effects, so that they are not as harmful as for MT. Recent experience at the 

Tres Virgenes geothermal zone, Mexico (Romo et al., 1994) shows that, while the models 

obtained from transient electromagnetic soundings are less affected by shallow 

inhomogeneities, those derived from VES data can adequately perform the task of 

correcting the static shift-distorted MT data. 



The Schlumberger data set used in the present wori< cover 85% of the MT sites (Fig. 2). 

In most of the MT sites we selected a nearby (within 1 km radius) VES, and the 

corresponding layered model (Flores et al., 1991) was then used to calculate a 

short-period (usually 0.02 s) magnetotelluric response. The MT observed apparent 

' resistivity curves were shifted to fit the calculated MT response. In eighteen MT sites 

located in the southern end of the area where there is no VES coverage, the MT 

resistivity curves were shifted to fit a value of 50 Q-m at 0.02 s, based on the evidence of 

a shallow resistive cover similar to the one present in the eastern edge of the area 

covered by the Schlumberger survey. Such evidence is supported by the dipole-dipole 

data and by the absence of surface manifestations. 

After this VES-derived static correction was applied, apparent resistivity pseudosections 

were constructed. Based on these pseudosections, 14 isolated sites were identified 

where there was evidence of an incomplete static correction, as suggested by a vertical 

pattern of the apparent resistivity contours surrounding these sites over the whole 

frequency range. The apparent resistivity curves for these sites were shifted again to 

values resulting from the interpolation of the short-period MT responses from the 

surrounding sites. This second static shift correction was performed in order to prevent an 

erroneous interpretation of false deep conductors, and was applied only if there was no 

evidence of shallow conductors from the VES survey. 
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Modeling 

As a first step in the quantitative interpretation ofthe magnetotelluric data, we constructed 

1-D continuous models using the Niblett-Bostick transformation (Bostick, 1977) and the 

Occam inversion method (Constable et al., 1987). Figure 5 displays the inverted 

resistivities derived from these techniques using the yx -mode data from Line E4. One 

significant difference between them is evident in the shallow portion of the sections. In 

most sites, the Niblett-Bostick transfomnation is not able to estimate the subsurface 

resistivity at depths shallower than 150 m,. while the Occam inversion produpes a 

resistive zone in the 50-150 m depth range, in agreement with the VES results. This 

condition is due to the particular depth estimation used in each of these methods. The 

Niblett-Bostick transfomiation estimates the depth (D) using the apparent resistivity of 

each particular period, i.e., D = {p312Ti\ i ) . At the shortest period (i.e.. 0.02 s), 

apparent resistivities larger than 10 Q-m give depth values larger than 150 m. Therefore, 

this transformation is blind to thin shallow resistive layers. On the other hand, the Occam 

1-D inversion uses .an initial model with a user-defined depth range (i.e., 50 to 7000 m) 

and produceS'^the smoothest model with minimum misfit, in a predefined number of 

iterations. 
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In the 200 m to 2 km depth range, both sections of Line E4 (Fig. 5) display four localized 

conductive zones where the resistivity is lower than 10 Ll-m. . Below 2 km both sections 

display resistivities that increase with depth. 

The data were further modeled using the 2-D finite element algorithm of Wannamaker et 

al. (1987), implemented into the Geotools MT data interpretational package of WSE 

Associates. The subsurface resistivity distribution in any real situation is 

three-dimensional (3-D), and the interpretation in terms of 2-D models has inherent 

limitations. Nevertheless, these models are currently the best way to simulate seemingly 

complicated geological situations. Considering the number and spatial distribution of the 

collected data, it can be expected that the 2-D models obtained along several properly 

selected profiles should produce a useful picture of the geoelectrical structure of the 

studied? area. The final models are constrained by independent geophysical and 

geological information. 

The MT survey at Ahuachapan-Chipilapa was designed to provide infonnation along 

profiles parallel and perpendicular to the known structural systems. We constructed 2-D 

models along eight ENE-WSW lines with the aim of simulating the apparent resistivity 

variation in the 0.01 to 10 s range, assumed to be associated with the structure within the 

upper 2 km of depth. We also constructed models along four lines oriented NNW-SSE to 

constrain the ENE-WSW models, although the 2-D assumption is not fully supported by 
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these four lines. Regarding the longer periods (10 to 100 s ), we propose that they 

respond mainly to the regional strike N70°E suggested by the tipper and the gravity data, 

which could be produced by the more resistive rocks associated with the volcanic chain, 

as compared to more conductive sediments filling the Central Graben depression. 

We arrive at the final models by a trial-and-error approach, ending the process when an 

acceptable visual fit between model response and observed data is achieved. The 

response of the 2-D models is obtained for the two independent field polarization modes: 

the TM-mode with the magnetic field parallel to strike, and the TE-mode with the electric 

field parallel to strike. The TM-mode model response was compared with pŷ  while the 

TE -mode model response was compared with p̂ y . The principal objective was to obtain 

the best fit in the pŷ  apparent resistivity, as the TM -mode is less distorted by 3-D effects 

(Wannamaker et al., 1984). In each model we tried to preserve in the resistivity structure 

the maximum lateral smoothness as much as possible. In some cases we looked for a 

compromise between these smoothing and fitting criteria when they differed. 

Furthennore, care was taken in obtaining qualitative agreements between the models of 

crossing lines. In most of the lines the modeling of the data in the 0.02 to 10 s period 

range resulted in a detailed electrical structure defined down to a depth of 1 km. In three 

lines (E5, N2, and N3) it was necessary to include lateral resistivity variations down to 2 

km. Below this depth the structure modeled is 1-D, consisting of a 150 Q-m 
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homogeneous layer over a 10 Q-m half-space at 150 km depth, simulating an 

hypothetical conductive asthenosphere. We did not incorporate the topography into the 

models because tests showed that the topographic effect falls within the observed data 

dispersion. 

It is usually difficult to assess the nonuniqueness inherent to forward models. When 

looking at finished interpretations or final results, even those with experience find it hard 

to judge whether a particular feature included in a model is actually constrained by the 

data. This is especially true in geothermal and volcanic environments because of their 

complicated geological characteristics and corresponding complex resistivity distributions. 

One way of approaching the problem is to construct different models based on the same 

data set, but using widely different methods. In the Appendix we contrast the results of 
j 

fonward modeling with resistivity images obtained using an automatic interpretation 

technique. This type of comparison is very illustrative because in the first case there is a 

considerable amount of human intervention and judgment; in the second, they are kept to 

a minimum. Assumptions such as minimum and maximum values of resistivity, shape of 

conductive bodies or maximum depth of penetration, all are critically challenged with this 

approach. 

Line E3 
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The 2-D model for Line E3 is given in Fig. 6a. Based on this model we sketch a 

representation of the subsurface resistivity variation and show other relevant information 

(Fig. 6b). In addition to the zones with different resistivity, the surt'ace structural 

information as well as some temperature data and selected lithology information from five 

drillholes are also included. On the upper part of Fig. 6b we indicate the zones where 

seismicity and radon emissions have been registered (Fabriol, et al., 1990; Nieva, et al., 

1992). The locations of El Playon and El Tortuguero hydrothermal manifestations are also 

indicated as well as the intersections with Lines N l , N2, N3 and N4. 

In the central and eastern shallow portions of the model the electrical structure is 

characterized by 15 to 25 Q-m resistivities within the upper 50 m, followed by a resistive 

(65 to 100 Q-m) zone down to 150 to 400 m. At these depths, a conductor of variable 

resistivity occurs. This shallow sequence of low-high-low resistivity agrees with that 

interpreted from the VES survey (Fink, 1990; Flores et al., 1991). This sequence is 

inten-upted in two areas, i.e., in the central part ofthe line (sites 73,74 and 79) where the 

resistive zone is missing, and under the El Playon manifestation where a deep conductor 

reaches shallow depths. The most important geothermal features of this model is the 

presence of three separate conductors with resistivities equal or lower than 2.5 Q-m , 

located within the 0.4 to 1 km depth interval, hereafter referred as the A, B, and C 

conductors. The A conductor, defined by the data from sites 82 and 81, is associated 

with the Ahuachapan geothemial reservoir. The B conductor, under sites 75 and 76, is 
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about 100 m below conductor A. Finally conductor C, in the eastern part of the model, is 

especially important because of its relatively larger dimensions and lower resistivities. Its 

eastern edge is not properiy defined as it lies outside the area covered by the line. 

The Pŷ  and ^ „ pseudosections comparing the model's response and the observed data, 

are shown in Fig. 7. The agreement in the pŷ  pseudosection is good both in geometry 

and intensities. The calculated response behaves as a smoothed version of the observed 

data. The closed minima at about 1 s periods are obviously produced by the conductors 

discussed above. However, in the observed response they show resistivities lower than 

those calculated from the model. We could not reproduce these low apparent resistivities 

by decreasing the resistivities of the conductors, probably because the 2-D model is not 

able to reproduce 3-D effects. 

Another interesting feature of these observed closed minima is that they extend to slightly 

longer periods than those ofthe calculated response. This would suggest that the base of 

the conductors shown in Fig. 6a do not end at 1 km depth, but extend further down. The 

high well temperatures measured below 1 km seem to support a larger depth extent of 

these conductors. This possibility was tested by 1-D and 2-D perturbation analysis 

(Romo and Flores, 1992) showing that the base to the conductors could extend up to 1.5 

km, but not deeper. This possibility should, however, be considered with caution because 
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in the 2 to 10 s period range the responses start to be affected by the ENE-WSW regional 

trend and it might not be appropriate to use a 2-D interpretation tool to analyze the 3-D 

effects on the data. Consequentiy the model at 1 km is a conservative estimate. 

Line N2 

The profile has a NW-SE orientation, starting 1 km north of the Ahuachapan power plant. 

It crosses the wellfield, goes through the volcanic chain near the eastern edge of the 

Hoyo del Cuajuste crater, and ends on the volcanic highlands 3 km NE of the town of 

Apaneca. The corresponding models (Figs. 8a and 8b) show the conductor iA to be 

associated with the Ahuachapan reservoir. As in Line E3, there is some correlation 

between the Pyrodastic Flows horizon (Gonzalez-Partida et al., 1991; labeled PF in Fig. 

8b) and the base of the shallow resistive cover, as well as between the Volcanic Breccia 

(Gonzalez-Partida et al., 1991; labeled VB in Fig. 8b) and the intemiediate ( 6.5 Q-m) 

resistivities at the top of the conductive zone. The highest temperatures reported in the 

displayed drillholes also coincide with the conductive zone. 

On the southern end of this profile another conductive zone is evident. There the 

distribution of the 6.5 Q-m zone suggests an interesting connection between the deep 

conductor and the Cerro Blanco hydrothermal manifestation at the northern flank of the 

volcanic chain. There is also evidence of seismic hypocenters below this area between 

1.5 and 4.5 km depth (Fabriol, et al., this issue). 
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Spatial distribution of conductive zones 

In order to have a better understanding of the spatial distribution of the interpreted 

conductors we constructed maps by correlating the low-resistivity zones defined in the 

2-D models of all the lines (Figs. 9 to 11). Three depth intervals were chosen based on 

the behavior of these models: shallow (0-200 m), intermediate (200^500 m), and deep 

(500-1000 m, or 500-2000 m). To facilitate the discussion, we are attaching the subscripts 

s, /, or d (shallow, intermediate or deep) to the corresponding conductors. Figure 9 

displays the zones with resistivities lower than 4 Q-m, within the depth range from 500 m 

to 1000, or 2000 m. Five distinct conductors can be observed (Aj,, fi^,, C^ , Da, and E^). 

We will limit the discussion to bonductors A^ , B̂ j and Cj/ located north of the volcanic 

chain. 

/ 

The conductors Arf and Ŝy interconnect between the 309 and 310 north-coordinates, 

suggesting a common source for the El Playon and Chipilapa hydrothermal 

manifestations. The spatial distribution of conductor B̂ j is well constrained by the 

interpreted resistivities of six different lines. Although its southern boundary is not well 

defined, it might be located in the vicinity of the coordinates (415, 308.5), because sites 

29 and 30 detect resistive zones at these depths. This suggests that the source for B̂y 

originates under the Laguna Verde volcano. Starting from its southern boundary B̂ j 

displays a wandering pattern. It follows first a NW trend, then changing to a NE direction 
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between Lines E2 and E l , presumably controlled by the NE-SW structural system, 

particularly by the Escalante fault, and finally shows an apparent north direction. This 

latter trend suggests that this conductor supplies fluids to the low-temperature Turin hot 

springs, about 4 km north of the studied area. The conductor C^ , located in the eastern 

margin ofthe area, is constrained by 23 sites of six different lines. Its western boundary is 

well defined and can be related to the El Tortuguero Graben structure. 

The map in Fig. 10 displays the low-resistivity zones with values smaller than or equal to 

6.5 Q-m within the 200 to 500 m depth range. In some ofthe lines the 6.5 Q-m value was 

obtained by averaging the interpreted resistivities within this depth range. The areal 

distribution of these intermediate-resistivity zones resembles a blurred image of the 

conductivity anomalies better defined on the deeper depth inten/al discussed eariier. The 

connection zone between the A and S conductors is spread over a larger area, only 

inteniipted by local higher resistivities below sites 9 and 75. The conductor C, has a NW 

trend and is connected with conductor B, in the vicinity of the Chipilapa hot springs. This 

suggests that this discharge zone could be supplied by two separate sources of hot fluids, 

one coming from the east and one from the south or southwest. On the northern segment 

of Line N3 the conductivity anomaly has been labeled (B-C)-, and it seems to follow a N-

S trend, although this geometry is only constrained by the three northern sites of this 

profile. 
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The shaded areas in Fig. 11 indicate the region where the interpreted resistivity is less 

than or equal to 10 Q-m within the 0 to 200 m depth interval. The hydrothermal alteration 

zones mapped by Gonzalez-Partida et al. (1991) are also shown in the figure. Clearly, the 

conductor As is the electrical expression of the Cerro Blanco, Agua Shuca and El Playon 

hydrothermal manifestations. An important feature is that only the southern portion of El 

Playon alteration zone is covered by As . It is interesting to note that the northern portion 

of this alteration zone has a shallow resistive structure, and that this area is where the 

higher density of producing wells in the Ahuachapan field occurs. This point will be 

discussed later. 

The conductor Sg shows a particulariy conductive zone which is surrounded by a more 

resistive halo on its north, east and southern sides. The association of Sg with the 

Chipilapa and La Labor hydrothemial alteration zones is evident. The deep ( B^ ) and 

intermediate (S, ) levels of conductor B are characterized by their elongated shape (Figs. 

9 and 10). The conductor loses this pattern at shallow depths and occurs only in the 

northern portion of the studied area, highlighting the more resistive shallow structure 

prevailing south ofthe 310.5 north-coordinate. 

A third shallow conductive zone, defined by three sites on Line E4, seems to be 

associated with the Cuyanausul hydrothermal manifestation. The El Tortuguero-

Termopilas hydrothermal alteration zones do not seem to have an associated shallow 
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conductive zone, nevertheless the deeper occurrence of conductor C increases the 

possibility of shallow high conductivities south ofthe area covered by this study. 

Discussion 

The relationship between the shallow conductors and the hydrothermal alteration zones is 

quite evident. Moreover, the extension of these conductors to the area surrounding the 

mapped alteration zones suggests that argillitization of the near-surface rocks contributes 

significantly to the high conductivities found, as should be expected (Ward and Fraser, 

1967; Orellana, 1972). 

The conductivity anomalies at depth seem to be controlled by the younger N-S, 

NNW-SSE, and NW-SE fault trends (Gonzalez-Partida et al., 1991). The association of El 

Tortuguero Graben with the western boundary of C^ is an example of this relationship, as 
i 

well as Jhe correlation between the trend of conductor B^ and the Escalante Fault. 

A straightforward relationship between lithology and electrical conductivity is difficult to 

establish. However the large number of drillholes provides some evidence of a correlation 

between the Pyrodastic Flows penetrated by many of the wells and the inferred bottom of 

the shallow resistive cover in the eastern portion of Ahuachapan production zone. 

Furthermore, the Volcanic Breccia occurs in many of the wells at a depth where a 6.5 Q-
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m resistivity was interpreted, agreeing with the top of the deep high-conductivity 

anomalies. 

Some interesting correlations can be derived from the temperature data from 16 

Ahuachapan wells located along the MT interpreted profiles. Ten of these wells (Ahl, 4, 

14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 29 and 31) cut through the deep conductive (2.5 Q-m) anomaly 

and present temperatures above 200° C . Two other wells (Ah8 and 18) are drilled 

through the 4 Q-m zone and also show temperatures higher than 200° C (Fig. 6b). The 

exception is well Ah3, which has a temperatures of 230° C, and is located in a 6.5 Q-m 

zone, 700 m from the conductivity anomaly. Temperatures below 200° C are reported in 

wells Ahl 5, 10, and 12, located in higher resistivity zones. These facts lead us to propose 

for the Ahuachapan exploitation area a relationship between high temperatures and high 

conductivities, this would suggest that the influence of clay minerals resulting from 

hydrothemial alteration processes is not the main contributing fador to the enhanced 

deep conductivities. 

The spatial distribution of the deep conductivity anomalies and of the productive wells 

(Fig. 12), also suggests an interesting relationship. There are 36 wells located in the 

Ahuachapan-Chipilapa area. According to Laky et al. (1989), 24 are productive, and 12 

non-productive. Only two of the productive wells (Ah8 and Ah2) are located where the 

deep conductor is absent, while the other 22 cut through the inferred deep conductor. 
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Moreover, only three (Ah25, Ah14 and Ch-1) out of 12 non-productive wells are located 

where the existence of a deep conductor was inferred, while 9 are drilled into resistive 

zones. Therefore, in 86% of the cases there is a positive correlation between the 

presence of a deep conductor and the occurrence of a productive well, implying the 

existence of enhanced pemieabilities possibly the result of faulting and fracturing. This 

correlation together with the temperature-conductivity relationship discussed above, 

suggest that the low resistivities found can be explained by the combined effect of high 

temperature and high pemieability. Even though this is not a new concept, it is seldomly 

supported by the results of a geophysical fleld study. In this case the large number of 

drillholes and the dense MT site coverage allow us to propose such relationship. 

Figure 12 shows also the distribution of shallow conductive zones. Two conditions are 

fulfilled.' by half of the productive wells: they were drilled into the deep conductor and are 

located in a region where the shallow conductor is absent. This fact does not suggest that 

these conditions by themselves should be used in the selection of new drilling sites.. 

However, as mentioned before, in these areas the bottom of the shallow resistive cover 

may be related to the Pyrodastic Flows, an impermeable layer that prevents the upward 

flow of hot water. In fact, this unit separates the shallow and saturated aquifers proposed 

by Laky et al. (1989). We consider that the presence of this layer creates better conditions 

for the existence of a high-pressure and temperature hydrothemial system in the 

subsurface. By contrast, we interpret the presence of the shallow conductor as evidence 
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of hydrothermal clay alteration produced by the circulation of thennal fiuids through a 

impermeable, but fractured, layer. 

In summary, we propose that the presence of a deep conductor overiain by a shallow 

resistive layer is a feature favorable for the existence of an exploitable geothermal 

reservoir. This hypothesis has three components. The first two are the high temperature-

deep conductor association, and the deep conductor - productive well - high permeability 

correlation, which seem to be statistically well supported. The third component, the 

required existence of the resistive cover, although statistically weaker, is based on the 

conceptual model of a geothermal reservoir consisting of a permeable rock formation 

capped by a impermeable seal. In the case of Ahuachapan-Chipilapa the Pyrodastic 

Flows act as the seal. 

Based on this hypothesis two alternate areas for future exploratory drilling were proposed 

(Fig. 13). The first one is the southern portion of conductor B which is apparently 

controlled by the NNW-SSE fault system and is probably related to the Laguna Verde 

volcano. Even though there are no mapped faults on the surface, the existence of adive 

faults at depth is very likely, as suggested by a cluster of seismic hypocenters between 

1.5 and 4.5 km depth, in close vicinity to the Laguna Verde crater (Fabriol and Beauce, 

this issue). The second proposed zone is the conductor C^ , whose western limit seems 

to be controlled by El Tortuguero Graben. According with its behavior on the modeled 
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cross-sections it could be the source of fluids for both, the Chipilapa and El 

Tortuguero - Termopilas hydrothermal zones. 

Conclusions 

The large number and the high spatial density of the observations were a determining 

factor to achieve a useful image of the subsurface conductivity distribution in the 

Ahuachapan-Chipilapa area. The existing Schlumberger data and the dipole-dipole 

profiles rendered valuable information for correcting the static effect and constraining the 

2-D MT models. The observed magnetotelluric response in the intemiediate period range 

(i.e., 0.4 to 4.0 s) delineates a NNW-SSE pattern, suggesting that the younger structural 

systems are the main controlling factor for the apparent resistivity variation in this period 

band. The regional structural trend imposed by the volcanic chain and the southem limit 
i 

of the Central Graben gives rise to the long-period MT response as revealed by the 

consistent impedance rotation angle and the tipper strike. The lateral resistivity variations 

in the 2-D models were confined to the upper 2 km simulating the MT response in the 

0.02 to 10 s range. 

The results indicate the existence of three deep conductors {A^j, B^ , 0^ ) north of the 

volcanic chain, whose trend agrees with the NNW-SSE structural system. The conductor 

Ad representing the Ahuachapan field, conductor Ŝy apparently associated with the 
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Laguna Verde volcano, and conductor C^ possibly being controlled by El Tortuguero 

Graben. In the intermediate (200-500 m) depth interval the geometry of these conductivity 

anomalies supports the thesis that the fluids for the Chipilapa and La Labor hot springs 

are recharged not only from the south or southwest but also from the east. The shallow 

expression of the conductive anomalies agrees with the hydrothermal alteration zones 

mapped at the surface, suggesting that the hydrothemial argillitization process 

contributes signiflcantly to the low resistivities observed at this shallow level. 

The diverse geological and geophysical information available was very helpful to define 

important correlations between high temperatures and high condudivities, as well as 

between the deep conductivity anomaly and productive wells. The proposed new drilling 

sites were selected on the basis of 2-D models and existing drillhole infonnation. The 

areas where the deep conductor is covered by a shallow resistive layer seem to provide 

better conditions for the existence of an exploitable geothermal system at depth. 

The application of the imaging technique indicates that the models obtained by forward 

modeling are in general well constrained. In the poorly constrained cases, the resistivity 

images represent alternative models that enrich our understanding of the subsurface. 

The correlation between low resistivities and high temperatures are quite remarkable 

given the complex geology of the field, and the fact that the resistivity images were 

generated without any external assumptions besides the magnetotelluric data. 
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Appendix 

Magnetotelluric imaging of Lines N2 and N3 

The imaging technique that we used is an approximate iriverse method designed to be a 

two-dimensional version of the well-known Niblett-Bostick transformation for 

magnetotelluric soundings (Esparza, 1991; Esparza et al., 1993; Gomez-Trevirio et al., 

1994). The approximation is based on the exact nonlinear integral equations described in 

Gomez-Trevirio (1987). It preserves the nonlinear character of the inverse problem and 

reduces it to a system of linear equations. The algorithm is fast and runs on personal 

computers. It handles differently the TE from the TM modes and, if desired, it can invert 

the determinant of the impedance tensor. In contrast to conventional iterative inverse 

methods, the resistivity images are obtained directly from the data in a single iteration. It 

does not need a reference model and requires minimum human inten/ention in the sense 

that there is very little that the interpreter can do to incorporate his views into the model. 

The approach is very similar to that applied by P6rez-Flores and Gomez-Trevirio (this 

issue) to dipole-dipole resistivity data from the same area. 

Lines N2 and N3 will be considered. The resistivity images were computed using 

apparent conductivity values derived from the determinant of the impedance tensor. In 

two dimensions this corresponds to the geometrical average ofthe apparent conductivity 

for the TE and TM modes. Initial tests using both modes separately and then using their 

average resulted in very similar images. We have chosen the images derived from the 

determinant because it is rotation invariant. The resulting images are then independent of 

the identification of modes. We used eleven periods per sounding in the 0.01 to 100 s 

range. 

The comparison for Line N2 is presented in Fig. A-1. This line runs almost N-S and 

crosses the Ahuachapan field and the volcanic belt between the Laguna Verde and Hoyo 
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del Cuajuste volcanoes. Fig. A-1 (a) shows the resistivity image obtained with our 

automatic method and Fig. A-1(b) the resistivity model using fonward modeling. The 

resistivity model presents two large, deep conductors in the 500-1500 m depth interval. 

The conductor to the North, between soundings 5 and 9, corresponds to the Ahuachapan 

field. This conductor is also in the resistivity image, between the same soundings and in 

the same depth range. Regarding the deep conductor to the South, it is clear that its 

mean depth is not very well constrained by the data, particularly below the last three 

soundings of the line. However, apart from these differences the shape of the conductor 

and its outcropping character are well determined. It can also be observed that except for 

small scale discrepancies, the resistive barrier below soundings 12 to 13 that separates 

the two large conductors is well detemnined by the data. 

The most significant difference between Figs. A-1 (a) and A-1(b) is the deep conductor 

shown in the resistivity image below soundings 6 and 5 in the northern part of the line. 

This conductor is not present in the fonward model. It is of interest to ask whether this 

conductor actually exists because it would indicate a possible deep source of hot fluids for 

the Ahuachapan field. In this respect, it is worth mentioning that in the dipole-dipole 
i 

resistivity image for Line L-1, the Ahuachapan field shows up as a conductive zone that 

extends in this area below 1 km depth. The numbers in kilometers along the horizontal 

axes in the resistivity image of Fig. A-1 (a) correspond to Line L-1 of Perez-Flores and 

Gomez-Trevino (this issue). 

Although magnetotelluric and dc-resistivity methods are both sensitive to the same 

physical property, they respond differently and emphasize different aspects of a resistivity 

distribution. Comparing results and understanding their differences, require a physical 

insight that is best dealt with by inverting jointly both types of data. This type of analysis 

falls beyond the scope of the present paper. Here, we limit ourselves to the comparison 

of magnetotelluric images with magnetotelluric forward models. However, we will refer to 
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the dc-resistivity images in Perez-Flores and Gomez-Trevirio (this issue) when, as in this 

line, there are features in the images that are not in the fonward models. 

The comparison of the resistivity image for Line N3 with its corresponding forward model 

is shown in Fig. A-2. In this case it is convenient to divide the section into two halves 

separated by sounding 28. The northern part of the section, from sounding 19 to 28, is 

clearly very well constrained by the data. For this half, the resistivity image of Fig. A-2(a) 

confirms the resistivity structure of the fonward model shown in Fig. A-2(b). Even small 

details as the dipping character of the conductor between soundings 25 and 28 are 

common to both interpretations. The other half of the section, south of sounding 28, is 

less well constrained by the data than the first half. The main discrepancy between the 

resistivity image and the forward model for this half concerns the mean depth of the 

conductive zone below soundings 29 and 30. In the resistivity image the conductor 

occupies the 700 m to 1.5 km depth range, while in the fonward model this range is 

between 1 and 2 km. If we assume that both interpretations are correct, in the sense that 

both reproduce the data reasonably well, we are then in the presence of complex 

equivalence effects. This would mean that the data supports the presence of a deep 
i 

conductor, but contains relatively little information about the depths to its top and bottom. 

Following with the analysis of the rest of the line, we notice a deep conductive layer 

toward the south end of the resistivity fonward model. This conductor is also present in 

the resistivity image, thus indicating that it is a well-constrained feature required by the 

data. Notice that the thickness ofthe deep layer decreases to the north suggesting a poor 

connection with the deep conductor below soundings 29 and 30. This poor connection is 

also a well-determined feature in the model, because the resistivity image also suggests a 

discontinuity there. 

The classical assodation of high electrical conductivity (low resistivity) with the presence 

of high-temperature geothermal fluids is only an approximation in complex geological 
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environments. However, perhaps because of its simplicity it is still the most often 

recurrent working hypothesis in the application of electrical methods to geothermal 

exploration. Perez-Flores and Gomez-Trevirio (this issue) present a comparative analysis 

of dipole-dipole resistivity images with temperature distributions obtained from deep wells. 

These authors found a reasonable good correlation in spite of the complex geology of the 

area. Here we attempt to do the same but using the resistivity images obtained from the 

magnetotelluric data. 

The comparison of the resistivity image for Line N2 with the temperature distribution at 

depth is shown in Fig. A-3. The overall picture is a clear correlation between low 

resistivity and high temperature. The temperature in a given well increases with 'depth 

and reaches its maximum value around the point of lowest resistivity, and it decreases at 

depths where the resistivity increases again. Notice also the near-surface low resistivity 

associated with the Cerro Blanco hydrothermal manifestation. 

The cornparison of the resistivity image for Line N3 with the temperature distribution at 

depth is shown in Fig. A-4. In this case we can observe very much the same pattern in 

the conductive zone centered at 500 m depth. The temperature increases with depth 

until it reaches a local maximum and then decreases. The depth of maximum 

temperature correlates very well with the resistivity minimum. The temperature increases 

again at greater depths but there is no longer a correlation with the resistivity image. In 

this respect it is worth mentioning that the dipole-dipole resistivity image correlates very 

well with the temperature distribution in both shallow and deeper regions. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Location of the MT sites (triangles) and interpreted lines. Also shown are the 
topographic relief (contours every 200 m), main faults, eruptive centers, and 
hydrothermal manifestations (ELP: El Playon, CRB: Cerro Blanco, LLB: La Labor, 
ASH: Agua Shuca, ELT: El Tortuguero, CUY: Cuyanausul, CHP: Chipilapa, TER: 
Termopilas). 

Fig. 2. Transverse resistance (in 10^Q-m^) derived from the VES models. Areas with 
values less than 10" Q-m^ have been shaded. The open dots represent the location 
of the VES soundings. Also shown are the four dipole-dipole dc-resistivity Lines L-1, 
L-2, L-4, and L-5. 

Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity (after static shift correction) and phase data of three 
representative sites. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 

Fig. 4. Apparent resistivity and impedance phase pseudosections for Line E4. The isolines 
are in Q-m and degrees, respectively. Areas with apparent resistivity values greater 
than 10 Q-m have been shaded to emphasize the conductive zones. The small dots 
under each sounding site indicate the data points used for contouring. 

Fig. 5. 1-D inversions of the yx-mode for Line E4 using the Niblett-Bostick transformation 
(Bostick, 1977) and the Occam algorithm (Constable et al., 1987). The iso-resistivity 
lines are in Q-m. The small dots in the Bostick section indicate the data points used 
for contouring. 

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional model for Line E3: a) Interpreted model with block resistivities in Q-
m. b) Schematic model incorporating the topographic relief, the mapped faults (fault 
dips are not true dips), drillholes with reported temperatures in °C and depth intervals 
cutting the Pyrodastic Flows (PF) and Volcanic Breccia (VB) horizons (a dashed 
arrow indicates an off-section hole). Also shown at the top: zones of radon emission, 
seismic clusterings with indicated hypocenter depth range, hydrothermal alteration 
zones (dashed lines indicate an off-section location), and the crossover location of 
the other MT lines. 

Fig. 7. Observed and calculated apparent resistivity and impedance phase for Line E3 
(j/x-mode). 

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional model for Line N2: a) Interpreted model with block resistivities in Q-
m. b) Schematic model incorporating the topographic relief, the mapped faults (fault 
dips are not true dips), drillholes with reported temperatures in °C and depth intervals 
cutting the Pyrodasitic Flows (PF) and Volcanic Breccia (VB) horizons (a dashed 
arrow indicates an off-section hole). Also shown at the top: zones of radon emission, 
seismic clusterings with indicated hypocenter depth range, hydrothermal alteration 
zones (dashed lines indicate an off-section location), and the crossover location of 
the other MT lines. 



Fig. 9. Deep conductors. 

Fig. 10. Intermediate depth conductors. 

Fig. 11. Shallow conductors and hydrothermal alteration zones. 

Fig. 12. Deep conductors and drillholes. 

Fig. 13. Proposed drilling zones. 

Fig. A-1 (a) Resistivity image for Line N2 constructed from magnetotelluric data. The 
numbers in the horizontal scale (in km) are the same as that in Perez-Flores and 
Gomez-Trevirio (this issue) for the dipole-dipole resistivity image of Line L-1. (b) 
Resistivity forward model for the Line N2. 

Fig. A-2 (a) Resistivity image for Line N3 constructed from magnetotelluric data."The 
numbers in the horizontal scale (in km) are the same as that in Perez-Flores and 
Gomez-Trevirio (this issue) for the dipole-dipole resistivity image of Line L-4. (b) 
Resistivity fonward model for the Line N3. 

Fig. A-3 Correlation of the'resistivity image for Line N2 with temperatures (in °C) 
measured in deep wells. 

Fig. A-4 Correlation of the resistivity image for Line N3 with temperature (in °C) 
measured in deep wells. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Location of the MT sites (triangles) and interpreted lines. Also shown are the 
topographic relief (contours every 200 m), main faults, eruptive centers, and 
hydrothermal manifestations (ELP: El Playon, CRB: Cerro Blanco, LLB: La Labor, 
ASH: Agua Shuca, ELT: El Tortuguero, CUY: Cuyanausul, CHP: Chipilapa, TER: 
Termopilas). 

Fig. 2. Transverse resistance (in 10^Q-m^) derived from the VES models. Areas with 
values less than 10''Q-m^ have been shaded. The open dots represent the 
location of the VES soundings. Also shown are the four dipole-dipole dc-resistivity 
Lines L-1, L-2, L-4, and L-5. 

Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity (after static shift correction) and phase data of three 
representative sites. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 

Fig. 4. Apparent resistivity and impedance phase pseudosections for Line E4. The 
isolines are in Q-m and degrees, respectively. Areas with apparent resistivity 
values greater than 10 Q-m have been shaded to emphasize the conductive 
zones. The small dots under each sounding site indicate the data points used for 
contouring. 

Fig. 5. 1-D inversions ofthe yx-mode for Line E4 using the Niblett-Bostick transfomiation 
(Bostick, 1977) and the Occam algorithm (Constable et al., 1987). The iso
resistivity lines are in Q-m. The small dots in the Bostick section indicate the data 
points used for contouring. 

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional model for Line E3: a) Interpreted model with block resistivities in 
Q-m. b) Schematic model incorporating the topographic relief, the mapped faults 
(fault dips are not true dips), drillholes with reported temperatures in °C and depth 
intervals cutting the Pyrodastic Flows (PF) and Volcanic Breccia (VB) horizons (a 
dashed arrow indicates an off-section hole). Also shown at the top: zones of radon 
emission, seismic clusterings with indicated hypocenter depth range, hydrothermal 
alteration zones (dashed lines indicate an off-section location), and the crossover 
location of the other MT lines. 

Fig. 7. Observed and calculated apparent resistivity and impedance phase for Line E3 
(yx-mode). 

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional model for Line N2: a) Interpreted model with block resistivities in 
Q-m. b) Schematic model incorporating the topographic relief, the mapped faults 
(fault dips are not true dips), drillholes with reported temperatures in °C and depth 
intervals cutting the Pyrodasitic Flows (PF) and Volcanic Breccia (VB) horizons (a 
dashed arrow indicates an off-section hole). Also shown at the top: zones of radon 



emission, seismic clusterings with indicated hypocenter depth range, hydrothermal 
alteration zones (dashed lines indicate an off-section location), and the crossover 
location ofthe other MT lines. 

Fig. 9. Deep conductors. 

Fig. 10. Intermediate depth conductors. 

Fig. 11. Shallow conductors and hydrothemial alteration zones. 

Fig. 12. Deep conductors and drillholes. 

Fig. 13. Proposed drilling zones. 

Fig. A-1 (a) Resistivity image for Line N2 constructed from magnetotelluric data. 
The numbers in the horizontal scale (in km) are the same as that in Perez Flores and 

Gomez Trevino (this issue) for the dipole-dipole resistivity image of Line L-1. (b) 
Resistivity fonward model for the Line N2. 

Fig. A-2 (a) Resistivity image for Line N3 constructed from magnetotelluric data. 
The numbers in the horizontal scale (in km) are the same as that in Perez Flores and 

Gomez Trevino (this issue) for the dipole-dipole resistivity image of Line L-4. (b) 
Resistivity forward model for the Line N3. 

Fig. A-3 Correlation of the resistivity image for Line N2 with temperatures (in °C) 
measured in deep wells. 

Fig. A-4 Correlation of the resistivity image for Line N3 with temperature (in °C) 
measured in deep wells. 
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ABSTRACT 

The application of a fast imaging technique to dipole-dipole resistivity data from 

the Ahuachapdn-Chipilapa geothermal field, produces resistivity sections comparable 

to those obtained by trial and error methods using relatively intensive forward 

computations. The imaging technique is an approximate inverse method based on low 

resistivity variations, that produces reasonably good results for moderate and high 

resistivity contrasts. The method considers distributions of minimum structure for 

representing the earth and uses quadratic programming in the search of acceptable 

solutions. The images are obtained in a single iteration in the fashion of a fast 

transformation of apparent resistivity pseudo-sections into true sections of resistivity 

versus depth. The transformation was applied to four long-offset dipole-dipole lines. 

The same lines were also interpreted independently using exact forward modelling by 

different interpreters. In general, the images reproduce the main features of the forward 

models but also include subtle variations that are difficult to recognize in trial-and-error 

results. In some cases, the images combine features of the different individual models 

obtained by the interpreters. The application to Ahuachap&i-Chipilapa illustrates the 

usefulness of the imaging technique in the interpretation of dipole-dipole resistivity 

survey data from geothermal fields. 



INTRODUCTION 

A number of geological and geophysical studies have been carried out in recent years in the 

Ahuachapan-Chipilapa geothermal area to complement earlier investigations. Most surveys have 

been designed to improve the delineation of the Ahuachapdn field, currendy under exploitation, 

and to investigate its possible extension to the Chipilapa area. Geophysical studies include gravity 

(Rodriguez and Rivas, 1986; Flores, 1991), Schlumberger vertical electrical soundings (Diaz, 1983; 

Rodriguez, 1985; Flores etal., 1991), long-offset dipole-dipole resistivity profiles (Rodriguez, 1988; 

Finket al., 1989), and closely-spaced magnetotelluric soundings (Romo, 1990; Rores et al., 1991). 

The dipole-dipole resistivity measurements have been the subject of a number of 

interpretations using standai'd modeling techniques. In the present paper we describe alternative 

models for these data. Our results are based on the application of a new automatic method for 

generating resistivity distributions of the subsurface. We compare these distributions or images 

with the models obtained by the other authors. The object of our work is to illustrate the usefulness 

of the new method and to improve our knowledge of the subsurface conditions in the 

Ahuachapdn-Chipilapa area. 

The dipole-dipole array of electrical prospecting has several advantages over otiier resistivity 

arrays when used in areas of complex geology. These advantages include a very high sensitivity to 

lateral variations of electrical resistivity, a greater depth of penetration as compared to otiier popular 

an-ays and, regarding field work, the shortest cables and least cable moving to achieve compaiable 

depth of exploration. In the mining industry it is preferred mainly because of its higher sensitivity 

to lateral features. For the same reason, it is also very useful in geothennal exploration when the 

objective is the delineation of lateral variations of resistivity at depth. 

Perhaps the main disadvantage of the dipole-dipole array data concerns interpretation. 



Qualitative interpretation by means of inspecting pseudo-section contours is not practical in complex 

environments, because shallow resistivity anomalies propagate to larger dipole separation and mix 

with the signatures of deeper targets. For the same reason it is not possible to assemble 

two-dimensional models by stringing together one-dimensional interpretations. Some automatic 

inverse methods have been reported in the literature (e.g. Tripp et al., 1984), but these are not widely 

available, and, in general, they require relatively extensive computations. At present, the most used 

approach is to employ a forward modelling scheme and through trial-and-error attempt to match 

the observed pseudo-section. This is a powerful technique in the hands of experienced interpreters. 

However, good fits to the data are usually obtained only after long hours of hard work, unless down 

hole electrical logs are available to help constrain the interpretation. The final models tend to be 

user dependent, reflecting the intrinsic nonuniqueness of the inverse problem. 

To aid in the interpretation of dipole-dipole resistivity data, we have been experimenting 

with a number of fast-algoritiim approximations (e.g. Cavazos-Garza, 1986; Compardn etal., 1989; 

Cavazos-Garza and G6mez-Treviiio, 1989), for implementation on personal computers. The results 

we present here aie based on the approximation given by Cavazos-Gaiza and G6mez-Trevino 

(1989), although the actual algorithm we use has been substantially modified from its original 

version to properly accommodate complex structures and to improve the fit to the data. The details 

of the method were presented by Perez-Flores ̂ r a/. (1992a, 1992b) and are described in P€rez-Flores 

(1994). Our purpose here is to present examples and applications of the method to geothermal data 

and to compare the results with the models obtained independently by other workers. 

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

The main morphological features around the Ahuachapan-Chipilapa geothermal area are the 

edifices of the Laguna Verde, Las Ninfas, El Hoyo de Cuajuste and El CeiTO de Cuyanausul 



volcanoes (Fig. 1). They all lie within the Plio-Pleistocene Concepci6n de Ataco Caldera. There is 

important surface hydrothermal activity in the area: El Play6n, Cerro Blanco, El Sauce, San Carlos, 

Agua Shuca, Chipilapa, La Labor, Tennopilas and El Tortuguero. Four mayor units in the lithologic 

column are reported in Ahuachapdn: surface material, young agglomerates, Ahuachapdn Andesites 

and older agglomerates (e.g. Aunzo et al., 1991; Gonzdlez-Partida, 1992). The surface material 

contains a shallow aquifer which responds very fast to rainfall. The young agglomerates contain a 

regional aquifer which responds to seasonal valuations in precipitation. In the depth range of 500 

to 800 m the Ahuachapdn Andesites contain a saline aquifer, which is directly related to the 

geothermal resei-voir and is rechaiged through the Laguna Verde and Las Ninfas volcanoes 

(Romagnoli et al., 1976; Aunzo et al., 1991). From Na-K-Ca geothermometer measurements and 

from the geochemical analysis of Ahuachapdn well fluids, Steingiimsson et al. (1991) reported 

before exploitation reservoir temperatures ranging from 239 to 260 °C and salinity concentrations 

from 6900 to 8600 mg/kg. Since exploitation temperatures in 1987 fall to 228-260 °C and salinities 

to 5900-8300 mg/kg (Truesdell et al., 1989). From these measurements they aie able to locate zones 

of fresh water rechai'ge on the basis of where salinity changes most after exploitation. The 

hydrological model proposed by Steingrimsson et al. (1991) for Ahuachapdn also takes into 

consideration the principal known faults. On the other hand, it is common knowledge that solutions 

of Na, K, Ca chlorides at high temperatures in pores of a resistive matrix behave as a very good 

electrical conductor. This implies that geothermal reservoirs in this area will show as very good 

conductor in a resistivity model. In general, good conductors are associated with dissolved chlorides 

in the geothermal fluids, to clays produced by alterations, and to a combination of both effects. 



THE DATA 

The deep penetration dipole-dipole resistivity survey was sponsored by Los Alamos National 

Laboratory and funded by the United States Agency for International Development. The data were 

taken along the four lines labeled L-l, L-2, L-4 and L-5 on Fig. 1 (Rodriguez, 1988). Logistical 

problems prevented to run Une L-3. All lines are over 10 km long and were surveyed using dipole 

lengths of 500 and 1000 m. In the first case, the largest dipole separation was 7000 m with 

measurements every 500 m. Using standard notation this means that measurements were taken at 

integer multipliers on the dipole length from n=l to n=14. In the case of the 1000 m dipole length, 

the largest dipole separation was 6000 m with measurements taken again every 500 m. That is, from 

n=0.5 to n=6 with steps half the dipole length. In both cases measurements were also taken using 

rather small 100 m dipole separations. More details of the survey can be found in Rodriguez (1988) 

and Fink et al. (1989). We will only add that the transmitter source used a 35 kW motor generator, 

and that to avoid the unwanted effects of electromagnetic induction, the waveform consisted of a 

square wave witii rather long injection semi-periods of 20 s. 

In many ways the dipole-dipole resistivity data from the Ahuachapdn-Chipilapa area are a 

unique data set. For one thing, the survey was designed to reach greater depths than most surveys. 

Also, despite the low resistivities found in some areas, the data are free from electromagnetic 

induction effects. A third asset is that the data are highly redundant. In fact, the sui-vey can be 

treated as two separate, independent experiments, each with its own dipole length. This has allowed 

cross-checkings and compaiisons that confirm the excellent quality of the data. In this paper we 

use only the 1000 m dipole data because it is less affected by topographic effects than the shorter 

dipole data (Fink et al., 1989). 



The data for the four lines are presented in Fig. 2 in a standard pseudo-section forniat. The 

apparent resistivity values are plotted on the horizontal axis at the mid-point of the symmetric array, 

and on the vertical axis at the indicated dipole sepaiations. The plotting of dipole-dipole data in 

pseudo-section format is intended to represent vertical sections of the earth below the survey lines. 

They are useful in the first stage of interpretation to estimate the order of magnitude ofthe resistivities 

in the ground, and to detect and locate approximately the anomalous zones. More realistic sections 

of the earth can be obtained only after interpretation of the data in terms of true variations of the 

resistivity distribution. This is a most important step because it allows the estimation of the true 

position and depth of an anomalous region. Also, it is possible to estimate the actual electrical 

resistivity of the region and relate it to its physical state. 

The apparent resistivity data represent spatial averages of rock resistivity over volumes tiiat 

in the present case, range from one to tens of cubic kilometers suixounding the electrode anay. The 

process of interpretation can be viewed as an attempt to "deaverage" the set of apparent values to 

convert them into smaller-volume, specific values. In the next section we describe in simple terms 

the method we use to "deaverage" the apparent resistivity pseudo-sections, to convert them into 

images of the subsurface. 



THE IMAGING TECHNIQUE 

An imaging technique is intended to be a relatively simple tiansfomiation of apparent 

resistivity pseudo-sections into sections of true resistivity versus depth. The transformation takes 

into account only the most fundamental relationships between the measurements and the resistivity 

distiibution, and it is not intended to be a rigorous inverse method. We use a linear relationship of 

the foim 

9,t = JFXr)p(r)dr\ (1) 

where p ;̂ represents the i-th apparent resistivity measurement and F, is a scalar function of the 

position vector r and of the position vectors of the cuiTent and potential electrodes for the i-th 

measurement. The unknown resistivity distribution of the eartii is represented by p(r), which in 

general can be a function of the three space variables. In the present case we assume that the 

resistivity distribution varies only over the cross-section defined by the survey line, which is the 

same assumption made by the other interpreters of the dipole-dipole resistivity data fromEl Salvador, 

The explicit mathematical expression for the scalai- function F(r) is given by Cavazos-Gai'za 

and G6mez-Trevino (1989). The function represents the Fr6chet derivative of the data with respect 

to the resistivity distribution for the case of a homogeneous half-space. In general, the Fr6chet 

derivate depends on the resistivity distribution, in which case the integral equation thiat relates Po, 

to p is nonlinear (G6mez-Trevino, 1987). Equation (1) is a particular linear case that we have 

found useful and practical in the interpretation of field data. 



The volume integral in equation (1) extends over the entire half-space representing the earth. 

The half-space is divided into a large number of volume elements, each infinite in length normal 

to the section, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The elements have a width equal to one-half the dipole length, 

but their vertical dimensions increase with depth, beginning at a small fraction ofthe dipole length 

for the shallow elements. Keeping the dimensions of the elements fixed, die problem of 

interpretation consists of finding an adequate set of values for the resistivities of the elements, in 

such a way that the response of the composite model resembles in some fashion the set of measured 

data. 

The discrete version of equation (1) can be written in standaid form as 

y = Ax, .(2) 

where the vector y represents the set of apparent resistivity measurements, and the element Ay of 

the matrix A the integiation of the function F,(r) for the i-th measuiement over the j-th volume 

element. The vector x contains the unknown resistivities of the volume elements in the gi'ound. 

In general, x is a vector of higher dimension tiian y , i.e. the system of equations defined by (2) 

is underdetermined, which in practical terms leads to an infinite number of solutions. The solution 

we find follows the philosophy of Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977) and its recent version known as 

Occam's inversioh (Constable et a i , 1987). The basic idea is to find an adequate compromise 

between the fit to the data and the spatial variation of the solution. We accomplish this using a 

standard quadratic programming technique (Gill et al., 1986). 

We find a vector x that minimizes the quadratic form 

||y-Ax||^-^px^D"Dx. (3) 



subject to Lj <Xj <Uj ,}=l, m, where m is the dimension of x . The second term represents the 

roughness of the model, because the matrix D is constmcted for the whole term to represent 

pVp • Vp , where p represents the resistivity distribution. The factor P is a trade-off parameter 

that can be varied by the interpreter depending on the desired fit or roughness of the model. 

At this point, and before we present the models for the four dipole-dipole lines, it is convenient 

to explain with examples the procedure outiined above. The input to the algorithm is the set of 

apparent resistivity values and the corresponding positions of the current and potential electrodes. 

Also required is the number and the geometrical dimensions of the iso-resistivity volume elements 

that represent the earth. The other quantity needed is the value of the parameter P . The output of 

the algorithm is the vector x , which contains the resistivities of the different ground elements. This 

vector represents the model of the earth. 

Fig.4 shows three models obtained for line L-l, each for a different parameter P. Fig. 5 

shows the coiresponding pseudo-sections calculated from the thiee models according to equation 

(1). In all three cases the data consist of the same 131 apparent resistivitjf values, and the number 

of ground elements of unknown resistivities was 216. A 486 personal computer took 15 minutes to 

compute matrix A, and one extra minute to solve for each image. The values chosen for the parameter 

P were 10"̂ , 10'̂  and 10"'. The effect of increasing P is to smooth the spatial variations of the 

models and to deteriorate the fit to the data. The problem of deciding which model best represents 

the earth is a question of how much we want the observed and calculated pseudo-sections to resemble 

one another. The key point to notice is that while the models change significantly when increasing 

P, the calculated pseudo-sections do not change as much. Even for the relatively large value of 

P = 10"', tiie calculated pseudo-section in Fig. 5 reproduces many of the features of the observed 
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data shown in Fig. 2(a) for line L-l. This means that some of the features of the model for p = lO"̂  

are not actually required by the data, because a much simpler model is still capable of reproducing 

the observed pseudo-section. The philosophy of the imaging technique is then to choose the simplest 

model that reproduces the data reasonably well, so as to avoid the inclusion of unnecessary variations 

that ai-e not actually resolved by the data. We have found that P = 10"̂  or p = 10"' are adequate 

for most applications. 

The broken lines at the lower corners of the sections separate the areas that are not well 

covered by the dipole-dipole array. The lines are drawn following the standard rule of 45 degrees 

used in the preparation of pseudo-sections when the vertical scale is intended to represent depth. 

Notice that below tiiese lines the images change most when varying the smoothing parameter p. 

This is because these aieas are less well sampled by the array. 

RESISTIVITY IMAGES 

Prior to any type of interpretation of resistivity data, it is very important to consider the 

possible existence of systematic errors in the data, such as electromagnetic induction or topographic 

effects. As explained earlier, the first source of errors was avoided in the field by using long periods 

of current injection. The second effect depends on the site and must be corrected if shown to be 

significant. Most interpretation techniques, ours included, assume a flat ground. The topographic 

effect can be corrected to a certain degree when normalizing the data by theeffect of a homogeneous 

earth with the same topographic relief (Fox et ai, 1980). We computed the topographic effect for 

line L-l, which is the one most affected by topography of the four that were interpreted. The 

correction factors were computed using tiie finite-difference algorithm of Dey and Morrison (1979), 

as described by Flores et al. (1991). The factors were applied to the data to obtain a corrected 
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apparent resistivity pseudo-section. We then proceeded to obtain images using the original and the 

con'ected data, and compared the results for different values of the parameter P . Only for the 

smallest value of P = 10"̂  were the images slightiy different. For P = 10"̂  and 10"' there was 

no significant difference when using the original or the corrected pseudo-sections. 

Fig. 6 shows the computed pseudo-sections for the four dipole-dipole lines, in the same order 

and using the same scale as for the observed data shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding pseudo-sections 

look very much alike, indicating that tiie models reproduce most of the significant features of tiie 

observed pseudo-sections. It must be noted that a good fit to the data is not a guarantee of the 

adequacy of the image to the real earth. This is true in general for all inversion algorithms, and more 

so for our first-order approximation to the full nonlinear inverse problem. For tiiis reason we include 

in our analysis the models that have been obtained by other interpreters, as a way to validate and 

demonstiate the usefulness of our method in the interpretation of field data. 

LINE L-I 

Line L-l was interpreted by Quijano (1989), Fink (1990) and Flores et al. (1991), all of them 

used the two-dimensional forward modelling algorithm of Dey and Morrison (1979). The three 

models are shown in Fig. 7 together with the resistivity image obtained using the procedure outlined 

above. It is interesting to note that the degree of complexity of the three models obtained through 

forward modelling follows their chronological order. The first and simplest model A is that of 

Quijano (1989), followed by model B of Fink (1990) and finaUy model C by Flores et al. (1991). 

More than casual, we believe that this relative complexity is most natural when using trial and error 

methods. Successive modellers will always try to improve the fit of previous interpretations. This 

is usually accomplished only by adding new features and complicating an existing model. 
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The aim of comparing the models is not to decide which of the four represents better the real 

earth. This a very difficult question that could only be answered with extensive drilling and well 

log analysis down to several thousand meters depth. Ratiier, one of our purpose here is to demonsO'ate 

that the imaging technique is a practical and viable alternative to forward modelling. The object 

of the exercise is to inspect the three forward models and contrast them with the resistivity image, 

so as to find differences and similarities and, at the same time, increase our knowledge of the 

subsurface conditions below line L-l. 

This is the method that we follow. First, we choose the most significant conductive features 

in each model, and then proceed to find them in the resistivity image. Model A, the first to be 

postulated to explain the data for line L-l, presents a low resistivity zone that begins at the NW 

edge of the section and extends SE up to km 4. This conductor coiTcsponds to the Ahuachapdn 

producing zone. Moving next to model B, its most significant feature is a very good conductor that 

is also associated with the Ahuachapdn reservoir, but in contrast to model A, the interpreter added 

a deep vertical conductive "channel" intended to simulate a zone of upflow. This channel is located 

at km 3.5 and extends down to a depth of 2 km. Model C includes two conductors in the area of the 

Ahuachapdn reservoir. One is very shallow centered at km 2, and a deeper one centered at km 3.5. 

All three models, A, B, and C, include conductive bodies in the NW half of the section which 

corresponds to tiie Ahuachapdn producing zone and its surroundings. In the same area the resistivity 

image (model D) presents a conductive zone centered at a depth of 800 m. This is the view of the 

reservoir offered by our method. It can be observed tiiat it correlates reasonably well with the other 

models, and in particulai' with model C. In a following section we compaie the resistivity image 

with information obtained from deep wells. 
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Model C includes a long, deep conductor that extends from km 6 to the SE end of the section, 

a low resistivity zone present in neither model A nor model B. This conductor represents a possible 

feeder zone for the Ahuachapdn geothermal field from tiie Laguna Verde and Las Ninfas volcanoes. 

Turning now our attention to the resistivity image (model D), we also notice the presence of a deep 

conductor tiiat extends from km 6 to the SE end of the section. The existence of tiiis conductor is 

also supported by the magnetotelluric data (Flores et al., 1992). 

The analysis given above is centered on the main conductive features of tiie models presented 

in Fig. 7. Although the discussion could be extended to include other low resistivity zones, we 

prefer to stop here and leave any further analysis to the reader. Our only point is to demonstrate 

that an approximate imaging technique, can be applied to field data in a rather simple and automatic 

fashion, and obtain models that are comparable to those using more tedious foi'ward modeling. The 

reader may also refer to Fig. 4 which presents the resistivity images for three values of the parameter 

P . The conductive features discussed above are present in all three images, indicating that the 

conductors are required by the data. 

LINE L-4 

Line L-4 runs almost parallel to line L-l, about 3 km to the east, crossing the Chipilapa area 

(Fig. 1). Only two forward models are available for this line. Model A ih Fig. 8 is from Quijano 

(1989) and model B from Fink (1990). The other two models, C and D, are resistivity images 

obtained using values for the smoothing parameter P equal to 10"̂  and 10"^, respectively. Again, 

the object of the exercise is to analyze the forward models and identify theii" most significant 

conductive features, and then check to see if these are also present in the resistivity images. A 

second, and perhaps more important objective, is to identify any new feature in the resistivity images 

that could increase our understanding of the Chipilapa area. 
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Model A shows a conductive structure that extends from the NW edge of the section (km 1) 

to just over km 4. The depth to the top of the conductor is 200 m over its entire length, the depth 

to the bottom is variable and ranges from 1,100 m at km 2.5 and linearly increases to 2,000 m at 

km 3.5. Moving in the SE direction from the conductor there is a gradual increase in resistivity 

modeled by a series of vertical blocks. Turning our attention now to model C (the resistivity image 

for p = 10"^), we notice the general resemblance of the two models. The depth to the conductive 

zone is well defined and coincides with that in model A. The conductor itself is centered at a depth 

ofabout 700 m and it extends dipping towards tiie SE, imitating the geometry of the deep conductive 

block of model A. We notice also the overall gradual increase in resistivity towai'ds the SE, that in 

this case presents undulations that reveal a deep conductor at the SE edge of the model. The role 

of this conductor will be discussed later. For the moment the point under consideration is to show 

that the most relevant conductive feature of foiAvard model A is also contained in the resistivity 

image. 

We now turn to model B. In this case the relevant features aie a layered conductor that nins 

over almost the entire section, and a local conductive zone within tiie layering with a vertical 

channel below km 2. In this model the gradual increase of resistivity beyond km 4, is modelled by 

gi-adually reducing the thickness of the deeper and more conductive layer. In model A, this was 

accomplished simply by placing vertical blocks of different resistivities. The corresponding effects 

are obviously not exactiy the same on a pseudo-section, but the two interpretations certainly represent 

independent views of how to fit the observed pseudo-sections. The resistivity images offer anotiier 

version that represents a compromise between the two. The undulations of the resistivity distribution 

beyond km 4 represent both a layered earth and a gradual increase in resistivity towards the SE. 
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Model B also includes within the layering a more conductive body with a vertical channel 

extending downwards to 2 km depth. In the resistivity image this body coiresponds to the low 

resistivity zone centered at a depth of 700 m below km 2.5. We notice that in this case there is some 

discrepancy in tiiat in model B the conductive body is centered at a depth of 1000 m below km 2. 

There is also an offset in the relative location of the channel that communicates the conductor with 

deeper regions. In the resistivity images the conductor extends downwards and intercepts the bottom 

of the section around km 4. In this respect the images are closer to model A. 

The resistivity images in Fig. 8, both show a conductive feature below 1000 m depth that 

extends beyond km 6, towards the SE edge of the section. This conductor seems to be connected 

to the shallower low resistivity zone at the other end of the line. The situation is similar to that 

observed in relation to line L-l in Fig. 7. As in that instance, it is most likely that this deep conductor 

represents the hot fluid upflow to the Chipilapa area. Neither model A nor model B show this 

possible upflow zone, although this may be partly present in model B, considering the lower 

conductive layer that extends almost across the entu-e section. The existence of the deep conductor 

and its connection to the shallower low resistivity zone is also supported by the magnetotelluric 

study (Flores et a i , 1992). 

LINE L-5 

Line L-5 runs SW-NE and crosses both the Ahuachapdn and the Chipilapa areas. Again, 

there are only two independent forward modeling inteipretations for this line (Fig. 9). Model A is 

taken from Quijano (1989) and model B from Fink (1990). Models C and D are resistivity images 

for smoothing parameters P equal to 10"̂  and 10"̂ , respectively. 
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Model A presents a broad low resistivity zone between km 4 and 7, that reaches a maximum 

depth of 1400 m. Just below the low resistivity zone there is a relatively resistive triangulai" feature 

that rests on the bottom of the section. Both the upper conductive and the lower resistive zones can 

be easily identified in the resistivity images. The resistive zone corresponds to the bairier that 

separates two large conductors, the first centered at km 2.5 and the second at km 6. This last 

conductor corresponds to the Ahuachapdn geothermal reservoir. 

Model B shows two low resistivity layers of large horizontal extents. They ai'e separated by 

a zone or banier of relatively larger resistivity. Again, compaiing models A and B, we have two 

qualitatively different models that produce similar effects in a pseudo-section. The resistivity images 

combine the two different views by placing a dipping barrier between the two localized conductors, 

one shallower than the other, simulating in this way the two conductive horizontal layers. 

Notice that lines L-1 and L-5 cross each other approximately over the Ahuachapdn geothermal 

field (Fig. 1). Comparing the two images below this point we can check the bidimensionality of the 

structures. Obviously, three-dimensional effects are present because in a true two-dimensional 

situation, one of the two perpendiculai" sections would be lateraUy uniform. What we are seeing in 

each case is a complex projection of a three-dimensional structure over a vertical plane defined by 

the survey line. When the line goes exactiy over the structure there is usually no distortion of the 

image, and this can be safely interpreted as a two-dimensional cut of the structure (Cavazos-Garza 

and Gdmez-Trevino, 1989). In this respect, it is impoitant to compare the vertical distribution of 

resistivities at the cross-point of the two lines. They should be very simUar if the two images 

represent accurate peipendicular cuts of a tiiree-dimensional structure. We can see that in the present 

case, the vertical distiibutions of resistivity below the crossing point (at km 3.6 on line L-l and km 

6.2 m on Une L-5) aie very similar. They both indicate a zone of low resistivity centered at about 
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800 m depth. This corresponds to the Ahuachapdn geothermal field. 

Line L-5 also crosses line L-4, the cross point is at km 9.5 along L-5 and at km 5.1 on L-4 

(Fig. 1). In this case we notice that there is no major feature, either resistive or conductive, that we 

can use as a reference to compare the vertical profiles of resistivity. In both sections, below the 

crossing point the variations of resistivity aie very weak. This is confirmed by looking at the images 

ofthe same line for different p parameters. The variations change and some even disappear because 

they are not well constrained by the data. However, comparing the images of the two lines for 

P = 10"̂  (models C; Figs.8 and 9), we can see tiiat the vertical profiles are quite similar for the 

upper 700 m. Below this depth tiie two profiles depart from each other. Although the differences 

may not be considered significant for the reasons given above, they are a reminder of the limitations 

of two-dimensional interpretations. 

Neither model A nor model B show the deep conductor present in the resistivity images 

beyond km 9, towards the NE end of the section. The existence of this conductor is also supported 

by the magnetoteUuric study (Flores et al., 1992). 

LINE L-2 

Line L-2 runs E-W and crosses both the Ahuachapdn and the Chipilapa areas. Line L-2 and 

Une L-5 intersect at an angle ofabout 30° (Fig. 1). Their mutual proximity has been used by Quijano 

(1989) and Fink (1990) to justify a single model for the two. Both interpreted line L-5 and proposed 

the same model for L-2. 

In the present case we can not expect a close resemblance of models and images, except in 

the vicinity of the crossing point. Fig. 10 shows the three resistivity images for line L-2 for p 

parameters equal to 10"', 10" and 10 ^ They are identified as models A, B, and C, respectively. 
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The resistivity image for P = 10'̂  shows three conductive bodies that stand out from the more 

resistive background. The first body from west to east con'esponds to the Ahuachapdn reservoir. It 

is centered at about km 4 and at a depth of around 800 m. The second conductor in the resistivity 

image is centered at km 6.5 and at about 500 m deptii. This indicates that the Ahuachapdn field 

extends further to the east. The third conductor in the resistivity image is located further to the east 

at around km 11, and could not be included in the modeUing of Une L-5 by Quijano (1989) and 

Fink (1990) because of the offset of the lines. 

Line L-2 runs parallel and very close to one of the magnetotelluric lines described by Flores 

et al. (1992). The interpretation of this MT Une conf urns the existence of the three conductors that 

are shown in the resistivity images. Furthermore, theU horizontal positions, approximate depths 

and resistivities agi-ee quite closely. 

Lines L-l, L-2 and L-5, all cross each other in the vicinity of the Ahuachapdn geothermal 

field. This occurs around km 3 and 4 along L-l, between km 4 and 5 on L-2 and between km 5.5 

and 6.5 on line L-5 (Fig. 1). We can see by inspecting the corresponding images (Fig. 7, 9 and 10), 

that in all three cases the vertical variation in resistivity consists of a low resistivity zone centered 

at around 800 m depth, and that the lowest resistivity is of the order of 1 ohm-m. This zone 

corresponds to the Ahuachapdn geothermal reservoir. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESISTIVITY IMAGES 

Some of the conductive features obsei"ved in the resistivity images, coirespond to outcropping 

conductors and must therefore in some way correlate with surface geological features or with 

particular local conditions. In the Ahuachapdn-Chipilapa area the outcropping conductors ai-e related 

to the presence of nearby hydrothermal manifestations (fumaroles, hot springs, etc.). The deep 

conductors are con^elated with information available from deep wells and with results of tiie Flores 

et al. (1992) magnetoteUuric study. 

Line L-l shows two surface conductors that correlate with the El Play6n and Ceiro Blanco 

hydrothermal manifestations as iUustiated in Fig. 11(a). Both surface expressions seem to be 

connected to the deep conductor identified as the Ahuachapdn reservoir. In tiie same figure it can 

be obseived that the producing wells in the Ahuachapdn field are all located in the conductive region 

at deptii. Notice also that the temperatiue decreases at the bottom of the deepest wells, that this 

happens at depths where the resistivity increases. The ideal relationship between high temperatures 

and low resistivities is of course only an approximation in complex geological environments. Wells 

ah-10 and ah-12 reach the conductive zone but show low temperatures at depth. This is probably 

related to the inflow of cool water that is believed to enter the reservoir lateraUy from the north 

(Steingrimsson et al., 1991), Taking this into account, the degree of correlation suffices to 

demonstrate the usefulness of the resistivity images as approximate indicators of temperature at 

depth. The correlation is also reasonably good with what is known about the saline aquifer in the 

Ahuachapdn Andesites. Fig. 11(b) shows a structural model taken from Aunzo at al. (1991). It can 

be observed that the most conductive regions conelate with the saline aquifer within the Ahuachapdn 

Andesites, particularly neai" the normal faults that connect the aquifer to deeper regions. 
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Line L-4 crosses the Chipilapa aiea which is currently under exploration and might soon be 

exploited to a limited extent. Fig. 12 illustrates the resistivity images and the relevant information 

for this Une. There is no major outcropping conductor in this case except for a slight decrease in 

surface resistivity between km 4 and 5. This feature is probably related to the La Labor and Chipilapa 

hydrothermal manifestations which are nearby the line in this part of the section (Fig. 1). This is 

also the area that has been driUed for exploration and exploitation purposes. Fig. 12(a) shows the 

temperature profiles of four wells driUed on one side of the main conductor detected along line L-4. 

As discussed in the previous section, the presence of this conductor is known from previous 

interpretation. It is located in the zone of groundwater discharge and therefore it is not considered 

a potential geothermal reservoir. The wells were driUed between this zone of outflow and the 

volcanic area associated with the recharge of the system. Information obtained from the wells 

indicates the presence of three aquifers (CEL, 1992) as shown in Fig. 12(b). It can be observed that 

the shallow aquifer RO correlates very well with the low resistivity zone centered at a depth of 500 

m. Between RO and Rl there is a resistive zone that cleai'ly sepai-ates the two aquifers. Below Rl 

the resistivity decreases and shows no indication of a bairier between Rl and the deep aquifer R2. 

Both, R2 and Rl, appear as a single conductor. The resistivity image does not possess enough 

resolution to distinguish a possible resistive barrier between the two. However, it is interesting to 

note that the dipping nature of Rl and R2is predicted by the resistivity distribution. It is also worth 

mentioning thatthe conductor at the SE end of the section is also required by the magnetotelluric 

data as described in Flores et al. (1992). 

Line L-5 crosses the Ahuachapdn field over its southem flank. The corresponding image and 

the temperature profiles for eight nearby wells are presented in Fig. 13. It can be observed that there 

are three deep conductive zones and that thecenti^al conductor con-elates very weU with the producing 

zone of the Ahuachapdn field. Notice also that the producing weUs aie located over the most 
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conductive part of the central conductor. Again, the resistivity increases at depth where the 

temperature begins to decrease. Once again, the correlation is good enough to consider the resistivity 

images as a useful tool in quantitative interpretations. The results also justify the resistivity method 

to be a useful tool in geothermal exploration, in combination with the magnetoteUuric method. The 

deep conductor towards the NE end of the line was recommended by Flores et al. (1992) as one of 

possible area for exploitation. Their conclusions are based on closely spaced magnetotelluric 

soundings that extend beyond km 11. The present interpretation of the resistivity data confirms the 

presence of the deep conductor at least up to km 11. The two wells ch-7 and ch-8 lie on the edge 

of the conductor and are non-productive. 

Line L-5 also includes a large conductor at the S W part of the section that can not be confumed 

by the magnetotelluric study because there were no soundings made on this side of the Une. FinaUy, 

it is interesting to note that the Agua Shuca hydrothermal manifestation has a surface electrical 

expression and that this is apparentiy connected to the Ahuachapdn reservoir. 

The conelation of the resistivity image for Une L-2 with the available information is Ulustrated 

in Fig. 14. Only three wells from the Ahuachapdn field fall near the line. It can be appreciated that 

the corresponding low resistivity zone correlates reasonably well with the temperature profiles of 

tiie wells. The next conductor to the west con-esponds to a possible zone for exploitation that had 

been recommended by Flores at al. (1992) on tiie basis of their magnetotelluric study. The deep 

conductor at the end of the Une was also detected by the magnetoteUuric survey and the present 

interpretation of the resistivity data confirms its existence. Other features about this line worth 

considering are the two surface conductors associated with hydrothermal manifestations. The first, 

from west tb east, coiresponds to El Playdn; the second to an area that includes the Cuyanausul, 

Termopilas and El Toituguero manifestations. In both cases, the surface conductors appear to be 
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connected to the deeper low resistivity zones. 

FINAL REMARKS 

We have shown that a fast imaging technique can successfuUy extiact the infonnation content 

of dipole-dipole resistivity measurements taken in complex geological envuonments. The method 

that we use is relatively fast. It takes about 15 minutes in a 486 personal computer for a typical 

pseudo-section of 150 measurements. The resistivity images reproduce many of the features 

obtained by trial and error methods and include subtie variations that are difficult to recognize by 

inspection. The images correlate reasonably well with surface hydrothermal manifestations, with 

the available information derived from deep wells and with the results of an extensive 

magnetotelluric survey. It is hoped that our results stimulate further interest for the application of 

tiaditional resistivity methods in geothermal exploration. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Location of the four dipole-dipole resistivity lines in the Ahuachapdn-Chipilapa aiea. 

Numbers on the lines indicate distances, inkm, from the lines' origins. The smaU tiiangles represent 

magnetoteUuric sounding sites. The shaded areas indicate zones of surface hydrothermal activity. 

Contours interval 200 m. 

Fig. 2. Apparent resistivity data in the four Unes in standard pseudo-section format. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the two-dimensional model used in the construction of the 

resistivity images. 

Fig.4. Three different resistivity images for line L-l. The image with P=10"' is the smoothest, 

followed by that with P=10"^. Theimagewith P= 10"̂  is tiie one that shows the largest variations 

of resistivity from place to place. 

Fig.5. Calculated pseudo-sections for Une L-l. The best fit is achieved with P = 10"^, followed 

by p = 10"̂  and P = 10"'. Notice that aU three cases reproduce the main features of the obsei"ved 

pseudo-section shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 6. Calculated pseudo-sections for the four Unes. The pseudo-sections were computed using 

P=10~^. This figure can be directiy compared with Fig. 1, which shows the observed 

pseudo-sections in the same order. 

Fig. 7. Models for line L-l. Model A is from Quijano (1989); model B from Fink (1990); and 

model C from Flores et al. (1991). Model D is the resistivity image obtained in the present study 

using P = 10" .̂ 
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Fig. 8. Models for Une L-4. Model A is from Quijano (1989) and modd B from Fink (1990). Models 

C and D are resistivity images for P equal to 10"̂  and 10".̂ , respectively. 

Fig. 9. Models for line L-5. Model A is from Quijano (1989) and model B from Fink (1990). Models 

C and D are resistivity images for p equal to 10'̂  and 10"'', respectively. 

Fig. 10. Models for Une L-2. Models A, B, and C are resistivity images for P equal to 10', 10'̂ , 

and 10"̂ , respectively. 

Fig. 11. (a) Correlation of the resistivity image for line L-1 with surface hydrothermal manifestation 

and temperatures (in °C) measured in deep weUs. (b) Correlation of the same image with the structural 

model of Aunzo et al. (1991). 

Fig. 12. (a) Conelation of the resistivity image for line L-4 with temperatures (in °C) measured in 

deep weUs. (b) Correlation ofthe same image with the system of aquifers proposed by CEL (1992). 

Well symbols same as in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 13. Correlation ofthe resistivity image for line L-5 with surface hydrothermal manifestations 

and with temperatures (in °C) measured in deep wells. WeU symbols same as in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 14. Correlation of the resistivity image for Une L-2 with surface hydrothermal manifestations 

and with temperatures (in °C) measured in deep wells. Well symbols same as in Fig. 11. 
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ABSTRACT 

The microseismic monitoring of the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan area was 

carried out during August-November 1988 and October 1991-April 1992. The 

objective was to use the study of microearthquakes as an exploration tool to 

investigate the geothermal potential of the Chipilapa area and to evaluate the 

main characteristics ofthe seismic activity, prior and during the exploitation tests. 

Since 1989, seven wells were drilled in the area, two of them encountered three 

gebthermal aquifers, that could allow electricity generation based upon binary 

cycle technology. 

The 1988 survey detected important, shallow and low magnitude seismic 

activity, located mainly south and southwest of the explored area. This activity is 

possibly related to the recharge zone of the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan geothermal 

system, laying south, beneath the Pleistocene Pacific Volcanic Chain. 

The 1991-1992 survey confirmed the existence of seismicity beneath the 

southem volcanic axis, but other important clusters of activity were recorded 

northward, related to the deeper structures ofthe Central Graben, and southwest 

ofthe Ahuachapan geothermal field, close to the 1990 hydrothermal eruption of 

Agua Shuca. Shallow microseismic activity appeared also along the faults 

limiting the Chipilapa geothermal field to the east. Although it is probable that this 

seismicity is due to fluid circulation in fractures, no geothermal reservoirs were 



intercepted by wells CHA and CH8. Moreover, no significant induced seismicity 

was recorded during production and injection tests. 

KEYWORDS: Geothermal exploration, microseismic monitoring, induced 

microseismicity, reservoir assessment. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Chipilapa geothermal field is sited near the Ahuachapan geothermal 

field, 80 km west of San Salvador (Figs. 1 and 2). The explored area covers circa 

25 km2 and lies in the northern foothills of the Pacific Volcanic Chain of 

Pleistocene age. Volcanism and deep seismicity are related to the subduction of 

the Cocos Plate beneath the Caribbean Plate. The Pacific Volcanic Chain is 

limited northward by the main E-W structure of the Central Graben, and is locally 

characterized by many young volcanoes and hydrothermal manifestations. 

Three kilometres west of Chipilapa, the Ahuachapan field is controlled by 

a complex fault system which limits the geothermal reservoir northward and 

westward. The Ahuachapan field has been extensively studied (Laky et al., 

1989) and is producing at present 45 MWe (Campos Romero, 1994). There is 

general agreement now that both fields are two distinct lateral flows recharged 

by a common upflow zone area laying southward, under the southwest-northeast 

trending volcanic axis of Cerro Las Ninfas-Cerro Laguna Verde (Fig. 2). 



Nevertheless, the hydrological connection between both reservoirs is still being 

debated. 

Up to now, seven wells were drilled in the Chipilapa area and only two of 

them, CH9 and CH7bis, located close to Hacienda La Labor, are actually 

productive, at least for binary cycle electrical production. Three geothermal 

aquifers were found in those wells : 

- RO - depth range: 550 m to 600 m, temperature = 187-200 X 

- Rl - depth range: 1000 m to 1600 m, temperature = 175-195 °C 

-R2-depth range: 1800 m to?, temperature = 214-220 X 

The colder RO and Rl aquifers are heated by R2, which in turn is heated by 

deep volcanic gases (CEL, 1992). Wells CHA and CHAbis (deviated from the 

first), drilled 500 m to the north of Cuyanausul fumarole, found temperatures 

above 250''C at 2700 m depth, but not enough permeability. Frbm the 

geophysical point of view, the Chipilapa area was investigated using gravity, 

dipole-dipole, magnetotelluric (MT) and microseismic monitoring techniques. A 

correlation map (Fig. 2) ofthe residual Bouguer gravity and the deep (500-1000 

m) conductors detected by MT (Romo et al., 1996) shows a good correlation (i.e. 

positive residual anomaly coinciding with the presence of a deep conductor) 

along a wide band running from south to north and crossing wells CH7bis and 

CH9. This band is limited to the east by a succession of faults. These faults run 

from Cerro Laguna Verde to well CH7bis and seem to correspond to the eastern 

limit of the Chipilapa geothermal field since they act as a hydrological and 



thermal barrier. The Escalante fault (SSW-NNE) is one of those faults. Moreover, 

the north end of the NNW-SSE Agua Shuca fault, which extends approximately 

from Cerro Cuyanausul to north of well CH9, crossing the area of wells CHA and 

CH7, intersects the Escalante fault and constitutes the northeast limit of the 

Chipilapa geothermal field. 

Two microseismic surveys were carried out in 1988 and in 1991-1992, 

with two main objectives : 

- To better defme the reservoir, its recharge and associated structures ; 

- T o record the microseismicity during the production and injection tests to 

determine the existence, if any, of induced microseismicity possibly related to 

changes in reservoir pore pressure. 

The seismic network used covered a 10-15 km2 area (Fig. 3) and included 

seven vertical and three three-component (Sta. I, II and III on Fig. 3) geophones 

(natural frequency: 1Hz), all linked by wires to a central station (Finca Los 

Angeles, FLA). There, a computer digitized the data with a 200 

samples/sec/channel sampling frequency and performed preliminary event 

detection when the recorded signals of three stations exceeded a given 

threshold, using the Short Time Average vs. Long Time Average algorithm 

(STA/LTA). Then, the computer calculated in real time a preliminary hypocenter 

determination with an homogeneous velocity model and backuped data on tape. 



In 1988, two months of almost continuous monitoring were performed 

from 26 August to 7 November, before the start of drilling operations (Fabriol et 

al., 1990). The 1991-1992 survey lasted from 7 October 1991 to 5 April 1992. 

Two mobile digital recorders were added to the wire-linked network during the 

second survey in order to increase the covered area and the accuracy of the 

hypocenter determinations (Fabriol et al., 1992). 

These two earlier papers dealt with the description of temporal 

characteristics and spatial distribution of the seismic activity recorded during both 

surveys. Here, those data are compared with recent information on the Chipilapa 

and Ahuachapan reservoirs in order to evaluate the contribution of microseismic 

monitoring to reservoir assessment. 

TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEISMICITY 

Prior to 1988, a microseismic survey was carried out from December 1969 

to August 1970 for geothermal exploration purposes (Ward and Jacob, 1971). 

The recorded seismicity was rather high: more than 150 local events (Ts-Tp<8 s) 

and 350 regional events (Ts-Tp>8 s). Compared with the 1988 and 1991-1992 

surveys these event rates are lower, but that could be explained by the lower 

sensitivity of the older equipment. 

Since the objective of our surveys was to study the geothermal area, only 

local microseismicity was examined. Earthquakes with S-P times larger than 3 s 



were discarded, although they are the most important in number and magnitude 

in this region. More than 500 regional earthquakes with S-P times ranging from 3 

s to more than 30 s were recorded during the 1988 survey and around 1300 

during the 1991-1992 survey. This high level of seismic activity is mainly related 

to the structural framework of the area, i.e. the subduction of the Cocos Plate 

under the Caribbean Plate and its associated volcanic activity. Fig. 4 shows the 

seismicity map of El Salvador (Schuiz, 1965 in Weyl, 1980) using events 

recorded until 1965. The earthquakes occurring offshore beneath the Pacific 

Ocean have focal depths between 10 to 120 km, dipping from the Central 

America Trench towards the continent. Inland, the number of reported 

earthquakes is lower and focal depths are shallower, less than 15 km. This 

activity should be distinguished from the deep earthquakes in the subduction 

zone and interpreted as a reaction of the crust to subduction. The shallow inland 

earthquakes are associated directly either to the major young fracture systems of 

the area and are responsible for most of the destructive earthquakes, or to the 

volcanic activity in the Pacific Volcanic Chain. The regional seismic activity 

recorded was hot used in the present geothermal exploration study. 

Both of our surveys pointed out the continuous character of the local 

seismic activity in the Chipilapa area: 508 and 1070 microearthquakes were 

recorded during the 1988 and the 1991-1992 surveys, respectively. On the 

chronological histograms (Fig. 5) it can be observed that daily rate of events 

ranges from 5 to 10 events with small bursts of activity every 6 to 10 days. 



corresponding to swarms of events clustered in time and space. These swarms 

can include up to many hundreds of events, like the one of 12-18 November 

1991, with more than 300 events recorded. 

The mean rate of events for the 1991-1992 survey (6 events/day) was 

lower than for the first one (8 events/day). It should be noted that most of the 

1991-1992 activity was recorded during several swarms. Also, from October 

1991 to March 1992, the noise level was higher in the area, due to the dhlling of 

CHA close to the Cuyanausul fumaroles, production tests in CH9 and CH7bis 

and coffee harvest. 

The magnitude formula of Lee et al. (1972) was, used to evaluate duration 

magnitudes (Md) in the Chipilapa area, since it was used until recently by the 

Centro de Estudios Geotecnicos of the Ministeho de Obras POblicas (CIG), in 

charge of the El Salvador seismic network (Martinez et al., 1995): 

Md = -0.87 + 2 log(d) + 0.0035 6 

Where d is the duration of the earthquake in seconds and 6 the hypocentral 

distance in km. The highest magnitudes recorded were Md=2.3 in 1988 and 

Md=2.9 in 1991. Those low magnitudes are characteristic of a low level stress 

state at the source (Scholz, 1968), as expected for the upper part of the volcanic 

area sited above the subduction zone. Figure 6 shows the chronograms of 

duration magnitudes for both surveys, highlighting the low and continuous level 



of the seismic activity. During the second period, the higher background noise 

made the recording of events of negative magnitude difficult, while earthquakes 

with magnitudes ranging from Md=2 to Md=3 were common. Frequency-

magnitude diagrams are presented in Fig. 7. The cumulative number of 

microearthquakes of magnitude higher or equal to a given magnitude is plotted 

vs. magnitude.The b value, that is the slope of the right part of the curve, is 

calculated by linear regression. For the first survey, the b value is equal to 1.14, 

using 377 events, and 0.95 for the.second survey, using 1028 events. 

In the next section, we show how the events were classified into six 

groups depending on their spatial location (see Figs. 9 and 10). Consequently it 

was possible to calculate frequency-magnitude diagrams for each of these 

groups. As an example, the 246 events recorded during the second survey close 

to the Chipilapa area (Group D) yield b=1.13, which is similar to value calculated 

in 1988 for the entire area. On the contrary, we find b=0.87, using 343 events of 

the 12-18 November 1991 swarm (Group B), located north of the Ahuachapan 

field. Values larger than 1 are characteristic of volcanic areas (Patane et al., 

1992), while values lower than 0.8 are related to tectonic earthquakes for which 

higher magnitudes are expected. As explained below, events sited northward are 

deeper and reflect the distinct structural framework of the Central Graben, 

neither volcanic nor geothermal, in agreement with a b value lower than 1. 

Nevertheless, due to the short duration of the November 1991 swarm, this low b 

value should not be considered as representative for a longer period in this 



specific area. With respect to the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan area and the volcanic 

range, due to the lack of earthquakes with magnitude larger than Md=3 during 

the monitoring period, the value of b is larger than 1. This absence may be 

explained by the low stress state at the source and possibly by the circulation of 

fluid in the fractures ofthe geothermal reservoirs. 

We conclude that spatial variation of ib. is tjseful to distinguish between 

seismicity of tectonic and volcanic-geothermal origin, assuming that the 

frequency-magnitude diagrams are calculated over a long enough time period. 

High values of b have been reported in the same way for the Larderello-Travale 

geothermal area (Batini et al., 1984). On the other hand, Arnott and Foulger 

(1994) reported 6=0.77 for the Krafla-Namafjall geothermal area in Iceland. 

Nevertheless, the geological context and the stress regime are totally different, 

since they correspond to a crustal spreading environment. 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEISMICITY AND GEOTHERMICS 

Hypocenters were determined using HYP071 (Lee and Lahr, 1975) and 

the layered model shown in Fig. 8. This model was evaluated using surface 

calibration shots for the first two layers, drilling information and results from other 

geophysical methods (Dipole-dipole and MT) for Layer 3. Layer 1 (Vp=:2 km/s) 

corresponds to tuff agglomerates; Layer 2 (Vp=3.2 km/s) to the Ahuachapan 

10 



andesites of the Ahuachapan geothermal reservoir; and Layer 3 (Vp=4.2 km/s) to 

the Formacion Balsamo (basement). 

Modeling of the location errors was performed using a modified version of 

the Uhrhammer (1980) algorithm (R. Jones, pers. comm., 1994). Results show 

that horizontal and vertical error are smaller than 180 m at 2 km depth and within 

a 5 km radius circle centered at Finca Los Angeles (FLA; Fig. 3), using seven P-

wave and two S-wave arrival times. These errors are larger than 750 m at 4 km 

depth, using ten P-wave and three S-wave arrival times. As for the first survey, 

HYP071 yielded respectively 430 m and 590 m for the root mean square (RMS) 

horizontal and vertical errors averaged over the 118 located microearthquakes. 

For the second survey the mean RMS errors averaged over the 245 located 

microearthquakes are 520 m and 530 m for the horizontal and the vertical error, 

respectively. In order to compare mean location errors with those predicted by 

error modeling, we have to take into account that errors of events located inside 

or close to the network are averaged with those of events located more than 

several kilometres away. Consequently, we estimate that horizontal and vertical 

errors are smaller than 300 m for shallow microearthquakes, i.e. those less than 

2 km deep, and located inside or close to the networi<. For microearthquakes 

deeper than 4 km or located more than 5 km from the center of the array, the 

minimum horizontal error is 800 m and the vertical error, 1 km. 

Microearthquakes located during both, surveys are presented in Figs. 9 

and 10, to point out areas where seismicity was active or inactive during both 

I I 



periods. Several groups of seismicity were defined to distinguish between the 

various active zones, their significance is discussed below. 

Spatial distribution ofthe 1988 seismic activity. 

Figure 9 presents the locafions of 118 events recorded in 1988. Most of 

the microearthquakes (Groups 1, 3 and 5) are located south of the area of 

interest under the Cerro Las Ninfas-Cerro Cuyanausul volcanic axis, with depths 

ranging from few hundreds meters down to 4 km. A small swarm (Group 2) is 

located north of the Cuyanausul fumarole, close to the Agua Shuca fault and the 

CHA well. It was proposed previously that this swarm was linked to geothermal 

fluid circulafion through fractures, since microearthquakes could be triggered by 

sudden changes in pore pressure. However, that was not sufficient to detect a 

geothermal reservoir,, since, as said before, wells CHA and CHAbis were non

productive. The fluid-filled fractures may exist, but a 300 m error in hypocenter 

location is critical in defining a wellhead site, if the drilling target is very limited in 

space, as fluid-filled fractures are. 

From a more general point of view, the microseismic activity beneath the 

volcanic axis indicates high fracturing and sofar high permeability in the upper 4 

kilometers, linked to the upflow area which is supposed to feed both Chipilapa 

and Ahuachapan geothermal fields. An alternative hypothesis could be that 

microearthquakes occurring close to the volcanic axis are simply due to tectonic 

stress release in the upper subducted crust. It is interesfing to note on the 

12 



vertical cross-section of Fig. 9, how hypocenter depths decrease from south 

(Group 1 and 3) to north (Group 2), possibly pointing out the ascent of 

geothermal fluid from the upflow zone to the discharge area. Nevertheless, none 

or few events were located under either the Ahuachapan geothennal field or 

beneath the monitoring network. This situation changed, at least respect to the 

second area, during the 1991-1992 survey. Several epicenters were located 

close to Turin (Group 6), north of the area and deeper than 8 km. Prior to our 

1988 survey, CIG recorded from 18 May to 17 August 1988, 134 

microearthquakes in the area, among which 22 were felt by the populafion. 

About half of them were located north of Turin, and the other half beneath the 

northern flank of the volcanic range (Alvarez and Martinez Torres, 1988). As 

mentioned before, the northern activity must be related to the faults of the 

Central Graben. As far as there are no surface indications of deep geothermal 

reservoirs in that area, it is likely those microearthquakes are of tectonic origin. 

Spatial distribution of the 1991 -1992 seismic acfivity. 

Data from the 1991-1992 survey allowed to locate 245 events using 

HYP071 (Fig. 10). The activity was spread over the enfire area. Again, six 

groups of seismicity were defined according to spafial concentration of 

microearthquakes: Groups 1 and 2-3 are identical to those defined for the 1988 

survey; A, B, C and D are new ones. Moreover, in order to increase the set of 

microearthquakes in each group, an algorithm was developed to classify into 
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these groups the events for which the number of arrival fimes was insufficient to 

use HYP071. The method is based on the visual correlation of the waveforms of 

an microearthquake with the set of waveforms of the master event selected for a 

given group. Belonging to a group implies specific arrival times and waveforms 

which allow to discriminate between groups. That yields a set of events large 

enough to evaluate fime distribufion and b values for each group. Finally about 

84 % of the 982 recorded events were located either precisely by HYP071 or, 

roughly by this method. 

Groups A and B 

Group A is sited 2 km north of well CH9, and Group B 1.5 km north of the 

Ahuachapan geothermal field. As in 1988, the activity toward the north is deeper 

than 6 km and should be related to the tectonic framework of the Central 

Graben. It is important to note that Group A activity was continuous during the 

six-month 1991-1992 survey: 213 recorded events from which 72 are located, 

with a maximum duration magnitude of Md=2.4. Group B corresponds to the 12-

18 November 1991 swarm, with more than 343 events recorded and a maximum 

magnitude clo.se to Md=3. Only the hypocenters of the larger events appear on 

Fig. 10, although the number of microearthquakes that could be located is much 

higher. These were discarded since this group is not directly related to the 

geothermal fields. 
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Group C 

Group C is located 3 km southwest of the Ahuachapan geothermal field 

and less than 1km from the Agua Shuca hydrothermal manifestations where a 

hydrothermal eruption occurred in October 1990 killing 25 people (Escobar et al., 

1992). Sixty events were recorded in less than one month reaching a peak on 9 

December 1991, with a maximum magnitude of Md=2.9. Sixteen events were 

located at depths shallower than 2 km, but at that distance from the network 

vertical errors are about 1 km; No activity was recorded in this area during the 

1988 survey. Nevertheless, due to the short duration ofthe first survey and to the 

swarm character of this activity, we cannot conclude that this area was inactive in 

1988. This group of microearthquakes lies below the northern flanks of Cerro Las 

Ninfas volcano where many hydrothermal manifestafions are found around Agua 

Shuca (ASHM, Fig. 10) and close to the NS fault which is supposed to limit the 

Ahuachapan geothermal field to the west. Therefore, there is a direct link 

between this fault, the hydrothermal manifestations and the microearthquakes of 

Group C. The destructive character of the 1990 explosion and the relatively high 

magnitude of the seismic activity recorded in 1991 show this area as a high risk 

zone and should be carefully monitored, to prevent future catastrophes. 

Group 1 

Aligned along a trend parallel to the, Cerro Las Ninfas-Cerro Laguna 

Verde volcanic axis, the 65. recorded microearthquakes of Group 1 (26 located) 
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confirmed the existence in this area of a continuous and lovy level seismic 

activity, already recorded in 1988. As mentioned before, this activity should be 

linked first to the upflow of the geothermal system which is supposed to occur to 

the south underneath the volcanic axis, ahd second to the movement of 

geothermal fluid through the Ahuachapan and Chipilapa geothermal fields, in a 

south-north direction. As noted previously on Fig. 9, the fact that 

microearthquake depths vary from 4 km to the southwest to less than 1 km to the 

northeast close to the Chipilapa area, supports the idea of a link between 

seismicity and fluid circulation from the deep and subvertical upflow zone 

towards the shallow and more horizontal outflow zone. Indeed seismicity 

suggests high fracturing and consequently high permeability beneath the Cerro 

Las Ninfas-Cerro Laguna Verde volcanic axis. A way to detect the presence of 

fluid could be by studying the variations of Vp/Vs ratio, using Wadati diagrams, 

for example. That did not yield concluding results, since the small number of 

stafions with horizontal sensors, i.e. 3, limited severely reliable S-time pickings. 

Group 2-3 

There are many similarities between Group 1 and Group 2-3 (87 events 

recorded, 25 located). Both show confinuous activity, low magnitudes, they 

existed also in 1988 and their depths decreased from 4 km in the south to less 

than 1 km in the north. The relationship of these groups with an upflow below 

Cerro Cuyanausul volcano and a circulation of geothermal fluid in a northwest 
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direction toward Chipilapa could also be invoked. Nevertheless there are three 

arguments against this hypothesis: 

- Cuyanausul volcano.is older than the Laguna Verde-Las Ninfas volcanic group, 

- wells CHA anql CHAbis, located close to the Cuyanausul fumarole, encountered 

high temperatures but not enough permeability, 

- Magnetotellurics (Romo et al., 1996) did not detect any low conductivity 

anomaly in this area, unlike the Group 1 area. 

On the contrary, it makes more sense to link Group 2-3 seismic activity to a 

regional NNW-SSE tectonic axis crossing the Pacific Volcanic Chain between 

Cerro Laguna Verde and Cerro Cuyanausul. That is not inconsistent with the 

direcfion of fluid circulafion, as discussed previously respect to the 1988 swarm 

located close to the Cuyanausul fumaroles, but it is not sufficient to prove the 

existence of a geothermal reservoir. Group A microearthquakes are also located 

on this NNW-SSE axis and may be considered as a deeper extension of Group 

2-3. 

Group D 

During the 1991-1992 survey an important activity (97 events recorded, 

57 located) appeared in the center of the Chipilapa area (Group D, Fig. 10). 

Seismicity was confinuous and spafially distributed in many swarms. 

Hypocenters were shallow (less than 1 km depth) and mainly clustered along 

known faults: the SSW-NNE Escalante and NNW-SSE Agua Shuca faults. Due 
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to the limited number of available monitoring stafions, only two composite fault 

plane solufions were evaluated (Fig. 11), corresponding to each of these faults. 

Faulfing is of strike-slip type with a small normal component. This agrees with the 

observed directions of faulfing in the area, NNW-SSE (Fig. 11a) and NW-SE 

(Fig. l i b ) , respectively. The Escalante fault is considered to be the eastern limit 

of the known Chipilapa reservoir. East of this fault, wells CH7, CH8 and CHA are 

non-productive, while west of it wells CH7bis and CH9 are productive. Swanns of 

microearthquakes located along this fault indicate high permeability or at least 

intense fracturing favourable to the circulation ofthe fluid coming from the south. 

Agua Shuca fault microearthquakes should be related to another swarm 

located close to well CH-A, coinciding with the 1988 swarm recorded close to the 

Cuyanausul fumarole. Both clusters are the prolongation of Group 2-3 activity, 

menfioned above. This acfivity corresponds to the main regional NNW-SSE axis 

which crosses the Chipilapa area between Cerro Laguna Verde and Cerro 

Cuyanausul. From a general point of view, the seismic activity of Group D 

corresponds to the intersecfion of the Escalante and Agua Shuca faults. 

Nevertheless, it should be noficed that no microearthquakes were located inside 

the array (i.e. in the group D area) during the 1988 survey. That means a" 

temporal increase of seismic acfivity at the end of 1991, insofar as there were no 

confinuous seismological records between both monitoring periods. 

Microseismicity and production tests 
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A relationship between this increase of seismic acfivity and the 1991-1992 

producfion tests in wells CH7bis and CH9 and injecfion tests in well CH7 is not 

straightforward. The mechanism commonly invoked to explain induced seismicity 

is the Mohr-Coulomb criterion: an increase in pore pressure decreases the 

effective pressure normal to a weakness plane and produces failure (Grasso, 

1992). Another example is the induced microseismicity observed in The Geysers 

geothermal field: fluid extracfion converts aseismic deformation due to regional 

stress field into stick slip failure by an increase of fricfion along fault planes 

(Oppenheimer, 1986). 

In the particular case of Chipilapa, 20,000 m^.of fluid extracted from CH9 

were injected by gravity into well CH7 during 47 days (Fig. 5b). During or after 

injecfion operafions, no epicenters were located around the injection well and 

those which occurred in the area were sited too far from the well to be 

reasonably related to injection. Nevertheless some events occurred just after the 

CH9 production test was stopped. Although it was not possible to locate them 

correctly due to poor data quality, they occurred near the well area, since they 

were recorded only by the closest stafions. We suggest that these particular 

events were induced by a sudden increase in reservoir pressure, due to 

producfion well shut-in, combined with the effect of the injection which was sfill in 

progress at that time. The monochromatic frequency content of their spectra, 

centered around 10 Hz, shows these microearthquakes to be similar to long-
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period events, and very different from the other microearthquakes commonly 

recorded in the area, with a wider frequency content. 

Examples of long-period events have been observed at Mount St. Helens 

by Fehler and Chouet (1982) or during hydrofracturing experiment at Fenton Hill 

(Ferrazzini et al., 1990). Long-period events and harmonic tremors are 

generated by the resonance of a fluid-driven crack induced by an impulsive 

pressure transient (Chouet, 1988). Therefore, an alternative mechanism for 

inducing seismicity could be the extension of fluid paths, due to the boiling of the 

fluid injected into the reservoir, which generates some type of long-period 

events. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The microseismic monitoring carried out in the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan 

geothermal area in 1988 and 1991-1992 was focused on geothermal explorafion. 

Local microseismicity was quite confinuous and, as expected, superimposed to 

an important regional seismicity. The latter is the consequence ofthe subducfion 

of the Cocos Plate under the Caribbean Plate, and up to now it has not been 

used for structural evaluafion. Magnitudes did not exceed Md=3 and b value for 

the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan area was equal to 1.13. Hydrothermal manifestafions 

and geothermal fluid circulafion could explain the release of seismic energy 

through low magnitude earthquakes. Time and spafial distribufion of 
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microearthquakes were invesfigated and correlations were found between zones 

of high seismicity and fluid circulafion zones inferred from the conceptual model 

of the geothermal system. 

Clusters of local seismicity are associated mainly to the volcanic axis 

south of the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan area and which corresponds to the recharge 

zones for both the Chipilapa and Ahuachapan geothermal reservoirs. Shallow 

microearthquake depths in Group 1, 2-3 and D show that the upper 4 kilometers 

must be highly fractured beneath the volcanic axis and the monitoring network. 

Beneath the Chipilapa area an important microearthquake acfivity was recorded 

in 1991-1992, but only a few microearthquakes in 1988. It is difficult to link this 

change to production tests. Moreover, apart from some events which seem to be 

induced by well testing, no evidences of a direct relationship between 

microseismicity and fluid extracfion or injection were found, mainly due to the 

limited amount of fluid involved and that injection was by gravity. Those particular 

events have something in common with the long-period events obsen/ed in 

volcanic areas, since their spectral characterisfics are rather monochromafic. 

The Escalante and Agua Shuca faults showed to be seismically active, 

particularly in 1992. Those faults correspond respectively to the eastern and 

northeastern limits of the Chipilapa reservoir. As a matter of fact, several faults 

are seismically active in all the area, but few of them are actually related to the 

geothermal system. A good example could be the faults located east of the 

Escalante fault. The seismicity is high in that area, but wells CH8 and CHA were 
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non-producfive. An explanafion could be that seismicity is effecfively linked to 

fluid circulation, but permeability is concentrated around the main fractures, 

which, unfortunately, were not intersected by the wells. 

This study shows that hypocenters mapping is an helpful tool in 

geothermal exploration to define axes of high fracturation, some of which have 

fluid-filled fractures. Other methods are needed to invesfigate if those fractures 

are linked to geothermal reservoirs. Precision in hypocenters location is crifical 

when faults or wellhead sites should be determined through microseismic 

studies. A further use of this type of microseismicity studies would be for 

structural studies, i.e., to detect lateral variafions of wave velocities, using a 3-D 

inversion of arrival fimes (see for example Arnott and Foulger, 1994). However, 

because of the limited number of seismic stations and the non-uniform spafial 

distribufion of events respect to the area of interest and to the networic, this 

method could not be used with the existing data set. 

Finally, it is noteworthy that no significant seismic activity was located in 

the Ahuachapan geothermal field area during both surveys. Distance from the 

recording network is not a valid explanafion, since the Group C seismicity is 

located farther away and a digital recorder was operafing successively south and 

north of the field during the second survey. One reason could be that 

microearthquakes in the Ahuachapan field are very shallow and rapidly 

attenuated. Another reason is related to the induced seismicity mechanism: fluid 

extraction results in a decrease in reservoir pressure, i.e. an increase in effective 
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stress. This could prevent failure along fault planes and consequenfiy impede 

earthquakes generation. Then all the deformation due to reservoir contraction 

should be purely aseismic. Nevertheless, stress accumulafion could produce 

larger earthquakes later on. Geodefical measurements should be undertaken as 

well as seismic monitoring to assess surface deformafion effects and possible 

seismic hazards. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Fig. 1: Locafion map of El Salvador and of the Chipilapa-Ahuachapan 

geothermal area. 

Fig.2: Chipilapa-Ahuachapan area: correlation map of residual Bouguer gravity 

and the deep magnetotelluric (MT) conductor. Correlation degree is calculated 

as follows: the residual map is transformed in such a way that a weight equal to 

the residual is assigned to areas of positive gravity anomaly and equal to zero to 

areas bf negative or null anomaly. Respect to the MT map, weight one is 

assigned to areas where a deep conductor is present below 500 m depth, weight 

zero elsewhere. The correlation map is the sum of both maps. Note that the 

highest correlation degrees occur beneath the Ahuachapan geothermal field and, 

eastward, along a winding North-South channel crossing productive the area of 

the productive wells CF|9 and CH7bis. 

Fig. 3: Seismic network used for monitoring the Chipilapa area. Sta. I, II and III 

are the three-component stafions. FLA: Finca Los Angeles, central recording 

stafion. 

Fig. 4: Seismicity map of El Salvador, using earthquakes recorded by a regional 

network unfil 1965 (from Schuiz, 1965, in Weyl, 1980). Open circles denote 
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shallow seismicity (0 to 30 km depth); filled circles intermediate and deep 

seismicity (30 to 120 km depth). 

Fig. 5: Chronological histograms of local seismicity (Ts-Tp< 3s): a) 1988 survey; 

b) 1991-1992 survey. 

Fig. 6: Chronogram of durafion magnitudes of local seismicity: a) 1988 survey 

(377 events); b) 1991-1992 survey (1028 events). 

Fig. 7: Frequency-magnitude diagrams: a) 1988 survey (377 events); b) 1991-

1992 survey (1028 events). 

Fig. 8: P wave velocity model used for HYP071. 

Fig. 9: 1988 Survey: map and secfion views of the 118 located events. ASF: 

Agua Shuca Fault. Clusters of microearthquakes define the six groups (1 to 6) 

described in the text. 

Fig. 10: 1991-1992 Survey: map and secfion views of the 245 located events. 

ASF: Agua Shuca Fault; EF: Escalante Fault; ASHM: Agua Shuca Hydrothermal 

Manifestafions. Clusters of microearthquakes define the six groups described in 

the text. Rectangle 1 denotes the location of the events used for the composite 
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fault plane solution shown in Fig. 11a and rectangle 2 the events used for Fig. 

l i b . 

Fig. 11: Composite fault plane solufions for two clusters of events recorded 

during the 1991-1992 survey: a) for the cluster of microearthquakes included in 

the rectangle denoted by 1 \n Fig. 10; b) for the cluster of microearthquakes 

included in the rectangle denoted by 2 in Fig. 10. 
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COMPOSITE FAULT PLANE SOLUTION 
(Schmidt projection - Lower hemisphere; 

shaded area: compression) 

Plane A: Strike : N 267° 
Dip : 53° N 
Normal faulting - Dextral 

Plane B: Strike : N 155° 
Dip : 64° SW 
Normal faulting - Sinistral 
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COMPOSITE FAULT PLANE SOLUTION 
(Schmidt projection - Lower hemisphere; 

shaded area: compression) 

Plane A: Strike : N 128° 
Dip : 70° SW 
Normalfaulting - Dextral 

Plane B: Strike : N 29° 
Dip : 65° SE 
Normal faulting - Sinistral 
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